
 
ANNOUNCEMENT
This meeting will be held in the Council Chambers at Bloomington Civic Plaza and via WebEx. Some members of
the City Council, testifiers, and presenters may participate electronically as permitted by law, Minnesota Statutes,
Section 13D.021.  Members of the public may participate in person or electronically.  Directions are provided
below.
 
To watch or listen to the meeting:

Attend in person
Watch BTV (Comcast channels 859 or 14)
Watch online at blm.mn/btv-live or the City's YouTube channel blm.mn/youtube
Listen by phone: 1-415-655-0001, access code 2450 268 1555, password CCPA0309

 
To provide public comment:

Attend in person; or 
To participate remotely during the public comment period or a public hearing, dial phone number: 1-866-
801-8457, conference ID 208039, prior the start of the item you wish to speak on during the meeting.
Provide the operator with the item number and name listed on the agenda. You will be placed on hold and
your line muted until it is your turn to comment or testify; or
To offer comment in advance of the meeting, leave a voicemail at 952-563-4695 or email
councilsecretary@bloomingtonmn.gov no later than 2:00 p.m. on the meeting date. Include the item
number and item name listed on the agenda. Include your name, phone number, and address when 
leaving a voicemail or email. Please indicate if you also plan to attend in person or call in during the
meeting to provide live comment or testimony.

  
1. CALL TO ORDER
  
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
   
 2.1 December 9, 2021 Concurrent City Council Port Authority Meeting Minutes 
  
3. NEW BUSINESS
   
 3.1 PUBLIC HEARING: Spending Plan for tax increments from MOA Tax Increment Financing Districts and

consideration of a Redevelopment Agreement and TIF Loan Agreement related to the MOA Waterpark

City Council / Port Authority Concurrent Meeting
AGENDA

 CITY COUNCIL / PORT AUTHORITY CONCURRENT MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 2022

SPECIAL MEETING WEBEX / COUNCIL CHAMBERS
BLOOMINGTON CIVIC PLAZA
1800 W. OLD SHAKOPEE RD.
BLOOMINGTON, MN 55431 

6:00 PM 
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Project, and a Purchase and Option Agreement
   
 3.2

Bloomington Central Station Residential #4 (BCS4)

   
 3.3 Wayfinding Agreement Amendment - PORT AUTHORITY ONLY ACTION
   
 3.4 Acknowledge Determination Regarding Telephone or Interactive Technology Meetings and Shift Back

to In-Person Meetings - PORT AUTHORITY ONLY ACTION
 
ADJOURNMENT

BloomingtonMN.gov: A yearly meeting schedule, agendas, and the official minutes once approved are available. If you require a
reasonable accommodation, please call 952-563-8733 (MN Relay 711) as soon as possible, but no later than 9:00 a.m. one business day
before the meeting day.
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Request for Council Action

 
Originator 
Port Authority

Item 
2.1 December 9, 2021 Concurrent City Council Port Authority Meeting
Minutes 

Agenda Section 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Date 
March 9, 2022

Requested Action:

 
Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to approve the Concurrent City Council Port
Authority meeting minutes of December 9, 2021.

Item created by: Carolyn Lane, Port Authority
Description:

 
Enclosed are the December 9, 2021 Concurrent City Council Port Authority Meeting Minutes for approval.

Attachments:

 
2021 dec 9 concurrent unapprovedfinal.docx
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https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1279737/2021_dec_9_concurrent_unapprovedfinal.pdf


Concurrent City Council / Port Authority Meeting
UNAPPROVED MINUTES

Concurrent City Council / Port Authority Special Meeting 
Thursday, December 9, 2021, 6:00 p.m.

Council Chambers / Webex
Bloomington Civic Plaza

1800 West Old Shakopee Road
Bloomington, MN 55431 

Call to Order Official attendance and all votes were taken via roll call. 

Mayor Tim Busse called the City Council meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.

City Council Present: Councilmembers S. Nelson, J. Baloga, P. Martin, J. Carter, D. Lowman 
(arrived at 6:20 p.m.) and N. Coulter were present via Webex;
Mayor T. Busse was present in Council Chambers

President Bob Erickson called the Port Authority meeting to order at 6:01 p.m.

Port Authority Present: President R. Erickson, Commissioners, J. Carter, T. Keller, C. Hunt, R. 
Lunz and S. Peterson were present via Webex. Commissioner T. Busse 
was present in Council Chambers

Port Authority Absent: None.

Staff: Jamie Verbrugge, City Manager
Schane Rudlang, Port Authority Administrator
Melissa Manderschied, City Attorney
Julie Eddington, Port Authority Counsel

Becky Schindler, Economic Development Analyst
Jason Schmidt, Economic Development Analyst
Carolyn Lane, Community Development Project Coordinator
Julie Long, City Engineer

Also Present: Kevin Roggenbuck, Ramsey County Senior Transportation Planner 
Grany Wyffels, Kimley-Horn & Associates, Inc.
Kurt Hagen, Senior Vice President of Triple 5 Development 

Item 1.1

Approval of Minutes

M/Baloga, S/Coulter, and all present City Council members voting aye, to approve the Concurrent 
City Council Port Authority meeting minutes of September 8, October 13 and November 10, 2021 
as presented. Motion carried 6-0.

M/Keller, S/Peterson, and all present Port Authority Board members voting aye, to approve the 
Concurrent City Council Port Authority meeting minutes of September 8, October 13 and 
November 10, 2021 as presented. Motion carried 6-0-1 (Hunt abstaining due to absence on 
November 10, 2021 meeting).

NEW BUSINESS
Item 2.2 

Riverview Corridor 
Project - Design 
Concepts

Kevin Roggenbuck, the Senior Transportation Planner from Ramsey County Public Works 
presented an overview and update of the Riverview Corridor project. Grant Wyffels from the 
Engineering team at Ramsey County provided the design details and goals of the project, and 
explained that they are now on the Engineering and Pre-Environmental Phase. In this early phase 
they determine environmental impacts and benefits to the cities along this route. The route will 
go from downtown St Paul and end in the Mall of America, and the team is looking at options for 
route of the track. Ramsey County Engineering is coordinating with partnering agencies – such as 
MNDOT and Metropolitan Transit – and continue to consider pedestrian and bike safety along this 
track. 
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UNAPPROVED MINUTES

Concurrent City Council / Port Authority Meeting December 9, 2021

The Mall of America is the largest transit station in the state, and Wyffels explained that there are 
multiple construction options for installing a track into the Mall, such as adding a station at 82nd

street to improve traffic in the area, leaving both the Blue Line and Riverview trains at grade near 
the Mall of America, and elevating the platforms as the trains enter the mall property. 
Construction is still ten years out and Roggenbuck explained that they will have more updates as 
conversations continue with partnering agencies.

Port Authority President Erickson stated that in his career he has seen many projects similar to 
this one, and he cautioned the team from Ramsey County to consider the long-term costs and 
traffic implications.

Mayor Busse thanked Wyffels and Roggenbuck for their work and presentation of this project. He 
believes that there would be less transfers at the mall being that the Mall of America is a 
destination, so it is important to be sure passengers feel comfortable and safe upon arrival. 

Councilmember Nelson asked for clarification on whether it would be just the Riverview line or 
both the Riverview and Blue Line that would re-route to a new station at 82nd Street and 24th

Avenue. Ruggenbuck confirmed that the working plan is to re-route both tracks to the new 
station. Councilmember Nelson asked if there was still a tunnel under consideration through the 
parking ramp, or if passengers would just have to walk through the parking ramp at MOA. 
Rudlang responded that staff have been in discussions with the mall, and the end result is to limit 
the amount passengers go up and down a level to get from the mall to the transit station, but the 
goal is for it to be covered. Rudlang confirmed that the intent at this stage is that passengers will 
not have to walk outside or through a parking ramp, and that transit customer satisfaction has 
been top of mind throughout these discussions. Councilmember Nelson asked if they had 
considered building a pedestrian bridge over 24th Avenue for folks trying to catch a train from one 
of the surrounding hotels.  Roggenbuck noted that issue has been discussed and they are still 
looking at solutions for pedestrians. Councilmember Nelson continued his questioning by asking 
what happened to options “2-7” since the slideshow only illustrates an “option 1” and an “option 
8”. Roggenbuck replied that they were looking at other options to elevate the train and other 
things, but they were very expensive options with lengthier travel times for transit users. 
Councilmember Nelson asked if there was ever consideration to just have riders connect from the 
airport onto the Blue Line or Fort Snelling. Roggenbuck said forcing transfers affects ridership. If 
people want to go to the mall, they are not likely to want to make connections. 

Commissioner Hunt commented that she knows vehicle traffic ends up waiting too long for a train 
at Killebrew and 24thAvenue, so she appreciates this team taking a look at improvements to the 
current route.

Roggenbuck continued his presentation to explain their community and passenger engagement 
efforts to ensure they are capturing the needs of riders and addressing all concerns related to 
construction of the route. 

Port Authority President Erickson explained that it is difficult for passengers to haul bikes up and 
down steps at the stops where the train is elevated above grade.

(Councilmember Lowman joined the meeting at 6:20 p.m.)

Item 2.1

South Loop Waterpark 
and EXPO Site on 
Adjoining Lands

Rudlang explained that the Port Authority staff have drawn up a Letter of Intent with the Triple 5 
team from the Mall of America (MOA) to proceed with the waterpark and EXPO 2027 projects. 
Rudlang presented the timeline of these projects up to this point and reviewed the strategic 
priorities for the South Loop. 
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UNAPPROVED MINUTES

Concurrent City Council / Port Authority Meeting December 9, 2021

The Letter of Intent provides a financing framework to Triple 5, which includes $30 million in TIF 
to be made available to the project at closing, a TIF loan for $9 million in Adjoining Lands value 
that is required to be used on the waterpark, and the intent to secure the Adjoining Lands for 
EXPO 2027. These Adjoining Lands consist of 31.16 acres and a purchase option would be secured 
using MOA TIF as the interim funding source. Permanent funding for the EXPO site would come 
from South Loop Development Funds, private investors, grants or other funds. If the EXPO does 
not happen in Bloomington, Triple 5 would get the land back and would have to repay the TIF loan 
within four years of the BIE EXPO vote. If Triple 5 does not repay the loan, the Port Authority has 
an option to purchase the site at the Hennepin County assessed value less the amount of the 
unpaid TIF loan using MOA TIF. 

Port Authority President Erickson noted for the public that these dollars mentioned in the Letter 
of Intent are “fenced in” to be used for South Loop development only. They cannot be used on 
anything else. Rudlang confirmed this to be the case.

Rudlang explained that the Adjoining Land value for the TIF loan was based off the Hennepin 
County assessment.  This deal allows the Mall of America to maintain control of the Adjoining 
Lands that surround their property, and Rudlang explained that is why they purchased the land in 
the first place. The Adjoining Lands come with a requirement of 200-300 parking spaces, and 
there are DEED restrictions on the land that staff are reviewing. Due to 2021 legislation changes, 
TIF recapture provisions will be updated. 

Port Authority President Erickson noted that Triple 5 is a family owned company and the next 
generation might be rising number of leadership positions. Rudlang responded that City staff 
regularly engage in positive discussions with Triple 5, and their goals often align with the City’s 
goals.

Commissioner Hunt appreciated hearing that staff are meeting with Triple 5 regularly and that it is 
going well. If Triple 5 is willing to adhere to the City’s requirements and past agreements, that is a 
significant improvement.

Commissioner Lunz asked for Rudlang’s professional opinion on what the risks are if these 
projects do not move forward. Rudlang responded that in order to continue attracting tourists 
and residents to the South Loop area, it is important to continue evolving. The Mall of America 
represents a large portion of the City’s tax base, and keeping the area relevant will drive more 
tourism into the area. The pandemic has shown that when the Mall of America is not attracting 
guests, it affects how many tourists come to stay at Bloomington hotels, which decreases the 
amount of lodging and admissions taxes to the City, and then the tax burden shifts to the ‘regular’ 
property taxpayers. Continuing development strengthens the City’s position in the state as an 
attraction and the tax base alike. Kurt Hagen from Triple 5 mirrored Rudlang’s comments that the 
mall needs to stay relevant with innovative, fun attractions for years to come. Driving traffic and 
tourism is crucial to both the mall’s and the City’s bottom line. The waterpark is expected to drive 
900,000 tourists to the area per year which will drive admissions taxes, lodging taxes, and other 
funds to Bloomington. The office market and hospitality industries are strained right now due to 
the pandemic, so there are not many alternatives at this point. 

Port President Erickson commented that from what he is reading in the news malls are 
fortunately surviving this pandemic and gaining momentum again.

Mayor Busse asked if there are potential risks for the City if they moved forward. Rudlang 
responded that in the non-profit interim funding model that was proposed before the pandemic 
left the City with very little risk. This new plan presents almost no financial risk to the City. The 
main risk is if the attractions themselves do not perform as well as predicted. If the waterpark 
does not perform, the asset still exists even if fewer tickets are sold than expected. There would 
still be a substantial about of money coming into the area as a result of this asset. The funds being 
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UNAPPROVED MINUTES

Concurrent City Council / Port Authority Meeting December 9, 2021

used towards this development can only be used for South Loop development such as a 
waterpark. 

Port Authority President Erickson added that the Mall of America has been successfully driving 
more tax revenue to the City of Bloomington since its conception 27 years ago.

Commissioner Hunt asked if the projections for the anticipated number of tourists were 
comprised of out-of-town travelers that would stay in the hotels, or if it was mainly metropolitan 
residents that would be coming to their local waterpark. Hagen said the feasibility study projected 
hotel night stays. The leap in hotel nights are anticipated to jump from 60,000 per year to 90,000 
per year. Commissioner Hunt asked if there was a water park ticket price that Triple 5 had in mind 
yet and if they felt the Minnesota market would support their price estimations. Hagen replied 
that it might be close to $60 as compared to $100 in their New York waterpark market, and they 
have done many market studies to support this estimate. Commissioner Hunt expressed concerns 
that the market in Bloomington may not support the pricing that Hagen states is reflected in the 
feasibility study. 

Councilmember Carter inquired about the possibility of a waterpark ticket discount for 
Bloomington residents. Hagen replied that Triple 5 is open to it, but it has not been thoroughly 
discussed at this stage in the project yet.

Mayor Busse thanked staff for their hard work and the detailed presentation.

Councilmember Lowman inquired about sustainability discussions for this project. He asked about 
water use and sustainability measurements long-term. Hagen said their goal is to make this 
project as sustainable as possible and attempt to make it the first LEAD certified waterpark. This is 
a sustainable and efficient model compared to the power consumed by other, older waterpark 
developments. They have used the new and improved efficient technology at the American 
Dream waterpark in New Jersey. At MOA, Triple 5 always considers efficiency – they do not even 
heat MOA in the winter to reduce power use. They also retrofit newer technology that increases 
efficiencies in their projects whenever possible.

Commissioner Lunz asked about the maximum site size for the EXPO. Rudlang responded that 62 
acres is the maximum site size for the EXPO, and there is no minimum. Commissioner Lunz 
expressed his concern that this waterpark might not meet long-term consumer demands, nor is 
he sure the waterpark would be a benefit to the City long-term. It is a significant piece of land to 
be dedicated to this project even though the Mall of America owns it, however, he is in favor of 
the EXPO coming to Bloomington.

M/Baloga, S/Lowman, and all present Council Members voting aye, to approve the attached 
Waterpark Financing and Adjoining Lands Option Letter of Intent and direct staff to develop 
agreements and documents based on the terms for consideration at a future Concurrent meeting 
of the City Council and Port Authority. Motion carried 7-0.

The first set of motions by the Port Authority were retracted and then redone due to comments 
made during the first motion and voting process, in order to comply with Roberts Rules of Order.

M/Keller, S/Peterson, to approve the attached Waterpark Financing and Adjoining Lands Option 
Letter of Intent and direct staff to develop agreements and documents based on the terms for 
consideration at a future Concurrent meeting of the City Council and Port Authority. Motion 
carried 5-2, with Hunt and Lunz opposed.

Adjournment M/Coulter, S/Carter, and all City Council members present voting aye, to adjourn the City Council 
meeting. Motion carried 7-0.
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UNAPPROVED MINUTES

Concurrent City Council / Port Authority Meeting December 9, 2021

The Port Authority Board meeting was adjourned by President R. Erickson at 7:55 p.m.

Hillary Neary
Minutes Secretary
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Request for Council Action

 
Originator 
Port Authority

Item 
3.1 PUBLIC HEARING: Spending Plan for tax increments from MOA Tax
Increment Financing Districts and consideration of a Redevelopment
Agreement and TIF Loan Agreement related to the MOA Waterpark
Project, and a Purchase and Option Agreement

Agenda Section 
NEW BUSINESS

Date 
March 9, 2022

Requested Action:

 

City Council

Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a
Redevelopment Agreement with the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, MOA WP Owner, LLC, and MOAC
Land Holdings, LLC, and a Purchase and Option Agreement between the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington
and Delta Metro Lands LLC and Authorizing the Execution of Documents in Connection Therewith

Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a Spending Plan
for Certain Tax Increment Financing Districts located within Industrial Development District No. 1 South Loop and
Authorizing the Execution of Documents in Connection Therewith

Port Authority

Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a
Redevelopment Agreement with the City of Bloomington, MOA WP Owner, LLC, And MOAC Land Holdings, LLC,
and a Purchase and Option Agreement with Delta Metro Lands LLC and Authorizing the Execution of Documents
in Connection Therewith

Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a Spending Plan
for Certain Tax Increment Financing Districts Located within Industrial Development District No. 1 South Loop and
Authorizing the Execution of Documents in Connection Therewith

Item created by: Jason Schmidt, Port Authority  
Item presented by: Schane Rudlang, Port Authority Administrator
 
Description:

 
 

Introduction
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A large indoor waterpark has been in the plans at or near Mall of America since the mall project was conceived in
the 1980s.  In 2018, the City Council and Port Authority started work in earnest to find a way to deliver the
waterpark project.  Throughout 2018 and 2019, a plan was developed that utilized a nonprofit entity to facilitate
the project.  The nonprofit would take the place of the City as owner and borrower for the waterpark project until
the mortgage was paid off in 30 years.  The model allowed the project to move forward while protecting the City
and Port from financial risk and liability.   In 2021, new statutory TIF authority (via a TIF Spending Plan) was
enacted that opened up new financing models for the waterpark project (described in more detail below).

In addition to the waterpark project, the Council and Port directed staff to seek site options to host EXPO
2027. Based on the last direction from the boards, this meeting is to review and take action on agreements
prepared from the approved Waterpark Financing and Adjoining Lands Option Term Sheet which was approved
by the Port and Council on December 9, 2021.  The Agreements for consideration tonight are the Redevelopment
Agreement, Purchase and Option Agreement, TIF Loan Agreement, and Spending Plan as detailed below. 
Additional agreements listed in the attached outline and other documents contemplated thereby, would come
before the Council and Port at a later date closer to the financial closing on the project (the Ancillary
Agreements). 

Waterpark Public City Council and Port Authority Meetings

1. March 6, 2018: Staff and representatives from Triple 5, owners of Mall of America (MOA), updated the City
Council and Port Authority on the status of development for future phases of MOA. The focus of that
meeting was on the potential to develop and construct a large indoor waterpark, which would be
connected to Mall of America.  At that time, the City, Port and Triple 5 were exploring a number of
different ownership and financing structures for the waterpark, including one where the City would own
and issue debt for the project, using revenues from the waterpark to pay for the waterpark’s debt
payments.  In the aforementioned financing model, which was not ultimately furthered, Bloomington
resident property taxes would not have been at financial risk for the project.  Work continued in the
summer and fall of 2018 to find a financing model where the City and Port further limited their risk; this
included numerous staff and developer meetings, and extensive legal analysis. 

2. November 1, 2018: Staff presented a proposed waterpark financing model utilizing a nonprofit as the
borrower and owner. Triple 5 would develop the waterpark with the Port Authority. They would also
manage the waterpark through a contract with the nonprofit. The Council and Port directed staff to
continue studying the nonprofit model outlined. 

3. January 31, 2019: Staff presented a further refined version of the nonprofit model, and the Council and
Port directed staff to perform further due diligence and bring back a Development Services Agreement for
consideration at the next concurrent meeting of the City Council and Port Authority.

4. April 17, 2019: Staff presented options to the Council and Port. Options presented were to move forward
with the Development Services Agreement (DSA) to fund $7.6M of $10.1M in development, design,
contracting, and contract pricing, or to continue due diligence before doing so.  The Council and Port voted
to move forward with the DSA. 

5. July 1, 2019: The Council and Port passed resolutions to move forward with Provident Resource Group as
the nonprofit entity that would create the special purpose MN nonprofit entity to borrow, construct and
own the waterpark.

6. August 12, 2019: Provident attended a concurrent meeting of the Council and Port to review Provident’s
business model. Staff provided the Council and Port an update of the ongoing project feasibility review
process. No action was taken by the Council or Port.

7. September 9, 2019: The City Council passed a resolution to concur with Provident, in the selection of a
syndicate of underwriters as follows: Barclays Capital, Inc. to serve as the bookrunning co-senior manager;
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Citigroup Global Markets, Inc. to serve as co-senior manager; and Piper Jaffray & Co. to serve as co-
manager.

8. October 29, 2019: The City Council and Port Authority passed a resolution approving the Nonprofit
Agreement.  The agreement formalized the relationship between the City/Port and Provident for the
project.  Key points of the agreement included establishing the members of the Board of Directors for the
Nonprofit Entity (Provident-4 and City-1), outlining members of the Project Advisory Committee (BCVB-1,
City-1, Port-1, Management Company-1, and Provident-4).

9. November 12, 2019: Representatives of Triple 5 reviewed the thematic design and layout of the waterpark
in detail. Triple 5 also presented their outreach activities to their tenants related to the Special Use Taxes
that provide backup funding if waterpark revenues are lower than projected. The City Council voted to
change an ordinance and passed resolutions necessary to allow the Special Use Taxes to be a backstop for
the water park debt, if the project closes financing.

10. December 16, 2019: The City Council approved the zoning and entitlements for the waterpark.  These
zoning and entitlement approvals are the standard approvals any real estate project needs in order to
ultimately get a building permit to construct a building in Bloomington. This action is separate and distinct
from the financing and ownership discussion.

11. September 8, 2021: The City Council and Port Authority passed motions directing staff to work with Triple
5 to study a private financing option that would utilize legislation signed into law in Minnesota in 2021 that
provides a temporary easing of restrictions on the use of TIF due to Covid-19. The boards also wanted to
continue to keep the non-profit option on the table and directed staff to continue consulting studies.

12. November 10, 2021: The boards met in closed session to discuss terms to either purchase or buy an option
on the Adjoining Lands (31 acres directly east of MOA, currently a parking lot) related to EXPO and the
waterpark projects.

13. December 9, 2021: The boards approved the Waterpark Financing and Adjoining Lands Option Term Sheet
and directed staff to develop agreements and documents based on the term sheet.

Covid-19 Pandemic

On March 11, 2020, a global Covid-19 pandemic was declared by the World Health Organization and the
waterpark project was put on hold. Mall of America (MOA) closed and later reopened in 2020.  Capacity
restrictions for entertainment, retail and restaurant venues limited the number of people that could be in various
areas at MOA.  As a result, MOA fell behind on its mortgage and property taxes, and then paid the delinquencies
for both before the end of 2020.  Covid-19 related challenges at American Dream New Jersey caused a 49%
ownership pledge from MOA to secure the ADNJ project to be activated by a lender; Triple 5 remains in control of
51% of the ownership entity for MOA. 

In the summer of 2021, traffic levels and sales at MOA recovered to around 80-85 percent of 2019 levels.  Pent up
demand for entertainment is certainly driving some of that demand.  The lack of international leisure travel is
seen as both a benefit and a challenge to MOA sales.  Americans aren’t traveling abroad as much as in 2019 and
are taking domestic trips (such as to MOA) instead, but international travelers aren’t coming to MOA as much. 
While no one can predict what the future holds for retail and amusement attractions, the general consensus in
the industry is that we are still a few years away from a normalization.  What exactly that normalization will look
like is unknown due to uncertainties related to variants of the virus and their impacts on public health and the
economy.  The situation in Ukraine is an additional factor that could impact both the MOA, the waterpark and
EXPO projects. 

Covid-19 has also greatly impacted the cost of the waterpark project.  Labor and material costs have risen
dramatically, just like all the other projects the Port is working on.  Today, both the private (waterpark) and public
(infrastructure) development teams are working on value engineering to keep the projects within budget. 
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Waterpark 2021 TIF Flexibility (via Spending Plan)

In 2021, new statutory language was enacted into Minnesota law which allows cities and port authorities new
flexibility for utilizing Tax Increment Financing (TIF) through a Spending Plan.  The 2021 law is similar to what was
passed in 2011, following the last big economic downturn.  The purpose of the flexibility in 2011 and in 2021 was
to spur economic development.  The 2021 flexibility requires that funds have to be committed to a project by
December 31, 2022 and spent by December 31, 2025.  The 2021 flexibility opens new private financing options
for the waterpark project, which the Port and City Council directed staff to move forward with.  This provides the
ability to directly fund a portion of the project with tax increment rather than be involved with the bonds issued
for the waterpark. The equity provided by the Port Authority reduces the amount of bonds to be privately
financed so that the project can be financed without the Port and the City providing any pledges to repay the
bonds. Another benefit of the private financing option is that it eliminates the complexities of the nonprofit
arrangement and moves the City and Port even further away from risks related to the project.  This model is
similar to many of the other projects the City and Port have done at MOA or in South Loop.  The developer
finances the majority of the project, and the Port funds infrastructure (mostly parking).  The difference here via
the 2021 legislation is that investment is allowed directly into the project using the Spending Plan; with that being
the $30 million detailed in the LOI.  The Spending Plan is the legal mechanism that is provided to utilize the 2021
legislation. The Spending Plan legislation requires that the City Council hold a public hearing prior to approval of
the Spending Plan by the City and the Port.  

Waterpark Proforma and Needs Analysis

Staff and our consultants have reviewed the proposed proforma for the privately funded waterpark project. It
differs from the proforma created for the prior nonprofit model.  Covid-19 temporarily impacted leisure spending
as entertainment venues shut down completely and then demand was initially slow to return; however, this
spending has rebounded strongly later in the pandemic even during the Omicron surge.  Per ticket revenue has
exceeded initial projections greatly at the American Dream New Jersey waterpark.  Revenue projections in the
proposed privately funded waterpark proforma have been adjusted upwards by the developer and some
expenses have gone both up and down. Property tax estimates from the City are about double due to increased
revenue. The result is that this private proforma exceeds NOI estimates the Port, City, and our consultants had
projected in 2019, and would project today.  However, this is the developer’s private proforma and not the City or
Port’s proforma.  The risk is that the proforma could be overstated, in which case, that risk in this private
financing model is the developers and financiers, and not the public’s risk. (See below further discussions of risks
and benefits.)

Waterpark Bonding for Committed Public Improvements ($75M)

The 2021 Spending Plan TIF authority is a temporary tool that requires tax increment to be committed by the end
of 2022 and spent by the end of 2025.  Staff continues to work with Triple 5 on projects beyond the waterpark,
waterpark hotel, and EXPO.  These discussions are ongoing.  The Spending Plan tool allows the transfer of
unobligated tax increment received prior to the end of 2022 for construction projects that will create jobs
(including construction jobs).  For that reason, it is advisable to use the Spending Plan tool for the investment that
relates directly to the waterpark and utilize bonding for the ‘traditional’ public improvements (such as parking and
utilities).  This preserves the remaining TIF in cash that the Port has for another project that could be developed
later this year and takes advantage of interest rates that are still low (but could change due to a number of factors
including inflation, Federal Reserve rate adjustments and the situation in the Ukraine).  The Port’s municipal
advisor has developed bond projections comparing both a general obligation (GO) and Non-GO bonding options.
GO bonds secured by tax increment will have a lower cost of borrowing, but the lower interest rate might not be
worth the added risk or credit rating impact. A bond sale with related documents would be considered by the
boards along with the other Ancillary Agreements at a future date.  Bond schedules using only the future TIF from
MOA (simple TIF Revenue Bonds) will be further analyzed and presented to the boards.
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Waterpark Risks and Benefits

Since the City and Port’s approval of the Development Services Agreement on April 17, 2019, up to $7.6M from
the South Loop Development Fund for design and development of the waterpark is at risk if the project does not
move forward.  Construction risks including increased costs are always a potential issue.  Legal risks exist, but the
City/Port believes they are manageable and have been mitigated, to the extent possible, with the agreements and
are much lower with the private financing model.

There is also reputation risk to the City and Port; although the City and Port would not be responsible for the debt
and would not be the owner, borrower, or the issuer of the debt, the City and Port would be parties to the various
agreements that allowed the project to be developed.

The health of bricks-mortar retail is an item the City/Port continue to monitor.  This project will help with the
resiliency of the MOA project overall, by providing experiences (entertainment) as well as retail.  The other direct
benefit to the city is from the various taxes generated by the project.  The waterpark adds to Bloomington being a
major entertainment and hospitality destination in the upper Midwest.  Another benefit is securing the land for
EXPO, which is key to that project moving forward. 

The largest risk by far is that the project cannot pay for its debt.  In the private funding model, this risk is borne by
the developer and the financing entities.  The Port is providing investment for the project in the form of TIF, but
bears no financial responsibility if there is a default on the debt.  In the default scenario, the waterpark is very
likely to remain as a waterpark; the real estate asset is simply too valuable to ‘go away’ if the financial projections
are too high and there is a default.  But the ownership could change, and the debt could reset to a lower number. 
A similar situation occurred with the project that is now owned by Great Wolf and Hyatt Regency in Bloomington. 

Waterpark Labor Peace

Triple Five representatives have had discussions with Unite Here regarding existing labor peace agreements.  As
between Triple Five, the City, and Port Authority, the waterpark LOI previously considered by the City and Port
Authority on December 9, 2021, is silent on labor peace, and labor peace is not discussed in any of the
agreements before the Port Authority and City Council for consideration on March 9, 2022 related to the
waterpark.  The 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract includes a section about labor peace as it relates to hotel
development.  If the waterpark project commences construction, MOAC has indicated that a new hotel would be
developed adjacent to the waterpark but as a separate development project.  This new hotel would be subject to
the hotel labor peace requirements in the 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract and applicable state laws.

Redevelopment Agreement (Waterpark)

The Redevelopment Agreement serves as a project-specific parent agreement to many of the other ancillary
agreements and outlines the overall responsibilities for the parties in the waterpark project and the Port’s
investment in the waterpark and committed public improvements.  Parties are City, Port, MOA WP Owner
(Secondary Developer) and MOAC Land Holdings (Master Developer). 

Waterpark Project:  MOA WP Owner agrees to finance, construct and equip the approximately 320,000 square
feet waterpark and related site improvements and utilities located north of MOA.   

Committed Public Improvements: The Port Authority is committing the funds and developing the Committed
Public Improvements (parking ramp, skyway, surface parking, stormwater, site utilities).  The Master Developer
will be undertaking the development pursuant to a Parking Development Agreement that will be considered by
the boards prior to project's financial closing.  The developer fee for the committed public improvements is 1%
paid at closing.

Public Investment:  The City/Port would invest in the project with Tax Increment from the TIF Districts associated
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with MOA as follows:

Committed Public Improvements: The City/Port pays up to $75M for the committed public improvements. 
Waterpark Project: The City/Port invests $30M for the design and construction of the waterpark as detailed
in the Spending Plan. 
TIF Loan: Up to $10M loan for the design and construction of the waterpark as detailed in the Spending
Plan.  This TIF Loan also serves as the Option Payment for securing the Adjoining Lands property per the
Purchase and Option Agreement as a site for the EXPO.
Additional Sustainability Measures:  If the city council requires additional sustainability measures for the
waterpark project, up to $5M of TIF is set aside in the Spending Plan to assist with the additional costs.

A recapture agreement will be part of the public investment package, providing protection for the City and Port’s
investment and will be considered by the boards before financial closing.      

Sustainability:  On February 15, 2022, the Sustainability Commission received an update on the waterpark design
related to sustainability.  At this meeting, the Sustainability Commissioners were concerned with the potential
energy use of the facility and requested an assessment of the projected annual energy use of the waterpark. 
Commissioners did request that the architects consider offsetting the energy use with sustainability measures,
such as, solar panels. If the City Council or Port Authority require additional sustainable design measures to the
project, this would increase the total project cost.  To assist with new sustainable design costs, $5M of TIF
increment has been set aside in the Spending Plan.  Sustainable design features will be presented to the boards
for future consideration along with or before consideration of the Ancillary Agreements.   

Public-Private Formula:  The public-private formula as outlined in the 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract
would be adjusted to accommodate the waterpark project and Adjoining Lands parking requirements.

Public Plaza Reimbursement:  The $5,449,346 for the Public Plaza would not be paid in cash (same as the
nonprofit model) but will be included and added to the recapture amount in the Waterpark Recapture
Agreement. 

South Loop Development Fund (SLDF) Reimbursement:  Under the previously executed Development Services
Agreement, the Port has paid for pursuit costs from the SLDF related to the waterpark project.  Upon financial
closing of the waterpark project, the SLDF will be reimbursed for those costs.  

Business Subsidy:  The Business Subsidy Act provides an exception for redevelopment when the subsidy
recipient's investment in the purchase of the site and in site preparation is 70 percent or more of the assessor's
current year's estimated market value.  The Secondary Developer represents that their investments meet this
exemption, and therefore, the Secondary Developer does not need to comply with the Business Subsidy Act.

Insurance: The City/Port are protected during construction as an additionally insured on the 100% replacement
cost, builder’s risk policy for both the waterpark project and committed public improvements.  After construction
and during the term of the agreement, MOAC Land Holdings and MOA WP Owner are required to hold insurance
for 100% of replacement costs of their respective project ownership.  If destruction of the committed public
improvements occurs, and it is not rebuilt, then the Port receives 100% of the proceeds on the insurable value.

Bloomington Resident Discount:  A meaningful resident discount will be included in the final agreements.

Outstanding Exhibits:  A number of Exhibits to the Redevelopment Agreement are still being drafted and will be
on an upcoming meeting for the boards to consider, prior to financial closing. 

Purchase and Option Agreement (EXPO)
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The Purchase and Option Agreement gives the Port exclusive right and option to purchase the Adjoining Lands
(31.16 acres) property for Expo and outlines the Option Payment in the form of a secured TIF Loan to assist the
waterpark project.  Parties to the Agreement are Delta Metro Lands and Port, with consent by MOAC Land
Holdings and City.  If the EXPO bid is secured, it would likely occur in 2027 or 2028.

Option Price:  Port provides a secured TIF Loan from MOA TIF account.  TIF Loan amount is $9,653,000 (the
assessed value of the Adjoining Lands, less the outstanding principal owed by Seller to its mortgage lender and
less any applicable release fees or other fees owed to its mortgage lender (if applicable)). 

Option Period:  Option runs from the execution of Agreement until July 15, 2023 or earlier if the Adjoining Lands is
not selected as the site for the Expo.

Option Purchase Price: 

If a third-party developer purchases and the post-EXPO use is managed and developed by the Third-Party
Developer and Buyer and Seller cannot agree on a price, the price is determined by an appraisal process
(similar to the three-appraiser process outlined in the Recapture Agreement for MOA Phase 1C executed
by MOAC, Port and the City, dated January 31, 2014).

The value cannot be higher than the DELTA 2021 Mortgage Refinancing Appraisal or lower than the
current Hennepin County Assessed Value.

If the Port purchases the Adjoining Lands, the Option Purchase Price shall be $27,153,000, the Hennepin
County Assessor’s assessed valuation

Port may use MOA TIF Increment account as an interim funding source (inter-fund loan), with
interest paid at Port’s aggregate investment rate (0.52%)
Any proceeds from the land sale are to be returned to MOA TIF.

Closing:  The closing on the Adjoining Lands (either by the Port or a third party) must occur within 90 days of
Bureau of International Expositions (BIE) location selection vote. 

Declaration of Restrictive Covenants:  This is to limit the uses that will directly compete with MOA uses.  The
declaration lists the specifically allowed uses and uses that need review and sign off from the MOA entities.  The
restrictive covenants would be recorded and applied to the Adjoining Lands for 30 years from the date of the
executed Declaration.  If MOA entities no longer control at least 50% owner of MOA, the restrictive covenants
terminate. 

Right of Repurchase:  The Seller (Delta Metro) has a right to repurchase the property, at the Option Purchase
Price if, for some reason, construction to host the Expo does not happen on the property by May 1, 2025.   

Right of First Refusal:  The Seller (Delta Metro) will have the right of first refusal after the Expo on all or a portion
of the Adjoining Lands.  However, the Seller does not have a right of first refusal if the sale of the property is for a
specifically allowed use as described in the restrictive covenants. 

No Further Encumbrances:  The Seller (Delta Metro) agrees to not further encumbrance or mortgage the property
beyond the existing mortgage that may be refinanced but not increased. 

Parking Rights:  If the Option is exercised for Expo or for default of the TIF Loan, the Adjoining Lands required
parking of 192 spaces will be relocated into the Waterpark ramp, funded by MOA TIF Increment.  The Parking
Ramp is designed to include an add-alternate to accommodate the Adjoining Lands parking.   

TIF Loan Agreement (Waterpark and EXPO)

The TIF Loan Agreement lays out the terms of the TIF Loan to the waterpark project and the disbursement
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process.  Funds for the TIF Loan come from MOA TIF.  Parties are Port and MOA WP Owner, with consent by
MOAC Land Holdings and Delta Metro Lands.

TIF Loan Amount:  The TIF Loan amount is $9,653,000 (the assessed value of the Adjoining Lands, less the
outstanding principal owed by Seller to its mortgage lender and less any applicable release fees or other fees
owed to its mortgage lender (if applicable)).

Interest Rate:  Interest rate is 0.52%, which is the Port’s TIF account aggregate investment rate.

Repayment:  If Expo on the Adjoining Lands is selected, and the Port Authority purchases the site, the TIF Loan will
be credited to the purchase price under the Purchase and Option Agreement. If Expo on the Adjoining Lands is not
selected, MOA WP Owner is required to repay the loan no later than 4 years after the BIE Vote.

Security of TIF Loan:  The TIF Loan is secured by an exclusive purchase option for the Adjoining Lands in favor of
the Port.  If the TIF Loan is not repaid, the purchase price of the Adjoining Lands will equal the outstanding
principal amount owed by Delta Metro to its mortgage lender; and the Port has discretion on the sale price for the
property. 

Spending Plan

The Spending Plan is required as part of the 2021 State Statute for TIF Flexibility.  The Spending Plan requires
approval by the City and Port, with the City Council holding a public hearing.

The Spending Plan details that an amount of up to $55M may be provided for the construction and development
of an indoor waterpark.  The $55M is broken into the following segments:

$30M – the City/Port invests for the design and construction of the waterpark project as defined in the
Redevelopment Agreement
Up to $10M – the TIF Loan amount as defined in the TIF Loan Agreement
Up to $10M – for Committed Public Improvement project costs that had been previously funded by SLDF,
but now are allowed by the 2021 TIF Flexibility
Up to $5M – additional sustainability measures if approved by the city council

  

Attachments:

 
CC Resolution - Spending Plan
CC Resolution - Redevelopment Agreement and Purchase and Option Agreement
Port Resolution - Spending Plan and TIF Loan
Port Resolution - Redevelopment Agreement and Purchase and Option Agreement
MOA WP Agreement Outline
Redevelopment Agreement for Private Waterpark
Purchase and Option Agreement (Adjoining Lands)
TIF Loan Agreement
Spending Plan
T5 March 9th Joint Meeting Waterpark Presentation FINAL.pdf
BCVB Memo Support of the Waterpark 3.8.22.pdf
WP City Powerpoint 3-9-22 (2).pdf
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https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1272689/DOCSOPEN-_777454-v2-Bltn_Waterpark_CC_Spending_Plan_Resolution.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1272690/DOCSOPEN-781008-v1-BPA_Waterpark_City_March_Resolution_Approving_Documents.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1272692/DOCSOPEN-_777456-v4-Bltn_Waterpark_Port_Spending_Plan_Resolution.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1272693/DOCSOPEN-_781007-v1-BPA_Waterpark_Port_March_Resolution_Approving_Documents.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1274460/MOA_WP_Agreement_Outline_3-4-22.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1278162/MOA_WP_-_Redevelopment_Agreement_for_Private_Waterpark_030822.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1278143/Delta_Metro--Port_Authority_Purchase_and_Option_Agreement__Adjoining_Lands__030822.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1278144/MOA_WP_Waterpark_TIF_Loan_Agreement_030822.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1278147/Bltn_Waterpark_Spending_Plan.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1282253/March_9th_Joint_Meeting_Waterpark_Presentation_FINAL.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1282255/BCVB_Memo_Support_of_the_Waterpark_3.8.22.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/attachment/1282273/WP_City_Powerpoint_3-9-22__2_.pdf


RESOLUTION NO. 2022-__________

RESOLUTION APPROVING A SPENDING PLAN FOR CERTAIN TAX 
INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS LOCATED WITHIN 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT NO. 1 SOUTH LOOP AND 
AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS IN CONNECTION 
THEREWITH

WHEREAS, the City Council (the “Council”) of the City of Bloomington (the “City”) is 

the official governing body of the City; and

WHEREAS, the City and the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port 

Authority”) have previously established Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-C and Tax 

Increment Financing District No. 1-G (together, the “TIF Districts”) within Industrial 

Development District No. 1 South Loop and adopted tax increment financing plans therefor, as 

amended, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 through 469.1794, as amended (the 

“TIF Act”); and

WHEREAS, Section 469.176, subdivision 4n of the TIF Act (the “Temporary TIF 

Authority Act”) authorizes the Port Authority to spend available tax increment from any existing 

tax increment financing district, notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, to provide 

improvements, loans, interest rate subsidies, or assistance in any form to private development 

consisting of construction or substantial rehabilitation of buildings and ancillary facilities, if the 

following conditions exist: (1) such assistance will create or retain jobs in the State of Minnesota, 

including construction jobs; (2) construction commences before December 31, 2025; (3) 

construction would not have commenced before that date without the assistance; (4) tax 

increments under the spending plan are spent by December 31, 2025; and (5) the Council 

approves a written spending plan after conducting a duly noticed public hearing that specifically 

authorizes the Port Authority to take such actions; and
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WHEREAS, the Port Authority has proposed to apply available tax increments from the 

TIF Districts for various uses in accordance with the Temporary TIF Authority Act, and to that 

end has caused to be prepared a spending plan (the “Spending Plan”); and

WHEREAS, the assistance authorized under the Spending Plan expressly includes the use 

of up to $55,000,000 in available tax increment from the TIF Districts to finance a portion of the 

costs of the construction and development of an indoor waterpark; and

WHEREAS, a portion of the assistance authorized under the Spending Plan may be 

provided in the form of a loan of tax increment generated from property within the TIF Districts

to MOA WP Owner, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Developer”), in the 

amount of up to $10,000,000 (the “TIF Loan”); and

WHEREAS, on the date hereof, the City Council held a public hearing regarding the 

Spending Plan, for which notice was published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City 

at least once, not less than ten (10) days nor more than thirty (30) days prior to the hearing, and 

at which hearing all persons were given the opportunity to be heard; and

WHEREAS, on the date hereof, the Board of Commissioners of the Port Authority will 

consider a resolution approving the Spending Plan and the TIF Loan.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 

OF BLOOMINGTON that based upon the foregoing facts:

1. The Spending Plan is hereby approved in substantially the form on file with the City 

Clerk.

2. The City makes all the findings set forth in the Spending Plan, which are 

incorporated herein by reference.
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3. Port Authority staff and consultants are hereby authorized to take actions necessary 

to carry out the terms of the Spending Plan.

Passed and adopted this 9th day of March, 2022.

______________________________
Mayor

ATTEST:

______________________________
Secretary to the Council

BL255-39 (JAE)
777454v2
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-______

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH THE 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MOA WP OWNER, LLC, 

AND MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, AND A PURCHASE AND OPTION 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 

BLOOMINGTON AND DELTA METRO LANDS LLC AND AUTHORIZING THE 
EXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Bloomington (the “City”) is the official 

governing body of the City; and

WHEREAS, the City, the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port 

Authority”), and MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the 

“Master Developer”), have entered into a 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract for Private 

Redevelopment of Land, dated July 19, 2016, as amended (the “Master Contract”), which set 

forth the terms of redevelopment of certain property located within Industrial Development 

District No. 1 South Loop; and

WHEREAS, the Master Developer is authorized under the Master Contract to designate a 

secondary developer; and

WHEREAS, the Master Developer intends to lease a portion of the property located 

within the TIF District (the “Waterpark Development Property”) to MOA WP Owner, LLC, a 

Delaware limited liability company (the “Secondary Developer”), and to designate such 

Secondary Developer as a “secondary developer” under the Master Contract; and

WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer intends to construct an indoor waterpark on the 

Waterpark Development Property (the “Minimum Improvements”); and

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City (the “City Council”) has reviewed forms of (i) a 

Redevelopment Agreement (the “Redevelopment Agreement”) between the City, the Port 
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Authority, the Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer, pursuant to which the Master 

Developer will designate the Secondary Developer as a “secondary developer” under the Master

Contract, the Secondary Developer will construct the Minimum Improvements, and the Port 

Authority will develop and construct a parking ramp, a skyway for pedestrians, surface parking, 

and related site and utility improvements; and (ii) a Purchase and Option Agreement (the 

“Option Agreement”) between the Port Authority and Delta Metro Lands LLC, a Minnesota 

limited liability company (“Delta Metro Lands”), including consents from the Master Developer 

and the City, pursuant to which Delta Metro Lands will provide the Port Authority with the 

option to purchase property for the purpose of developing the site to host the 2027 or 2028 

World Expo, and in exchange the Port Authority will provide tax increment assistance to the 

Secondary Developer for the Minimum Improvements; and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY

OF BLOOMINGTON that based upon the foregoing facts:

1. The City Council hereby approves the designation of the Secondary Developer as 

a “secondary developer” under the Master Contract.

2. The Redevelopment Agreement and the Option Agreement (together, the 

“Agreements”) are hereby in all respects authorized, approved and confirmed and the Mayor and 

City Manager are hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver the Agreements for and 

on behalf of the City in substantially the forms now on file with the City but with such 

modifications as shall be deemed necessary, desirable or appropriate, the execution thereof to 

constitute conclusive evidence of their approval of any and all modifications therein.  

3. The Mayor and the City Manager are hereby authorized and directed to execute 

any and all other documents deemed necessary to carry out the intentions of this resolution.
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Passed and adopted this 9th day of March, 2022.

______________________________
Mayor

ATTEST:

______________________________
Secretary to the Council

BL255-39 (JAE)
781008v1
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RESOLUTION NO. ___-BPA-22

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A SPENDING PLAN FOR CERTAIN TAX 
INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS LOCATED WITHIN INDUSTRIAL 

DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT NO. 1 SOUTH LOOP AND AUTHORIZING THE 
EXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH

WHEREAS, the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port Authority”) is an 

established body politic and corporate pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.071; and

WHEREAS, the Port Authority and the City of Bloomington (the “City”) have 

previously established Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-C and Tax Increment Financing 

District No. 1-G (together, the “TIF Districts”) within Industrial Development District No. 1 

South Loop and adopted tax increment financing plans therefor, as amended, pursuant to 

Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 through 469.1794, as amended (the “TIF Act”); and

WHEREAS, Section 469.176, subdivision 4n of the TIF Act (the “Temporary TIF 

Authority Act”) authorizes the Port Authority to spend unobligated tax increment from any 

existing tax increment financing district, notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, to 

provide improvements, loans, interest rate subsidies, or assistance in any form to private 

development consisting of construction or substantial rehabilitation of buildings and ancillary 

facilities, if the following conditions exist: (1) such assistance will create or retain jobs in the 

State of Minnesota, including construction jobs; (2) construction commences before December 

31, 2025; (3) construction would not have commenced before that date without the assistance; 

(4) tax increments under the spending plan are spent by December 31, 2025; and (5) the City 

Council of the City approves a written spending plan after conducting a duly noticed public 

hearing that specifically authorizes the Port Authority to take such actions; and
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WHEREAS, the Port Authority proposes to utilize existing available tax increment 

revenues from the TIF Districts in order to stimulate construction or rehabilitation of private 

development in a way that will also create or retain jobs, including construction jobs, in 

accordance with the Temporary TIF Authority Act, and to that end has caused to be prepared a 

spending plan (the “Spending Plan”); and

WHEREAS, the assistance authorized under the Spending Plan expressly includes the 

use of up to $55,000,000 in available tax increment from the TIF Districts to finance a portion of 

the costs of the construction and development of an indoor waterpark; and

WHEREAS, the assistance authorized under the Spending Plan expressly includes, but is 

not limited to, a loan of tax increment generated from property within the TIF Districts to MOA 

WP Owner, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Developer”), in the amount of up 

to $10,000,000 (the “TIF Loan”) to finance a portion of the costs of the construction and 

development of an indoor waterpark (the “Project”); and

WHEREAS, on the date hereof, the City Council of the City held a public hearing 

regarding the Spending Plan, for which notice was published in a newspaper of general 

circulation in the City at least once, not less than ten (10) days nor more than thirty (30) days 

prior to the hearing, and at which hearing all persons were given the opportunity to be heard; and

WHEREAS, there has been presented before the Board a form of TIF Loan Agreement 

(the “TIF Loan Agreement”) between the Port Authority, the Developer, and MOAC Land 

Holdings, LLC, including consent from Delta Metro Lands LLC, which sets forth the terms of 

the TIF Loan to be provided to the Developer to finance the Project;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON that, based upon the foregoing, 
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1. The Spending Plan is hereby approved in substantially the form on file with the 

Administrator of the Port Authority.

2. The Port Authority makes all the findings set forth in the Spending Plan, which are 

incorporated herein by reference.

3. Following the approval of the Spending Plan by the City Council of the City, Port 

Authority staff and consultants are hereby authorized to take actions necessary to carry out the 

terms of the Spending Plan.

4. The Port Authority hereby approves the TIF Loan as described in the Spending 

Plan and the TIF Loan Agreement.

5. The TIF Loan Agreement is hereby in all respects authorized, approved and 

confirmed and the President and Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to execute and 

deliver the TIF Loan Agreement for and on behalf of the Port Authority in substantially the form 

now on file with the Port Authority but with such modifications as shall be deemed necessary,

desirable or appropriate, the execution thereof to constitute conclusive evidence of their approval 

of any and all modifications therein.  

6. The President and the Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to execute 

any and all other documents deemed necessary to carry out the intentions of this resolution, the 

Spending Plan, and the TIF Loan Agreement.
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Passed and adopted this 9th day of March, 2022.

______________________________
Port Authority President

ATTEST:

______________________________
Secretary to the Port Authority

Reviewed by General Counsel

______________________________

BL255-39 (JAE)
777456v3
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RESOLUTION NO. ___-BPA-22

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH THE 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MOA WP OWNER, LLC, AND MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, 

LLC, AND A PURCHASE AND OPTION AGREEMENT WITH DELTA METRO 
LANDS LLC AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS IN 

CONNECTION THEREWITH

WHEREAS, the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port Authority”) is an

established body politic and corporate pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.071; and

WHEREAS, the City of Bloomington (the “City”), the Port Authority, and MOAC Land 

Holdings, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Master Developer”), have entered 

into a 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract for Private Redevelopment of Land, dated 

July 19, 2016, as amended (the “Master Contract”), which set forth the terms of redevelopment 

of certain property located within Industrial Development District No. 1 South Loop; and

WHEREAS, the Master Developer is authorized under the Master Contract to designate a 

secondary developer; and

WHEREAS, the Master Developer intends to lease a portion of the property located 

within the TIF District (the “Waterpark Development Property”) to MOA WP Owner, LLC, a 

Delaware limited liability company (the “Secondary Developer”), and to designate such 

Secondary Developer as a “secondary developer” under the Master Contract; and

WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer intends to construct an indoor waterpark on the 

Waterpark Development Property (the “Minimum Improvements”); and

WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of the Port Authority (the “Board”) has 

reviewed forms of (i) a Redevelopment Agreement (the “Redevelopment Agreement”) between 

the City, the Port Authority, the Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer, pursuant to 
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which the Master Developer will designate the Secondary Developer as a “secondary developer” 

under the Master Contract, the Secondary Developer will construct the Minimum Improvements, 

and the Port Authority will develop and construct a parking ramp, a skyway for pedestrians, 

surface parking, and related site and utility improvements; and (ii) a Purchase and Option 

Agreement (the “Option Agreement”) between the Port Authority and Delta Metro Lands LLC, a 

Minnesota limited liability company (“Delta Metro Lands”), including consents from the Master 

Developer and the City, pursuant to which Delta Metro Lands will provide the Port Authority 

with the option to purchase property for the purpose of developing the site to host the 2027 or 

2028 World Expo, and in exchange the Port Authority will provide tax increment assistance to 

the Secondary Developer for the Minimum Improvements; and 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON that, based upon the foregoing, 

1. The Board hereby approves the designation of the Secondary Developer as a 

“secondary developer” under the Master Contract.

2. The Redevelopment Agreement and the Option Agreement (together, the 

“Agreements”) are hereby in all respects authorized, approved and confirmed and the President 

and Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver the Agreements for 

and on behalf of the Port Authority in substantially the forms now on file with the Port Authority 

but with such modifications as shall be deemed necessary, desirable or appropriate, the execution 

thereof to constitute conclusive evidence of their approval of any and all modifications therein.  

3. The President and the Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to execute 

any and all other documents deemed necessary to carry out the intentions of this resolution.
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Passed and adopted this 9th day of March, 2022.

______________________________
Port Authority President

ATTEST:

______________________________
Secretary to the Port Authority

Reviewed by General Counsel

______________________________

BL255-39 (JAE)
781007v1
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MOA Waterpark / Adjoining Lands Agreement and Document Outline
March 9 Joint Port and City Council Meeting

1

1) Waterpark Project Plan and Rendering

2) Redevelopment Agreement for Waterpark
a) Parties: City, Port, MOA WP Owner, MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Serves as a project-specific parent agreement to many of the other ancillary

agreements and outlines the overall responsibilities for the parties in the Waterpark project 
and the Port’s investment in the Waterpark and Public Improvements

c) Key Points:
i) MOA WP Owner agrees to build Waterpark Project
ii) Port agrees to pay for Committed Public Improvements (75M) and provide approximately 

$30M for the Waterpark Project with TIF, 
(1) If the city council requires additional sustainability measures for the Waterpark Project, 

Port will amend this agreement to provide TIF to assist in paying for the additional 
sustainability requirements

iii) Public-private formula adjusted to accommodate the Waterpark and Adjoining Lands parking 
requirements 

iv) Documents that a business subsidy analysis and needs analysis was completed
v) Provides primary insurance requirements during construction, supplementing the 

2016 MasterRedevelopment Contract
vi) Public Plaza Reimbursement – Recapture potential
vii) Committed Public Improvements include:

(1) Structured Parking
(2) Skyway
(3) Site Utilities
(4) Surface Parking and ancillary facilities
(5) Stormwater Improvements 

viii) South Loop Development Fund to be reimbursed from Waterpark loan closing proceeds for 
the previously executed Development Services Agreement (executed on April 17, 2019) 
costs ~$7.37M

ix) Development Fee for Public Improvements is 1% paid at closing
x) Business Subsidy Agreement – Exempt 
xi) Term – July 15, 2023
xii) Needs analysis completed, City and Port make no representations as to adequacy of 

proforma
xiii) Bloomington Resident Discount required

3) Spending Plan 
a) Party: Port, City
b) Purpose: 2021 State Statute requirement to modify the use of TIF to stimulate local economy in 

response to the pandemic
c) Key Points: 

i) Public Hearing Required
ii) Up to $55M of MOA TIF Increment

(1) $30M – the City/Port invests for the design and construction of the Waterpark as defined 
in the Redevelopment Agreement

(2) ~$10M – the TIF Loan amount as defined in the TIF Loan Agreement
(3) ~$10M – for Committed Public Improvement project costs that are not TIF eligible, but 

allowed by the 2021 Temporary TIF flexibility
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(4) ~$5M – additional sustainability enhancemnets approved by the boards

4) Purchase & Option Agreement
a) Parties:  Port and Delta; consent by City and MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Gives the Port Authority exclusive right and option to purchase the Adjoining Lands 

property for Expo and outlines the Option Payment in the form of a secured TIF Loan to assist the 
Waterpark Project

c) Key Points (this text below is directly from the LOI):
i) Option price - In consideration for granting site control option, the Port provides to MOAC a 

secured loan (the “Tax Increment Financing Loan” or “TIF Loan”) from the MOA Tax 
Increment Financing account for Port Authority TIF Districts 1-C and 1-G (“MOA TIF”). 
(1) TIF Loan amount ($9,653,000) shall be the Hennepin County Assessed Value in the year of 

Agreement less the amount of the mortgage on the property and any mortgage breakage 
fees or other costs related to prepaying the mortgage (if applicable)

ii) In the event: EXPO 2027/2028 is selected by BIE for Minnesota, USA
(1) Closing to occur within 90 days of BIE Vote (regardless of final entity developing the site)

(a) Parties agree that MOA Tax Increment Financing (“TIF”) account balance held by the 
Port Authority could be used as an interim funding source (inter-fund loan), with 
interest paid at Port’s aggregate investment rate

(b) If EXPO does not happen on the Adjoining Lands for whatever reason, DELTA may 
repurchase the site from the Port Authority/City at the same price it sold it for.

(2) Land price in the event EXPO occurs on the Adjoining Lands
(a) If Site is developed by Third Party Developer - If land costs are the expense of the 

Third Party Developer and the post-EXPO use is managed and developed by the Third 
Party Developer and Buyer and Seller cannot agree on a price, the price is determined 
by an appraisal process (similar to the three appraiser process outlined in the 
Recapture Agreement for MOA Phase 1C executed by MOAC, Port and the City, dated 
January 31, 2014). 

• The value cannot be higher than the DELTA 2021 Mortgage Refinancing 
Appraisal or lower than the current Hennepin County Assessed Value.  

(b) Site is developed by City/Port - If land costs are the expense of the Port and/or City 
and the post-EXPO use is managed and developed by the Port and/or City, the 
“City/Port Land Cost” is the Hennepin County Assessed Value in the year of this 
Agreement ($27,153,000).

iii) In the event: EXPO 2027/2028 is NOT selected by BIE for Minnesota, USA
(1) MOAC to repay the TIF Loan within 4 years from BIE vote

(a) Security of TIF Loan - Loan would be secured by a purchase option granted to the Port 
that allows the Port to buy the Site at the land mortgage amount (est. $17.5M) if 
MOAC does not repay the TIF loan 

• MOAC or DELTA to pay any mortgage breakage fees that apply or other 
costs related to prepaying the mortgage

• Funding for sale is MOA TIF account
• Resale price at Port’s discretion
• TIF Loan is deemed satisfied

(b) Interest on TIF Loan – Port’s aggregate TIF account investment rate at time of 
execution of Option Agreement (currently 0.52%)

• TIF account is made whole
iv) Adjoining Lands required parking (192 spaces) to be relocated into Waterpark ramp, funded 

by MOA TIF, if EXPO happens or City/Port owns site due to nonpayment by MOAC of TIF Loan
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(1) Since construction of the Parking Ramp along with the waterpark could begin before a BIE 
EXPO decision is known, Parking Ramp design to include an add-alternate to add the 
Adjoining Lands parking to the Parking Ramp project.

v) Declaration of Restrictive Use Covenants to be put in place to limit uses to not compete 
directly with MOA uses 
(1) A Declaration of Approved Use is required by parties

vi) DELTA agrees to not increase the debt on the Site beyond any loan refinancing costs (no new 
liens)

vii) TIF Loan proceeds to be dedicated to Waterpark and advanced from the Port on a monthly 
draw basis until financial closing on the waterpark, at which time the balance is transferred to 
Lender’s project fund for construction of the waterpark.
(1) If the Waterpark does not proceed, the TIF Loan is reduced to whatever has been 

advanced for the Waterpark, and in the event of no EXPO repaid as outlined herein
viii) Land Sale Proceeds – Proceeds from any land sale or from TIF Loan repayment to be returned 

to MOA TIF account (once TIF, always TIF)
ix) TIF Spending Plan needs to be drafted to utilize MOA TIF for this purpose

5) TIF Loan Agreement
a) Parties: Port and MOA WP Owner; consent by MOAC Land and Delta Metro 
b) Purpose: Describes the terms of the TIF Loan to the Waterpark project and disbursement process
c) Key Points:  

i) Funds for TIF Loan come from MOA TIF Districts
ii) Principal amount of the TIF Loan ($9,653,000) shall be equal to the assessed value of the 

Adjoining Lands as of the Agreement, less the outstanding principal amount owed by Delta 
Metro to its mortgage Authority as of the Agreement Date, less any applicable release fees or 
other fees owed to the mortgage Authority, as applicable; provided, however, that the 
principal amount shall not exceed $10,000,000

iii) Interest rate is Port’s TIF account aggregate investment rate of 0.52%
iv) Repayment – if EXPO 2027 is selected, the TIF Loan will be credited to the purchase price 

under the Purchase and Option Agreement and if EXPO 2027 is not selected, MOA WP Owner 
will repay the loan no later than 4 years after the BIE Vote

v) TIF Loan is secured by an exclusive purchase option for the Adjoining Lands in favor of Port 
through June 30, 2027 or once the TIF Loan is repaid.  

CONSIDERATION OF THE DOCUMENTS BELOW TO BE TIMED CLOSE TO FINANCIAL CLOSING OF WP

1) Bonding Documents for Public Improvements
a) Parties: City, Port, MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Sale of Bonds to fund $73M in Committed Public Improvements

2) Parking Ground Lease Agreement
a) Parties: City, Port, MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Legal right for Committed Public Improvements to exist on land

3) Parking Management Agreement
a) Parties: City, Port, Parking Manager
b) Purpose: Outline the shared public use of the parking structure
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4) Waterpark Recapture Agreement
a) Parties: Port, MOA WP Owner
b) Purpose: Define measurement of waterpark performance and procedure and milestones for 

repayment of public investment
c) Key Points:

i) Cost Buy Down - $30M 
(1) Up to 100% in recapture agreement with threshold set to baseline proforma (without a 

buffer above baseline proforma)
ii) Parking and Infrastructure Recapture - $73M

(1) Up to 50% in recapture agreement with threshold set to baseline proforma (without a 
buffer above baseline proforma)

(2) Public and Infrastructure recapture amount to be reduced by allocation of improvements 
to a hotel if a hotel is constructed and shares infrastructure with the waterpark

(3) Hotel Recapture Threshold – Undetermined at this time but set as close to baseline 
proforma as feasible

(4) Define recapture payback procedure
iii) Public Plaza Reimbursement - $5,449,346

(1) Up to 100% in recapture agreement with threshold set to baseline proforma (without a 
buffer above baseline proforma)

5) Parking and Skyway Access Agreement
a) Parties: City, Port, MOAC Land, MOA WP Owner 
b) Purpose: Allows access from parking through the ramp and skyway

6) Public Improvement Development Agreement
a) Parties: Port, MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Legal document to compel MOAC to build Public Improvements
c) Key Points:

i) Maximum expenditure of $75M
ii) Environmental insurance purchased as a contingency
iii) Requires a Direct Access Agreement so that Port has direct access to Design Builder

7) Public Improvements Design Build Contract
a) Parties: WP Owner, Design Builder
b) Purpose: Contract by which WP Owner hires Design Builder to design and build Public 

Improvements for    a guaranteed, lump sum, fixed price

8) Direct Access Agreement
a) Parties: Design Builder, Port, WP Owner
b) Purpose: Gives the Port Authority direct access to the builder, while the Port’s agreements are 

with WP Owner

9) Parking Management Plan
a) Parties: City, Port, MOAC Mall, MOAC Land, MOA WP Owner
b) Purpose: Describes how MOA will manage all MOA parking areas as shared parking
c) Key Points: Ensures the parking is public and shared among all MOA uses and is an exhibit to the

Parking Ground Lease Agreement

10) Encroachment and License Agreement for Tunnel and Plaza Operation, Maintenance & Security
a) Action needed: Needs to be amended because waterpark will consume the Plaza
b) Parties: City, MOAC Land, NPD
c) Purpose: Outline operations and maintenance responsibilities for the Plaza/Tunnel, and Lindau
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Lane and the term of the agreement is co-extensive with the life of the Plaza/Tunnel
improvements

11) JW Marriot use of Plaza
a) Action needed: Will terminate since waterpark will consume the Plaza

12) Lease of Public Plaza and Improvements
a) Action needed: Needs to be amended because waterpark will consume the Plaza

13) Master Disbursement Agreement
a) Parties: Port, Design Builder, MOAC, MOA WP Owner, 
b) Purpose: Ensures that all parties have committed full construction financing for their elements of 

the project
c) Key Points: Outlines monthly disbursement procedures from TIF

14) Bond Documents and Bond Resolution 
a) Purpose: Sale of bonds for public improvements

15) Inspecting Architect Agreement (aka Construction Monitoring Services)
a) Port may decide to utilize the private bond inspecting architect report

16) Cost Review Contract
a) Parties: Port, Engineering Consultant Firm
b) Purpose: Independent third-party review of D-B costs

17) Site Development Agreement (MM and City Legal Dept)
a) Parties: City, NPD, MOAC Mall, WP Owner
b) Purpose: This is the normal document that goes along with the zoning and entitlements for any 

project.  

18) First Amendment to Retaining Wall and Traffic Signal Easements Agreement
a) Action needed: Needs to be amended because waterpark will consume the Plaza
b) Parties: MOAC Mall, City

19) Public Way Easement and Maintenance Agreement, as Amended by Amendment #1
a) Action needed: Needs to be amended because waterpark will consume the Plaza
b) Parties: NPD, City
c) Purpose: The public way easement is required by building code to provide safe egress to public 

space
d) Key Points: Public space is provided by easement to the east and west of the new Phase IC
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REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 

 

THIS REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”), is made on or as of this _____ day 
of __________, 2022, by and among the CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA, a Minnesota 
municipal corporation organized under its Charter and the laws of the State of Minnesota (“City”), THE 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a public body politic and corporate, organized 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota (“Authority”), MOA WP OWNER, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company (“Secondary Developer”) and MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company (“Master Developer”).  All parties to this Agreement are collectively referred to herein 
as the “Parties.”  All capitalized terms used herein have the meanings provided in Article I. 
 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Authority has created an industrial development district in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.058, Industrial Development District No. I South Loop (the “Industrial 
Development District”), also known as the South Loop District, for the purpose of redevelopment, creating 
jobs and increasing the City’s tax base; and 

WHEREAS, the Authority is a development agency of the City properly created pursuant to the 
Port Authority Act to, among other things, implement the development and redevelopment goals of the City 
in the Industrial Development District; and 

WHEREAS, the Authority adopted tax increment financing plans in accordance with the TIF Act 
and caused the certification of the Tax Increment Financing Districts within the Industrial Development 
District, pursuant to the TIF Act, for the purpose of financing redevelopment within the Industrial 
Development District through the use of Tax Increment generated from the Tax Increment Financing 
Districts; and 

WHEREAS, in 2021, the Minnesota legislature added Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.176, subd. 
4n to the TIF ACT to allow direct investment in private development to create or retain jobs in the state in 
response to the global pandemic arising from the Covid-19 virus; and 

WHEREAS, the City, the Authority, and the Master Developer entered into the Master Contract 
for the purpose of encouraging redevelopment of the Project Property (as defined in the Master Contract) 
which includes the Development Property; and 

WHEREAS, this Agreement is intended to provide for the continuing redevelopment of the 
Development Property; and 

 WHEREAS, pursuant to the Master Contract and the TIF Act, the Master Developer intends to 
assign its rights to Secondary Developer to develop a waterpark with a total floor area of approximately 
320,000 square feet (the “Waterpark Project”) to be located on the Waterpark Development Property; and  

WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer will obtain one or more loans or other debt financing to 
finance a portion of the Waterpark Project; and  

WHEREAS, because the Waterpark Project is being built on land that provided surface parking for 
guests of the Mall of America, the Authority has agreed to use Tax Increment to develop, construct, and 
own a parking ramp, a skyway for pedestrians, and surface parking, as well as the site and utility 
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improvements related to the parking ramp and skyway (defined herein as “Committed Public 
Improvements”) to provide the necessary parking for guests of the Mall of America, including guests of the 
Waterpark Project; and 

WHEREAS, the site improvements related to the Waterpark Project, the Parking Ramp, and the 
site improvements related to the structured parking and the Parking Ramp will be financed with Tax 
Increment available to the City and the Authority, as described herein; and 

 WHEREAS, in order to provide for the development of the Waterpark Project and the Committed 
Public Improvements, the City, the Authority, the Master Developer, and Secondary Developer have 
entered into this Agreement;  

NOW, THEREFORE, each of the Parties hereto mutually covenant and agree as follows: 

 

ARTICLE 1. 

MUTUALITY OF OBLIGATION, CONSIDERATION, DEFINITIONS, AND RULES OF 
INTERPRETATION 

Section 1.1.  Mutuality of Obligation and Consideration.  In consideration of the covenants and 
obligations of City and Authority contained herein, and in consideration of the covenants and obligations 
of Master Developer and Secondary Developer contained herein, the Parties do mutually agree to the terms 
and conditions set forth herein and hereby incorporate into this Agreement the preceding Recitals. 

Section 1.2.  Definitions 

Authority means the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, Minnesota. 

Borrower means the Secondary Developer. 

City means the City of Bloomington, Minnesota. 

Committed Public Improvements means the construction of surface parking, the Parking Ramp, the skyway 
connected to the Parking Ramp, stormwater, and related site improvements and utilities on the Development 
Property and adjacent properties as described in EXHIBIT A, which may be modified by the mutual 
agreement of the Parties prior to Closing in order to stay within the $75M public improvement budget. 

County means Hennepin County. 

Destroyed Value means the initial cost of constructing, without interest thereon, a Committed Public 
Improvement (as defined in the Master Contract), or any portion of an existing Committed Public 
Improvement, such as a parking ramp, roadway, or plaza, previously constructed on the Project Property 
(as defined in the Master Contract) that is to be or has been destroyed or razed in order to facilitate a 
Subsequent Phase or Subphase (as defined in the Master Contract), to be determined in accordance with 
Section 3.7 of the Master Contract.  

Development Property means the Waterpark Development Property and the Parking Development 
Property. 
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Development Rights means the existing land use and zoning approvals, permits and licenses and 
environmental review granted or undertaken by state and local agencies for development of the Met Center 
Site and which run with the land on which the approvals were granted.  

Development Services Agreement means the Development Services Agreement, dated April 17, 2019, 
between MOA WP Development and the Authority. 

Event of Default shall have the meaning given in Article X. 

Lender means any lender or investor, other than the Authority, under an agreement or agreements with the 
Secondary Developer providing financing for the Waterpark Project. 

Loan means a loan or other financing made to the Secondary Developer by an entity, other than the 
Authority, to provide for design, development, or construction of the Waterpark Project.   

Loan Agreement means any agreement entered into between the Secondary Developer and the Lender 
providing financing for the design, development, or construction of the Waterpark Project.  

Loan Closing means the date on which the private financing for the Waterpark Project is closed. 

Mall of America means the Mall of America located at 8100 24th Avenue South in the City. 

Master Contract means the 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract for Private Redevelopment of Land, dated 
July 19, 2016, between the City, the Authority, and the Master Developer, as amended by the First 
Amendment to 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract for Private Redevelopment of Land, dated 
April 17, 2019, and as it may be further amended, supplemented, or modified from time to time. 

Master Developer means MOAC Land Holdings, a Delaware limited liability company or any successor. 

Master Disbursement Agreement means the master disbursement agreement to be entered into by and 
among the Secondary Developer, the Authority, the Lender in connection with the design, development and 
construction of the Project, as amended, supplemented or modified from time to time.  

Met Center Site means the land legally described in EXHIBIT B of the Master Contract. 

Metropolitan Stadium Site means the land legally described in EXHIBIT C of the Master Contract. 

Parking and Skyway Access Agreement means the Parking and Skyway Access Agreement to be entered 
into by and among the Authority, the City, Secondar Developer, and the Master Developer set forth in 
EXHIBIT B. 

Parking Development Property means the real property legally described as Lot 4, Block 1, Mall of America 
9th Addition, according to the recorded plat thereof, Hennepin County, Minnesota.  

Parking Ground Lease Agreement means the Parking Ground Lease Agreement, to be entered into by and 
among the Authority, the City, and the Master Developer set forth in EXHIBIT C. 

Parking Management Agreement means the Parking Management Agreement, to be entered into by and 
among the Authority, the City, and the Parking Manager pursuant to which the Parking Manager will 
manage the Parking Ramp.  

Parking Manager means the manager under the Parking Management Agreement. 
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Parking Ramp means a parking structure of approximately 1,600 stalls to be constructed on the Parking 
Development Property. 

Parking Ramp Declaration means the Parking Ramp Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, between the 
City, the Master Developer, Secondary Developer, and the Parking Manager set forth in EXHIBIT D. 

Party means the Authority, City, Master Developer, or Secondary Developer, as applicable. 

Parties means the Authority, the City, the Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer, as applicable. 

Port Authority Act means Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.048 to 469.068, as amended, and Section 
469.071, as amended. 

Project means collectively the Committed Public Improvements and the Waterpark Project. 

Project Fund means the Project Fund established under the Loan Agreement.  

Public Plaza means the bridge structure, abutment, and foundations, beyond the retaining walls, constructed 
above the lowered Lindau Lane, upon which may be constructed internal roadways, parking, landscaping 
and other architectural features or recreational elements primarily open to the public and which may, in 
whole or in part, be converted from public to private use. 

Public Plaza Lease means the Lease of Plaza/Tunnel Improvements, dated January 31, 2014, between the 
City, the Authority, Master Developer and North Pad Development, LLC, whereby the Authority and the 
City lease their interests in the Public Plaza to the Master Developer and North Pad Development, LLC. 

Secondary Developer means MOA WP Owner, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company or any 
successor. 

South Loop District means the area described in the South Loop District Plan approved by the City Council 
of the City, which currently includes land within the following boundaries: I-494 to the North, Trunk 
Highway 77 to the West, and the Minnesota River to the East and South. 

Spending Plan means the plan for expenditure of tax increment adopted on ____________, 2022 by the 
City pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.176, subd. 4n. 

Tax Increment means the tax increments derived from the TIF Districts 1-C and 1-G received by the 
Authority from the County. 

TIF Act mean Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.174 to 469.1794, and any amendments thereto in effect as 
of the date of relevant actions under this Agreement and the predecessor statute. 

Tax Increment Financing District or TIF District means (i) the redevelopment Tax Increment Financing 
District 1-C (Metropolitan Stadium Site); (ii) the redevelopment Tax Increment Financing District 1-G (Met 
Center Site); or (iii) both as the context may require.  

Term of the Parking Ground Lease Agreement means the period commencing as of the effective date of the 
Parking Ground Lease Agreement and ending 20 years from the effective date of the Parking Ground Lease 
Agreement.   

Termination Date means the day on which the Parking Ground Lease Agreement expires or is terminated. 
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TIF Bonds means tax increment revenue bonds issued by the Authority to pay the cost of Committed Public 
Improvements. 

Waterpark Development Property means the leasehold estate created by the Ground Lease Agreement in 
the following described property: Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 9th Addition, according to the recorded 
plat thereof, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 

Waterpark Ground Lease means the ground lease agreement to be entered into by and between MOA WP 
Land, LLC as ground lessor and the Secondary Developer as ground lessee with respect to the Waterpark 
Development Property as set forth in EXHIBIT E. 

Waterpark Project means the design, development, construction, and equipping of a waterpark with a total 
floor area of approximately 320,000 square feet and related site improvements and utilities described in 
EXHIBIT F on the Waterpark Development Property and the vacated portions of the Public Plaza. 

 

ARTICLE II 
 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
 

Section 2.1.  Representations and Covenants by Master Developer.  The Master Developer 
represents and covenants that:   

(a) Property Liens.  Prior to the Loan Closing, the Master Developer shall obtain a release of 
the Development Property from the mortgage recorded against the Development Property.  The Master 
Developer, on behalf of itself, as well as its successors and assigns, hereby confirms that there are no other 
mortgage liens on the Development Property.   

(b)  Authority to Contract – Master Developer.  The Master Developer has been duly formed 
under the laws of the State of Delaware and is in good standing under the laws of Minnesota, is duly 
qualified to transact business in Minnesota, and has the requisite power and authority to enter into and 
perform this Agreement and any other documents and instruments required to be executed and delivered 
by the Master Developer pursuant to this Agreement.   

(c) No Conflict with By-Laws, Articles of Incorporation, Indebtedness or Law.  The execution 
and delivery of this Agreement and the consummation of the transactions herein contemplated will not 
conflict with or constitute a breach or default under the Master Developer’s articles of organization, bylaws, 
or the provisions of any loan agreement, mortgage agreement, lease, or other contract or agreement to which 
the Master Developer is party or by which it is bound, or violate any law, regulation, or order of United 
States of America or the State of Minnesota, or any agency or political subdivision thereof or any court 
order or judgment in any proceeding to which the Master Developer is or was a party or by which it is 
bound. 

(d) Consistent with Existing Legal Obligations.  The Master Developer hereby attests that it 
has made a reasonable, diligent and thorough investigation of its business records and determined that it 
has not made or entered into any contract, agreement or undertaking, including legal actions that would 
have the potential to materially limit, breach or conflict with this Agreement and that there is no action, 
suit, proceeding, or investigation at law or in equity, or by or before any United States or Canadian court, 
arbitrator, administrative agency, or other federal, state, or local governmental authority, pending against 
the Master Developer, or threatened in writing against the Master Developer, wherein an unfavorable 
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decision, ruling, or finding would have a material adverse effect on the validity of this Agreement, or a 
material adverse effect on the transactions contemplated hereby.   

(e) Valid and Binding Obligation.  The Master Developer agrees that this Agreement shall 
constitute a valid and binding obligation on the Master Developer and shall be binding upon its successors 
and assigns and enforceable in accordance with its terms.  This Agreement and the documents and 
instruments required to be executed and delivered by the Master Developer pursuant hereto have been duly 
authorized by all necessary action on the part of the Master Developer. 

The City and the Authority shall be entitled to rely on the foregoing representations without further 
investigation or inquiry and regardless of any specific knowledge of the City and the Authority.  The 
execution and delivery of this Agreement by the City and the Authority with knowledge of any such breach 
shall not constitute a waiver or release by the City or Authority of any claims arising out of or in connection 
with such breach.  The foregoing representations shall survive the governmental approvals of the City and 
Authority contemplated by this Agreement. 

Section 2.2.  Representations and Covenants by Secondary Developer.  The Secondary Developer 
represents and covenants that:   

(a)  Authority to Contract – Secondary Developer.  The Secondary Developer has been duly 
formed under the laws of the State of Delaware and is in good standing under the laws of Minnesota, is 
duly qualified to transact business in Minnesota, and has the requisite power and authority to enter into and 
perform this Agreement and any other documents and instruments required to be executed and delivered 
by the Secondary Developer pursuant to this Agreement.   

(b) No Conflict with By-Laws, Articles of Incorporation, Indebtedness or Law.  The execution 
and delivery of this Agreement and the consummation of the transactions herein contemplated will not 
conflict with or constitute a breach or default under the Secondary Developer’s articles of organization, 
bylaws, or the provisions of any loan agreement, mortgage agreement, lease, or other contract or agreement 
to which the Secondary Developer is party or by which it is bound, or violate any law, regulation, or order 
of United States of America or the State of Minnesota, or any agency or political subdivision thereof or any 
court order or judgment in any proceeding to which the Secondary Developer is or was a party or by which 
it is bound. 

(c) Consistent with Existing Legal Obligations.  The Secondary Developer hereby attests that 
it has made a reasonable, diligent and thorough investigation of its business records and determined that it 
has not made or entered into any contract, agreement or undertaking, including legal actions that would 
have the potential to materially limit, breach or conflict with this Agreement and that there is no action, 
suit, proceeding, or investigation at law or in equity, or by or before any United States or Canadian court, 
arbitrator, administrative agency, or other federal, state, or local governmental authority, pending against 
the Secondary Developer, or threatened in writing against the Secondary Developer, wherein an 
unfavorable decision, ruling, or finding would have a material adverse effect on the validity of this 
Agreement, or a material adverse effect on the transactions contemplated hereby.   

(d) Valid and Binding Obligation.  The Secondary Developer agrees that this Agreement shall 
constitute a valid and binding obligation on the Secondary Developer and shall be binding upon its 
successors and assigns and enforceable in accordance with its terms.  This Agreement and the documents 
and instruments required to be executed and delivered by the Secondary Developer pursuant hereto have 
been duly authorized by all necessary action on the part of the Secondary Developer. 
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The City and the Authority shall be entitled to rely on the foregoing representations without further 
investigation or inquiry and regardless of any specific knowledge of the City and the Authority.  The 
execution and delivery of this Agreement by the City and the Authority with knowledge of any such breach 
shall not constitute a waiver or release by the City or Authority of any claims arising out of or in connection 
with such breach.  The foregoing representations shall survive the governmental approvals of the City and 
Authority contemplated by this Agreement. 

Section 2.3.  Representations and Covenants by Authority.  The Authority represents and covenants 
that: 

(a)  Authority to Contract – The Authority is a public body politic and corporate organized 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota, is authorized to do business in the State of Minnesota, has power 
to enter into this Agreement, and by proper corporate action has been duly authorized to execute and deliver 
this Agreement. 

(b)  No Conflict with By-Laws, Indebtedness or Law.  The execution and delivery of this 
Agreement and the consummation of the transactions herein contemplated will not conflict with or 
constitute a breach or default under the Authority’s bylaws, under the provisions of any Minnesota Statute, 
or the provisions of any bond, debenture, loan agreement, lease, or other contract or agreement to which 
the Authority is party or by which it is bound, or violate any law, regulation, or order of United States of 
America or the State of Minnesota, or any agency or political subdivision thereof or any court order or 
judgment in any proceeding to which the Authority is or was a party or by which it is bound. 

(c)  Consistent with Existing Legal Obligations.  The Authority hereby attests that it has made 
a reasonable, thorough and diligent investigation of its business records and has determined that it has not 
made or entered into any contracts, agreements or undertakings, including legal actions that would have the 
potential to materially limit, breach or conflict with this Agreement and that  there is no action, suit, 
proceeding, or investigation at law or in equity, or by or before any United States court, arbitrator, 
administrative agency, or other federal, state, or local governmental authority, pending, against the 
Authority, or threatened in writing against the Authority, wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling, or finding 
would have a material adverse effect on the validity of this Agreement, or a material adverse effect on the 
transactions contemplated hereby. 

(d) Valid and Binding Obligation.  This Agreement and the documents and instruments 
required to be executed and delivered by the Authority pursuant hereto have each been duly authorized by 
all necessary action on the part of the Authority.  This Agreement constitutes a valid and binding obligation 
on the Authority and its successors and assigns, enforceable in accordance with its terms.   

The foregoing representations are express representations that the City, the Master Developer, and 
Secondary Developer shall be entitled to rely on regardless of any investigation or inquiry made by or any 
knowledge of the City, the Master Developer, and Secondary Developer.  The execution and delivery of 
this Agreement with knowledge of any such breach shall not constitute a waiver or release by the City, 
Master Developer, or Secondary Developer of any claims arising out of or in connection with such breach.  
The foregoing representations shall survive the execution and delivery of other documents by the City, the 
Master Developer, and Secondary Developer to the Authority.   

Section 2.4.  Representations and Covenants by City.  City represents and covenants that: 

(a)  Authority to Contract.  The City is a municipal corporation duly organized under its Charter 
and the laws of the State of Minnesota, is in good standing under said laws, is authorized to do business in 
the State of Minnesota, and has the requisite power and authority to enter into and perform the terms of this 
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Agreement and any other documents and instruments required to be executed and delivered by the City 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

(b) No Conflict with Charter, Ordinances, Indebtedness or Law.  The execution and delivery 
of this Agreement and the consummation of the transactions herein contemplated will not conflict with or 
constitute a breach or violation under the City’s Charter or ordinances, or the provisions of any bond, 
debenture, note, or any other evidence of indebtedness, loan agreement, lease, or other contract or 
agreement to which the City is a party or by which it is bound, or violate any law, regulation, or order of 
the United States of America or the State of Minnesota or any agency or political subdivision thereof or of 
any court order or judgment in any proceeding to which the City is or was a party or by which it is bound.   

(c)  Consistent with Existing Legal Obligations.  The City hereby attests that it has made a 
reasonable, thorough and diligent investigation of its business records and has determined that it has not 
made or entered into any contracts, agreements or undertakings, including legal actions that would have the 
potential to materially limit, breach or conflict with this Agreement and that there is no actual or 
contemplated action, suit, proceeding or investigation at law or in equity, by or before any court, arbitrator, 
administrative agency, or other federal, state or local governmental authority, pending against the City, or 
threatened in writing against the City, wherein an unfavorable decision, ruling or finding would have a 
material adverse impact on the validity of this Agreement or would have a material adverse impact on the 
transactions contemplated thereby or hereby.  

(d) Valid and Binding Obligation.  This Agreement and the documents and instruments 
required to be executed and delivered by the City pursuant hereto have each been duly authorized by all 
necessary action on the part of the City.  This Agreement constitutes a valid and binding obligation on the 
City and its successors and assigns, enforceable in accordance with its terms.   

The foregoing representations are express representations that the Authority, Master Developer, and the 
Secondary Developer shall be entitled to rely on regardless of any investigation or inquiry made by or any 
knowledge of the Authority, Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer.  The execution and delivery 
of this Agreement with knowledge of any such breach shall not constitute a waiver or release by the 
Authority, Master Developer, or the Secondary Developer of any claims arising out of or in connection 
with such breach.  The foregoing representations shall survive the execution and delivery of other 
documents by the Authority, the Master Developer, or Secondary Developer to the City. 

 

ARTICLE III 

 
WATERPARK DEVELOPMENT 

 
Section 3.1.  Parking Ramp, Skyways, and Common Areas.  The Waterpark Project will be 

constructed adjacent to the existing Mall of America on the Waterpark Development Property and shall be 
integrated into the Mall of America.  Because the Waterpark Project is being built on land that provided 
surface parking for guests of the Mall of America, the Authority has agreed to develop and construct the 
Committed Public Improvements to provide the necessary access, parking and utilities to serve guests of 
the Mall of America and the Waterpark.  A skyway will connect the Parking Ramp to the Mall of America 
and the Waterpark Project.   

 
Section 3.2.  Property Taxes and Special Assessments.  The Secondary Developer shall pay when 

due any property taxes, along with any special assessments levied after the date of the Loan Closing.  The 
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City, Authority, or the Master Developer will not be responsible for any existing or future proposed special 
assessments assessed against the Waterpark Development Property and the Waterpark Project.   
 
 Section 3.3.  Payment of Development Services Agreement Costs.  On or before the Loan Closing, 
the Secondary Developer shall pay the Authority the amounts due under the Development Services 
Agreement in the approximate amount of $7,400,000. 
 
 Section 3.4.  Vacation of Public Plaza Right of Way.  [insert info/reference Exhibit H] 
 
 Section 3.5.  City Resident Discount.  In consideration of the Tax Increment provided to the 
Secondary Developer to construct the Waterpark Project, the Secondary Developer will provide all City 
residents with a meaningful discount on entrance fees to the Waterpark Project.  The Authority will amend 
this Agreement when the City resident discount is determined. City residents will be required to show proof 
of address in order to utilize the discount 
 
 

ARTICLE IV 
 

COMMITTED PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 
 

Section 4.1.  Development Rights for Parking Development Property.  The Master Developer 
hereby consents to the transfer and use of the Development Rights which run with the Parking Development 
Property to the Authority solely for the purposes of developing and constructing the Committed Public 
Improvements, including without limitation the Parking Ramp, on the Parking Development Property for 
the Term of the Parking Ground Lease Agreement.  As a condition of this Section, the Authority agrees to 
accept such Development Rights along with the conditions and obligations which run with such 
Development Rights. By agreeing to the use of such Development Rights associated with the Parking 
Development Property, neither the Master Developer nor the Secondary Developer make any representation 
regarding the sufficiency of the Development Rights for development or construction of the Committed 
Public Improvements or convey any other development rights not required for development or construction 
of the Committed Public Improvements on the Development Property. 

 
Section 4.2.  Parking Ground Lease Agreement.  At the time of the Loan Closing, the Master 

Developer shall lease the Parking Development Property to the Authority for a term of twenty (20) years 
pursuant to the form of Parking Ground Lease Agreement set forth in EXHIBIT D.  The Parties understand 
and acknowledge that the Parking Ground Lease Agreement may need to be revised based on the 
requirements of the sale of the TIF Bonds.     

 
Section 4.3.  Parking Development.  Prior to the opening of the Waterpark Project, the Authority 

shall cause the design, development, and construction of the Committed Public Improvements, including 
the Parking Ramp on the Parking Development Property pursuant to the Parking Development Agreement 
with the Master Developer set forth in EXHIBIT G.  The Parking Development Agreement will include a 
provision that the developer fee for the Committed Public Improvements is 1% at Loan Closing.   

 
Section 4.4.  Property Taxes and Special Assessments.  The Master Developer shall pay when due 

any property taxes, along with any special assessments levied as of the date of the Parking Ground Lease 
Agreement.  The City, Authority, or the Secondary Developer will not be responsible for any existing or 
future special assessments assessed against the Parking Development Property. 

 
Section 4.5.  Parking Management Agreement.  At the time of the Loan Closing, the Authority shall 

sublease the Parking Development Property and the Parking Ramp to the Master Developer for a period 
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coterminous with the Parking Ground Lease Agreement. At that time, the Authority and the Master 
Developer shall enter into a Parking Management Agreement whereby the Master Developer or its designee 
shall manage the Parking Ramp on behalf of the Authority as part of the larger shared parking system for 
the Mall of America according to the Waterpark Project Parking Management Plan. 

 
Section 4.6.  Committed Public Improvement Financing.  The Authority intends to use Tax 

Increment from the TIF District or TIF Bonds to pay the costs of the Committed Public Improvements, but 
shall not exceed $75M. 

 
Section 4.7.  Design of Parking Ramp.  The Parking Ramp shall be designed to allow for the 

structure or a portion of the structure to be converted to another use if parking ratios decrease due to the 
increased use of autonomous vehicles or other factors in the future.  In the event parking is no longer needed 
during the Term of the Parking Ground Lease Agreement as determined by the Authority and the Master 
Developer, the Authority and the Master Developer shall work together using a “reasonable person” 
standard of cooperation to redevelop the Parking Ramp and recover the cost of the Parking Ramp in a 
manner similar to the method of determining Destroyed Value.  Any recovered Destroyed Value will be 
deposited to the TIF District account from which the Tax Increment was derived, or if the TIF District has 
been decertified, deposited to the South Loop Development Fund and dedicated to projects directly related 
to Mall of America. 
 
 Section 4.8.  Parking Ramp Declaration.  At the time of Loan Closing, the Master Developer and 
the Parking Manager will enter into the Parking Ramp Declaration, which provides that the Parking Ramp 
shall be open to the public and that Waterpark Project guests may park in any and all parking ramps adjacent 
to the Mall of America that are open to visitors of the Mall of America. 
 
 Section 4.9.  Ancillary Documents.  On or before the Loan Closing, the Parties shall negotiate in 
good faith and finalize the following documents: 
 

(a) Master Disbursement Agreement; 
 

(b) Parking Ground Lease; 
 
(c) Parking Management Agreement; 
 
(d) Parking Ramp Declaration; 
 
(e) Scope of Committed Public Improvements 
 
(f) Parking and Skyway Access Agreement;  
 
(g) Committed Pubic Improvements and Parking Development Agreement; and 
 
(h) Any additional documents reasonably required by the Lender. 
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ARTICLE V 
 

FINANCING WATERPARK PROJECT  
 

Section 5.1.  Private Financing for Waterpark Project.  Subject to the Loan Closing, the Secondary 
Developer agrees to provide funds needed to construct the Waterpark Project from, among other sources, 
the proceeds of one or more Loans or other debt financing made available to the Secondary Developer. The 
Secondary Developer agrees that a portion of the proceeds of the Loans or other debt financing will be used 
to pay capitalized interest on the Loan, fund required reserves, pay costs of financing and to make a deposit 
into the Project Fund. In accordance with the terms of the Loan Agreement and the Master Disbursement 
Agreement, amounts on deposit in the Project Fund shall be disbursed to pay costs of the Waterpark Project.  

 
Section 5.2.  Public Financing for the Waterpark Project.  The Authority will provide the Secondary 

Developer not less than $30,000,000 in Tax Increment from the TIF District to pay the costs of the 
Waterpark Project pursuant to the Spending Plan.  On the date of the Loan Closing, the Tax Increment will 
be deposited in an account and will be used for construction of the Waterpark Project in the same manner 
as the proceeds of the Loan.  If the city council of the City requires additional sustainability measures for 
the Waterpark Project, the Authority will amend this Agreement to provide Tax Increment to pay for the 
additional sustainability requirements.    

 
Section 5.3.  Spending Plan.  The TIF Loan in the amount of $9,653,000 will be disbursed by the 

Authority over time prior to the date of the Loan Closing.  The remaining amounts of Tax Increment in the 
Spending Plan shall not be disbursed until the Secondary Developer provides evidence to the Authority that 
it has sufficient financing to pay for the costs of the Waterpark Project (including all Tax Increment to be 
provided pursuant to this Agreement and TIF revenue bonds issued by the City for Committed Public 
Improvements). 

 
Section 5.4.  No Special Assessments.  The Authority and the City agree not to levy any special 

assessments against the Waterpark Development Property or the Parking Development Property, or the real 
property on which the Committed Public Improvements are located for the purpose of financing any of the 
public improvements contemplated and defined by this Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, the 
preceding sentence does not prohibit the City from levying special assessments for future public 
improvements in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 429 and the Master Redevelopment 
Contract. 
 
  

ARTICLE VI 
 

MALL OF AMERICA PROJECT 
 

 Section 6.1.  Mall of America Consents from Interested Parties.  North Pad Development, LLC 
must consent to the demolition, improvement, and change of access described in the final development 
plans for the Waterpark Project.  The Secondary Developer agrees to obtain such consent on or prior to the 
Loan Closing.   
 
 Section 6.2.  Release of Existing Mortgage.  There is currently a mortgage recorded against the 
Development Property.  The Secondary Developer shall obtain a release of the existing mortgage on the 
Development Property prior to the date of the Loan Closing and shall not place any other mortgage lien on 
the Development Property except in connection with the Loan or as otherwise approved by the Lender. 
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 Section 6.3  Property Assessed Clean Energy Financing.  The Parties acknowledge and understand 
that the Secondary Developer may utilize property assessed clean energy (PACE) financing for certain 
qualified improvements on the Development Property which may require the placement of an assessment 
lien or other encumbrance on the Development Property. 
 

 
ARTICLE VII 

 
MASTER CONTRACT PROVISIONS 

 
 Section 7.1.  Tax Increment Included in Public Investment Ratio.  Prior to the Loan Closing, the 
City, the Authority and the Master Developer agree to amend the Master Contract so that the Public 
Investment Ratio (as defined in the Master Contract) will accommodate the Waterpark Project and Parking 
Ramp. If the Waterpark Project is demolished at the end of its useful life, it will not be included in Destroyed 
Value and it will not trigger repayment provisions for Destroyed Value.  Notwithstanding this Section 7.1 
or any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, the value of the Committed Public Improvements, 
the Waterpark Project and any related site improvements shall be included in the calculation of the value 
as of commencement of construction of Improvements within the meaning of Section 12.15 of the Master 
Contract. 
 
 

Section 7.2.  Public Plaza.   
 

(a) Pursuant to Section 3.12 of the Master Contract and the provisions of the Public Plaza 
Lease, the Master Developer is required to pay the Public Plaza Reimbursement in the amount of 
$5,449,346.  In consideration for the Master Developer providing the Authority with the development rights 
to the Parking Development Property, and land dedicated to stormwater infiltration, the Master Developer 
shall not be required to pay the Public Plaza Reimbursement.  The Public Plaza Reimbursement is waived 
and will be considered as part of the Waterpark Recapture Agreement.  No other Party to this Agreement 
or the Master Developer will be required to pay the Public Plaza Reimbursement. 

 
(b) The Public Plaza Lease shall be terminated at the time of the Loan Closing.  The City shall 

convey the Public Plaza, but not including the exterior, above-ground retaining walls to the east and west 
of the Public Plaza or any public utilities inside or adjacent to the Tunnel (as defined in the Plaza Lease) 
via quit claim deed to the Master Developer or its designee(s) at the time of Loan Closing. 

 
(c) The City will vacate the City’s right-of-way at the level of the bottom of the Public Plaza 

and everything above the bottom of the Public Plaza and convey the City’s interests in such property 
(including air rights) as legally described in EXHIBIT H to the Master Developer.  The Master Developer 
understands and acknowledges that the vacation of the City’s right-of-way will require a public hearing and 
approval of the City Council which the public hearing will be completed prior to the Loan Closing. 
 
 Section 7.3.  Counted Value Certification.  Pursuant to Section 7.2 of the Master Contract, the 
Master Developer must submit certifications of Counted Value, along with proper evidence of the 
expenditures (including lien waivers), which must be submitted no later than 365 days from the date the 
Master Developer or Secondary Developer expended funds for Developer Improvements (as defined in the 
Master Contract).  For all existing Developer Improvements that have not had its Counted Value certified, 
all such projects must submit certificates of Counted Value, along with the proper evidence of the 
expenditures (including lien waivers) on or before June 30, 2022.   
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ARTICLE VIII 
 

BUSINESS SUBSIDY ACT 
 
 Section 8.1. No Business Subsidy.  Section 116J.993, subd. 3(17) of the Business Subsidy Act 
provides an exception to the Business Subsidy Act for redevelopment when the subsidy recipient's 
investment in the purchase of the site and in site preparation is 70 percent or more of the assessor's current 
year's estimated market value. 
 

The Secondary Developer represents that its investment in the purchase of the Development 
Property and the site preparation on such development property (net of any portion of such costs to be 
reimbursed with tax increment or any other subsidies provided by the Authority) will equal at least 70% of 
the County assessor’s estimated market value for the development property for the 2022 assessment year, 
calculated as follows: 

 
Development property cost $20,000,000 
 
Plus Estimated cost of site preparation $6,730,000 
 
Equals land cost and site preparation $26,730,000 
 
2022 Assessor's Estimated Fair Market Value  
of development property $17,278,000 
 
$26,730,000 (acquisition and site preparation cost) less $6,730,000 (amount of financial assistance 
provided by Authority for acquisition and site preparation), equals $20,000,000 which is 115.75% 
of $17,278,000 (assessor's current estimated fair market value) 

 
 Section 8.2.  The Parties acknowledge and agree that the financial assistance provided to Secondary 
Developer by the Authority meets the redevelopment exception to the Business Subsidy Act, and therefore 
the Business Subsidy Act does not apply to this Agreement. 
 
 Section 8.3  The financial assistance to the Waterpark Project under this Redevelopment Agreement 
is based upon certain assumptions regarding the likely costs and expenses associated with constructing the 
Waterpark Project. As partial consideration to the Authority for its agreement to provide TIF financing to 
the Waterpark Project and the Committed Public Improvements, Secondary Developer agrees to enter into 
the Waterpark Recapture Agreement substantially in the form attached to this Agreement as EXHIBIT I. 
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ARTICLE IX 
 

 INSURANCE AND CONDEMNATION – WATERPARK PROJECT 
 

9.1. Insurance During Construction.  The Secondary Developer shall procure and maintain, or 
cause to be provided and maintained at all times during the process of construction of the Waterpark Project 
until completion of construction of the Waterpark Project, as evidenced by a certificate of occupancy issued 
by the City, insurance against loss or damage to the Waterpark Development Property and the Waterpark 
Project under a policy or policies covering: 

(a) Builder’s risk insurance, written on the “Builder’s Risk-Completed Value Basis” in an 
amount equal to 100 percent of the insurable value of the Waterpark Project during the process of 
construction exclusive of footings, foundations, and underground items.  The interest of the Secondary 
Developer shall be reasonably protected in accordance with this clause in form and content normal for real 
estate development, subject to the interests of the Lender under the Loan Agreement; 

(b) Commercial general liability insurance together with an Owner’s Contractor’s Policy with 
limits against bodily injury and property damage which may be provided by contractor.  The Secondary 
Developer shall provide a commercial general liability policy using the standard ISO form {CG 00 01 (4/13) 
Occurrence Form) with the following minimum limits: $2,000,000 for any one (1) occurrence, $2,000,000 
aggregate, $2,000,000 personal injury, $2,000,000 products and completed operations liability, together 
with umbrella or excess insurance in an amount of not less than $25,000,000.   

Additional insured status applies to ongoing and completed operations coverage (form # GC 20 10 (4/13) 
and CG 2037 (4/13) or their equivalents are required.  Contractor may supply the commercial general 
liability and Owners contractor’s policy with an OCIP;  

(c) Workers’ compensation insurance, with statutory coverage with employer’s liability of 
$1,000,000; and 

(d) Terrorism risk insurance coverage is required with respect to both the property and 
commercial liability coverages, to the extent available under the United States government TRIA program, 
to the full available policy limit and may be secured under a stand-alone placement with limits reasonably 
satisfactory to the City and the Authority. Such insurance shall be procured from companies having an A. 
M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall name the City, Authority, and Master Developer as an additional 
insured and shall be commercially reasonable and available in the market.  The Secondary Developer’s 
insurance is primary, non-contributory and will include waiver of subrogation. The policies of insurance 
required pursuant to clauses (a) and (b) above shall be in form and content reasonably satisfactory to City 
and shall be placed with financially sound and reputable insurers licensed to transact business in the State 
of Minnesota.  The policy or policies of insurance obtained pursuant to all clauses above shall contain an 
agreement of the insurer to give not less than 30 days’ advance written notice to the City and Authority in 
the event of cancellation of such policy or change affecting the coverage thereunder.  The Secondary 
Developer shall within sixty (60) days after written demand therefor, provide the City and Authority with 
certificates evidencing that such insurance is in full force and effect and stating the terms thereof, including 
all endorsements.  

 9.2. Insurance After Construction.  Upon completion of construction of the Waterpark Project 
and thereafter until the end of the Term of the Waterpark Ground Lease, the Secondary Developer will 
insure or cause to be insured the Waterpark Project in the manner and in the amounts usual and customary 
for facilities of the same general nature, including: 
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(a) Insurance against loss or damage to a completed Waterpark Project under a policy or 
policies providing so called all-risk insurance covering such risks as are ordinarily insured against 
by similar businesses on a 100% replacement-cost basis with no co-insurance and margin clause, 
including business interruption or rental income protection on an actual-loss sustained basis and 
for not less than eighteen (18) months, extended period of indemnity is required with a minimum 
of ninety (90) days’ notice, but in no event shall the insurance coverage be less than the amount 
which would provide the Secondary Developer an amount equal to the insurable value of the 
Waterpark Project.  Such policy shall include coverage for Debris Removal & Law and Ordinance 
(or also known as Demolition and Increased Cost of Construction) in each case to the extent 
available at commercially reaonsable terms and premiums.  Equipment breakdown coverage is to 
be maintained (i.e. for the boilers and pressure vessels), if applicable;  

(b)  Terrorism risk insurance coverage is required with respect to both the Property and 
Commercial Liability coverages, to the extent available under the United States government TRIA 
program, to the full available policy limit and may be secured under a stand-alone placement with 
limits reasonably satisfactory to the City and the Authority in each case to the extent available at 
commercially reaonsable terms and premiums; and 

(c) Commercial general public liability insurance for the Waterpark Project, including 
personal injury liability against liability for injuries to persons or property not arising out of the 
ownership or operation of automobiles or other motor vehicles.  The Secondary Developer shall 
provide a commercial general liability policy using the standard ISO form (CG 00 01 (4/13) 
Occurrence Form) with the following limits:  $2,000,000 for any one (1) occurrence, $2,000,000 
aggregate, $2,000,000 personal injury, $2,000,000 products and completed operations liability 
together with umbrella or excess insurance in an amount of not less than $25,000,000 and such 
other insurance coverages that may be required by Authority upon review.  Additional insured 
status applies to ongoing and completed operations coverage.  Form # GC 20 10 (4/13) and CG 
2037 (4/13) or their equivalents are required.  Such insurance shall be procured from companies 
having an A. M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall name the City, Authority, and Master 
Developer as an additional insured.   

The Secondary Developer shall provide, within thirty (30) days after written demand therefor, the City and 
Authority with certificates evidencing that such insurance is in full force and effect and stating the terms 
thereof, including all endorsements.  The policy or policies of insurance obtained pursuant to all clauses 
above shall contain an agreement of the insurer to give not less than 30 days’ advance written notice to City 
and Authority in the event of cancellation of such policy or change affecting the coverage thereunder.  
evidence of such insurance.  The Secondary Developer must provide the City and Authority not less than 
thirty (30) days’ advance written notice in the event of cancellation of such policy or affecting the coverage 
thereunder.  

9.3. Proceeds.  In the event that a Waterpark Project or a major portion thereof is destroyed by 
fire, act of terrorism or other casualty and a determination is made by the Secondary Developer not to 
reconstruct, repair or complete the Waterpark Project, the Secondary Developer shall be entitled to that 
share of the proceeds equal to 100 percent of the insurable value of the Waterpark Project, or portion thereof 
which was destroyed subject to the interests of the Lender under the Loan Agreement.   

  9.4. Condemnation.  In the event that title to and possession of the Waterpark Project or any 
material part thereof shall be taken by eminent domain by any governmental body or other person, prior to 
the Termination Date, the Secondary Developer shall be entitled to 100 percent of the value of the 
Waterpark Project awarded or settled in negotiation, subject to the interests of the Lender under the Loan 
Agreement. 
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 9.5. Insurance During the Term of the Loan.  The Parties agree that while the Loan is 
outstanding, the Secondary Developer, acting as the borrower for purposes of the Loan Agreement, will be 
responsible for obtaining and paying for all insurance for the Waterpark Project described in Sections 9.1 
and 9.2 hereof.  The Parties agree that the insurance required to be obtained by the Secondary Developer 
for the Waterpark Project pursuant to the terms of the Loan Agreement will satisfy the requirements of this 
Article IX during the term of the Loan Agreement.  The Parties agree that the insurance required by this 
Article IX may be used to satisfy the requirements for insurance required by Article X provided such 
insurance clearly covers the Waterpark Project and the Committed Public Improvements as defined herein. 
Such insurance shall be in each case to the extent available at commercially reaonsable terms and premiums 
and procured from companies having an A. M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall name the City, 
Authority, and Master Developer as an additional insured. 

 
 

ARTICLE X 
 

 INSURANCE AND CONDEMNATION – COMMITTED PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 
 

10.1. Insurance During Construction.  The Master Developer shall procure and maintain, or 
cause to be provided and maintained, insurance under a policy or policies covering such risks as are 
ordinarily insured against for similar structures for loss or damage to the Parking Development Property 
and the Committed Public Improvements at all times during the process of construction and until 
completion of construction of the Committed Public Improvements as evidenced by a certificate of 
occupancy issued by the City. The required insurance shall include, but not be limited to:   

(a) Builder’s risk insurance, written on the “Builder’s Risk-Completed Value Basis” in an 
amount equal to 100 percent of the insurable value of the Committed Public Improvements during the 
process of construction exclusive of footings, foundations, and underground items.  The interest of the 
Master Developer shall be protected in accordance with this clause in form and content normal for real 
estate development, subject to the interests of the Lender; 

(b) Commercial general liability insurance together with an Owner’s Contractor’s Policy with 
limits against bodily injury and property damage which may be provided by contractor.  The Master 
Developer shall provide a commercial general liability policy using the standard ISO form {CG 00 01 (4/13) 
Occurrence Form) with the following minimum limits:  $2,000,000 for any one (1) occurrence, $2,000,000 
aggregate, $2,000,000 personal injury, $2,000,000 products and completed operations liability, together 
with umbrella or excess insurance in an amount of not less than $25,000,000 and such other insurance 
coverages that may be required by the City and the Authority upon review. 

Additional insured status applies to ongoing and completed operations coverage.  Such insurance shall be 
procured from companies having an A. M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall name the City, Authority, 
and Master Developer as an additional insured using Form # GC 20 10 (4/13) and CG 2037 (4/13) or their 
equivalents are required;  

(c) Workers’ compensation insurance, with statutory coverage with employer’s liability of 
$1,000,000; and 

(d) Terrorism risk insurance coverage is required with respect to both the Property and 
Commercial Liability coverages, to the extent available under the United States government TRIA program, 
to the full available policy limit and may be secured under a stand-alone placement with limits reasonably 
satisfactory to the City and the Authority;  
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Such insurance shall be procured from companies having an A. M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall 
name the City, the Authority and Secondary Developer as additional insured.  The Master Developer’s 
insurance is primary, non-contributory and will include waiver of subrogation.  The policies of insurance 
required pursuant to clauses (a) and (b) above shall be in form and content that is commercially reasonable, 
available in the market, reasonably satisfactory to the City and the Authority and shall be placed with 
financially sound and reputable insurers licensed to transact business in the State of Minnesota.  The policy 
of insurance obtained pursuant to all clauses above shall contain an agreement of the insurer to give not 
less than 30 days’ advance written notice to the City and the Authority in the event of cancellation of such 
policy or change affecting the coverage thereunder.  The Master Developer shall provide, within sixty (60) 
days after written demand therefor, the City and the Authority with certificates evidencing that such 
insurance is in full force and effect and stating the terms thereof, including all endorsements.  

 10.2. Insurance After Construction.  Upon completion of construction of the Committed Public 
Improvements and thereafter until the end of the Term of the Parking Ground Lease Agreement, the Master 
Developer will insure or cause to be insured the Parking Ramp in the manner and in the amounts usual and 
customary for facilities of the same general nature, including: 

(a) Insurance against loss or damage to a completed Parking Ramp under a policy or policies 
providing so called all-risk insurance covering such risks as are ordinarily insured against by similar 
businesses on a 100% replacement-cost basis, including business interruption or rental income 
protection on an actual-loss sustained basis, but in no event shall the insurance coverage be less 
than the amount which would provide the Master Developer an amount equal to the insurable value 
of the Parking Ramp; and  

(b)  Terrorism risk insurance coverage is required with respect to both the property and 
commercial liability coverages to the extent available under the United States government TRIA 
program, to the full available policy limit and may be secured under a stand-alone placement with 
limits reasonably satisfactory to the City and the Authority; and  

(c) Commercial general public liability insurance for the Parking Ramp, including personal 
injury liability against liability for injuries to persons or property not arising out of the ownership 
or operation of automobiles or other motor vehicles. 

The Master Developer shall provide the City and the Authority with evidence of such insurance, which 
shall name the City, the Authority and Secondary Developer as additional insured.  The Master Developer 
must provide the Authority not less than 30 days’ advance written notice to the City and the Authority in 
the event of cancellation of such policy or any change affecting the coverage thereunder.  The Master 
Developer shall provide a commercial general liability policy using the standard ISO form (CG 00 01 (4/13) 
Occurrence Form) with the following minimum limits:  $2,000,000 for any one (1) occurrence, $2,000,000 
aggregate, $2,000,000 personal injury, $2,000,000 products and completed operations liability, together 
with umbrella or excess insurance in an amount of not less than $25,000,000 and such other insurance 
coverages that may be required by Authority upon review.  Additional insured status applies to ongoing 
and completed operations coverage.  Form # GC 20 10 (4/13) and CG 2037 (4/13) or their equivalents are 
required unless otherwise approved by the Authority. 

Such insurance shall be procured from companies having an A.M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall 
name the City and the Authority as an additional insured.  The Master Developer’s insurance is primary, 
non-contributory and will include waiver of subrogation.  The Master Developer shall within thirty (30) 
days after demand therefor provide the City and the Authority with certificates evidencing that such 
insurance is in full force and effect and stating the terms thereof, including all endorsements.  The policy 
or policies of insurance obtained pursuant to all clauses above shall contain an agreement of the insurer to 
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give not less than thirty (30) days’ advance written notice to the City and the Authority in the event of 
cancellation of such policy or affecting the coverage thereunder. 

10.3. Proceeds.  In the event that the Parking Ramp or a major portion thereof is destroyed by 
fire, act of terrorism or other casualty and a determination is made by the Master Developer not to 
reconstruct, repair or complete the Parking Ramp, the Authority shall be entitled to that share of the 
proceeds equal to 100 percent of the insurable value of the Parking Ramp, or portion thereof which was 
destroyed. 

The obligation of Master Developer under this Section shall continue until the expiration of the Authority’s 
ownership or leasehold interest in the Parking Ramp.    

10.4. Condemnation.  In the event that title to and possession of the Parking Ramp or any 
material part thereof shall be taken by eminent domain by any governmental body or other person, prior to 
the Termination Date, the Master Developer shall notify the Authority as to the nature and extent of such 
taking.  The Authority shall be named as a party to the extent of its leasehold ownership interest in Parking 
Development Property and its ownership interest in the Parking Ramp, and the Authority shall be named 
as holder of a security interest to the extent that the TIF Bonds or other debt remain outstanding.  In any 
award in condemnation or settlement in lieu thereof, the Master Developer agrees to cooperate with the 
Authority in requesting a separate allocation of damages between the Parking Development Property and 
the Parking Ramp.  Master Developer further agrees to assign to the Authority the Master Developer’s 
interest in condemnation proceeds for any portion of the Parking Ramp, to the extent necessary to: (i) pay 
the outstanding principal of and interest on the TIF Bonds related to the Parking Ramp, but only to the 
extent such payment would not cause the interest on any TIF Bonds issued by Authority or Authority to be 
subject to federal income taxation; or (2) reimburse the Authority for all or any portion of the Parking Ramp 
that was taken by eminent domain, to the extent not reimbursed under this Section. 

10.5. Insurance During the Term of the Parking Management Agreement.  Following 
construction of the Parking Ramp, the Parties agree that the Parking Manager will procure and maintain, or 
cause to be provided and maintained, all insurance for the Parking Ramp and Committed Public 
Improvements described in Sections 10.1 and 10.2 hereof for the remainder of the term of the Parking 
Management Agreement.  The Parties agree that the insurance required by this Article X may be used to 
satisfy the requirements for insurance required by Article IX provided such insurance clearly covers the 
Waterpark Project and the Committed Public Improvements as defined herein. Such insurance shall be 
procured from companies having an A. M. Best rating of A-/VII or better and shall name the City, Authority, 
and Secondary Developer as an additional insured. 
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ARTICLE XI 
 

 EVENTS OF DEFAULT 
 

11.1. Events of Default.  The following shall be “Events of Default” under this Agreement and 
the term “Event of Default” shall mean, whenever it is used in this Agreement, any one or more of the 
following events occurring prior to the Termination Date: 

(a) failure by any Party to observe and perform any covenant, obligation, or agreement on its 
part to be observed or performed hereunder within 30 days after written notice to the defaulting Party 
specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied (or within such other period as otherwise 
expressly provided in this Agreement), or within such further period of time as is reasonably necessary to 
cure such failure, but only if the defaulting Party has within said 30 days provided the non-defaulting Parties 
with reasonable assurances that the defaulting Party will cure the failure as soon as is reasonably practicable; 

(b) failure by the Secondary Developer to pay or cause to be paid real estate taxes (not 
including special assessments) on the Waterpark Development Property or any part thereof when due, and 
failure to cure said default within 30 days after written demand from the City to do so, unless contested or 
appealed as allowed by law;  

(c) failure by the Master Developer to pay or cause to be paid real estate taxes (not including 
special assessments) on the Parking Development Property or any part thereof when due, and failure to cure 
said default within 30 days after written demand from the City to do so, unless contested or appealed as 
allowed by law; and 

 (d)  if any Party (i) files a petition in bankruptcy or for any reorganization, arrangement, 
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar relief under the United States Bankruptcy 
Act or under any similar federal or State law; or (ii) is adjudicated as bankrupt or insolvent.   

11.2. Remedies upon Default.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, whenever any Event of 
Default occurs and is continuing, the non-defaulting Party or Parties may take any one or more of the 
following actions: 

(a) upon 30 days’ prior written notice to the defaulting Party, the non-defaulting Party may 
suspend its performance under this Agreement until it receives reasonable assurances from the defaulting 
Party that are deemed adequate in the reasonable discretion of the non-defaulting Party that the defaulting 
Party will cure its default and continue its performance under this Agreement in a timely and diligent 
manner; 

(b) upon 30 days’ prior written notice, take whatever action at law or in equity or 
administratively that may appear necessary, appropriate, or desirable to the nondefaulting Party to collect 
any payments due under this Agreement or to enforce specific performance and observance of any 
obligation, agreement, or covenant of the defaulting Party under this Agreement or to collect, subject to the 
terms of this Agreement, actual damages for any amounts of money suffered by the non-defaulting Party 
as a result of such breach under this Agreement, but not including incidental or consequential damages. 

11.3. No Remedy Exclusive.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, no remedy herein conferred 
upon or reserved to any Party is intended to be exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies unless 
otherwise expressly stated, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to 
every other remedy given under this Agreement or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute.  
No delay or omission to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right 
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or power or shall be construed to be a waiver thereof, but any such right or power may be exercised from 
time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient.  In order to entitle a Party to exercise any remedy 
reserved to it, it shall not be necessary to give notice, other than such notice as may be required in this 
Article 10.   

11.4. No Additional Waiver Implied by One Waiver.  If any agreement contained in this 
Agreement should be breached by any Party and thereafter waived by another Party, such waiver shall be 
limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to waive any other concurrent, previous, 
or subsequent breach hereunder. 

11.5. Non-Recourse Clause.  Notwithstanding anything herein or otherwise to the contrary: 
(a) the recourse for recovery of or enforcement with respect to any liability or obligation under this 
Agreement, shall be solely against the Authority, the City, the Master Developer, or Secondary Developer 
as applicable; and (b) no Party to this Agreement shall seek to enforce any liabilities or obligations against 
any person or entity who is not expressly named above in this paragraph, including, but not limited to any 
present or future partner, stockholder, member, governor, officer, director, employee, or agent in or of a 
Party or a Party’s Affiliate; and (c) no persons or entities described in (b) above who are not Parties to this 
Agreement shall have any liability or obligation under or with respect to this Agreement.  For the avoidance 
of doubt, neither the Master Developer nor the Secondary Developer shall be held responsible, liable, or 
answer for the obligations, covenants, and agreements of the other party or any party other than as expressly 
stated herein. 

 11.6. Attorney Fees and Expenses.  Whenever any Event of Default occurs and if a Party employs 
attorneys or incurs other expenses for the collection of payments due or to become due or for the 
enforcement of performance or observance of any obligation or agreement on the part of the defaulting 
Parties under this Agreement, and the non-defaulting Party prevails in the action, the defaulting Party agrees 
that it will, within ten (10) days of written demand by the non-defaulting Party, pay to the non-defaulting 
Party the reasonable fees of the attorneys and the other expenses so incurred by the non-defaulting Party. 
 
 
 

ARTICLE XIII 
 

 MISCELLANEOUS 
 
12.1. Notices.  The Parties hereby designate the following as agents to receive service of process 

and all notices, certificates, requests, or other communications required hereunder.  All notices shall be 
sufficient only if given in writing and shall be deemed given only when delivered personally or by next day 
delivery or five (5) days after mailing when mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 
postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 

 To City:   Mayor and City Manager 
     1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
     Bloomington, Minnesota 55431 
 
 To City Attorney:  City Attorney 
     1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
     Bloomington, Minnesota  55431 
 
 To Authority:   President and Administrator 
     Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 
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   1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
   Bloomington, Minnesota  55431 
 

 To Authority Counsel: Julie Eddington 
     Kennedy & Graven, Chartered 
     150 South Fifth Street 
     Suite 700 
     Minneapolis, Minnesota  55402 
 
 To Master Developer:  MOAC Land Holdings, LLC 

    Mall of America Company 
    c/o Kurt Hagen 
    2131 Lindau Lane, Suite 500 
    Bloomington, Minnesota  55425 
 
With a copy to:  William C. Griffith, Jr. 
    Larkin, Hoffman, Daly & Lindgren, Ltd. 
    8300 Norman Center Drive 
    Suite 1000 
    Bloomington, Minnesota  55437 
 

A duplicate copy of each such notice, certificate, request, or other communication given hereunder to the 
City, the Authority, and the Master Developer shall also be given to the other Parties.  Any Party hereunder 
may, by notice given hereunder, designate any further or different addresses to which subsequent notices, 
certificates, requests, or other communications shall be sent.   

12.2. Time is of the Essence.  The times for performance provided in this Agreement are essential 
due to the obligations and expenditures of the Parties.  If a specific time is not specified, performance shall 
be prompt and with due regard to the conditions of performance of other Parties in reliance thereon. 

12.3. Cooperation Between Parties.  All approvals required to be given by any Party to this 
Agreement shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed.  In particular, the Parties agree to 
work diligently to timely complete and execute the Project Documents set out in EXHIBIT J attached to 
this Agreement and to make reasonable changes to this Agreement as required by the Lender to conform to 
the Loan Agreement. 

12.4. Binding Effect.  This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon the 
City, the Authority, Secondary Developer, and the Master Developer and their respective successors and 
assigns. 

12.5. Amendments and Modifications.  No change, amendment, or modification to or extension 
of or waiver of any provisions of or consent provided under this Agreement shall be valid unless such 
change, amendment, modification, extension, consent, or waiver is in writing and signed by all the Parties 
to this Agreement, or, in the case of consent or waiver, by the Party granting the same.   

12.6. Severability.  In case any Article or provision of this Agreement, or in case any covenant, 
stipulation, obligation, agreement, act or action, or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into, or taken under 
this Agreement, or any application thereof, is, for any reason, held to be illegal or invalid, or is at any time 
inoperable by reason of any law, or actions thereunder, such illegality or invalidity or inoperability shall 
not affect the remainder thereof or any other Article or provision under this Agreement or any other 
covenant, stipulation, obligation, agreement, act or action, or part thereof, made, assumed, entered into or 
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taken under this Agreement, which shall, at the time, be construed and enforced as if such legal or invalid 
or inoperable portion were not contained therein. 

12.7. Nonmerger Provisions.  None of the provisions of this Agreement are intended to be or 
shall be merged by reason of deeds or other conveyances, and any such deeds or other conveyances shall 
not be deemed to affect or impair the provisions and covenants of this Agreement. 

12.8. No Partnership.  Nothing herein shall be construed to create a partnership or joint venture 
between or among any of the Parties or be construed to create a fiduciary relationship between or among 
the Parties as to any activity described herein. 

12.9. No Personal Liability or Conflict of Interest.  No member, official or employee of either 
the City or Authority shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement, nor shall any 
such member, official or employee participate in any decision relating to this Agreement that affects his or 
her personal interests or the interests of any corporation, partnership, or association in which he or she is 
directly or indirectly interested.  No member, official or employee of the City or Authority shall be 
personally liable to the Master Developer or Secondary Developer, or any successor in interest, in the event 
of any default or breach by the City or Authority for any amount that may become due to the Master 
Developer or Secondary Developer, or any successor or on any obligations under the terms of this 
Agreement.  No employee, director, officer or member of the Master Developer or Secondary Developer 
shall be personally liable to the City or Authority or its successors in the event of any default or breach by 
the Master Developer or Secondary Developer or for any amount that may become due to the City or 
Authority or its successor or on any obligations under the terms of this Agreement. 

12.10. Indemnification.  The Parties will indemnify and hold each other harmless, including their 
respective agents, officers and employees, from and against all liabilities, losses, damages, costs, expenses, 
including reasonable attorneys’ fees, causes of action, suits, claims, demands, judgment of any nature, 
because of bodily injuries to, or death of, any person and because of damages to property of the Parties or 
others (collectively, “Liabilities”), arising out of or in connection with the use, nonuse, ownership, 
condition, or occupancy of the Development Property or with the construction of the Project, due to any 
acts of omission or commission, including negligence of another Party, or any contractor of such Party or 
their employees or agents; provided however, that the obligations of the indemnifying Party hereunder shall 
not extend to liabilities to the extent caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Party to 
be indemnified, its officers, employees or agents.  Liability of any Party hereunder shall not be limited to 
the extent of insurance carried by or provided by such Party or subject to any exclusions from coverage in 
any insurance policy. 

12.11. Contract Termination.  Unless otherwise modified by the Parties, the rights and 
responsibilities of the Parties pursuant to this Agreement shall continue until the Termination Date. 

12.12. Governing Law.  The Parties hereto agree that the laws of the State of Minnesota shall 
govern all questions and interpretations concerning the validity and construction of this Agreement and the 
legal relations between the Parties and performance under it without regard to the principles of conflicts of 
law.  The language of this Agreement is and shall be deemed the result of negotiation among the Parties 
and their respective legal counsel and shall not be strictly construed for or against any party.  Each Party 
agrees that any action arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be brought solely in the 
courts of the State of Minnesota, Fourth Judicial District, or the United States District Court for the District 
of Minnesota. 

12.13. Force Majuere.  An event of “Force Majeure” occurs when an event beyond the control of 
the Party claiming Force Majeure prevents such Party from fulfilling its obligations.  An event of Force 
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Majeure includes, without limitation, floods, hurricanes and other adverse weather, war, riot, civil disorder, 
acts of terrorism, disease, pandemic, epidemic, strikes and labor disputes, supply chain delays, actions or 
inactions of government or other authorities, law enforcement actions, curfews, closure of transportation 
systems or other unusual travel difficulties, or inability to provide a safe working environment for 
employees.  In the event of Force Majeure, the obligations of the Party claiming Force Majeure shall be 
suspended for the duration of the event of Force Majeure and a reasonable time thereafter based on the 
event of Force Majeure.   

 12.14. Termination Date.  If construction of the Waterpark Project has not commenced by July 
15, 2023, the Authority shall have the option to terminate this Agreement.  Construction is considered to 
be commenced upon the beginning of improvements (which may include demolition or excavation). 
 
 12.15. Master Contract.  All the provisions of the Master Contract shall be applicable to the 
Waterpark Project until the termination of this Agreement regardless of the expiration of the Master 
Contract on June 1, 2040. 
 

12.16 Conflicting Provisions.  Any conflict between this Agreement and the terms of the exhibits 
hereto shall be resolved in favor of the exhibit, as applicable. 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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THE PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY 
OF BLOOMINGTON 

 

Dated: __________________ By:   
 Robert Erickson 
 President 
 
 
Dated: By:   
 Schane Rudlang 
 Administrator 
Reviewed and Approved by: 
 
________________________ 
Julie Eddington 
General Counsel for the Authority 
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CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 

 

Dated: __________________ By:   
 Tim Busse 
 Mayor 
 
 
 
Dated: __________________ By:   
 James D. Verbrugge 
 City Manager 
 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by: 
 
_______________________ 
Melissa Manderschied 
City Attorney 
 

 
 

[Signature page to Waterpark Redevelopment Agreement] 
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MOA WP OWNER, LLC 

 
 
 
 
Dated: _______________ By:   

 Kurt Hagen 
         Senior Vice President of Development  

 
 
 
 

MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 

 
 
 
 
Dated: _______________ By:   

 Kurt Hagen 
         Senior Vice President of Development  
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EXHIBIT A 
 

Committed Public Improvements  
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EXHIBIT B 
 

Parking and Skyway Access Agreement  
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EXHIBIT C 
 

Parking Ground Lease Agreement  
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EXHIBIT D 
 

Parking Ramp Declaration  
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EXHIBIT E 
 

Waterpark Ground Lease 
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EXHIBIT F 
 

Waterpark Project Construction Plans 
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EXHIBIT G 
 

Committed Public Improvements Development Agreement 
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EXHIBIT H 
 

Legal Description of Public Plaza Right of Way to be Vacated 
 
 

[INSERT LEGAL DESCRIPTION] 
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EXHIBIT I 
 

Waterpark Recapture Agreement  
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PURCHASE AND OPTION AGREEMENT 
 
 THIS PURCHASE AND OPTION AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”) is made and entered 
into this ______ day of ___________, 2022 between Delta Metro Lands LLC, a limited liability 
company organized under the laws of the state of Minnesota and its successors and assigns 
permitted under this Agreement (the “Delta Metro Lands” or “Seller”) and the Port Authority of 
the City of Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic organized under the laws of the State 
of Minnesota (the “Authority” or the “Buyer”).  MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company (the “Master Developer”), and the City of Bloomington, a Minnesota municipal 
corporation organized under its Charter and the laws of the State of Minnesota (the “City”), have 
consented to this Agreement.  The Seller and the Buyer are referred to herein as the “Parties” and 
each individually is referred to herein as a “Party.”  Capitalized terms not defined herein have the 
meaning provided such terms in the 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract for Private 
Redevelopment of Land, dated July 19, 2016, between the City, the Authority, and the Master 
Developer, as amended by the First Amendment to 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract for 
Private Redevelopment of Land, dated April 17, 2019, and as it may be further amended or 
supplemented from time to time. 
 
 WITNESSETH: 
 

WHEREAS, the Authority has created an industrial development district in accordance 
with Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.058, Industrial Development District No. I (the 
“Development District”), also known as the South Loop District, for the purpose of redevelopment, 
creating jobs and increasing the City’s tax base; and 

WHEREAS, the Authority has created the Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-C and 
the Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-G within the Development District (the “MOA TIF 
Districts”); and 

WHEREAS, the Authority is a development authority of the City properly created pursuant 
to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.048 through 469.068 (the “Port Authority Act”) and 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.071 to, among other things, implement the development and 
redevelopment goals of the City; and 

WHEREAS, the Minnesota USA Expo, a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, working in 
coordination with the City and Authority, has submitted a bid to host either the 2027 or 2028 World 
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Expo (the “Expo”) in the City, and the Authority is interested in purchasing certain real property 
owned by the Seller and located on land legally described in Exhibit A attached hereto (the 
“Adjoining Lands”), in order to develop it as the site to host the Expo; and 

WHEREAS, the Buyer wishes to obtain an option to purchase the Adjoining Lands from 
the Seller for such purposes; and 

WHEREAS, the Seller is willing to grant to the Buyer an option to purchase the Adjoining 
Lands under certain terms and conditions, as further described below. 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Seller and the Buyer agree as follows: 

A. OPTION 

1. Option.  The Seller hereby grants to the Buyer an exclusive right and option to purchase 
the Adjoining Lands for the purpose of hosting the Expo and the development of the Adjoining 
Lands after the Expo event has ended (the “Option”) pursuant to the terms contained in this 
Agreement. 

2. Option Payment.  As consideration for the Option granted herein, the Buyer hereby agrees, 
among other things set forth in this Agreement, to provide a loan of tax increment from the MOA 
TIF Districts (the “TIF Loan”) to MOA WP Owner, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
(the “Waterpark Owner”), for use in the design, construction and development of an indoor 
waterpark (the “Waterpark Development”) on the Met Center Site.   

3. Option Period.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, the Buyer shall have the right but 
not the obligation to exercise the Option to purchase the Adjoining Lands beginning on the date 
the Bureau of International Exhibitions (the “BIE”) votes to select the Property as the site for the 
Expo of this Agreement until 5:00 p.m. Central Time on July 15, 2023 (the “Option Period”), or 
earlier if the Adjoining Lands is not selected as the site for the Expo. Notwithstanding any 
provision to the contrary, the Option shall not be effective if the Ancillary Documents (as defined 
in Section 4.9 of the Redevelopment Agreement) of the Waterpark Development have not been 
negotiated in good faith by the City, Authority, Master Developer, and Secondary Developer or 
approval of the documents has been unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

4. Option Purchase Price.  In the event that the Buyer timely exercises the Option during the 
Option Period, the total purchase price for the Adjoining Lands (the “Option Purchase Price”) shall 
be calculated as follows:    

(a) In the event that the Buyer intends to permit a third-party to purchase the Adjoining 
Lands or to develop the Adjoining Lands, the Option Purchase Price shall be the “Fair Market 
Value of the Adjoining Lands” determined pursuant to the following procedure.  In the event that 
the Parties are unable to mutually agree upon the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands within 
thirty (30) days after Buyer exercises the Option, the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands 
shall be determined by appraisal, made by a market value board consisting of three (3) independent 
reputable real estate professionals experienced in the valuation of commercial properties in the 
Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area, each of whom shall be a member of the Appraisal Institute 
with the designation of “MAI.” The Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands will be the most 
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probable price, as of the date of the exercise of the Option, in cash, for which the Adjoining Lands 
should sell after reasonable exposure in a competitive market under all conditions requisite to fair 
sale, with the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for self-interest, and 
assuming that neither is under any duress, and while taking into account any restrictive covenants 
(as described in Exhibit C).  The Fair Market Value shall take into consideration the Adjoining 
Lands location next to Mall of America.  One appraiser shall be appointed by the Buyer and the 
second appraiser shall be appointed by the Seller and notice thereof given to the Seller by the 
Buyer within ten (10) days after such first appointment.  The third appraiser shall be appointed by 
the first two appraisers.  If the first two appraisers are unable to agree on a third appraiser within 
twenty (20) days after the appointment of the second appraiser, or if either party refuses or neglects 
to appoint an appraiser as herein provided, then such appraiser whose appointment was not made 
as aforesaid shall be appointed within ten (10) days by the President of the Appraisal Institute, or 
by such successor body hereafter constituted exercising similar functions.  The members of the 
market value board, acting independently, shall each determine the Fair Market Value of the 
Adjoining Lands, and within sixty (60) days after the appointment of the third appraiser, shall each 
submit their determination of such market value to the Authority and Seller.  If the determinations 
of at least two (2) of the appraisers shall be identical in amount, said amount shall be deemed to 
be the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands; if the determinations of all three (3) appraisers 
shall be different in amount, the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands shall be determined as 
follows: 

(i) If neither the highest nor the lowest appraised value differs from the middle 
appraised value, by more than ten percent (10%) of such middle appraised value, or both the 
highest and lowest appraised values differ from the middle appraised value by more than ten 
percent (10%) of such middle appraised value, then the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining 
Lands shall be deemed to be the average of the three appraisals; 

(ii) If either, but not both, of the highest or lowest appraised value differs from 
the middle appraised value by more than ten percent (10%) of such middle appraised value, 
then the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands shall be deemed to be the average of 
the middle appraised value and the appraised value closest in amount to said middle value. 

The Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands as determined in accordance with the 
provisions of this subsection shall be binding and conclusive upon the Parties hereto.  
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, in no event shall the Fair 
Market Value of the Adjoining Lands exceed the appraised value of the Adjoining Lands 
obtained by the Seller with respect to the 2021 refinancing of the Seller’s mortgage loan 
on the Adjoining Lands, nor shall the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands be lower 
than the Hennepin County assessed value of the Adjoining Lands as of the appraisal receipt 
date.  The cost of the appraisals shall be divided equally between the Seller and the Buyer; 
or 

(b)  In the event that the Buyer purchases the Adjoining Lands and develops the 
Adjoining Lands for use after the Expo and retains the majority of the profits from the development 
and is the primary benefactor of a lower land cost, the Buyer may hire one or more managers to 
manage the development.  In such case, the Option Purchase Price shall be $27,153,000. 
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Parties agree that MOA TIF Districts could be used as an interim funding source (loan) 
with interest paid at 0.52%.  Any such loan to be repaid within two (2) years from origination of 
the loan.    

 

(c) Upon determining the Option Purchase Price and after the Option is exercised, the 
Parties shall complete and execute the Memorandum of Option Purchase Price set forth in Exhibit 
B attached hereto. 

5. Exercise of Option/Purchase Agreement.  This Option shall be deemed exercised if the 
Buyer gives written notice to the Seller in the manner set forth in Section H.2 of this Agreement 
no later than the expiration of the Option Period.  If the Option is timely exercised in accordance 
with this Agreement, the closing on the sale of the Adjoining Lands (the “Closing”) shall be 
completed within ninety (90) days from the date of exercise of the Option unless modified by 
mutual written agreement of Seller and Buyer. If the Option Purchase Price is determined by the 
Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands, as described above, the Closing shall be completed 
within sixty (60) days from determination of the Fair Market Value of the Adjoining Lands unless 
modified by mutual written agreement of Seller and Buyer.   

6. End of Option Period.  The Option and this Agreement shall automatically terminate on 
the earlier to occur of, (i) the failure of the Buyer to timely exercise the Option during the Option 
Period in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, or (ii) in the event the Adjoining Lands is 
no longer being considered by the BIE for the 2027 or 2028 Expo or is otherwise removed from 
consideration by the BIE or the Buyer for the 2027 or 2028 Expo.  The Authority may also exercise 
an option to purchase the Adjoining Lands pursuant to the TIF Loan Default Purchase Option set 
forth in Section B.4 hereof. 

B. TIF LOAN 

1. TIF Loan Amount.  The Seller and the Buyer, with the consent of the Waterpark Owner 
and Master Developer, shall enter into the TIF Loan Agreement, of even date herewith (the “TIF 
Loan Agreement”), to document the TIF Loan.  The TIF Loan is the consideration for the Option 
Payment and will be in an amount equal to $9,653,000.  The interest rate for the TIF Loan will be 
0.52% (which is the Buyer’s aggregate TIF account investment rate at the time of execution of this 
Agreement).   

On the date of this Agreement, the amount of principal owed by the Seller to its mortgage lender 
for the mortgage on the Adjoining Lands is $17,500,000. The Seller agrees not to increase the 
principal amount owed by the Seller to its mortgage lender during the term of the Option Period 
(as defined herein). 

2. TIF Loan Disbursements.  The TIF Loan proceeds will be advanced to the Waterpark 
Owner as provided in the TIF Loan Agreement between the Waterpark Owner, the Authority, and 
the Master Developer and consented to by the City and Delta Metro Lands.  The TIF Loan Proceeds 
will be used to reimburse the Waterpark Owner for costs and expenses incurred by Waterpark 
Owner with respect to the Waterpark Development prior to commencement of construction of the 
Waterpark Development and for all costs and incurred by Waterpark Owner with respect to the 
construction and completion of the Waterpark Development.  Notwithstanding anything to the 
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contrary herein, the Authority will disburse to the Waterpark Owner the full amount of the TIF 
Loan, less any amount previously disbursed, on or before the date on which the Waterpark Owner 
closes on funding of the Waterpark Development. 

3. Repayment of TIF Loan.  In the event that the Adjoining Lands does not host the Expo, the 
TIF Loan must be repaid by the Waterpark Owner no later than four (4) years after the BIE vote 
selecting a site for the Expo other than the Adjoining Lands.  

4. TIF Loan Default Purchase Option.  The TIF Loan will be secured by a purchase option in 
favor of the Buyer which may be exercised by written notice to Seller in the event that a TIF Loan 
event of default has occurred (the “TIF Loan Default Purchase Option”) and such default is 
continuing thereunder.  The purchase price under the TIF Loan Default Purchase Option shall be 
a price equal to the outstanding principal amount owed by the Seller to its mortgage lender with 
respect to the Adjoining Lands.  The Seller shall be responsible for any release fees or other fees 
owed its mortgage lender in the event of any such purchase and any interest owed to the mortgage 
lender.  The source of funding for any such purchase of the Adjoining Lands by the Buyer shall be 
tax increment from the MOA TIF Districts.  Upon any such purchase of the Adjoining Lands by 
the Buyer, the TIF Loan shall be deemed to be fully satisfied and released and the Buyer may resell 
the Adjoining Lands to any third party for a price determined solely by the Authority, subject to 
the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants contained herein which survive any transfer of the 
Adjoining Lands, including without limitation the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants 
(hereinafter defined) and the Right of First Refusal (hereinafter defined).   

5.  Conflicting Provisions.  If the provisions of this Option and Purchase Agreement conflict 
with the provisions of the TIF Loan Agreement, the provisions of the TIF Loan Agreement shall 
prevail.   

C. DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 

1. The Buyer, the Seller, and Master Developer shall execute a Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenants in substantially the form set forth in Exhibit C (the “Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenants”) at the Closing.  In consideration of the Option, the Buyer acknowledges and agrees 
that, in the event that the Buyer exercises the Option and purchases the Adjoining Lands pursuant 
to the terms of this Agreement, as a condition to Closing, the Seller shall be entitled to record the 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenants against the Adjoining Lands prior to the Deed (hereinafter 
defined) conveying all or a portion of the Adjoining Lands.  The Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenants shall benefit the Seller, the Waterpark Owner, Master Developer, and any other 
affiliated entities as the owners of the Waterpark Development or the Mall of America, and their 
respective successors and assigns (collectively “Seller Parties”).  The Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenants shall terminate thirty (30) years from the date the Declaration is executed by the Seller, 
the Buyer, and Master Developer or if MOAC Mall Holdings LLC (“MOAC Mall”) or an affiliate 
no longer has a controlling interest in the Mall of America. 

2. Each time a change of use occurs on the Adjoining Lands, the Parties, upon written request 
of the Authority, shall complete and execute the Declaration of Approved Use set forth in Exhibit 
E.  The Seller’s signature on the Declaration of Approved Use is not required for Specifically 
Allowed Uses (as defined in the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants).   
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D. RIGHT OF REPURCHASE 

1. Terms of Repurchase Right.  In the event that Buyer timely exercises the Option and closes 
on the purchase of the Adjoining Lands but subsequently the Buyer does not actually commence 
grading and foundation construction to host the Expo by May 1, 2025, the Seller and/or an affiliate 
of Seller shall have the right to repurchase the Adjoining Lands from the Buyer at the same Option 
Purchase Price that the Buyer paid for the Adjoining Lands (the “Repurchase Right”).  For the 
avoidance of doubt, the Repurchase Right shall expire on the date the Buyer commences grading 
and foundation construction to host the Expo.  The Seller may exercise the Repurchase Right by 
providing written notice to the Buyer.  If the Repurchase Right is exercised, the Closing shall be 
completed within 90 days from the date of exercise of the Repurchase Right.   
 
2. Repurchase Agreement.  Upon such timely exercise of the Repurchase Right, the Authority 
and Delta Metro Lands shall enter into a purchase agreement memorializing the terms of such 
repurchase of the Adjoining Lands by the Seller which shall have the same terms set forth in 
Section G of this Agreement. 
 
E. RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL   

1. Recording Right of First Refusal After Expo.  Without limiting or modifying the rights of 
the Seller Parties under the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, the Master Developer shall have 
the right to record a right of first refusal in the form set forth in Exhibit F (the “Right of First 
Refusal”) on all or a portion of the Adjoining Lands sold or leased after the Expo has ended or any 
building or improvement placed or constructed on the Adjoining Lands after the Expo has ended.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the sale of all or a portion of the Adjoining Lands is for a 
Specifically Allowed Use (as defined in the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants), Master 
Developer shall have no Right of First Refusal with respect to such sale.   

2. Notice Regarding Sales or Leases.  Upon sale or lease of property, the Buyer shall provide 
notice to the Seller and the Master Developer regarding the Seller’s Right of First Refusal.  The 
Buyer shall have the right to request that the Seller or the Master Developer confirm that a 
particular use is a Specifically Allowed Use by means of a recorded acknowledgment to the 
restrictions, which acknowledgement signed by the Master Developer will be conclusive evidence 
of the compliance with the use restrictions set forth in the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants.  
If the Buyer requests confirmation that a particular use of the Adjoining Lands is a Specifically 
Allowed Use and the Seller or the Master Developer fails to respond within thirty (30) days, the 
Buyer can record evidence of a failure to reply, which will be conclusive evidence that the 
specified use is a Specifically Allowed Use.   

3. Termination of Right of First Refusal.  Any and all Rights of First Refusal shall terminate 
thirty (30) years from the date of the Closing or if MOAC Mall or an affiliate no longer has a 
controlling interest in Mall of America.   
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F. ADDITIONAL COVENANTS WITH RESPECT TO THE ADJOINING LANDS 

1. No Further Encumbrances.  During the term of this Agreement, the Seller covenants and 
agrees not to further encumber or mortgage the Adjoining Lands beyond the existing mortgage(s) 
recorded against the Adjoining Lands.  The existing mortgage may remain and which may be 
refinanced (without increasing the indebtedness or encumbrance) without the prior written consent 
of the Buyer. 

2. Mall of America Ownership Interests.  At any time MOAC Mall or an affiliate does not 
have a controlling interest in Mall of America, the Master Developer or an affiliate shall execute 
an acknowledgement that it no longer has a controlling interest in Mall of America, which, upon 
recording, shall constitute conclusive evidence that any and all Rights of First Refusal recorded 
against the Adjoining Lands are null and void and of no effect.  If the Master Developer or an 
affiliate fails to provide the acknowledgement, the Authority or future owners of the Adjoining 
Lands may record an affidavit that states (a) upon information and belief, the MOAC Mall or an 
affiliate no longer has a controlling interest in Mall of America, (b) that the Authority or other 
owner of the Adjoining Lands has requested an acknowledgment from the Master Developer or an 
affiliate and the Master Developer or an affiliate has failed to respond within thirty (30) days, and 
(c) that the affidavit constitutes prima facie evidence that the right of first refusal are null and void 
and of no effect. 

G. PURCHASE TERMS; CLOSING 

1. Examination of Title.  The Buyer shall obtain a title commitment for the Adjoining Lands 
and shall provide the Seller with any objections to items on the title commitment in writing.  The 
Seller shall use its good faith efforts to make such title marketable within thirty (30) days from its 
receipt of the Buyer’s written objection.  If said title is not marketable and is not made so within 
thirty (30) days from the date of written objections thereto as above provided, the Buyer may 
either: 
 

(a) terminate this Agreement by giving written notice by registered mail, or by a 
nationally recognized overnight delivery service, to the Seller, in which event this Agreement shall 
become null and void and no Party shall be liable for damages hereunder to another Party; or 

 
(b) elect to accept title in its unmarketable condition by giving written notice by 

registered mail, or by a nationally recognized overnight delivery service, to the Seller, in which 
event the deed to be delivered at Closing shall except such objections. 

 
Failure of the Buyer to elect option (a) within such thirty (30) day period shall conclusively 
constitute the Buyer’s election of option (b).  The Buyer shall be responsible for any title insurance 
premiums for any policy or endorsements.   
 
2. Closing.  Upon completion of the Purchase Agreement, the Seller and the Buyer shall 
proceed with the Closing.   
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(a) Documents to be Delivered by Seller at Closing.  In the event the Buyer exercises 
the Option, the Seller agrees to deliver to the Buyer the following documents, duly executed as 
appropriate, at the Closing: 

(i) a duly recordable limited warranty deed in the form set forth in Exhibit H 
(the “Deed”) for the Adjoining Lands conveying marketable fee simple title to the 
Adjoining Lands to the Buyer, free and clear of any mortgages, liens or encumbrances 
other than the restrictive covenants in the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants set forth in 
Exhibit C; 

(ii) an affidavit from the Seller sufficient to remove any exception in the 
Buyer’s policy of title insurance for mechanics’ and materialmen’s liens and the rights of 
parties in possession; 

(iii) a completed Minnesota Well Disclosure Certificate, unless the Deed 
includes a statement to the effect that “the Seller certifies that the Seller does not know of 
any wells on the Adjoining Lands”; 

(iv) any notices, certificates, and affidavits regarding any private sewage 
systems, underground storage tanks, and environmental conditions as may be required by 
Minnesota statutes, rules or ordinances; 

(v) an affidavit of the Seller confirming that the Seller is not a foreign person 
within the meaning of Section 1445 of the United States Internal Revenue Code;  

(vi) customary affidavits, certificates and such other documents as the Buyer 
may reasonably request to carry out the transactions contemplated under this Agreement;  

(v) an acknowledgement that Sections G.5 and G.6 remain accurate at the time 
of Closing, or if the information in Section G.5 and G.6 is no longer accurate, a description 
of the changes; and 

(vi) the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants; and   

(vii) the Right of First Refusal. 

(b) Documents to be Delivered by Buyer at Closing.  In the event the Buyer exercises 
the Option, the Buyer agrees to deliver to the Seller the following documents, duly executed as 
appropriate, at the Closing: 

 (i) the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants; and 

 (ii) The Right of First Refusal. 

(c) Closing Costs and Adjustments.  Except as otherwise specifically provided in this 
Agreement, the costs and expenses associated with the purchase of the Adjoining Lands shall be 
paid and allocated as follows: 
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(i) Title and Related Costs.  The Seller shall pay all costs of preparation of a 
title commitment, including the abstracting fees and fees for standard searches with respect 
to the Seller and the Adjoining Lands.  The Buyer shall pay all costs of any survey of the 
Adjoining Lands required by the Buyer and all premiums required for issuance of the title 
insurance policy.  All closing fees charged by the title company shall be equally split 
between the parties.  The Seller shall pay all recording fees and all charges related to the 
filing of any instrument required to make title marketable. 

(ii) Deed Tax and Recording Fees.  The Seller shall pay any state deed tax, 
conservation fee, well certificate fee or other federal, state or local documentary or revenue 
stamps or transfer tax with respect to the Deed to be delivered by the Seller. 

(iii) Tests and Reports.  The Buyer shall pay the costs of any tests, environmental 
assessments, inspection reports or other tests or reports ordered by the Buyer in connection 
with its inspection or evaluation of the Adjoining Lands or any improvements located 
thereon. 

(iv) Legal and Accounting Fees.  Each party shall pay its own legal, appraisal 
and accounting fees in connection with this transaction. 

3. Real Estate Taxes and Assessments.  In the event the Buyer timely exercises the Option, 
the parties shall pay and allocate real estate taxes and special assessments with respect to the 
Adjoining Lands as follows: 

(a) General real estate taxes payable in the calendar year of Closing shall be prorated 
between the Seller and the Buyer as of the date of Closing on the basis of the days remaining in 
the calendar year of Closing.  The Buyer shall be responsible for all real estate taxes payable in 
the years after the Closing, except as outlined in 8. Seller’s Retained Rights below.   

(b) The Seller shall pay at Closing all special assessments levied, pending or deferred 
against the Adjoining Lands as of the Closing, including special assessments certified for payment 
with real estate taxes.  The Buyer shall assume all special assessments levied, pending or deferred 
against the Adjoining Lands from and after the Closing. 

4. Inspections and Investigations.  After execution of this Agreement, the Buyer shall have 
the right to enter upon the Adjoining Lands for the purpose of taking tests, making surveys and 
maps and generally performing such investigative work, including environmental testing and 
assessment, as the Buyer may deem necessary, provided that in no event may the Buyer perform 
any invasive testing on the Adjoining Lands without first obtaining the Seller’s written consent.  
The Buyer shall indemnify, defend, and hold the Seller harmless from and against any loss or expense 
caused directly or indirectly by the Buyer’s inspection or testing of the Adjoining Lands or by the acts 
of Buyer, its employees, agents or contractors, including any mechanics’ liens and the creation or 
exacerbation of any environmental problems.  The Seller shall provide to the Buyer any and all 
environmental or engineering reports regarding the Adjoining Lands in the Seller’s possession, 
including any reports that may be obtained by the Seller during the period of the Option.  If the 
Buyer does not exercise the Option or fails to close on the purchase of the Property, the Buyer 
agrees to return the Adjoining Lands to its original condition after performing any such inspections 
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or investigative work and to provide to the Seller at no cost a copy of any report or survey produced 
by or on behalf of the Buyer regarding the condition of the Adjoining Lands.  The Buyer and the 
Seller shall enter into a separate right of entry agreement prior to the Buyer entering upon the 
Adjoining Lands in the form set forth in Exhibit I. 

5. Tenants.  The Seller represents that, except for the tenant under the existing parking lease 
between the Master Developer and the Seller, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit G (the 
“Parking Lease”), there are no tenants with a leasehold or other interest in the Adjoining Lands, 
that the Seller has not entered into a lease, option or right of first refusal agreement regarding the 
Adjoining Lands with any other party, and that the Seller is aware of no interests in the Adjoining 
Lands other than those of record.  The representations set forth in this Section shall be true and 
correct as of the date of Closing on all or any portion of the Adjoining Lands.   

6. Relocation Benefits.  The Seller acknowledges that this transaction is not made under threat 
of condemnation by the Buyer, and the Seller agrees there are no relocation expenses necessary or 
warranted. 

7. Parking Rights.  The Buyer and the Seller acknowledge that the Waterpark Owner may 
need to commence construction of the Waterpark parking ramp prior to the occurrence of the BIE 
Expo vote regarding where the Expo will be held.  In the event that the Buyer purchases the 
Adjoining Lands pursuant to the Option or pursuant to the TIF Loan Default Purchase Option, the 
Waterpark Owner shall proceed with constructing the parking ramp for the Waterpark and include 
in the design of the parking ramp an add-alternate to add the Adjoining Lands parking requirements 
(192 parking spaces) to the Waterpark parking ramp.  If the BIE approves the Adjoining Lands as 
the site of the Expo, the Seller will relocate the Adjoining Lands parking requirements (192 parking 
spaces) to the Waterpark parking ramp to be constructed by the Waterpark Owner.  All costs to 
construct such parking ramp and any expansion required to accommodate the 192 additional 
parking spaces shall be funded by tax increment from the MOA TIF Districts and such construction 
will be part of an adjusted Public Investment Ratio to accommodate the Waterpark Development 
and Adjoining Lands parking requirements. 

If the Waterpark Project is not built, then the additional 192 parking spaces will be built and funded 
in a similar manner in the next Subsequent Phase of the Mall of America pursuant to a separate 
agreement, the terms of which will be negotiated by the City, the Authority, the Master Developer, 
and a Secondary Developer (if any). 

8. Seller’s Retained Rights.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the 
Seller expressly retains all of its rights to use, operate and occupy the Adjoining Lands during the 
term of this Agreement and after Closing, until the date that the Buyer commences grading and 
foundation construction of the Expo structures on the Adjoining Lands or a third party closes on 
the Adjoining Lands and commences grading and foundation construction of the Expo structures 
on the Adjoining Lands in accordance with the terms of this Agreement (the “Construction Date”).  
If the Seller occupies the Adjoining Lands after Closing, the Seller and the Buyer shall enter into 
an agreement regarding the use of the Adjoining Lands by the Seller.  The Seller shall not be 
obligated to pay any rent during such occupancy period, provided however that the Seller insure 
and indemnify the Adjoining Lands to the Authority’s reasonable satisfaction, and the Seller shall 
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pay all maintenance expenses, utility costs and prorated real estate taxes payable during such 
period of occupancy until the Construction Date.   

9. Proceeds from Sale or Lease of the Adjoining Lands and/or TIF Loan Repayment.  
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, all proceeds from the sale or lease of 
the land value of the Adjoining Lands by the Buyer, or its designee and their successors and 
assigns, and/or the repayment of the TIF Loan shall be deposited into the applicable tax increment 
accounts for the MOA TIF Districts. 

H. MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Assignment of Agreement.  The Buyer may not assign or otherwise transfer all or any part 
of its interest in this Agreement to any other person or entity without the Seller’s written consent.  
No assignment by the Buyer shall release or relieve the Buyer from any obligations or liabilities 
under this Agreement.  Any attempted assignment by the Buyer in violation of this Section H.1 
shall be void. 

2. Notices.  Any notice, demand, request or other communication which may or shall be given 
by any party to this Agreement, shall be deemed to have been given on the date the same is hand 
delivered or upon mailing if deposited in the United States mail, registered or certified, postage 
prepaid, and addressed as follows: 

a. If to Seller:   Delta Metro Lands LLC 
2131 Lindau Lane, Ste 500 
Bloomington, MN 55422-5550 
Attn: Jeff Dragovich 
Email:  jeff.dragovich@triplefive.com 
Attn:  Kurt Hagen 
Email:  kurt.hagen@moa.net 
 

with a copy to:  Larkin Hoffman 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, MN 55437 
Attn: William C. Griffith 
Email: wgriffith@larkinhoffman.com 

 
b. If to Buyer:   Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 

1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
Bloomington, MN 55431-3027 
Attn: Administrator 
Email: srudlang@bloomingtonmn.gov 
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with a copy to:  Kennedy & Graven, Chartered 
150 South Fifth Street 
Suite 700 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Attn: Julie Eddington 
Facsimile No.: 612-337-9310 
Email: jeddington@kennedy-graven.com 

 
or such other address as either party may give to another party in accordance with this Section H.2. 

 
3. Brokers.  The Buyer represents and warrants to the Seller that it has not retained any broker 
or real estate agent in connection with this transaction.  The Seller represents and warrants to the 
Buyer that it has not retained any broker or real estate agent in connection with this transaction.  
The Buyer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold Seller harmless from the claims of any real estate 
agent, broker or similar party claiming a fee or commission for representation of Buyer.  The Seller 
agrees to indemnify, defend and hold Buyer harmless from the claims of any real estate agent, 
broker or similar party claiming a fee or commission for representation of the Seller. 
 
4. Binding Effect.  This Agreement binds and inures to the benefit of the parties and their 
successors and permitted assigns.   
 
5. No Partnership or Joint Venture.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed or 
interpreted as creating a partnership or joint venture between the Seller and the Buyer relative to 
the Adjoining Lands.   
 
6. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the Parties hereto 
with respect to the Option and supersedes all prior agreements or understandings between the 
Parties with respect to the same.   
 
7. Cumulative Rights.  Except as may otherwise be provided herein, no right or remedy herein 
conferred on or reserved by either party is intended to be exclusive of any other right or remedy 
provided by law, but such rights and remedies shall be cumulative in and in addition to every other 
right or remedy given herein or elsewhere or existing at law, equity or by statute.   
 
8. Attorneys’ Fees.  If any party commences an action against another party to enforce any of 
the terms of this Agreement because of the breach by any party of the terms hereof, the prevailing 
party shall be entitled to its costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, incurred in 
connection with the prosecution or defense of such matter.   
 
9. Amendment and Modification.  No amendment or modification, including any extension 
hereof, or waiver of any condition, provision or term of this Agreement shall be valid or have any 
effect unless made in writing, signed by the party or parties to be bound and specifying with 
particularity the extent and nature of such amendment, modification or waiver.  Any waiver by 
either party of any defaults by the other party shall not affect or impair any right arising from any 
previous or subsequent default.   
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10. Severability.  Each provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase or word of this Agreement 
is intended to be severable.  If any provision, section, sentence, clause, phrase or word of this 
Agreement is determined to be illegal or invalid for any reason by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
such illegality or invalidity shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this Agreement.   
 
11. State Law.  This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws 
of Minnesota.  All actions commenced relating to this Agreement shall only be brought before the 
courts located in Hennepin County, Minnesota.   
 
12. Time is of the Essence.  The times for performance provided in this Agreement are essential 
due to the obligations and expenditures of the Parties.  If a specific time is not specified, 
performance shall be prompt and with due regard to the conditions of performance of other Parties 
in reliance thereon. 

13. Executed in Counterparts; Recording.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, 
all of which shall constitute an original of this Agreement.  The Memorandum of Purchase and 
Option Agreement set form in Exhibit D shall be recorded by the Buyer with the Office of the 
Registrar of Titles of Hennepin County, Minnesota.   
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be dated as 
of the first date written above. 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
 
By _______________________________ 

Robert Erickson 
Its President 
 

 
By _______________________________ 

Schane Rudlang 
Its Administrator 
 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Robert Erickson, the President of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the Seller.   

   
Notary Public 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the Seller.   

   
Notary Public 
 

 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel 
 
  

Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel  
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Execution page of the Seller to the Purchase and Option Agreement, dated the date and year first 
written above. 
 
 

DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 
 
 
 
By ____________________________ 
      ____________________________ 
 Its ____________________________ 
 

 
 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by _____________, the ______________ of Delta Metro Lands LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of said company.   

   
Notary Public 
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The City of Bloomington, Minnesota acknowledges and consents to the terms of this Purchase and 
Option Agreement.  
 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 

 By:   
 Tim Busse 
 Mayor 
 
 
 
 By:   
 James D. Verbrugge 
 City Manager 
 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by: 
 
_______________________ 
Melissa Manderschied 
City Attorney 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Tim Busse, the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, under the laws of the 
State of Minnesota, on behalf of the City of Bloomington.   

   
Notary Public 

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by James D. Verbrugge, the City Manager of the City of Bloomington, 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the City of Bloomington.   

   
Notary Public 
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MOAC Land Holdings, LLC acknowledges and consents to the terms of this Purchase and Option 
Agreement.  
 
 
 

MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 

 
 
 
 

 By:    
Kurt Hagen 
Senior Vice President of Development  

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Kurt Hagen, the Senior Vice President of Development of MOAC Land 
Holdings, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of said company.   

 
 

THIS INSTRUMENT WAS DRAFTED BY: 

LARKIN HOFFMAN DALY & LINDGREN Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437-1060 
(Ryan N. Boe) 
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EXHIBIT A 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ADJOINING LANDS 

 
Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  
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EXHIBIT B 

MEMORANDUM OF OPTION PURCHASE PRICE 
 
 

Dated __________________ 
 
 
Pursuant to Section A.4 of the Purchase and Option Agreement, dated __________________, 2022 
(the “Purchase and Option Agreement”), between the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 
and Delta Metro Lands LLC, the Option Purchase Price of the Adjoining Lands was determined 
by the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington and Delta Metro Lands LLC to be 
$___________. 
 
[The Option Purchase Price was determined to be the Hennepin County Assessor’s assessed 
valuation of the Adjoining Lands as of the date of the closing on the Adjoining Lands but not less 
than the Hennepin County Assessor’s assessed valuation of the Adjoining Lands as of January 2, 
2022.]    
 
[The Option Purchase Price was determined by a process to determine the “Fair Market Value of 
the Adjoining Lands” as set forth in Section A.4 of the Purchase and Option Agreement. 
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The Port Authority of the City of Bloomington and Delta Metro Lands LLC have executed this 
Memorandum of Option Purchase Price as of the date and year first written above. 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
 
By   

   
Its President 
 

 
By   

   
Its Administrator 
 

Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel 
 
  
Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel 
 

DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 
 
 
 
By ____________________________ 
      ____________________________ 
 Its ____________________________ 
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EXHIBIT C 
 

DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
 
 

 THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS, made as of the _____ day of 
__________________, 20___ (the “Declaration”), by the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota (the 
“Authority”), in favor of DELTA METRO LANDS LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the 
“Owner”) and MOAC MALL HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Master 
Developer”). 
 

RECITALS: 
 
 WHEREAS, the Owner owns the property legally described in EXHIBIT A attached hereto 
(the “Adjoining Lands”) located in the City of Bloomington (the “City”); and 
 
 WHEREAS, Minnesota USA Expo, a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, working in 
coordination with the City and the Authority has submitted a bid to host either the 2027 or 2028 
World Expo (the “Expo”) in the City, and the Authority is interested in purchasing the Adjoining 
Lands in order to develop it as the site to host the Expo; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Owner and the Authority have entered into that certain Purchase and 
Option Agreement, dated ______________, 2022 (the “Purchase and Option Agreement”), 
pursuant to which the Owner has granted to the Authority an option to purchase the Adjoining 
Lands for the purpose of developing it as the site to host the Expo; and 
 
 WHEREAS, as a condition for granting the Authority the option to purchase the Adjoining 
Lands, the Owner requires that the Authority execute and deliver this Declaration setting forth 
certain covenants relating to the use of the Adjoining Lands; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Authority and the Owner intend, declare, and covenant that the restrictive 
covenants set forth herein will be and are covenants running with the Adjoining Lands for the term 
described herein and binding upon all subsequent owners and users of the Adjoining Lands for the 
term described herein, and are not merely personal covenants of the Authority; and 
 
 WHEREAS, capitalized terms in this Declaration have the meaning provided in the Purchase 
and Option Agreement unless otherwise defined herein; and 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and covenants hereinafter set forth, 
and of other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
Authority agrees as follows: 
 

1. Term of Restrictions.  The term of this Declaration shall commence upon execution 
of this Declaration and continue for a term of thirty (30) years (the “Term”).  Upon termination of this 
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Declaration, the Owner will, upon request by the Authority or its assigns, file any document 
appropriate to remove this Declaration from the real estate records of Hennepin County, Minnesota. 

 
2. Restrictive Covenants.  During the Term of this Declaration, the Authority represents, 

warrants, and covenants to use the Adjoining Lands only as set forth in EXHIBIT B attached hereto 
(the “Restrictive Covenants”).  For the avoidance of doubt, the Restrictive Covenants run with the 
land for the Term of this Declaration. 

 
3. Right of First Refusal.  The Master Developer shall have the right to record a right 

of first refusal in the form set forth in Exhibit F to the Purchase and Option Agreement (the “Right 
of First Refusal”) on all or a portion of the Adjoining Lands sold, leased, licensed, or used after 
the Expo has ended or any building or improvement placed or constructed on the Adjoining Lands 
after the Expo has ended.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the sale, lease, or license of all or a 
portion of the Adjoining Lands is for a Specifically Allowed Use (as defined in EXHIBIT B 
attached hereto), Master Developer shall have no Right of First Refusal with respect to such sale, 
lease, or license.  Any and all Rights of First Refusal shall terminate thirty (30) years from the date 
of the Closing or if MOAC Mall or an affiliate no longer has a controlling interest in Mall of 
America.   
 
 4. Enforcement. 
 

(a) The Authority and its permitted successors and assigns, including any owner of the 
Property (“Restricted Parties”) will submit any other information, documents or certifications 
requested by the Owner which the Owner deems reasonably necessary to substantiate the Authority’s 
continuing compliance with the provisions specified in this Declaration. 
 

(b) The Authority acknowledges that the primary purpose for requiring compliance by 
the Authority with the restrictions provided in this Declaration is to ensure compliance of the 
Adjoining Lands with the covenants set forth in Sections C (Declaration of Restrictive Covenants), D 
(Right of Repurchase), and E (Right of First Refusal) of the Purchase and Option Agreement, and by 
reason thereof, the Authority, in consideration for the option to purchase the Adjoining Lands, hereby 
agrees and consents that the Owner will be entitled, for any breach of the provisions of this 
Declaration, and in addition to all other remedies provided by law or in equity, to enforce specific 
performance by the Authority of its obligations under this Declaration in a state court of competent 
jurisdiction.  The Authority hereby further specifically acknowledges that the Owner cannot be 
adequately compensated by monetary damages in the event of any default hereunder. 
 

(c) The Authority understands and acknowledges that, in addition to any remedy set forth 
herein for failure to comply with the restrictions set forth in this Declaration, the Owner may exercise 
any remedy available to it under the Purchase and Option Agreement and at law or in equity. 
 
 5. Indemnification.  The Authority hereby indemnifies, and agrees to defend and hold 
harmless the Owner and the Beneficiaries set forth in Section 12, together with their respective 
members, officers, and agents from and against all liabilities, losses, damages, costs, expenses 
(including attorneys’ fees and expenses), causes of action, suits, allegations, claims, demands, and 
judgments of any nature arising from the consequences of a legal or administrative proceeding or 
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action brought against them, or any of them, on account of any failure by the Authority to comply 
with the terms of this Declaration, or on account of any representation or warranty of the Authority 
contained herein being untrue. 
 
 6. Agent of the Owner.  The Owner will have the right to appoint an agent to carry out 
any of its duties and obligations hereunder, and will inform the Authority of any agency appointment 
by written notice.   
 

7. Severability.  The invalidity of any clause, part or provision of this Declaration will 
not affect the validity of the remaining portions thereof. 
 

8. Notices.  All notices to be given pursuant to this Declaration must be in writing and 
will be deemed given when mailed by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the 
parties hereto at the addresses set forth below, or to any other place as a party may from time to time 
designate in writing.  The Owner and the Authority may, by notice given hereunder, designate any 
further or different addresses to which subsequent notices, certificates, or other communications are 
sent.  The initial addresses for notices and other communications are as follows: 
 
 (a) If to the Owner:  Delta Metro Lands LLC 

2131 Lindau Lane, Ste 500 
Bloomington, MN  55422-5550 
Attn:  Jeff Dragovich 
Email:  jeff.dragovich@triplefive.com 
Attn:  Kurt Hagen 
Email:  kurt.hagen@moa.net 
 

with a copy to:  Larkin Hoffman 
8300 Norman Center Drive, Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, MN  55437 
Attn:  William C. Griffith 
Email:  wgriffith@larkinhoffman.com 

 
(b) If to the Authority:  Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 

1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
Bloomington, MN  55431-3027 
Attn:  Administrator 
Email:  srudlang@bloomingtonmn.gov 

 
with a copy to:  Kennedy & Graven, Chartered 

150 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Minneapolis, MN  55402-1299 
Attn:  Julie Eddington 
Email:  jeddington@kennedy-graven.com 

 
or such other address as either party may give to another party in accordance with this Section. 
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 9. Governing Law.  This Declaration is governed by the laws of the State of Minnesota 
and, where applicable, the laws of the United States of America. 
 
 10. Attorneys’ Fees.  In case any action at law or in equity, including an action for 
declaratory relief, is brought against the Authority or Restricted Parties to enforce the provisions of 
this Declaration, the Authority agrees to pay the reasonable attorneys’ fees and other reasonable 
expenses paid or incurred by the Owner in connection with the action. 
 
 11. Declaration Binding.  This Declaration and the covenants contained herein will run 
with the Adjoining Lands and will bind the Authority and its successors and assigns and all subsequent 
owners of the Adjoining Lands or any interest therein, and the benefits will inure to the Owner and 
its successors and assigns for the term of this Declaration as provided herein.  In connection with any 
sale, lease, use, or transfer of any portion of the Property to any of the Restricted Parties or any other 
party, the Authority shall cause such party to acknowledge and consent to this Declaration prior to 
such sale, lease, use or transfer of the Property. 
 

12. Beneficiaries.  This Declaration shall benefit the Owner, MOA WP Owner, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, MOAC Mall Holdings LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, and any other affiliated entities and the Mall of America, and their respective successors 
and assigns. 

 
13. Execution of Documents Related to Purchase and Option Agreement.  The Master 

Developer shall have the right to execute this document and any documents required to be executed 
by this Agreement, including but not limited to consent to certain uses and amendments.   
 
 14. Recording.  The Authority shall cause this Declaration and all amendments and 
supplements hereto and thereto to be recorded and filed in the real property records of Hennepin 
County, Minnesota.  The Seller shall pay all fees and charges incurred in connection with any such 
recording. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authority, the Owner, and the Master Developer have 
caused this Declaration of Restrictive Covenants to be signed by its duly authorized representative 
as of the date and year first written above. 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 

 
 

By   
Its  President 

 
 

By   
Its  Administrator 

 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
 
 
  

Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by ________________________, the President of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf 
of the Authority. 
  

  
Notary Public 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by _________________________, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf 
of the Authority. 
  

  
Notary Public 
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Execution Page of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants for Delta Metro Lands LLC and MOAC 
Land Holdings, LLC: 
 

 
DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 
 
 
By   
Its    

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by _________________________, the ________________________________ of Delta 
Metro Lands LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Owner. 
  

  
Notary Public 

 
 
MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 
 
 
By   
Its    

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by _________________________, the ________________________________ of MOAC 
Land Holdings, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Owner. 
  

  
Notary Public 
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THIS INSTRUMENT WAS DRAFTED BY: 

LARKIN HOFFMAN DALY & LINDGREN Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437-1060 
(Ryan N. Boe) 
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EXHIBIT A TO DECLARATION 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF ADJOINING LANDS 
 
 
Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  
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EXHIBIT B TO DECLARATION 
 

RESTRICTIVE USE COVENANTS 
 
 
The restrictions on the use of the Adjoining Lands set forth in this Exhibit is intended to promote 
higher density development, provide good paying jobs, drive tourism, grow businesses, 
complement the Mall of America, and promote South Loop District. 
 
Specifically Allowed Uses are allowed without mutual consent of the Authority and Delta Metro 
Lands. 
 
Mall of America Uses are allowed with the written approval of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, 
which shall be in its sole discretion. 

 
Other Uses are allowed with approval from both MOAC Land Holdings, LLC and Authority.  
Consent from MOAC Land Holdings, LLC shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
 
 

USES 
MINIMUM 

FLOOR AREA 
RATIO12 

SPECIFICALLY ALLOWED  
EXPO (World’s Fair)  
High-tech industrial logistics, research, development, manufacturing   
Residential (including in-home businesses)  
Office   
Select-service hotels3  
Medical, medical office, and medical labs  0.40 
Educational Facilities 0.40 
Museums 0.40 
Indoor (Enclosed) New Vehicle Sales and Used Vehicle Sales allowed 
accessory to the New Vehicle Sales 

0.40 

Indoor Athletic facilities  0.40 
Outdoor Public Parks – but no more than 5 acres of the site  
Transportation Uses – E.g., LRT, High Speed Rail (Excluding maintenance 
facilities, storage, etc.) 

 

Public Government Uses, including community gathering spaces and 
farmers markets (Excluding maintenance facilities, storage, etc.) 

 

Special Events (Temporary) – Similar to events MOA hosted on site  

 
1 Unless the use is a reuse of an existing EXPO building 
2 MOAC Land Holdings, LLC may signoff on a lower minimum floor area ratio 
3 Select service hotels are budget-friendly hotels targeted by leisure and commercial travelers that may offer limited 
amenities such as small meeting spaces, fitness room, pool and casual dining. 
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Incidental Uses to the Specifically Allowed Uses – retail (including 
convenience store and pharmacy), restaurant (including café, takeout, carry 
out, bistro and coffee shop), bar, daycare, and data centers4  

 

Incidental Uses to the Specifically Allowed Uses – EV charging, 
telecommunications, public art, solar power generation, and parking   

 

MOA  
Retail5  
Full-service hotels   
Entertainment  

OTHER  
Banking and financial institutions   
Outdoor Entertainment – excluding uses that compete with Mall of 
America uses 

 

Showrooms – excluding sales that compete with Mall of America uses  
Event Venues – unless such venues are already existing or proposed in any 
Phase of Mall of America 

 

Industrial Uses  0.40 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4 These Incidential Uses are not to exceed 10% of the total floor area of the related Specifically Allowed Use. 
5 Other than retail permitted under Specifically Allowed Uses or as specifically permitted Other Uses.   
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EXHIBIT D 
 

MEMORANDUM OF PURCHASE AND OPTION AGREEMENT 
 
 

THIS MEMORANDUM OF PURCHASE AND OPTION AGREEMENT (the 
“Memorandum”) is made this ___ day of ___________, 2022, between Delta Metro Lands LLC, 
a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of Minnesota (the “Seller”) and 
the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic organized under 
the laws of the State of Minnesota (the “Authority” or the “Buyer”).  MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company (“Master Developer”), and the City of Bloomington, a 
Minnesota municipal corporation organized under its Charter and the laws of the State of 
Minnesota (the “City”), have consented to this Memorandum.   

 
The parties hereto have entered into an Purchase and Option Agreement, dated 

_____________, 2022 (the “Purchase and Option Agreement”), which sets forth the terms and 
conditions for which (i) the Buyer may exercise its exclusive option to buy certain land owned by 
the Seller legally described in EXHIBIT A (the “Adjoining Lands”); (ii) how the purchase price 
of the Adjoining Lands will be determined and how payment will be provided; (iii) the period of 
time during which the option to buy the Adjoining Lands may be exercised by the Buyer; (iv) the 
right of the Seller to repurchase the Adjoining Lands under certain circumstances; (v) the use 
restrictions to be placed on the Adjoining Lands by the Seller; and (vi) the actions required for the 
Buyer to close on the Adjoining Lands.   

 
The terms and conditions of the Purchase and Option Agreement, copies of which are on 

file in the offices of the Authority, are hereby incorporated herein by reference.  The purpose of 
this Memorandum is to give notice to third parties of the Purchase and Option Agreement, and of 
the rights created thereby, all of which are hereby confirmed.  This Memorandum is subject to all 
of the terms and conditions, provisions, covenants and agreements contained in the Purchase and 
Option Agreement. 

 
This Memorandum may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 

original but which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.  This Memorandum shall 
be filed against the Adjoining Lands with the Office of the Registrar of Titles of Hennepin County, 
Minnesota. 
 
 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Memorandum to be 
executed and dated the date and year first written above. 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 

 
 

By _______________________________ 
Robert Erickson 
Its President 
 
 
By _______________________________ 
Schane Rudlang 
Its Administrator 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Robert Erickson, the President of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the Seller.   

   
Notary Public 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the Seller.   

   
Notary Public 

Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel 
 
  
Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel 
 
 
 

 

THIS INSTRUMENT WAS DRAFTED BY: 
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LARKIN HOFFMAN DALY & LINDGREN Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437-1060 
(Ryan N. Boe) 
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Execution page of the Seller to the Purchase and Option Agreement, dated the date and year first 
written above. 
 
 

DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 
 
 
 
By ____________________________ 
      ____________________________ 
 Its ____________________________ 
 

 
 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by _____________, the ______________ of Delta Metro Lands LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of said company.   

   
Notary Public 
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MOAC Land Holdings, LLC acknowledges and consents to this Memorandum of Purchase and 
Option Agreement.  
 
 

MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 

 
 

 By:    
Kurt Hagen 
Senior Vice President of Development  

 
 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF __________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of _____________, 
2022, by Kurt Hagen, the Senior Vice President of Development of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC. 
 

____________________________________  
Notary Public 
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The City of Bloomington, Minnesota acknowledges and consents to the terms of this 
Memorandum of Purchase and Option Agreement.  
 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 

 By:   
 Tim Busse 
 Mayor 
 
 
 
 By:   
 James D. Verbrugge 
 City Manager 
 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by: 
 
_______________________ 
Melissa Manderschied 
City Attorney 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Tim Busse, the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, under the laws of the 
State of Minnesota, on behalf of the City of Bloomington.   

   
Notary Public 

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by James D. Verbrugge, the City Manager of the City of Bloomington, 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the City of Bloomington.   

   
Notary Public 
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EXHIBIT A TO MEMORANDUM OF PURCHASE AND OPTION AGREEMENT 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF ADJOINING LANDS 
 

Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, according to the recorded plat thereof, Hennepin 
County, Minnesota 
 
 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549) 
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EXHIBIT E 
 

DECLARATION OF APPROVED USE 
 
 

 THIS DECLARATION OF APPROVED USE, made as of the _____ day of 
__________________, 20___ (the “Declaration”), is made by the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota (the “Authority”) and DELTA METRO LANDS LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company (“Delta Metro Lands”). 
 
 The Authority purchased certain property legally described in EXHIBIT A (the “Adjoining 
Lands”) from Delta Metro Lands, which is subject to the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, 
dated _____________, 2022 (the “Declaration of Restrictive Covenants”), between the Authority 
and Delta Metro Lands, which allows only certain uses for the Adjoining Lands. 
 

[The Authority has [sold] [leased] parcel __ to _________________ for the development 
of _____________________.] 

 
[The use of parcel __ has changed to ________________________.] 

 
The Authority and the Delta Metro Lands have determined that the use proposed is an 

Approved Use pursuant to the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants because the proposed use falls 
within the following: 

 
______ SPECIFICALLY ALLOWED USES (allowed without mutual consent of 

Authority and Delta Metro Lands) 
 
______ MALL OF AMERICA USES (MOAC Land Holdings, LLC or its successor 

provides written approval) in its sole discretion, which approval may include 
limitations on use or time period. 

 
______ OTHER USES (Approval from MOAC Land Holdings, LLC and Authority 

required which shall not be unreasonably withheld), which approval may include 
limitations on use or time period 

 
“Specifically Allowed Uses” do not require the signature of Delta Metro Lands or MOAC 

Land Holdings, LLC on this Declaration of Approved Use, unless a lower minimum floor area 
ratio  has been requested and approved by MOAC Land Holdings, LLC at its sole discretion 

 
______ LOWER MINIMUM FLOOR AREA RATIO (MOAC Land Holding, LLC 

provides written approval in its sole discretion) 
. 
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USES 
MINIMUM 

FLOOR AREA 
RATIO67 

SPECIFICALLY ALLOWED  
EXPO (World’s Fair)  
High-tech industrial logistics, research, development, manufacturing   
Residential (including in-home businesses)  
Office   
Select-service hotels8  
Medical, medical office, and medical labs  0.40 
Educational Facilities 0.40 
Museums 0.40 
Indoor (Enclosed) New Vehicle Sales and Used Vehicle Sales allowed 
accessory to the New Vehicle Sales 

0.40 

Indoor Athletic facilities  0.40 
Outdoor Public Parks – but no more than 5 acres of the site  
Transportation Uses – E.g., LRT, High Speed Rail (Excluding maintenance 
facilities, storage, etc.) 

 

Public Government Uses, including community gathering spaces and 
farmers markets (Excluding maintenance facilities, storage, etc.) 

 

Special Events (Temporary) – Similar to events MOA hosted on site  
Incidental Uses to the Specifically Allowed Uses – retail (including 
convenience store and pharmacy), restaurant (including café, takeout, carry 
out, bistro and coffee shop), bar, daycare, and, data centers9  

 

Incidential Uses to Specifically Allowed Uses – EV charging, 
telecommunications, public art, solar power generation, and parking 

 

MOA  
Retail10  
Full-service hotels   
Entertainment  

OTHER  
Banking and financial institutions   
Outdoor Entertainment – excluding uses that compete with Mall of 
America uses 

 

Showrooms – excluding sales that compete with Mall of America uses  
Event Venues – unless such venues are already existing or proposed in any 
Phase of Mall of America 

 

Industrial Uses  0.40 
 

 
6 Unless the use is a reuse of an existing EXPO building 
7 MOAC Land Holdings, LLC may signoff on a lower minimum floor area ratio 
8 Select service hotels are budget-friendly hotels targeted by leisure and commercial travelers that may offer limited 
amenities such as small meeting spaces, fitness room, pool and casual dining. 
9 These Incidential Uses are not to exceed 10% of the total floor area of the related Specifically Allowed Use. 
10 Other than retail permitted under Specifically Allowed Uses or as specifically permitted Other Uses.   
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authority and Delta Metro Lands have caused this 

Declaration of Approved Use to be signed by their respective duly authorized representative as of 
the date and year first written above. 

 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
By   
Its  President 
 
 
By   
Its  Administrator 

 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
 
  

Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by ________________________, the President of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf 
of the Authority. 

 
  
Notary Public 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by _________________________, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf 
of the Authority. 

  
Notary Public 
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Execution page of Delta Metro Lands to the Declaration of Approved Use. 
 
 
 
 

DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 
 
 
 
 
By   
Its    

 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
20___, by _________________________, the ________________________________ of Delta 
Metro Lands LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Owner. 

 
 
  
Notary Public 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Execution page of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC to the Declaration of Approved Use. 
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MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 

 
 

 By:    
Kurt Hagen 
Senior Vice President of Development  

 
 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF __________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of _____________, 
2022, by Kurt Hagen, the Senior Vice President of Development of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC. 
 

____________________________________  
Notary Public 

 
 
 
 
 
 
THIS INSTRUMENT WAS DRAFTED BY: 

LARKIN HOFFMAN DALY & LINDGREN Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437-1060 
(Ryan N. Boe)  
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EXHIBIT A OF DECLARATION OF APPROVED USE 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF ADJOINING LANDS 
 
 
Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  
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EXHIBIT F 
 

FORM OF RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL 
 
 

RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL AGREEMENT 

THIS RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made as of 

________________, 202___ (the “Effective Date”), by and between the PORT AUTHORITY OF 

THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic organized under the laws 

of the State of Minnesota (“Owner”), its successors and assigns, and MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, 

LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, its successors and assigns (“Buyer”). 

RECITALS 

A. Owner is the owner of certain real property located in Hennepin County, Minnesota, more 
particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof (the 
“Adjoining Lands”). 
 

B. Pursuant to the provisions of that certain Declaration of Restrictive Covenants by and 
between Owner and Buyer dated ___________ 202__ and recorded on ______________ 
202___  as Document No. _____________ in the Office of the Registrar of Titles of 
Hennepin County, Minnesota (the “Covenants”), Owner agreed to grant to Buyer, the 
exclusive right of first refusal to purchase and/or lease all or a portion of the Adjoining 
Lands, as more fully set forth in this Agreement. 

In consideration of the foregoing and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged by Owner and Buyer, Owner and Buyer agree 
as follows: 

1. Recitals.  The foregoing recitals are correct and are incorporated herein. 

2. Grant of Right of First Refusal.   

(a) Owner hereby grants to Buyer the exclusive right of first refusal (the “ROFR”) 
during the Term (as defined below) to purchase and/or lease all or any portion of 
the Adjoining Lands.  Prior to accepting any offer for the direct or indirect sale and 
purchase, lease, use, or transfer of all or any portion of the Adjoining Lands that 
Owner would otherwise accept and enter into, and prior to otherwise entering into 
an agreement regarding the sale and purchase, or lease of all or any portion of the 
Adjoining Lands (hereinafter a “Proposal”), from or with a third party, Owner shall 
provide Buyer written notice along with a true and complete copy of the Proposal, 
as signed by the third party purchaser/tenant/user and submitted to Owner, along 
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with a signed certification to Buyer that said Owner will accept the Proposal if 
Buyer does not exercise Buyer’s rights under this ROFR.  Buyer shall have thirty 
(30) business days in which to provide Owner written notice electing to exercise 
the ROFR based on the terms set forth in the Proposal, including, but not limited 
to, the purchase price, rent, lease term, closing date and any and all contingencies 
therein for such matters as inspections, tests, financing, approvals or the like; 
provided, however, that all dates set forth in the Proposal shall be extended to 
account for (i) the delay between the date the third party purchaser/tenant/user 
submitted the Proposal to Owner and the date of Owner’s delivery of the Proposal 
to Buyer; plus (ii) the additional thirty (30) business days available to Buyer to 
exercise the ROFR. 

(b) If Buyer timely exercises the ROFR, then Owner and Buyer shall promptly enter 
into a purchase agreement or lease, as the case may be, that is substantially identical 
to the Proposal, but with the applicable dates extended as provided above.   

(c) If Buyer declines to exercise the ROFR or fails to timely exercise the ROFR within 
30 business days, with time being of the essence, Owner shall be free to enter into 
the Proposal with the third party purchaser/tenant/user.  The ROFR shall be a 
continuing right of first refusal with respect to (i) any portion of the Adjoining 
Lands subject to a Proposal declined by Buyer, but which is not, in fact, purchased 
by the third party purchaser/tenant/user in accordance with said declined Proposal; 
(ii) and any during the period in which a sale, lease, use, or transfer of the Adjoining 
Lands is pending; (iii) or any portion of the Adjoining Lands which has not been 
sold, leased, used or transferred by Owner.   

(d) If Buyer declines to exercise the ROFR, then Owner shall have the right to sell or 
lease the applicable portion of the Adjoining Lands pursuant to the Proposal.   

(e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, if Buyer declines to 
exercise the ROFR with respect to the relevant portion of the Adjoining Lands and, 
(i) in the case of a purchase, the purchase transaction described in the Proposal does 
not close within one hundred twenty (120) days after the date of closing set forth in 
the Proposal; or (ii) in the case of a lease, a lease agreement expires, is terminated, 
or is not executed by the Owner and the tenant within (120) days after the date of 
the Proposal, then Buyer’s ROFR shall be reinstated with respect to the applicable 
portion of the Adjoining Lands.   

(f) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement (but subject to the 
provisions of subsection (e) above):  (i) if the sale, lease, use, or transfer of all or a 
portion of the Adjoining Lands is for a Specifically Allowed Use (as defined in 
Exhibit B of the Covenants), Buyer shall not have a ROFR for the Adjoining Lands 
with respect to such sale, lease, use, or transfer on such parcel.    

(g) Any agreement by Owner for the sale, lease, use, or transfer of all or any part of the 
Adjoining Lands shall include notice to the third party purchaser/tenant/user of 
Buyer’s continuing rights under the Covenants and this ROFR. 
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(h) The ROFR shall run with the land and shall benefit Buyer and its successors and 
assigns.   

(i) Any other terms or provisions herein to the contrary notwithstanding, Owner shall 
not plat, replat or subdivide the Adjoining Lands without the prior written consent 
of Buyer, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.  
Further, Owner shall not package or combine the Adjoining Lands with any other 
property in any Proposal. 

(j) The sale, lease, or transfer price in any Proposal shall be expressed and payable in 
U.S. dollars only.   

(k) To be valid, the purchaser, tenant, user or transferee in any Proposal must be an 
independent, bona fide third-party purchaser, entering into the transaction at arms’ 
length. 

3. Remedy for Violation of the Covenants.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
herein, if Owner violates the Covenants, the Buyer shall provide notice to the Owner indicating 
that a violation has occurred and must be cured within ninety (90) days.  If the violation of 
Covenants is not cured within ninety (90) days, the Buyer shall have the option to repurchase the 
portion of the Adjoining Lands owned by the Owner on the same terms as Owner’s purchase of 
the Adjoining Lands under the Purchase and Option Agreement.   

4. Term.  The term of this Agreement (the “Term”) shall commence as of the Closing 
of the purchase of the Adjoining Lands under the Purchase and Option Agreement and shall 
terminate on the earlier of:  (i) the date that is thirty (30) years from the Effective Date; or (ii) the 
date that MOAC Mall Holdings, LLC or an affiliate no longer has a controlling interest in Mall of 
America.   

5. Notices.  Any notice required or permitted to be given under any provision of this 
Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been given in accordance with this 
Agreement, if it is mailed, by United States Certified Mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid, if deposited cost to paid with a nationally recognized, reputable overnight courier, 
properly addressed, or emailed as follows, provided that a copy of a notice sent to either party’s 
representative shall not be deemed to be notice to Buyer or Owner: 
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                    If to Buyer:  Delta Metro Lands LLC 
2131 Lindau Lane, Ste 500Bloomington, MN  55422-5550 
Attn:  Jeff Dragovich 
Email:  jeff.dragovich@triplefive.com 
Attn:  Kurt Hagen 
Email:  kurt.hagen@moa.net 
 

with a copy to:  Larkin Hoffman 
8300 Norman Center Drive, Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, MN  55437 
Attn:  William C. Griffith 
Email:  wgriffith@larkinhoffman.com 

 
 If to Owner:  Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 

1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
Bloomington, MN 55431-3027 
Attn: Administrator 
Email: srudlang@bloomingtonmn.gov 

 
with a copy to:  Kennedy & Graven, Chartered 

150 South Fifth Street 
Suite 700 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
Attn: Julie Eddington 
Facsimile No.: 612-337-9310 
Email: jeddington@kennedy-graven.com 

 
Notice shall be effective upon deposit or email, but if notice is given by deposit, the time for 
response to any notice to the other party shall commence to run one (1) business day after deposit.  
Either party may change its address for the service of notice by giving notice of such change to the 
other party, in any manner above specified, ten (10) days prior to the effective date of such change.   
Notwithstanding the foregoing, any party may give any other party written notice hereunder by any 
means other than by United States registered or certified mail or overnight courier, which is 
reasonably calculated to reach the other party, including but not limited to hand delivery, provided 
that any such notice shall be deemed to have been given and shall be effective only when actually 
received by the addressee, proof of which shall be furnished by the party sending such notice. 

6. Miscellaneous.   
 

(a) This Agreement and the ROFR shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon 
Buyer and each Owner and their respective successors and assigns and shall be deemed to be 
covenants running with the land described as the Adjoining Lands. 

(b) This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
State of Minnesota. 
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(c) This Agreement may not be altered or amended except by an agreement in writing 
signed by Buyer and Owner. 

(d) The terms of this Agreement have been fully negotiated at arms’ length between 
Buyer and Owner; neither party shall be deemed to be the scrivener of this Agreement; and the 
provisions of this Agreement shall be construed as a whole according to their meaning and not 
strictly or against any party due to being the drafting party. 

(e) The headings and captions used in this Agreement are for convenience only and are 
not to be used in the interpretation of this Agreement. 

(f) Neither party shall be deemed to have waived any rights under this Agreement 
unless such waiver is in writing, signed by the waiving party, and delivered to the other party; 
provided, however, that this provision shall not apply to Buyer’s waiver of the ROFR by failing to 
timely exercise the ROFR as contemplated in Section 2 above. 

(g) If any part of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, that 
part shall be ineffective only to the extent of such invalidity or unenforceability, without in any 
way affecting the remaining parts of the provision or this Agreement. 

(h) This Agreement may be executed in one (1) or more counterparts, each of which 
shall be deemed to be an original, but together which shall constitute one and the same Agreement. 

(i) This Agreement or a memorandum hereof may be recorded in the real property 
records of the county where the Adjoining Lands is located.  At the request of either party, Buyer 
and Owner agree to execute and deliver a recordable memorandum of this Agreement. 

 

[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Owner and Buyer have executed this Agreement as of the 
date first set forth above. 

OWNER: 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
 
By _______________________________ 
Robert Erickson 
Its President 
 
 
By _______________________________ 
Schane Rudlang 
Its Administrator 
 
 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 202___, by Robert Erickson, the President of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the Seller.   

   
Notary Public 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
____________, 202___, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City 
of Bloomington, under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the Seller.   

   
Notary Public 

Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel 
 
  
Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel 
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BUYER: 
 

MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 

 
 

By:       
       Kurt Hagen 
       Senior Vice President of Development  

 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF __________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of _____________, 
202__, by Kurt Hagen, the Senior Vice President of Development of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of MOAC Land Holdings, LLC. 
 

____________________________________ 
Notary Public 

 

 
 

THIS INSTRUMENT WAS DRAFTED BY: 

LARKIN HOFFMAN DALY & LINDGREN Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437-1060 
(Ryan N. Boe)
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EXHIBIT A 
to  

RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL AGREEMENT 

THE PROPERTY: 

 

Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  
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EXHIBIT G 
 

PARKING LEASE 
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EXHIBIT H 
 

FORM OF LIMITED WARRANTY DEED 
 
Deed Tax Due: $___________ 
ECRV: ___________________ 
Date:  ____________________, 202__ 
 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, DELTA METRO LANDS LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company (“Grantor”), hereby conveys and quitclaims to the PORT AUTHORITY OF 
THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a Minnesota a public body politic and corporate, organized 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota (“Grantee”), real property in Hennepin County, 
Minnesota, described as follows (the “Property”): 
 
Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, according to the recorded plat thereof, Hennepin 
County, Minnesota. 
 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  
 
Check here if part or all of the land is Registered (Torrens)  
 
together with all hereditaments and appurtenances thereto. 
 
This Deed conveys after-acquired title. Grantor warrants that Grantor has not done or suffered 
anything to encumber the property, EXCEPT 
 

(a) Building zoning and platting laws, ordinances and state and federal regulations; 
 
(b) Reservation of any minerals or mineral rights to the State of Minnesota; 
 
(c) Utility and road easements of record that do not interfere materially with the use or 

development of the Property by the Buyer; 
 
(d) The lien of real property taxes not yet due and payable; 
 
(e) The covenants and restrictions set forth in EXHIBIT A attached hereto; 
 
(f) The lien of levied and pending special assessments due and payable subsequent to 

the date of this Limited Warranty Deed;  
 
(g) Any lien, claim or encumbrance incurred or suffered by the Grantee. 

 
The Property is also subject to the covenants, conditions, restrictions and provisions of the Purchase 
and Option Agreement, dated ___________, 2022 (the “Purchase and Option Agreement”), between 
the Grantor and Grantee.  The Grantee shall not convey this Property, or any part thereof, except as 
permitted by the Purchase and Option Agreement between the Grantor and the Grantee. 
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 The Seller certifies that the Seller does 
not know of any wells on the 
described real property. 

 A well disclosure certificate 
accompanies this document or has 
been electronically filed.  (If 
electronically filed, insert WDC 
number: __________________). 

 I am familiar with the property 
described in this instrument and I 
certify that the status and number of 
wells on the described real property 
have not changed since the last 
previously filed well disclosure 
certificate. 

DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 
 
 
 
By:   

Kurt Hagen 
Its:  Senior Vice President of Development 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of _____________, 
202___, by Kurt Hagen, the Senior Vice President of Development of Delta Metro Lands LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Grantor. 
 

  
Notary Public 

 
 

THIS INSTRUMENT WAS DRAFTED 
BY: 

LARKIN HOFFMAN DALY & 
LINDGREN Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive 
Suite 1000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55437-1060 
(Ryan N. Boe) 
 

Tax Statements should be sent to: 
 
Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 

[insert address] 
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EXHIBIT A TO LIMITED WARRANTY DEED 
 

COVENANTS AND RESTRICTIONS 
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EXHIBIT I 
 

RIGHT OF ENTRY AGREEMENT 
 
 

This Right-of-Entry Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into as of _________, 20__ 
(the “Effective Date”) by and between DELTA METRO LANDS LLC, a limited liability 
company organized under the laws of the State of Delaware (“Grantor”) and the PORT 
AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic 
organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota (“Grantee”) (each singularly “Party” and 
jointly “Parties”). 

 
RECITALS 

 
WHEREAS, Grantor is the owner of certain real property located in Hennepin County, 

Minnesota, more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof (the 
“Property”); 

 
WHEREAS, Grantor and Grantee have entered into that certain Purchase and Option 

Agreement dated ___________ 2022 whereby Grantor has granted Grantee an option to purchase 
the Property; 

 
WHEREAS, Grantee is seeking to access the Property for the purpose of performing 

certain due diligence inspections and investigations with respect to the Property prior to 
purchasing the Property; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section G.4 of the Purchase and Option Agreement, Grantor and 
Grantee agreed to enter into this Agreement in order to grant a nonexclusive right of entry to 
Grantee to perform such due diligence inspections and inspections. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals, which are made a 
material part of this agreement, and the mutual promises and covenants contained in this 
Agreement, the Parties agree as follows: 

TERMS 

Section 1. Right-of-Entry:  Grantor authorizes Grantee and its agents, employees, 
contractors, or subcontractors a nonexclusive right of entry and access in, on, over and across the 
Property for the purpose of taking tests, making surveys and maps and generally performing such 
investigative work, including environmental testing and assessment, as the Grantee may deem 
necessary with respect to its due diligence investigations of the Property, provided that in no 
event may the Grantee perform any invasive testing on the Property without first obtaining the 
Seller’s written consent (each a “Permitted Activity” and collectively, the “Permitted 
Activities”).  This right of entry is granted subject to all the terms and conditions set forth below. 

Section 2. Notification and Description of Permitted Activities:  Grantee will provide 
prior notification of the start and the completion of each Permitted Activity by contacting 
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Grantor’s representative as follows:  _____________, phone ______________, email _______.  
The Grantee will specify the type of Permitted Activity, including the specific location(s) and 
dates/time of the Permitted Activity.  Grantee will minimize disruption to the use of the 
surrounding area.  Grantee will patrol, secure and keep clean that portion of the Property used for 
the Permitted Activity.   

Section 3. Restoration/Indemnity:  Grantee shall be responsible for all costs and 
expenses incurred in connection with the Permitted Activities conducted by it on or about the 
Property.  Grantee shall further repair and restore any damage to the Property caused by or 
occurring as a result of the Permitted Activities.  If the Grantee does not exercise the Option or 
fails to close on the purchase of the Property, the Grantee agrees to return the Property to its 
original condition after performing any such inspections or investigative work and to provide to 
the Seller at no cost a copy of any report or survey produced by or on behalf of the Grantee 
regarding the condition of the Adjoining Lands.   Grantee expressly agrees to defend, indemnify 
and hold Grantor harmless from any and all liabilities, claims, losses, suits, actions, judgments, 
damages, costs (including reasonable attorney’s fees) or penalties arising out of any injury or 
death of any person, or damage to any personal property, to the extent caused by Grantee, its 
employees, contractors, and/or consultants in the conduct of the Permitted Activities upon the 
Property, except and then to the extent the same is caused by the negligence or willful 
misconduct of the Grantor, its employees, contractors and/or consultants.  Promptly upon receipt 
of request from Grantor, Grantee shall provide a Certificate of Insurance evidencing Grantee’s 
maintenance of commercial general liability insurance with limits of at least $1,000,000 per 
occurrence, $1,000,000 aggregate, and naming Grantor as an additional insured.   

Section 4. Term:  This Agreement and all obligations hereunder shall be effective 
from the Effective Date until the earlier to occur of:  (i) July 15, 2023, or (ii) expiration of 
Option Period as defined in the Purchase and Option Agreement.  In any event, the 
indemnification obligations of Grantee hereunder shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement. 

Section 5. Binding Effect:  This Agreement is binding upon and inures to the benefit 
of the Parties hereto and their respective heirs, successors and assigns, but no third party may 
seek to enforce nor shall benefit from this Agreement. 

Section 6. Governing Law:  This Agreement is governed, construed, and enforced 
under the laws of the State of Minnesota without regard to its conflicts of law provisions 

Section 7. Severability:  The provisions of this Agreement are to be considered as 
severable, and in the event that any provision is held to be invalid or unenforceable, the Parties 
intend that the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect. 

Section 8. Captions:  Captions in this Agreement are for ease of reference only and 
should not be considered in the construction of this Agreement. 

Section 9. Waiver:  Failure by a Party to enforce or exercise any right in this 
Agreement will not be construed as a present or future waiver of such right. 
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Section 10. Assignability:  This Agreement may not be assigned by either Party 
without the other party’s express written consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld. 

Section 11. Amendment: The terms of this agreement may be changed only by 
mutual agreement of the parties.  Such changes shall be effective only upon the execution of 
written amendments signed by authorized officers of the parties to this agreement. 

Section 12. Entire Agreement:  It is understood and agreed that the entire Agreement 
between the parties is contained herein and that  this Agreement supersedes all oral agreements 
and negotiations between the parties relating to the subject matter hereof.  All items referred to in 
this Agreement are incorporated or attached and are deemed to be part of this Agreement. 

Section 13. Notice:  Any notice or demand which must be given or made by a party 
under this Agreement shall be sent to the addresses listed in the Purchase and Option Agreement. 

Section 14. Conflict.   In the event of a conflict between the terms of this Agreement 
and the terms of the Purchase and Option Agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall control.  
A default under this Agreement shall be considered a default under the Purchase and Option 
Agreement.   

 

[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement to be made 
effective as of the Effective Date first set forth above. 

 

GRANTOR: 
 
DELTA METRO LANDS LLC  
 
 
 
By:  ______________________________________ 
        Its: ___________________________________ 
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GRANTEE: 
 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 

 
 

By   
Its  President 

 
 

By   
Its  Administrator 
 

 
 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
 
 
  

Julie Eddington 
Port General Counsel 
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EXHIBIT A 
to  

RIGHT OF ENTRY AGREEMENT 

THE PROPERTY: 

 

Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  
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TIF LOAN AGREEMENT 

 
 
 THIS TIF LOAN AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ____ day of __________, 2022 (the 
“TIF Loan Agreement”), is between the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a 
body corporate and politic of the State of Minnesota (the “Authority”), MOA WP OWNER, LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company (the “Secondary Developer”), and MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company (“MOAC Land”).  Delta Metro Lands LLC, a Minnesota limited liability 
company (“Delta Metro Lands”), has consented to this TIF Loan Agreement.  The Authority, the Secondary 
Developer and MOAC Land shall be referred to herein as a “Party” or the “Parties.” 
 

WITNESSETH: 
 
 WHEREAS, the Authority and the City of Bloomington (the “City”) have previously established 
Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-C (“TIF District 1-C”) and Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-
G (“TIF District 1-G,” and together with TIF District 1-C, the “TIF Districts”) within Industrial 
Development District No. 1 South Loop within the City, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 
through 469.1794, as amended (the “TIF Act”); and 
 
 WHEREAS, on March 9, 2022, following a duly noticed public hearing, the Authority and the City 
approved a spending plan for the TIF Districts (the “Spending Plan”) as authorized under Section 469.176, 
subdivision 4n of the TIF Act; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the assistance authorized under the Spending Plan includes assistance to the 
Secondary Developer to finance a portion of the costs of the design, development, and construction of an 
indoor waterpark (the “Project”); and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Project shall be located on certain property (the “Development Property”) located 
in the City which is legally described in EXHIBIT A; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Authority has agreed to make a loan to the Secondary Developer in the maximum 
principal amount of $9,653,000 (the “TIF Loan”) to finance the Project; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the Minnesota USA Expo, a Minnesota nonprofit corporation, working in 
coordination with the City and the Authority, has submitted a bid to host either the 2027 or 2028 World 
Expo in the City (the “Expo Bid”); and  
 

WHEREAS, the Authority is interested in purchasing the property located at 8201 24th Avenue 
South and 8200 Winstead Way in the City (formally known as 8200 28th Avenue South) as legally described 
in EXHIBIT B (the “Adjoining Lands”), which is owned by Delta Metro Lands and developing or being 
involved with the development of the Adjoining Lands as the site to host the Expo; and 
 
 WHEREAS, in consideration for the Authority’s TIF Loan to the Secondary Developer, Delta 
Metro will provide the Authority the option to purchase the Adjoining Lands in accordance with the 
Purchase and Option Agreement of even date herewith, as it may be amended from time to time (the 
“Purchase and Option Agreement”) between Delta Metro and the Authority; and  
 

WHEREAS, the Authority and the Secondary Developer desire to enter into this TIF Loan 
Agreement for the purpose of setting forth their respective responsibilities for the TIF Loan; and 
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 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual obligations described herein, the parties 
hereto agree as follows: 
 

I. DEFINITIONS 
 

As used in this TIF Loan Agreement, the following terms have the following meanings: 
 
 Adjoining Lands: that certain fee simple interest in real property commonly described as 8201 24th 
Avenue South and 8200 Avenue South in the City and as legally described in EXHIBIT B attached hereto. 
 

Development Property:  that certain fee simple interest in real property upon which the Project is 
to be constructed, commonly described as 2100 Lindau Lane in the City and as legally described in 
EXHIBIT A attached hereto. 
 

Disbursement Request Form:  the form, substantially in the form attached hereto as EXHIBIT C, 
to be submitted to the Authority when a disbursement is requested and which is referred to in Article VI 
hereof. 

 
Effective Date:  the date of this TIF Loan Agreement. 

 
Event of Default:  this term has the meaning provided in Article VIII hereof. 
 
Purchase and Option Agreement:  the Purchase and Option Agreement, dated the Effective Date, 

between Delta Metro and the Authority regarding the Adjoining Lands. 
 

Project: the financing of a portion of the costs of the design, development, and construction of an 
indoor waterpark. 
 

Project Costs:  those costs which are associated with the Project and are eligible for payment under 
this TIF Loan Agreement, the TIF Act, including the Temporary TIF Authority Act, and by law, including 
the construction of the Project.   
 

Temporary TIF Authority Act:  Section 469.176, subdivision 4n of the TIF Act. 
 
TIF Districts:  the Tax Increment Financing District 1-C (Metropolitan Stadium Site) and the Tax 

Increment Financing District 1-G (Met Center Site) 
 
TIF Funds:  tax increment derived from the TIF Districts. 
 
TIF Loan Agreement: this TIF Loan Agreement. 
 
Secondary Developer Documents: the Redevelopment Agreement between the Secondary 

Developer, the City, and the Authority, the Recapture Agreement between the Secondary Developer and 
the Authority, as amended from time to time. 

 
Spending Plan:  the Spending Plan approved on March 9, 2022 by the City Council of the City of 

Bloomington and the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, which provides for the use of tax increment 
from the TIF Districts to be used for the construction of the Project. 
 

State:  the State of Minnesota. 
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II. TERM OF TIF LOAN AGREEMENT 

 
This TIF Loan Agreement will take effect after its complete execution by the parties and will expire 

on the full performance of Secondary Developer’s obligations hereunder, unless earlier terminated as 
provided herein. 
 
 

III. THE TIF LOAN 
 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this TIF Loan Agreement and the Spending Plan, the 
Authority awards the Secondary Developer the TIF Loan to be used for payment of Project Costs, which 
TIF Loan will be disbursed pursuant to this TIF Loan Agreement.  In consideration for the TIF Loan, the 
Secondary Developer agrees to perform all of its obligations under this TIF Loan Agreement. 
 
 

IV. TIF LOAN PROVISIONS 
 

Section 1. TIF Funds.  The Secondary Developer acknowledges that all the funds provided 
by Authority under this TIF Loan Agreement consist of tax increment revenue derived from the property 
within the TIF Districts (the “TIF Funds”).  The use of the TIF Funds is governed by the TIF Act, including 
the Temporary TIF Authority Act, which allows the use of TIF Funds for design, development, and 
construction of the Project.   

 
Section 2. Principal Amount of TIF Loan.  The principal amount of the TIF Loan shall be in 

the amount of $9,653,000. 
 
Section 3. Interest Rate of TIF Loan.  Interest on the TIF Loan shall accrue at the rate of 

0.52%, which is equal to the Authority’s TIF account aggregate investment rate at the time of execution of 
this TIF Loan Agreement. 

 
Section 4. Repayment of TIF Loan.   

 
(a) Expo Bid Selected.  In the event the Bureau of International Exhibitions an 

intergovernmental organization created to supervise international exhibitions under the jurisdiction 
of the Convention Relating to International Exhibitions (the “BIE”), selects the Expo Bid submitted 
by Minnesota USA Expo, which selection is expected to occur in June of 2023 (the “BIE Vote”), 
the Authority intends to purchase the Adjoining Lands as outlined in the Purchase and Option 
Agreement, and if the Authority purchases the Adjoining Lands, the amount of the TIF Loan will 
be credited to the purchase price under the Purchase and Option Agreement and the Secondary 
Developer’s obligation to repay the TIF Loan shall be deemed satisfied.  

 
(b) Expo Bid Not Selected.  In the event the BIE does not select the EXPO Bid 

submitted by Minnesota USA Expo, then the Secondary Developer shall repay the TIF Loan on a 
date that is no later than four (4) years after the BIE Vote. 
 
Section 5. Security for TIF Loan.  The TIF Loan is secured solely by an exclusive purchase 

option for the Adjoining Lands granted by Delta Metro in favor of the Authority, as described more fully 
in the Purchase and Option Agreement.  If the BIE votes to select the Expo Bid submitted by Minnesota 
USA Expo, the Authority may exercise its option under the Purchase and Option Agreement pursuant to 
the terms thereof on or before July 15, 2023.  If the BIE does not select the Expo Bid submitted by 
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Minnesota USA Expo, the Authority may exercise its option under the Purchase and Option Agreement 
only in the event that the TIF Loan is not repaid in accordance with Section 4(b) hereof and the Authority 
provides written notice to Delta Metro regarding its election to exercise the option.  In such event, the 
purchase price of the Adjoining Lands will equal the outstanding principal amount owed by Delta Metro to 
its mortgage lender.  Pursuant to the Purchase and Option Agreement, Delta Metro shall be responsible for 
any release fees or other fees owed to its mortgage lender.   
 
 

V. CONDITIONS OF DISBURSEMENTS 
 

Section 1. Conditions Precedent to Initial Disbursement.  The obligation of the Authority to 
make or cause to be made the initial disbursement of the TIF Loan pursuant to Article VI hereof is subject 
to the condition that it receive, on or before the date of the initial disbursement hereunder, the Secondary 
Developer Documents and this TIF Loan Agreement duly executed and delivered by the Secondary 
Developer. 
 

Section 2. Further Conditions Precedent to any Disbursement.  The obligation of the 
Authority to make or cause to be made each disbursement of the TIF Loan (including the initial 
disbursement) is subject to the further conditions that on the date of such disbursement: 
 

(a) no Event of Default has occurred and is continuing and all representations and 
warranties made by the Secondary Developer in Article VII, Sections (a), (b) and (c) hereof 
continue to be true and correct as of the date of such disbursement; 

 
(b) if reasonably required by the Authority, the Authority has been furnished with a 

statement of the Secondary Developer and of any contractor, in form and substance reasonably 
acceptable to the Authority, setting forth the names, addresses and amounts due or to become due 
as well as the amounts previously paid to every contractor, subcontractor, person, firm or 
corporation furnishing materials or performing labor in connection with the construction of any 
part of the Project up to the amount provided under the TIF Loan and to the extent a disbursement 
is requested; and 

 
(c) the Secondary Developer has, upon written request, provided to the Authority such 

reasonable evidence of its compliance with all of the provisions of this TIF Loan Agreement as the 
Authority may reasonably request. 

 
 

VI. REQUESTS FOR DISBURSEMENTS 
 

Section 1. Disbursements.  The Authority and the Secondary Developer agree that, on the 
terms and subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth, the TIF Loan will be disbursed from the Authority 
to the Secondary Developer from time to time from and after the date hereof until the expiration of this TIF 
Loan Agreement.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Authority is only 
obligated to make disbursements hereunder to pay Project Costs in an amount up to or equal to the amount 
of the TIF Loan, and such obligation is further subject to the conditions of Article V and this Article VI 
hereof. 
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Section 2. Disbursement Requests. 
 

(a) Whenever the Secondary Developer desires to obtain a disbursement (which shall 
not exceed one (1) disbursement per calendar month), the Secondary Developer must submit to the 
Authority a duly executed Disbursement Request Form, along with any other reasonably requested 
documentation from the Authority which is related to the scope of the disbursement.  The Authority 
shall countersign each Disbursement Request Form as evidence of approval of such disbursement 
request within at least ten (10) working days after submission of the requested disbursement. 

 
(b) Each such Disbursement Request Form must be submitted by the Secondary 

Developer at least ten (10) working days prior to the date of the requested disbursement.  Each such 
Disbursement Request Form constitutes a representation and warranty by the Secondary Developer 
to the Authority that all representations and warranties of the Secondary Developer set forth in the 
TIF Loan Agreement are true and correct as of the date of such Disbursement Request Form, except 
for such representations and warranties which, by their nature, would not be applicable as of the 
date of such Disbursement Request Form. 

 
Section 3. Final Disbursement Request.  At the time of submission of the final Disbursement 

Request Form, the Secondary Developer shall submit to the Authority a certified statement of the Secondary 
Developer reflecting the use to which the proceeds of the TIF Loan have been applied and evidence of such 
expenditures.  Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the Authority will disburse to the Secondary 
Developer the full amount of the TIF Loan, less any amount previously disbursed, on or before the date on 
which the Secondary Developer closes on funding of the Project.  For the avoidance of doubt, the Secondary 
Developer shall submit a disbursement request for the final disbursement of the TIF Loan. 
 

Section 4. Disbursements.  If on the date a disbursement is desired the Secondary Developer 
has complied with all its requirements to be performed or complied with hereunder for a disbursement 
pursuant to this Article VI, the Authority will, subject to the conditions set forth herein, disburse the amount 
of the requested disbursement to the Secondary Developer.   
 
 

VII. SECONDARY DEVELOPER’S COVENANTS, REPRESENTATIONS, 
WARRANTIES AND AGREEMENTS 

 
The Secondary Developer covenants, represents, warrants and agrees that: 

 
(a) The Secondary Developer is a limited partnership duly organized under the laws 

of the State of Delaware, is duly authorized to operate in the State, has the power to enter into and 
execute this TIF Loan Agreement and by appropriate action has authorized the execution and 
delivery of this TIF Loan Agreement.   

 
(b) This TIF Loan Agreement does not and shall not result in any breach of or 

constitute a default under any other mortgage, lease, loan, or credit agreement, corporate charter, 
bylaw or other instrument to which Secondary Developer is a party or by which it may be bound 
or affected. 
 

(c) The TIF Loan Agreement constitutes a legal and binding obligation enforceable 
against the Secondary Developer as its interest appears.  The Secondary Developer shall comply 
with the requirements of the TIF Loan Agreement. 
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(d) The Secondary Developer shall obey and comply with all federal, state and local 
laws, rules and regulations applicable to construction of the Project. 

 
(e) Access to Records.  The Secondary Developer shall permit the Authority, upon 

reasonable notice, to examine all books, records, contracts, plans, permits, bills and statements of 
account pertaining to the Project.  The Authority will keep all such records confidential as protected 
nonpublic data, subject to the requirements of Minn. Stat. Chapter 13 (the Minnesota Government 
Data Practices Act).  If the Authority cannot maintain the confidentiality of records provided under 
this Section, it shall not retain copies of any records provided by the Secondary Developer for 
review by the Authority. 

 
 

VIII. DEFAULT 
 

Any one or more of the following constitutes an “Event of Default” under this TIF Loan Agreement: 
 

(a) The Secondary Developer defaults in the performance or observance of any 
agreement, covenant or condition required to be performed or observed by Secondary Developer 
under the terms of this TIF Loan Agreement, and such default shall not be remedied within sixty 
(60) days after written notice to Secondary Developer from the Authority specifying the default, or 
such additional period necessary (to be approved by the Authority) to cure the default if the 
Secondary Developer is making diligent efforts. 
 

(b) Any representation or warranty made by the Secondary Developer herein or any 
document or certificate furnished to the Authority pursuant to this TIF Loan Agreement proves at 
any time to be intentionally and willfully incorrect or misleading as of the date made. 
 

(c) The Secondary Developer engages in any illegal activities with regard to the 
Project or any related business activities as finally determined by a court of law. 
 

(d) The Secondary Developer uses any of the TIF Loan funds contrary to this TIF 
Loan Agreement and such default is not remedied within thirty (30) days after written notice from 
the Authority to the Secondary Developer. 

 
 

IX. REMEDIES 
 

Whenever any Event of Default has happened and is continuing, any one or more of the following 
remedial steps may, to the extent permitted by law, be taken by the Authority: 
 

(a) The Authority may terminate this TIF Loan Agreement. 
 

(b) The Authority may suspend or terminate any further disbursements under this TIF 
Loan Agreement. 
 

(c) The Authority may suspend its performance under this TIF Loan Agreement 
during the continuance of the Event of Default. 

 
(d) Pursuant to the Purchase and Option Agreement, if the TIF Loan is not paid within 

four years of the BIE vote selecting a site for the Expo that is not the Adjoining Lands, the Authority 
may resell the Adjoining Lands at a price determined solely by the Authority. 
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(d) The Authority may take whatever action at law or in equity may be necessary or 

appropriate to enforce performance and observance of any obligation, agreement, covenant, 
representation or warranty of the Secondary Developer under this TIF Loan Agreement, or any 
related instrument; including but not limited to a demand that the Secondary Developer return or 
repay to the Authority all dollar amounts received pursuant to the TIF Loan.  Any repayment of the 
TIF Loan will be deposited into the account from which the TIF Funds were drawn. 
 

(e) Except as set forth in this TIF Loan Agreement, no remedy conferred upon or 
reserved to either party is intended to be exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but 
each and every such remedy is cumulative and in addition to every other remedy given under this 
TIF Loan Agreement or now or hereafter existing at law, in equity, or by statute.  No delay or 
omission to exercise any right or power accruing upon any Event of Default impairs any such right 
or power, nor constitutes a waiver thereof, but any such right and power may be exercised from 
time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient.  In order to entitle either party to exercise 
any remedy reserved to it in this Article IX, it is not necessary to give any notice, other than such 
notice as may be herein expressly required or be required by law. 

 
(f) The rights and remedies of the Authority specified in this TIF Loan Agreement 

shall be in addition to and not exclusive of any other right and remedies which the Authority, by 
operation of law, would otherwise have. 

 
 

X. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 
 

Section 1. Indemnity.  The Parties will indemnify and hold each other harmless, including 
their respective agents, officers and employees, from and against all liabilities, losses, damages, costs, 
expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, causes of action, suits, claims, demands, judgment of any 
nature, because of bodily injuries to, or death of, any person and because of damages to property of the 
Parties or others, including loss of use from any cause whatsoever (collectively, “Liabilities”), arising out 
of, incidental to, or in connection with the use, nonuse, ownership, condition, or occupancy of the 
Development Parcels or with the construction of the Project or any Committed Public Improvements or 
Public Improvements, due to any acts of omission or commission, including negligence of another Party, 
or any contractor of such Party or their employees or agents; provided however, that the obligations of the 
indemnifying Party hereunder shall not extend to Liabilities to the extent caused by the negligence or willful 
misconduct of the Party to be indemnified, its officers, employees or agents.  Liability of any Party 
hereunder shall not be limited to the extent of insurance carried by or provided by such Party or subject to 
any exclusions from coverage in any insurance policy. 
 

Section 2. Compliance with Minnesota Laws.  All of the data created, collected, received, 
stored, used, maintained or disseminated by the Secondary Developer with regard to its performance of its 
duties under this TIF Loan Agreement are subject to the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 13, 
as amended, and the Secondary Developer agrees to comply with those requirements as if it were the 
Authority.  The remedies in Minnesota Statutes, Section 13.08, as amended, may apply to the Secondary 
Developer.  If any provision of this TIF Loan Agreement is in conflict with the Minnesota Government 
Data Practices Act or other State laws, then state law shall control.  The Secondary Developer shall comply 
with the conflict of interest provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sections 471.87 through 471.88, as amended, 
and the Business Subsidy Act.  Pursuant to the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, Section 16C.05, 
subdivision 5, as amended, until the expiration of six (6) years after the furnishing of services pursuant to 
this TIF Loan Agreement, the Secondary Developer, upon written request, shall make available to the 
Authority, the State Auditor or the Secondary Developer’s ultimate funding sources, a copy of this TIF 
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Loan Agreement and the books, documents, records, and accounting procedures and practices of the 
Secondary Developer relating to this TIF Loan Agreement. 

 
 

XI. INSURANCE 
 

Section 1. Insurance.  The Secondary Developer agrees that in order to protect itself as well 
as the Authority and the City under the indemnity provision contained in this TIF Loan Agreement, it will 
obtain and keep in force, at its expense, during the term of this TIF Loan Agreement the insurance required 
by Section 9.1 of the Redevelopment Agreement.   
 
 

XII. MISCELLANEOUS 
 

Section 1. Notices.  All notices provided for herein shall be in writing and shall be deemed to 
have been given when delivered personally or when deposited in the United States mail, registered or 
certified, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 
 

If to the Authority: Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 
 1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
 Bloomington, MN  55431 
 Attention:  Administrator 

 
With a copy to:   Julie Eddington 

Kennedy & Graven, Chartered 
150 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 

 
If to the Secondary Developer: MOA WP Owner, LLC 

2131 Lindau Lane, Suite 500 
Bloomington, MN  55425 
Attention:  Kurt Hagen 
 

With a copy to:   William C. Griffith, Jr. 
Larkin, Hoffman, Daly & Lindgren, Ltd. 
8300 Norman Center Drive, Suite 1000 
Bloomington, MN  55437 

 
or addressed to any such party at such other address as such party shall hereafter furnish by notice to the 
other parties as above provided. 
 

Section 2. Binding Effect; Waiver.  The provisions of this TIF Loan Agreement shall inure 
to the benefit of and be binding upon the Secondary Developer and the Authority and their respective 
successors and assigns.  No delay on the part of the Authority in exercising any right, power or privilege 
shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any right, power or privilege 
constitute such waiver nor exhaust the same, which shall be continuing.  There shall be no implied waiver.  
A waiver must be in writing signed by the party to whom the waiver is being sought against.   
 

Section 3. Counterparts, Electronic Signatures.  This TIF Loan Agreement may be executed 
in any number of counterparts, all of which shall constitute a single agreement, any one of which bearing 
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signatures of all parties shall be deemed an original.  The transmission of a signature by electronic means 
is deemed as valid and effective as an original signature. 
 

Section  4. Time.  Time is of the essence in the performance of this TIF Loan Agreement. 
 

Section 5. Entire Agreement.  This TIF Loan Agreement contains the entire agreement of the 
parties hereto on the matters covered herein.  No other agreement, statement or promise made by any party 
or by any employee, officer or agent of any party hereto that is not in writing and signed by all the parties 
to this TIF Loan Agreement shall be binding. 
 

Section 6. Amendments.  This TIF Loan Agreement may not be amended or modified except 
in writing by the Authority and the Secondary Developer. 
 

Section 7. No Joint Venture.  The relationship between the Authority and the Secondary 
Developer is solely that of the Authority and the Secondary Developer, and the relationship by and between 
the Authority and the Secondary Developer is not a partnership or joint venture in the Project. 
 

Section 8. Governing Law.  The Parties hereto agree that the laws of the State of Minnesota 
shall govern all questions and interpretations concerning the validity and construction of this TIF Loan 
Agreement and the legal relations between the Parties and performance under it without regard to the 
principles of conflicts of law.  The language of this TIF Loan Agreement is and shall be deemed the result 
of negotiation among the Parties and their respective legal counsel and shall not be strictly construed for or 
against any party.  Each Party agrees that any action arising out of or in connection with this TIF Loan 
Agreement shall be brought solely in the courts of the State of Minnesota, Fourth Judicial District, or the 
United States District Court for the District of Minnesota. 

 
Section 9. Assignment.  This TIF Loan Agreement may not be assigned by the Secondary 

Developer without the prior written consent of the Authority. 
 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authority and the Secondary Developer have caused this TIF 
Loan Agreement to be executed as of the date and year first written above. 
 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
By   

Robert Erickson 
Its  President 
 
 
By   

Schane Rudlang 
Its  Administrator 

 
 
Reviewed and Approved by: 
 
________________________ 
Julie Eddington 
General Counsel for the Authority 
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Execution page of the Secondary Developer to the TIF Loan Agreement, dated the date and year first 
written above. 
 
 

MOA WP OWNER, LLC 
 
 
By   
Its    
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Execution page of the Master Developer to the TIF Loan Agreement, dated the date and year first written 
above.  
 
 
 

MOAC LAND HOLDINGS, LLC 

 
 
 
 
Dated:_______________________ By:   

 Kurt Hagen 
         Senior Vice President of Development  
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The City of Bloomington acknowledges and consents to the terms of this TIF Loan Agreement.  
 
 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
By   

Tim Busse 
Its  Mayor 
 
 
 
By   

James D. Verbrugge 
Its  City Manager 

 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by: 
 
_______________________ 
Melissa Manderschied 
City Attorney 
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Delta Metro Lands LLC acknowledges and consents to the terms of this TIF Loan Agreement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

DELTA METRO LANDS LLC 

 
 
 
 
Dated:_______________________ By:   

 Kurt Hagen 
         Senior Vice President of Development  
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EXHIBIT A 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
 
 
 

Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 9th Addition, according to the recorded plat thereof, Hennepin County, 
Minnesota. 
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EXHIBIT B 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF ADJOINING LANDS 
 
 

Lot 1, Block 1, Mall of America 4th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
 
Torrens Property (Certificate of Title No. 1463549)  

 
EXHIBIT C 

 
DISBURSEMENT REQUEST FORM 

 
 
Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 
1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
Bloomington, MN  55431 
Attention:  Administrator 
 

The undersigned representative of MOA WP Owner, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
(the “Secondary Developer”), pursuant to the TIF Loan Agreement, dated _________________, 2022 (the 
“TIF Loan Agreement”), between the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Authority”) and the 
Secondary Developer, hereby requests payment of the expenses listed on the attached Schedule (the 
“Draw”).  Capitalized terms used herein that are otherwise not defined shall have the meanings provided in 
the TIF Loan Agreement. 

 
1. The total amount to be disbursed for this Draw is $________________________. 
 
2. After this payment of this Draw, the remaining undisbursed balance of the TIF Loan is 

$_____________.  
 
3. In connection with this Draw, the undersigned hereby represents as follows: 
 

(a) each obligation listed in the attached Schedule has been incurred and is a Project Cost 
related to the Project; 

(b) no license or permit necessary for construction of the Project previously issued has been 
revoked or the issuance thereof subjected to challenge before any court of other 
governmental authority having or asserting jurisdiction thereover; 

(c) no event has occurred and is continuing which, but for the giving of notice, the expiration 
of any cure period, or both, would constitute an event of default under the TIF Loan 
Agreement; and 

(d) ____% of the Project has been completed. 
 
4. The date of this Draw is ___________________, 20___. 
 

MOA WP OWNER, LLC 
 
 
By   
Its    
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Approved by:  
 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
By   
Its  Administrator 
 
 

_________________________ 
 
 

SCHEDULE 
 

DATE PAYEE AMOUNT PURPOSE 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 
 

SPENDING PLAN  
 

FOR 
 

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT NO. 1-C 
AND 

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT NO. 1-G 
 

WITHIN  
 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT NO. 1 SOUTH LOOP 
 
 
 

(TEMPORARY TIF AUTHORITY UNDER  
MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION 469.176, SUBDIVISION 4N)  

 
 
 

Adopted by the City Council of the City of 
Bloomington: 

 Adopted by the Board of Commissioners of the 
Port Authority of the City of Bloomington: 

   
March 9, 2022  March 9, 2022 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 
 

SPENDING PLAN  
 

(TEMPORARY TIF AUTHORITY UNDER  
MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION 469.176, SUBDIVISION 4N)  

 
 

I. PURPOSE 
 

The Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port Authority”) proposes to adopt a 
spending plan (the “Spending Plan”) for certain tax increment financing districts as described in 
EXHIBIT A attached hereto (collectively, the “TIF Districts”) within Industrial Development District 
No. 1 South Loop within the City of Bloomington (the “City”) in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 469.176, subdivision 4n (the “Temporary TIF Authority Act”). 

 
Under the Temporary TIF Authority Act, the Port Authority is authorized to spend unobligated 

tax increment from any existing tax increment financing district, notwithstanding any other law to the 
contrary, to provide improvements, loans, interest rate subsidies, or assistance in any form to private 
development consisting of construction or substantial rehabilitation of buildings and ancillary facilities, if 
the following conditions exist: 

 
(a) Such assistance will create or retain jobs in the State of Minnesota, including construction 

jobs; 
 
(b) Construction commences before December 31, 2025; 
 
(c) The construction would not have commenced before December 31, 2025 without the 

assistance;  
 
(d) The City Council of the City approves a written spending plan (after a duly noticed 

public hearing) that specifically authorizes the Port Authority to take such actions; and 
 
(e) The tax increments authorized under the Spending Plan are spent by December 31, 2025. 
 
The Port Authority has determined to authorize expenditures of tax increment from the TIF 

Districts under the Temporary TIF Authority Act as further described in this Spending Plan. 
 

II. SPENDING PLAN 
 

The Port Authority is authorized as follows: 
 
(a) The Port Authority may use any tax increments from the TIF Districts received through 

December 31, 2022 which is not otherwise pledged to any outstanding contract or obligation (referred to 
as “Available Spending Plan Increment”) in the amount of up to $55,000,000 to provide improvements, 
loans, interest rate subsidies, or assistance in any form to private development occurring anywhere within 
the City that meets the requirements of the Temporary TIF Authority Act described above.   
 

(b) The assistance authorized under this Spending Plan expressly includes, but is not limited 
to, assistance to MOA WP Owner, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Developer”), to 
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finance a portion of the costs of the construction and development of an indoor waterpark (the “Project”).  
In connection with such assistance, the City expressly finds that: 

 
(1) The Project is expected to create at least 500 new full-time equivalent 

construction jobs at the Project site (representing jobs that would not otherwise exist elsewhere in 
Minnesota, or would not be retained in Minnesota), based on estimates provided by the 
Developer. 

 
(2) The Developer will be required to commence construction of the Project by no 

later than December 31, 2023.  The Project would not be commenced before December 31, 2025 
without the assistance under this Spending Plan.  The Developer would not have sufficient funds 
to construct the indoor waterpark and the necessary infrastructure without the assistance provided 
pursuant to this Spending Plan. 

 
(c) In addition to the assistance for the Project described above, the Port Authority is 

authorized to spend Available Spending Plan Increment for any other private development in the City for 
which the Port Authority finds that the private development will create or retain jobs in the State 
(including construction jobs); that the private development will commence before the required date 
(depending on the type of development); and that such construction would not have commenced before 
the required date without the assistance under this Spending Plan.  The Port Authority must document its 
findings under this section at the time of approval of assistance to each development. 
 

(d) In accordance with the Temporary TIF Authority Act, the Port Authority may implement 
this Spending Plan by making an equity or similar investment in a corporation, partnership or limited 
liability company that the Port Authority determines is necessary to make construction of a project or 
projects that meet the requirements of paragraph (c) above financially feasible.   
 
 (e) This Spending Plan authorizes, but does not obligate, the Port Authority to spend 
Available Spending Plan Increment.  Any obligation to provide assistance under this Spending Plan must 
be evidenced by a contact approved by the Board of Commissioners of the Port Authority, entered into 
with a private party who otherwise meets the requirements of this Spending Plan and the Temporary TIF 
Authority Act.   
 
 (f) In accordance with the Temporary TIF Authority Act, the authority to spend Available 
Spending Plan Increment under this Spending Plan expires on December 31, 2025.  No Available 
Spending Plan Increment may be spent under this Spending Plan after December 31, 2025.. 
 

(g) The City and the Port Authority acknowledge that assistance provided pursuant to this 
Spending Plan will be subject to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 116J.993 to 116J.995, as amended (the 
“Business Subsidy Act”), unless the assistance provided to a specified recipient is exempt from the 
Business Subsidy Act under the terms of that statute. 

 
(h) The City and the Port Authority may amend this Spending Plan at any time in accordance 

with the procedures for approval of the Spending Plan under the Temporary TIF Authority Act. 
 
(i) Port Authority staff are authorized and directed to maintain a copy of this Spending Plan 

with the records of the Port Authority for the TIF Districts and to file a copy of the Spending Plan with 
the Office of the State Auditor. 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

LIST OF TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS 
 
 

The following tax increment financing districts located within Industrial Development District 
No. 1 South Loop are defined as the “Tax Increment Financing Districts” in the Spending Plan to which 
this Exhibit A is attached: 

 
 Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-C 
 Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-G 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BL255-39 (JAE) 
777458v3 
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Concurrent City Council/Port Authority Commission Meeting
March 9th, 2022
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MYSTERY COVE WATERPARK
SITE PLAN 160
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MYSTERY COVE WATERPARK
AERIAL VIEW FROM NORTHWEST 162
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Public Benefits 
Jobs, Taxes, Tourism
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Historical 
Cumulative 2019 2020

A. State Tax Revenues Current Dev. Only
(1992 - 2020) Current Dev. Only Current Dev. Only

State Sales Tax - 6.5% $1,015,557,768 $55,559,995 $25,964,711
State Income Tax $340,989,268 $20,311,200 $20,615,868
State Property Tax $144,987,314 $8,942,667 $7,532,379
State "Heritage" Tax - 0.375% $32,393,466 $3,205,384 $1,497,964
State Gross Liquor Receipts - 2.5% $6,254,830 $294,132 $0
State Business Income Tax Not Included See Below Not Included See Below Not Included See Below

Subtotal State Taxes $1,540,182,646 $88,313,379 $55,610,922

B.  Regional Tax Revenues
Fiscal Disparities Tax $220,035,442 $11,507,866 $9,692,309
Transit Improvement Tax - 0.25% $28,389,233 $4,273,846 $1,997,285
Twins Stadium Tax - 0.15% $14,851,350 $1,282,154 $599,186

Subtotal Regional Taxes $263,276,025 $17,063,866 $12,288,780

C.  Local Taxes
Base Local Property Tax $85,050,154 $14,233,425 $12,822,807
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) $264,571,764 $2,200,000 $1,017,972
Market Value Ref. Tax $28,204,402 $2,290,000 $1,935,466
Solid Waste Fee $1,241,819 $0 $0
Liquor Tax - 3% $9,098,934 $352,959 $88,240
Lodging Tax - 7% (attributable to MOA only) $138,032,913 $10,649,391 $2,662,348
Admissions Tax - 3% $27,754,717 $1,481,316 $592,526

Subtotal Local Taxes $553,954,703 $31,207,091 $19,119,358

TOTAL ALL Tax Revenues Generate $2,357,413,374 $136,584,336 $87,019,060

Historical Tax Revenue Generated By MOA

State & Local Taxes 
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Ryder Cup:
5 Days of 90%+ occupancy
41,850 Room Nights in 5 Days

Super Bowl:
3 Days of 95%+ occupancy  (Record)
26,505 Room Nights in 3 Days

NCAA:
4 Days of 89%+ occupancy
33,108 room Nights in 4 Days

Total: 101,193 RNs

The Power of Mega Events 
In Bloomington, MN 
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Presentation Notes
Based on 9,300 rooms in Bloomington. 
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Financial Risks
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Next Steps
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Thank you.
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Waterpark Full Price Comparisons - 2022
Off-Peak Peak

$59 $69 Mystery Cove 1  - Mall of America - Bloomington, MN (proposed)
$35-$110 $40-$200 Great Wolf Lodge2 - Bloomington, MN (formerly known as Waterpark of America)

$52 $52 Soak City3, Valleyfair (outdoor waterpark) - Shakopee, MN [admission requires add'l $17 parking pass]
$50-$70 $70-$90 Kalahari4 - Wisconsin Dells, WI

$69 $69 Disney Blizzard Beach - Orlando, FL
$109 $109 Volcano Bay - Orlando, FL

$69-$89 $79-$99 Dreamworks - American Dream - East Rutherford, NJ
$79-$99 $89-$129 Aquatopia - Camelback Resort - Poconos, PA
$51-$90 $100-$130 Kalahari - Poconos, PA
$45-$105 $60-$115 Great Wolf - Poconos, PA
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Concurrent City Council and 
Port Authority Meeting

March 9, 2022
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Agenda

• Review waterpark project generally
• Review past CC/Port action on waterpark
• 2021 TIF Flexibility
• Review the Redevelopment Agreement, Purchase/Option Agreement, TIF 
Loan and Spending Plan

• Kurt Hagen – Triple Five
• Dan O’Neil – BCVB
• Public Hearing on Spending Plan
• Discussion
• Consider Action
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South Loop Plan Goals

• Build on the District’s unique mix of assets and mitigate its 
disadvantages

• Transform the District’s densities and character from suburban to 
urban 

• Accelerate the District’s development
• Establish the District as a branded place emphasizing sustainability, 
quality, comfort, and safety 

• Create a sustainable district
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Location North of MOA
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PHASE IIB

Phase IIB

PARKING DECK – 1352 SPACES  
(WITH CONNECTING SKYWAY)

WATERPARK
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PHASE IIC

PARKING DECK EXPANSION  
1155 ADDITIONALSPACES

WATERPARK HOTEL

PHASE IIC
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PHASE IID

HOTEL COMPLEX  
WITH EVENT SPACES

PHASE IID

ENTERTAINMENT  
VENUE

MULTI-LEVEL OFFICE CAMPUS
DEVELOPMENT ATOP PARKING
STRUCTURE
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Third Level Lookout View
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Wave Pool View
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Past Action at Port/CC Meetings
1. March 6, 2018: Boards directed staff to continue studying financing and ownership structures.

2. November 1, 2018: Council and Port directed staff to continue studying the nonprofit model outlined at the meeting.  

3. January 31, 2019: Council and Port directed staff to perform further due diligence on a refined nonprofit model and bring back a 
Development Services Agreement for consideration.

4. April 17, 2019: Staff presented options to the Council and Port.  Options presented were to move forward with the Development Services 
Agreement (DSA) to fund $7.6M of $10.1M in development, design, contracting, and contract pricing, or to continue due diligence before 
doing so.  The Council and Port chose to move forward with the DSA.  

5. July 1, 2019: Council and Port passed resolutions moving forward with Provident Resource Group as the nonprofit entity that would create 
the special purpose MN nonprofit entity to borrow, construct and own the waterpark.

6. August 12, 2019: Provident attended a concurrent meeting to review Provident’s business model. No formal action.

7. September 9, 2019: Council passed a resolution to concur with Provident, to use Barclays as senior underwriter.

8. October 29, 2019: Council and Port Authority passed a resolution approving the Nonprofit Agreement. 

9. November 12, 2019: Council voted to change an ordinance to allow the Special Use Taxes as a backstop for the debt.

10. December 16, 2019: Council approved the zoning and entitlements for the waterpark. This action is separate and distinct from the financing 
and ownership discussion.

11. September 8, 2021: Council and Port Authority passed a resolution directly staff to work with Triple 5 to study a private financing option that 
would utilize 2021 legislation TIF Flexibility.

12. December 9, 2021:  Council and Port Authority approved the Waterpark Financing and Adjoining Lands Option Term Sheet and directed staff 
to develop agreements and documents.  
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Overview 

• Provide a financing framework for Triple 5 to formally pursue the financing 
markets for the waterpark
• $30M in TIF is made available to the project at closing through a spending plan (2021 
TIF Flexibility), with tight recapture provisions

• $9.5M in Adjoining Lands value that exists is ‘freed up’ and required to be used on 
the waterpark
• This “TIF Loan” would be repaid by Triple 5 if EXPO doesn’t happen, and the loan is secured 
with the value in the Adjoining Lands

• Secure a core site for EXPO 2027 on the Adjoining Lands (31.16 acres)
• A purchase option for the Adjoining Lands would be secured, using MOA TIF as the 
interim funding source, which does not require the expenditure to come from the 
South Loop Development Fund at this time.
• Permanent funding for the EXPO site would come from SLDF, private investors, grants, or 
other funds.
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Covid‐19 Pandemic

• Dates
• March 11, 2020 – Global Pandemic declared
• March 17, 2020 – MOA Closes
• June 10, 2020 – MOA Opens 
• May 28, 2021 – Most restrictions end

• Summer 2021 – Traffic and sales returning
• Hotel – Leisure vs business travel
• New Normal – Unpredictable
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Hotel Revenue and Lodging Tax
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2021 Tax Bill Flexibility – Spending Plan

• Similar to 2011
• Very flexible tool
• Purpose ‐ spur development 
• Must be committed by December 31, 2022
• Must be spent by December 31, 2025
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Waterpark Proforma and Needs Analysis

• Differs from the nonprofit model
• T5 Revenue projections have been adjusted upwards

• American Dream per ticket revenue exceeded projections
• Expenses have gone both up and down

• Projected property taxes doubled due to increased revenue
• Private proforma exceeds NOI estimates of 2019 projections under 
nonprofit model

• Risk is that private proforma is overstated, which is the developer and 
financier’s risk, not public’s risk
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Waterpark Bonding for Committed Public 
Improvements

• Spending Plan is temporary tool (2021 TIF authority)
• Committed by 2022 and spent by 2025, utilizing TIF cash reserves

• Additional projects beyond waterpark can benefit from Spending Plan 
if cash available

• Advisable to utilize bonding for public improvements
• Preserves cash on hand for other projects and utilizes low interest rates

• Analyzing GO and Non‐GO Bonds
• GO bonds have lower cost of borrowing, but increase risk and credit rating 
impact

• Consideration will be at a future meeting
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Benefits

• Recreational amenity to City and MSP region
• Helps add resiliency to South Loop and MOA by bringing new visits to the district

• MOA is 10% of City’s tax base
• Hotels are 6.5% of City’s tax base

• New admissions taxes and lodging taxes 
• General Fund Levy (2021) of $57.2 million would be $9 million higher without 
existing lodging and admissions taxes
• General Fund Levy (2021) of $57.2 million would be $9 million higher without existing
lodging and admissions taxes

• New property taxes to the General Fund
• Discount to City residents
• Agreements secure Adjoining Lands for Expo
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Risks

• $7.4M of SLDF under DSA if project does not move forward
• Reputation
• Ownership changes at MOA
• MOA performance decline
• Recovery of $30M in TIF Equity (Private Debt model)
• Project cannot pay its debt –

• Borne by developer and financing entities
• Very likely to remain a waterpark due to the value of the asset once 
constructed

• Risks of not doing project
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Labor Peace

• 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract includes a section on labor 
peace for new hotels

• If a hotel is built adjacent to the waterpark, hotel labor peace would 
be required during that development project

• Required by statute
• Implemented for Blu and JW Marriot
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Sustainability

• Updates presented to the Sustainability Commission (Feb 15, 2022)
• Commission requested assessment of the projected annual energy 
use

• Commission requested offsetting energy use with sustainable 
measures, such as solar panels

• Up to $5M of TIF has been made available in the Spending Plan to pay 
for new sustainable design measures, if required/desired by CC/Port

• Sustainable design options will be presented for future consideration 
by the CC and Port, and the financial assistance would go before the 
Port Authority.  
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Private Financing w/ TIF
• Financing model similar to prior MOA phases, and other projects in 
South Loop

• Agreement structure is more typical
• Debt ‐ Privately financed
• Equity – Combination of private and TIF

• $30M in TIF Equity
• TIF Equity is in addition to TIF that would fund parking and utilities ($75M)

• Does not utilize a Nonprofit
• Feasibility study – T5s and not by Port 
• Triple 5 – March 9 action on this from CC/Port is needed to truly test 
lending market for this option
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Funding

• Private cost ‐ $317M
• Public cost 

• $75M ‐ Committed Public Improvements
• $30M – Spending Plan ‘equity’

• Overlap of Spending plan $55M with $75M Committed Public Improvements
• Allocation up to $5M for Sustainability beyond what is in plan already
• Total Potential Public Investment ‐ $105M ‐ $110M

• Total Project: $422M (plus up to $5M for added sustainability)
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Public Private Ratio
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Waterpark Schedule

• Q3 2022 ‐ Financial Closing 
• public CC/Port meeting scheduled close to closing 

• 2024 – Grand Opening 
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Waterpark Financing and Adjoining Lands 
(EXPO) Option Term Sheet

• Agreements were drafted from the approved Waterpark Financing 
and Adjoining Lands Option Term Sheet approved on December 9, 
2021 by CC and Port
• Redevelopment Agreement
• Purchase & Option Agreement (Adjoining Lands)
• TIF Loan Agreement
• Spending Plan (public hearing)
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Redevelopment Agreement
a) Parties: City, Port, MOA WP Owner, MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Serves as a project‐specific parent agreement to many of the other 

ancillary agreements and outlines the overall responsibilities for the parties in 
the Waterpark project and the Port’s investment in the Waterpark and Public 
Improvements

c) Key Points:
i. MOA WP Owner agrees to build Waterpark Project
ii. Port agrees to pay for Committed Public Improvements ($75M potentially via bonding) 

and provide approximately $30M for the Waterpark Project with TIF, 
1) If the city council requires additional sustainability measures for the Waterpark Project, Port will 

amend this agreement to provide TIF to assist in paying for the additional sustainability 
requirements

iii. Public‐private formula adjusted to accommodate the Waterpark and Adjoining Lands 
parking requirements 

iv. Documents that a business subsidy analysis and needs analysis was completed
v. Provides primary insurance requirements during construction, supplementing the 2016 

Master Redevelopment Contract
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Redevelopment Agreement
vi. Public Plaza Reimbursement – Recapture potential
vii. Committed Public Improvements include:

1) Structured Parking
2) Skyway
3) Site Utilities
4) Surface Parking and ancillary facilities
5) Stormwater Improvements 

viii. South Loop Development Fund to be reimbursed from Waterpark loan closing 
proceeds for the previously executed Development Services Agreement 
(executed on April 17, 2019) costs ~$7.5M

ix. Development Fee for Public Improvements is 1% paid at closing
x. Business Subsidy Agreement – Exempt 
xi. Term – July 15, 2023
xii. Needs analysis completed, City and Port make no representations as to adequacy 

of proforma
xiii. Bloomington Resident Discount required
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Purchase & Option Agreement (EXPO)
a) Parties:  Port and Delta; consent by City and MOAC Land
b) Purpose: Gives the Port Authority exclusive right and option to purchase 

the Adjoining Lands property for Expo and outlines the Option Payment 
in the form of a secured TIF Loan to assist the Waterpark Project

c) Key Points (this text below is directly from the LOI with $$ updates):
i. Option price ‐ In consideration for granting site control option, the Port provides 

to MOAC a secured loan (the “Tax Increment Financing Loan” or “TIF Loan”) from 
the MOA Tax Increment Financing account for Port Authority TIF Districts 1‐C and 
1‐G (“MOA TIF”). 
1) TIF Loan amount = $9,653,000.  This is the Hennepin County Assessed Value in the year of 

Agreement less the amount of the mortgage on the property and any mortgage breakage 
fees or other costs related to prepaying the mortgage 
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Purchase & Option Agreement (EXPO)
ii. In the event: EXPO 2027/2028 is selected by BIE for Minnesota, USA

1) Closing to occur within 90 days of BIE Vote (regardless of final entity developing the site)
a) Parties agree that MOA Tax Increment Financing (“TIF”) account balance held by the Port Authority 

could be used as an interim funding source (inter‐fund loan), with interest paid at Port’s aggregate 
investment rate

b) If EXPO does not happen on the Adjoining Lands for whatever reason, DELTA may repurchase the 
site from the Port Authority/City at the same price it sold it for.

2) Land price in the event EXPO occurs on the Adjoining Lands
a) If Site is developed by Third Party Developer ‐ If land costs are the expense of the Third Party 

Developer and the post‐EXPO use is managed and developed by the Third Party Developer and 
Buyer and Seller cannot agree on a price, the price is determined by an appraisal process (similar 
to the three appraiser process outlined in the Recapture Agreement for MOA Phase 1C executed 
by MOAC, Port and the City, dated January 31, 2014). 
i. The value cannot be higher than the DELTA 2021 Mortgage Refinancing Appraisal or lower 

than the current Hennepin County Assessed Value.  
b) Site is developed by City/Port ‐ If land costs are the expense of the Port and/or City and the post‐

EXPO use is managed and developed by the Port and/or City, the “City/Port Land Cost” is the 
Hennepin County Assessed Value in the year of this Agreement ($27,153,000).
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Purchase & Option Agreement (EXPO)
iii. In the event: EXPO 2027/2028 is NOT selected by BIE for Minnesota, USA

1. MOAC to repay the TIF Loan within 4 years from BIE vote
a) Security of TIF Loan ‐ Loan would be secured by a purchase option granted to the Port that allows 

the Port to buy the Site at the land mortgage amount ($17.5M) if MOAC does not repay the TIF 
loan 
i. MOAC or DELTA to pay any mortgage breakage fees that apply or other costs related to 

prepaying the mortgage
ii. Funding for sale is MOA TIF account
iii. Resale price at Port’s discretion
iv. TIF Loan is deemed satisfied

b) Interest on TIF Loan – Port’s aggregate TIF account investment rate (0.52%)
i. TIF account is made whole

iv. Adjoining Lands required parking (192 spaces) to be relocated into Waterpark 
ramp, funded by MOA TIF, if EXPO happens or City/Port owns site due to 
nonpayment by MOAC of TIF Loan
i. Since construction of the Parking Ramp along with the waterpark could begin before a BIE 

EXPO decision is known, Parking Ramp design to include an add‐alternate to add the 
Adjoining Lands parking to the Parking Ramp project.
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Purchase & Option Agreement (EXPO)
v. Declaration of Restrictive Use Covenants to be put in place to limit uses to not 

compete directly with MOA uses 
1) A Declaration of Approved Use is required by parties

vi. DELTA agrees to not increase the debt on the Site beyond any loan refinancing 
costs (no new liens)

vii. TIF Loan proceeds to be dedicated to Waterpark and advanced from the Port on a 
monthly draw basis until financial closing on the waterpark, at which time the 
balance is transferred to Lender’s project fund for construction of the waterpark. 
1) If the Waterpark does not proceed, the TIF Loan is reduced to whatever has been advanced 

for the Waterpark, and in the event of no EXPO repaid as outlined herein
viii. Land Sale Proceeds – Proceeds from any land sale or from TIF Loan repayment to 

be returned to MOA TIF account (once TIF, always TIF)
ix. TIF Spending Plan drafted to utilize MOA TIF for this purpose
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TIF Loan Agreement
a) Parties: Port and MOA WP Owner; consent by MOAC Land and Delta Metro 
b) Purpose: Describes the terms of the TIF Loan to the Waterpark project and 

disbursement process
c) Key Points:  

a) Funds for TIF Loan come from MOA TIF Districts
b) Principal amount of the TIF Loan = $9,653,000.  Equal to the assessed value of the 

Adjoining Lands as of the Agreement, less the outstanding principal amount owed by 
Delta Metro to its mortgage Authority as of the Agreement Date, less any applicable 
release fees 

c) Interest rate is Port’s TIF account aggregate investment rate of 0.52%
d) Repayment – if EXPO 2027 is selected, the TIF Loan will be credited to the purchase price 

under the Purchase and Option Agreement and if EXPO 2027 is not selected, MOA WP 
Owner will repay the loan no later than 4 years after the BIE Vote

e) TIF Loan is secured by an exclusive purchase option for the Adjoining Lands in favor of 
Port through July 15, 2023 or once the TIF Loan is repaid. 
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EXPO 2027
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Spending Plan
a) Parties: Port, City
b) Purpose: 2021 State Statute requirement to modify the use of TIF to 

stimulate local economy in response to the pandemic
c) Key Points: 

a) Public Hearing Required
b) Up to $55M of MOA TIF Increment

1) $30M – the City/Port invests for the design and construction of the Waterpark as defined in 
the Redevelopment Agreement

2) ~$10M – the TIF Loan amount as defined in the TIF Loan Agreement
3) ~$10M – for Committed Public Improvement project costs that are not TIF eligible, but 

allowed by the 2021 Temporary TIF flexibility
4) ~$5M – additional sustainable design features approved by the boards
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Ancillary Documents
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Ancillary Documents
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Ancillary Documents
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Ancillary Documents
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Questions
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Triple Five

• Kurt Hagen
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BCVB Presentation

• Dan O’Neil ‐ Bloomington Convention and Visitor’s Bureau
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Public Hearing

Public Hearing on the $55M tax increments authorized in the Spending 
Plan to provide improvements, loans, interest rate subsidies or 
assistance in any form to private development and specifically to 
finance a portion of the costs of the construction and development of 
an indoor waterpark.  
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Discussion

• Redevelopment Agreement
• Purchase and Option Agreement
• TIF Loan Agreement
• Spending Plan
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Consider Action

City Council 
Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a Redevelopment Agreement 
with the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, MOA WP Owner, LLC, and MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, and a Purchase and 
Option Agreement between the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington and Delta Metro Lands LLC and Authorizing the 
Execution of Documents in Connection Therewith

Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a Spending Plan for Certain Tax 
Increment Financing Districts located within Industrial Development District No. 1 South Loop and Authorizing the Execution of 
Documents in Connection Therewith

Port Authority 
Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a Redevelopment Agreement 
with the City of Bloomington, MOA WP Owner, LLC, And MOAC Land Holdings, LLC, and a Purchase and Option Agreement with 
Delta Metro Lands LLC and Authorizing the Execution of Documents in Connection Therewith

Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution Approving a Spending Plan for Certain Tax 
Increment Financing Districts Located within Industrial Development District No. 1 South Loop and Authorizing the Execution of 
Documents in Connection Therewith
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Request for Council Action

 
Originator 
Port Authority

Item 
3.2

Bloomington Central Station Residential #4 (BCS4)

Agenda Section 
NEW BUSINESS

Date 
March 9, 2022

Requested Action:

 

Port Authority Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution approving a
Secondary Development Agreement with the City of Bloomington, Bloomington Central Station, LLC and BCS4
Multifamily, LLC for the BCS4 project.

City Council Motion made by ____________, seconded by ______________ to adopt a Resolution approving a
Secondary Development Agreement with the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, Bloomington Central
Station, LLC and BCS4 Multifamily, LLC for the BCS4 project.

Item created by: Rebecca Schindler, Port Authority  
Item presented by: Schane Rudlang, Port Authority Administrator
 
Description:

 

Background

McGough Development (McGough) is the master developer for the Bloomington Central Station (BCS) 50-acre
transit oriented, mixed-use redevelopment in Bloomington’s South Loop District.  The redevelopment plan is
comprised of 12 building phases including corporate office, residential, retail and hotel.

A tax increment financing (TIF) district was certified in April, 2005 to collect and leverage TIF for the
redevelopment district, supporting investments in infrastructure for the proposed density. Without TIF, the area
would be developed, but at a much lower density, and would not take advantage of the existing public
infrastructure improvements such as the Blue LRT Line running directly through the BCS site.

TIF has been generated from and then invested in BCS to varying degrees, depending on the needs of each phase
in order to meet the master development plan goals, which are coincident with the goals outlined in the South
Loop District Plan.  Five phases have been built to date including the HealthPartners renovation, Reflections
Condominiums (263 units), the Hyatt Regency Hotel (303 rooms), IndiGO Apartments (395 units with eight
affordable units), and The Fenley (402 units including 40 affordable units at 80% AMI).  These five phases are in
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addition to the Bloomington Central Station park, which included both public and private funding, and
infrastructure projects and other private investment including the Health Partners Parking Ramp.

Approximately $415,000,000 of new construction and building renovation has been completed to date. Over
$600,000,000 of future development is planned for the site.  The viability of phases after 2026 are dependent on
the “five-year rule” (from the TIF statute), which would need to be extended for projects that commence
construction after 2026.  

The next proposed phase is a fourth phase of residential (BCS4) which has not been given a formal name yet.  The
BCS4 project would share some similarities with the IndiGO and The Fenley projects, which were developed by
Lennar and McGough respectively.  McGough will develop the BCS4 Project with 402 housing units, wrapped
around a parking structure along with a first level 14,500 square foot grocery store (which includes a separate
liquor component).  The grocery store is a key element both to the BCS4 project itself as well as the larger
residential neighborhood that is now coming to life in the east side of South Loop.

The BCS4 Apartment Project, along with master plan public roads and infrastructure, and the grocery store is
expected to cost approximately $125 million in total. One will note that is an increase in project costs from a year
ago when this was last before the Boards. The Developer has worked to reduce costs, but the proposed subsidy
and deal points are the same as what was approved by the City Council and Port Authority on May 4, 2021, even
though the private costs of the development have grown due to labor and supply issues that are being
experienced by all developments. 

Affordable Housing Units – Opportunity Housing Ordinance

Providing affordable housing is a key part of the Council’s strategic plan.  Cities are adopting affordable housing
goals, inclusionary housing policies, and a host of other strategies to deliver affordable housing to their
communities.  When the IndiGO project was built (2015), eight affordable units were provided through the project
based section 8 voucher program.  The developer was committed to provide more affordable housing in the next
phases, which was done as part of The Fenley (2018).  Forty units of affordable housing were built in The Fenley
project at 80% of Area Median Income (AMI).  Construction of The Fenley started before the Opportunity Housing
Ordinance (OHO) was in place.

BCS4 will add to the affordable housing units in South Loop and at BCS.  The developer plans to have 9% of the
units available to individuals or families earning no more than 60% of AMI, in line with the OHO requirements. A
total of 36 affordable units will be provided with 15 being studio units, 12 1-bedroom units, eight 2-bedroom units
and one 3-bedroom unit.

The developer is not planning to have specifically designated affordable units. The affordable units will have the
same finishes as market rate units, so any unit within the project can be used as an affordable one. These units
initially will be disbursed throughout the first phase of the project, which will consist of approximately 220 units.
When leases turn over after the first year, the affordable units will be placed throughout the entire building based
on availability and the location preference of the renter. The units will remain affordable for 20 years from
issuance of a certificate of occupancy for the first phase.

The OHO allows for a reduction in the number of parking stalls and storage units supplied for the project. The
parking reduction is further supported by BCS4 residents having access to transit via the Blue Line LRT. The
Council approved flexibility on storage for the BCS4 project so they will initially build 25% of the Code
requirement. A proof of storage agreement allows for another 25% of the requirement. If and when the built
storage units fill, the developer will build additional units.

Condominiums and Home Ownership

Opportunities for home ownership is one of the City Council’s strategic goals.  Staff and the developer discussed
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the option to build condominiums instead of rentals at BCS4.  Two main factors led to the decision to not build
condos.  First, condos are typically built to a higher construction standard than rentals, utilizing concrete
construction, which is more expensive than the predominately wood frame construction of most rental projects. 
This leads to purchase prices for condos that are closer to the luxury market.  McGough commissioned a market
study which did not show support for the more expensive condos at BCS.  The second factor negatively impacting
condo development is liability.  Coming out of the mid-2000’s condo boom, many developers faced expensive
lawsuits from owners for warranty items due to state-mandated 10-year warranties (aka liability tail).  While the
legislature in 2017 made some improvements to the law in the form of a required maintenance plan and required
mediation before litigation, most developers still shy away from condos due to this risk.

Public Investment and Needs Analysis

Staff worked with McGough and reviewed the financial aspects and rates of return for the project.  Based on
Staff’s review, it is our opinion that the financial assistance in the form of BCS TIF would be needed to develop the
project within market rates of return.  The TIF would be used for public infrastructure, site preparation work, a
parking ramp, and land costs.  A summary list of the reasons that subsidy would be needed is as follows:

1. Affordable Units – Providing the affordable units in the project translates to about $7 million in additional
project costs, which is a more significant cost than simply paying the OHO Fee in Lieu (about $2,950,000).

2. Rent – Rent projections are slightly lower than some other projects in South Loop that may have a better
view of the MN River Valley, and measurably below some of our neighboring cities. Small changes in rent
lead to large changes in project rates of return.

3. Construction Cost - Construction materials and labor costs have risen dramatically during the pandemic,
and especially since the May 4, 2021 term sheet approval. In 2021 the construction industry experienced
larger than normal cost increases for both materials and labor. The BCS4 project was also negatively
impacted by these increases and the estimated construction costs increased about 10% from Q1 to Q4
2021.

4. Acoustical Consideration - BCS4 would be built closer to the centerline of the 17/35 runway and requires a
higher level of acoustical attenuation strategies than other residential projects to the East.

5. Public Infrastructure - Public Infrastructure such as streets and utilities along 31st Avenue are currently in
the total project cost, and add approximately $3 million to the budget. For many of the other projects in
South Loop, infrastructure is in place and does not add cost to the project.

6. Grocery – Approximately $8 million of the project costs are related to the grocery store. If grocery does
better than projected, money would be recaptured as detailed in the Recapture Agreement and returned
to the BCS TIF district.

Recapture

A recapture agreement has been drafted for both the residential and grocery components of the project.  The
recapture for the apartment portion of the project is similar to the recapture for The Fenley. One important
difference is reducing the recapture to a lower threshold above pro forma projections (105%), versus 120% for
Fenley and 125% for IndiGO. (This ‘tightening down’ of the recapture thresholds has been forecast and
communicated to all developers we are working with in South Loop, with the ultimate goal of reducing or
eliminating public money in projects altogether once South Loop is fully self-sustaining.) For grocery, the public
investment that would be potentially recaptured could be relatively high.  Market studies for the grocery store
component of the project do not recognize the uniqueness of the South Loop District.  In particular, the studies do
not adequately account for the demand generated by hotel rooms, office employees, and Mall of America.  Thus,
finding a grocer for South Loop has been an odyssey that would only be complete with this project (finally). 
McGough has a grocer lined up and that is a requirement of the public investment for this project. 

Public Investment
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The housing portion of the project meets the housing exception to the business subsidy law.  Upon continued
review of the costs related to the project, it has been determined that the portion of the housing portion of the
Minimum Improvements (including the portion of the infrastructure, parking ramp and site preparation related to
the housing) will cost more than the proposed full public investment of $22.9M.  Because the costs of the public
improvements exceed the proposed public investment amount, the developer will allocate equity to the
Minimum Improvements costs related to the grocery store component of the project.  Because the grocery store
component is not receiving any public investment directly, the grocery store component is not required to comply
with the business subsidy law and a public hearing is not required.  A public hearing was initially advertised, but
has been cancelled. 

Flexible Design for Changes in Parking Demand

The design of the project accommodates and anticipates the conversion of two floors of the parking supply if and
when demand goes down due to autonomous vehicles, transit, and/or shared use vehicle strategies (e.g., Uber or
Lyft).  More rental units would be built in the place of the removed parking spaces.  The project is designed with
this eventuality in mind (see attachment).  

Schedule

December 15, 2020 – Port Authority reviewed the project outline and directed staff to develop a term
sheet for consideration by the City Council and Port Authority
May 3, 2021 – City Council approved Entitlements
May 4, 2021 - City Council and Port approved term sheet
March 9, 2022 – City Council and Port consider approval of development agreements
Q2 2022 - Start Construction
Q3 2023 - First Phase Open for Occupancy (approximately 220 units)

 

BCS Redevelopment Summary with Public Investment

 Public Private Public/Private Ratio  
Reflections $12,326,991 $79,294,831 15.55%  
Hyatt $1,954,419 $64,211,418 3.04%  
IndiGO $12,574,596 $67,503,922 18.63%  
HP HQ Tower Renovation $0 $55,389,500 n/a  
The Fenley $10,664,100 $88,735,900 12.02%  
Total to Date $37,520,106 $355,135,571 10.57%  
     
BCS Residential #4 $22,900,000 $102,100,000 22.4%  
New BCS District Total $60,420,106 $457,335,571 13.2%  

Public Improvement and Investment Ratio

Public investment in the BCS4 project would be comprised of the parking ramp, roads and utilities, pedestrian
streetscape, and land costs.  The sum of these is approximately $22.9 million (present value project costs).  The
BCS4 project would generate approximately half of this, and the remainder would be made up by TIF generated
from the other on-site BCS developments, like Reflections, HealthPartners, and the Hyatt.

Financing
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The public investment in BCS4 is being made using a PayGO Note.  A PayGO note shifts the risk of the TIF stream
revenue to the developer.  For a PayGo note, TIF is paid to the developer only if the TIF is generated by the
project, and in this case other phases of the BCS development as well.  (For example, excess TIF generated by
Health Partners and Reflections is being invested in BCS4.) The public is not securing or issuing debt, as it did for
the IndiGO project.  A PayGO note was used for The Fenley project.

Agreements

During the March 9 meeting staff will review each of the agreements by walking through the attached Agreement
Outline.

Attachments:

 
DOCSOPEN-#782632-v2-BPA_BCS_Port_Resolution_Approving_Documents.pdf
DOCSOPEN-#782646-v2-BPA_BCS_City_Resolution_Approving_Documents.pdf
1 - BCS4 Project Site Plan and Renderings.pdf
2 - Term Sheet Draft 4.29.pdf
3 - Parking Conversion Exhibit.pdf
4 - BCS4 Agreement Outline.pdf
5 - Secondary Development Agreement 03 04 2022.pdf
6 - BCS4 Recapture Agreement 03 04 2022.pdf
3-9-22 BCS4 CC and Port.pdf
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https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1274173/DOCSOPEN-_782632-v2-BPA_BCS_Port_Resolution_Approving_Documents.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1274174/DOCSOPEN-_782646-v2-BPA_BCS_City_Resolution_Approving_Documents.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1273212/1_-_BCS4_Project_Site_Plan_and_Renderings.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1273213/2_-_Term_Sheet_Draft_4.29.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1273214/3_-_Parking_Conversion_Exhibit.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1274136/4_-_BCS4_Agreement_Outline.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1274420/5_-_Secondary_Development_Agreement_03_04_2022.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1281165/6_-_BCS4_Recapture_Agreement_03_04_2022.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/attachment/1282276/3-9-22_BCS4_CC_and_Port.pdf


 

 

RESOLUTION NO. ___-BPA-22 
 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A SECONDARY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
WITH THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, BLOOMINGTON CENTRAL STATION, LLC, 

AND BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC AND OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTS AND 
APPROVING THE ISSUANCE OF A TAX INCREMENT REVENUE NOTE 

 
 

WHEREAS, the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port Authority”) is an 

established body politic and corporate pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.071; and 

WHEREAS, the City of Bloomington (the “City”), the Port Authority, and Bloomington 

Central Station, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Master Developer”), entered 

into a Redevelopment Contract, dated February 22, 2005 (the “Redevelopment Contract”), which 

set forth the terms of redevelopment of certain property located within Tax Increment Financing 

District No. 1-I, known as Bloomington Central Station (the “TIF District”), within Industrial 

Development District No. 1 South Loop; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 4.3 of the Redevelopment Contract, the Master 

Developer is authorized to designate a secondary developer; and 

WHEREAS, the Master Developer has proposed to convey a portion of property located 

in the TIF District (the “Development Property”) to BCS4 Multifamily, LLC, a Delaware limited 

liability company (the “Secondary Developer”), and to designate such Secondary Developer as a 

“secondary developer” under the Redevelopment Contract; and 

WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer intends to construct on the Development Property 

an apartment building with approximately 404 rental units, an approximately 14,500 square foot 

grocery store with liquor store component, a parking ramp with approximately 596 spaces, and 

certain public improvements (the “Minimum Improvements”); and 
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WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of the Port Authority (the “Board”) has 

reviewed forms of (i) a Secondary Development Agreement (the “Secondary Development 

Agreement”) between the City, the Port Authority, the Master Developer, and the Secondary 

Developer, pursuant to which the Master Developer designates the Secondary Developer as a 

“secondary developer” under the Redevelopment Contract and the Secondary Developer will 

construct the Minimum Improvements; and (ii) a Recapture Agreement (the “Recapture 

Agreement”) between the Port Authority and the Secondary Developer, which sets forth the 

terms under which the Port Authority would recapture tax increment assistance provided to the 

Secondary Developer; and  

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 4.4 of the Secondary Development Agreement, the Port 

Authority may issue a tax increment revenue note (the “TIF Note”) in the maximum principal 

amount of $22,900,000 to the Secondary Developer in order to reimburse the Secondary 

Developer for certain qualified public redevelopment costs related to the construction of the 

housing portion of the Minimum Improvements, including land acquisition, public improvements, 

parking, and site preparation, in accordance with the terms provided in the Secondary Development 

Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Secondary Development will use equity to pay for the grocery store 

component of the Minimum Improvements; and  

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON that, based upon the foregoing,  

 1. BCS4 Multifamily, LLC is hereby approved as the Secondary Developer. 

 2. The Secondary Development Agreement and the Recapture Agreement 

(collectively, the “Port Authority Agreements”) are hereby in all respects authorized, approved 
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and confirmed and the President and Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to execute 

and deliver the Port Authority Agreements for and on behalf of the Port Authority in 

substantially the forms now on file with the Port Authority but with such modifications as shall 

be deemed necessary, desirable or appropriate, the execution thereof to constitute conclusive 

evidence of their approval of any and all modifications therein.   

 3. The Board hereby authorizes the Administrator to issue the TIF Note to the 

Secondary Developer and to authorize principal advances for the TIF Note upon satisfaction of 

the conditions provided in Section 4.4 of the Secondary Development Agreement. 

 4. The President and the Administrator are hereby authorized and directed to execute 

any and all other documents deemed necessary to carry out the intentions of this resolution. 

Passed and adopted this 9th day of March, 2022. 

 
______________________________ 
Port Authority President 

 
ATTEST: 
 
______________________________ 
Secretary to the Port Authority 

 

 

 Reviewed by General Counsel 

______________________________ 
 
 
BL255-37 (JAE) 
782632v2 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-______ 
 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A SECONDARY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
WITH THE PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, 

BLOOMINGTON CENTRAL STATION, LLC, AND BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 
 
 

 WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Bloomington (the “City”) is the official 

governing body of the City; and 

WHEREAS, the City, the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Port 

Authority”), and Bloomington Central Station, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the 

“Master Developer”), entered into a Redevelopment Contract, dated February 22, 2005 (the 

“Redevelopment Contract”), which set forth the terms of redevelopment of certain property 

located within Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-I, known as Bloomington Central Station 

(the “TIF District”), within Industrial Development District No. 1 South Loop; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 4.3 of the Redevelopment Contract, the Master 

Developer is authorized to designate a secondary developer; and 

WHEREAS, the Master Developer has proposed to convey a portion of property located 

in the TIF District (the “Development Property”) to BCS4 Multifamily, LLC, a Delaware limited 

liability company (the “Secondary Developer”), and to designate such Secondary Developer as a 

“secondary developer” under the Redevelopment Contract; and 

WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer intends to construct on the Development Property 

an apartment building with approximately 404 rental units, an approximately 14,500 square foot 

grocery store with liquor store component, a parking ramp with approximately 596 spaces, and 

certain public improvements (the “Minimum Improvements”); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City has reviewed forms of (i) a Secondary 

Development Agreement (the “Secondary Development Agreement”) between the City, the Port 
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Authority, the Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer, pursuant to which the Master 

Developer designates the Secondary Developer as a “secondary developer” under the 

Redevelopment Contract and the Secondary Developer will construct the Minimum 

Improvements; and (ii) a Recapture Agreement between the Port Authority and the Secondary 

Developer, which sets forth the terms under which the Port Authority would recapture tax 

increment assistance provided to the Secondary Developer; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 4.4 of the Secondary Development Agreement, the Port 

Authority intends to issue a tax increment revenue note in the maximum principal amount of 

$22,900,000 to the Secondary Developer in order to reimburse the Secondary Developer for 

certain qualified public redevelopment costs related to the construction of the housing portion of the 

Minimum Improvements, including land acquisition, public improvements, parking, and site 

preparation, in accordance with the terms provided in the Secondary Development Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer will use equity to pay for the grocery store 

component of the Minimum Improvements; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 

OF BLOOMINGTON that based upon the foregoing facts: 

 1. BCS4 Multifamily, LLC is hereby approved as the Secondary Developer. 

2. The Secondary Development Agreement is hereby in all respects authorized, 

approved and confirmed and the Mayor and City Manager are hereby authorized and directed to 

execute and deliver the Secondary Development Agreement for and on behalf of the City in 

substantially the form now on file with the City but with such modifications as shall be deemed 

necessary, desirable or appropriate, the execution thereof to constitute conclusive evidence of 

their approval of any and all modifications therein.   
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3. The Mayor and the City Manager are hereby authorized and directed to execute 

any and all other documents deemed necessary to carry out the intentions of this resolution. 

 Passed and adopted this 9th day of March, 2022. 
 
 

      ______________________________ 
         Mayor 
ATTEST: 
 
______________________________ 
Secretary to the Council 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BL255-37 (JAE) 
782646v2 
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BLOOMINGTON CENTRAL STATION 
BCS4 Residential / Grocery Development ‐ Term Sheet and Agreements Outline 

DRAFT  
APRIL 29, 2021 

 
I. Project Summary Overview 

a. 404 unit multifamily project with 620 structured parking spaces 
i. Affordable Units: 9% at 60% AMI (36 units) 
ii. Grocery: 14,500 sf with liquor store 

b. Project Ownership 
i. A newly formed LLC will be created as the Owner (BCS4 Housing, LLC) 

1. Debt to Equity ratio estimated: 55% Debt: 45% Equity 
2. McGough will maintain 5‐10% ownership of the equity portion 

c. Total Project Cost Estimate: $118M 
d. Total proposed public investment: $22.9M NPV (24% simple public/private ratio) 

i. PayGo Note – Risk of TIF stream is born by developer 
ii. Public Investment Funding Sources 

1. Hennepin County TOD Grant (Only if awarded, ~ May 15) 
2. Tax Increment Financing (TIF Source #1) – Approximately 50% generated from 

BCS4 Building 
3. Tax Increment Financing (TIF Source #2) – Approximately 50% BCS Project Escrow 

Account, generated from other BCS Projects (Reflections, Hyatt, Health Partners, 
etc.) 

iii. Public Investment Uses  
1. Land cost 

a. Approximately $8.9M 
2. Parking Ramp 

a. Approximately $11M 
3. Public improvement (Landscaping, Utilities, Sidewalks and Roadways) 

a. Approximately $3M 
i. 31st Avenue 
ii. 80 ½ Street 
iii. LRT Pedestrian Corridor 

 
II. Secondary Developer Agreement 

a. Parties: City, Port, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, BCS4 Housing, LLC 
b. Purpose: Outlines project specific responsibilities for the parties including the Port’s investment in 

the project 
c. Key Points: 

i. BCS4 Housing, LLC agrees to build apartment building, parking ramp and public 
improvements 

ii. Port agrees to pay for land costs, public improvements and parking ramp with TIF 
generated by the BCS4 project and the BCS TIF District in the form of a TIF PayGo note 

iii. Developer provides a Completion Guaranty for Project 
iv. At the time of closing, all project funds are to be dedicated and obligated to build the 

Project as confirmed by a title company or disbursing agent or acceptable financial 
documents, ensuring the completion of the Project 

v. Business subsidy – City/Port acknowledge that purpose of public investment in BCS4 is 
not job creation, but it is economic and community development, and therefore is 
exempt from Business Subsidy  
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vi. Outlines City construction standards for developer building public improvements 
(adjacent street, sidewalk, streetscape, utilities, etc.) 

vii. Address conversion of parking ramp to other use if parking demand decreases due to 
autonomous vehicles, transit, and ride sharing service 

viii. Grocery Store Tenant will lease space from the BCS4 Housing, LLC 
ix. Transient Lodging Limitation (AirBNB, VRBO, etc.) – If transient lodging is permitted by 

City Code, BCS4 Housing, LLC may use a maximum of 20% of the units for transient 
lodging or the number of units permitted by City Code, whichever is less 

x. Lease provided by BCS4 Housing, LLC to individual tenants shall restrict tenants from 
offering units as transient lodging, which restriction will not apply to units offered as 
transient lodging by the BCS4 Housing, LLC as provided herein this Term Sheet (i.e., only 
Owner/Developer can do Transient Lodging since regulating individual tenants is resource 
intensive) 

 
III. TIF PayGo Note – Exhibit to Secondary Development Agreement  

a. Parties: Port and BCS4 Housing LLC  
b. Purpose: Establishes parameters for repayment of public costs paid by BCS4 Housing, LLC  
c. Key Points: 

i. Port issues TIF note to Developer upon closing financing  
ii. Developer needs to complete project, generate TIF and supply affordable units each year 

to receive TIF funds which are produced twice per year 
iii. Interest rate to be 5.25% 
iv. Maximum net present principal amount is $22.9 M 
v. Risk of TIF stream is born by developer 
vi. The PayGo Note will be adjusted as follows: 

1. Grant (I.e., Metropolitan Council, Hennepin County TOD, other) 
a. If the project is awarded grant dollars that reduce the project cost up 

front, the NPV of the TIF PayGo note will be reduced by the grant amount  
2. New Market Tax Credits (NMTC) 

a. If the project seeks and is awarded NMTC’s the PayGo TIF note would 
NOT be reduced 

 
IV. Recapture Agreements 

a. Parties: Port, BCS4 Housing, LLC  
b. Purpose: Outlines terms under which repayment of public investment needs to be repaid if 

project returns are above market returns 
c. Key Points: 

i. Two recapture provisions are needed for the different project components 
1. Apartment Recapture ‐ Recapture of up to 50% of $15.1M 

a. IRR basis (proforma waterfall similar to The Fenley), not simple NOI 
calculation 

b. Recapture begins at 105% of base proforma   
c. Agreement triggers in the event of a sale of the property, or at 12 years 

from the start of construction 
2. Grocery Recapture  

a. Maximum Recapture is up to 50% of $7.8M (Maximum Grocery Recapture 
and maximum Recapture Reserve) 

b. Lease between Developer and Grocery Tenant will be for a period of 15 
years with an 8‐year recapture period 

c. Grocery Recapture Formula 
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i. Grocery Tenant receives 100% of EBITDA up to 2% 
ii. Funds in excess of 2% EBITDA go towards funding the Grocery 

Business Reserve (GBR) up to a max of $675,000 
iii. Once maximum GBR has been funded and continues to stay at 

that level after any annual borrowings due to an annual shortfall, 
the delta between 2% EBITDA and 4% EBITDA is distributed 100% 
to a Port account set aside to hold annual distributions 
(Recapture Reserve) 

iv. Any funds annually in excess of 4% EBITDA will be split 75% to the 
Recapture Reserve and 25% to Grocery Tenant 

v. Any annual shortfall below 2% EBITDA can be borrowed 1st from 
Recapture Reserve (if any available) and 2nd from GBR 

vi. Following a shortfall year, any dollars greater than 2% EBITDA 
must 1st go to replenish GBR and then Recapture Reserve 

vii. If the grocery business also borrows from the Recapture Reserve 
to fund prior years shortfall, if in future years generates an 
EBITDA greater than 4% the grocery business will be allowed to 
receive its 25% split above 4% and will not be required to pay 
back borrowing from Recapture Reserve 

viii. If GBR balance exists at end of year 8 (the end of the recapture 
period), the GBR goes to Landlord for tenant allowance for a 
refresh and for a future rent reserve 

1. The first $400,000 of the anticipated $675,000 GBR can 
be used for grocery store capital improvement/tenant 
allowance refresh 

2. Any amounts above $400,000 in the GBR can be used for 
rental payment reserve that the grocery store can use for 
rent payment if EBITDA falls below 2% 

d. If grocery store fails 
i. Pay Go note will not be adjusted or terminated 
ii. Deed restriction to require grocery store for 8 years 
iii. Similar term recapture agreement will be executed for the 

remaining years 
 

V. Opportunity Housing Plan  
a. Parties: Port and BCS4 Housing LLC  
b. Purpose: Outlines terms for provision of affordable units in the project 
c. Key Points: 

i. Declaration of Restrictive Covenants (Affordable Housing) – Exhibit to Secondary 
Development Agreement  

ii. Provides for 36 units of housing affordable at no more than 60% of AMI for 20 years 
1. Includes rent plus utilities under the 60% AMI cap  

iii. Details unit types provided (number of bedrooms per unit)  
1. 15 studio or alcove units 
2. 11 1‐bedroom units 
3. nine 1‐bedroom + den or 2‐bedroom units 

iv. one 3‐bedroom unitRents based on Minnesota Housing standards established each year 
v. Third party reviewer to complete annual audit/reporting – BCS TIF admin to pay ~$5,000/yr 
vi. Recourse for default ties to PayGo Note, and therefore no annual TIF until cured 
vii. Recordable against property  
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VI. Easement and Maintenance Agreement  

a. Note: To be completed separately, not part of action by Port and CC on May 4, 2021 
b. Parties: City, Port, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, and MG Bloomington, LLC 
c. Purpose: Outlines maintenance responsibilities for the public improvements adjacent to the 

buildings (e.g., sidewalks, streets, lighting, etc.) 
d. Key Points: 

i. Easements granted covering the public improvements 
ii. Developer agrees to maintain on‐site public improvements at their cost 
iii. To be completed before financial closing 

 
VII. Third Party Cost Review  

a. Note: Executed separately by Administrator, not part of action by Port and CC on May 4, 2021 
b. Parties: Port, SRF Consultants 
c. Purpose: Review costs of public improvements 
d. Key Points: 

i. One review at beginning (due diligence) stage of project 
ii. Second review at completion of project 

 
VIII. Special Assessment – Cancel and Re‐Petition 

a. Note: Completed separately by the City Council 
b. Purpose: Shifts the prior special assessment to a different parcel at BCS to free up the BCS4 parcel 

from prior obligations 
 

IX. Non‐Binding Provision 
Notwithstanding (a) anything contained in this Term Sheet to the contrary, (b) subsequent negotiations, 
(c) any action taken hereafter by either party, or (d) any actual or claimed reliance, this Term Sheet is 
meant as an expression of intent only, shall not be deemed an offer, an agreement, a contract or any 
other similar instrument, and does not constitute or create, and shall not be deemed to constitute or 
create, any legally binding or enforceable obligation on the part of either party to this Term Sheet.  A 
binding commitment will only result from the execution and delivery of an agreement containing such 
terms and conditions of the proposed transaction as shall be agreed upon by the parties, and then only 
in accordance with the terms and conditions of such agreement. 
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BCS Residential Phase 4 Agreements Outline 

 

1. Secondary Development Agreement 
a. Parties: City, Port, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 

b. Purpose: Outlines project specific responsibilities for the parties including the Port’s 

investment in the project 

c. Key Points: 

i. BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC agrees to build apartment building, grocery/retail space, 

parking ramp and public improvements 

ii. Port agrees to pay for public improvements and land costs with TIF generated by the 

project and the overall BCS TIF district in the form of a TIF PayGo note  

iii. Outlines construction standards for developer building public improvements 

(adjacent street, sidewalk, streetscape, utilities, etc.) 

iv. Address conversion of parking ramp to other use if parking demand decreases 

v. McGough Construction is providing a construction guaranty for the project 

 
 

2. TIF PayGo Note – Exhibit to Secondary Development Agreement  
a. Parties: Port and BCS4 MULTIFAMILY LLC  

b. Purpose: Establishes parameters for repayment of public costs paid by BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, 

LLC  

c. Key Points: 

i. Port issues TIF note to BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC upon financial closing  

ii. Developer needs to complete project, generate TIF and supply affordable units each 

year to receive TIF funds, except interest on the TIF note will be paid during 

construction of the project (approximately $1.5M) using TIF from the BCS TIF district 

iii. Interest rate to be 5.25% 

iv. Maximum principal amount is $22,900,000 

v. Gross projected amount (with interest) is about $35,800,000 

vi. Very limited financial risk to Port 

 

3. Declaration of Restrictive Covenants (Affordable Housing) – Exhibit to Secondary 

Development Agreement  
a. Parties: Port and BCS4 MULTIFAMILY LLC  

b. Purpose: Outlines terms for provision of affordable units in the project 

c. Key Points: 

i. Thirty‐six units available at incomes at or less than 60% AMI for 20 years from 

Certificate of Occupancy 

ii. Details unit types provided (number of bedrooms per unit) 

iii. Rents based on Minnesota Housing standards established each year 

iv. Third party reviewer to complete annual audit/reporting – BCS TIF admin to pay 

~$5,000/yr 
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v. Recourse for default ties to Pay Go Note, and therefore no annual TIF until cured 

vi. Recordable against property  

 

4. Recapture Agreement – Exhibit to Secondary Development Agreement  
a. Parties: Port, BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC,  

b. Purpose: Outlines terms under which repayment of public improvement funding needs to be 

repaid if project returns are greater than market returns 

c. Key Points: 

i. Up to 50% of public investment paid back if Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is 5% above 

base line proforma 

ii. Agreement triggers in the event of a sale of the property, or at 12 years from the 

start of construction 

iii. IRR basis used, just like The Fenley apartment project, not simple NOI as in past 

agreements 

iv. The grocery store portion of the recapture will be based on comparing gross grocery 

store sales to EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization 

expense).    

 

5. Easement and Maintenance Agreement  
a. Note: To be completed separately, not part of action by Port and CC on March 9, 2022 

b. Parties: City, Port, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, and MG Bloomington, LLC 

c. Purpose: Outlines maintenance responsibilities for the public improvements adjacent to the 

buildings (e.g., sidewalks, streets, lighting, etc.) 

d. Key Points: 

i. Easements granted covering the public improvements 

ii. Developer agrees to maintain on‐site public improvements at their cost 

iii. To be completed before financial closing 

 

6. Third Party Cost Review  
a. Note: Completed separately by Port Administrator, not part of action by Port and CC on 

March 9, 2022 

b. Parties: Port, SRF Consultants 

c. Purpose: Review costs of public improvements 

d. Key Points: 

i. One review at beginning, due diligence stage of project 

ii. Second review at completion of project 

iii. Amount of contract: $16,000 
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Dated:  _____________, 2022 
 
 
  

 
This document was drafted by: 
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Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
Telephone:  612-492-7000 
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1 
 

SECONDARY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
 
 

THIS SECONDARY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT, made as of the __ day of 
________________, 2022 (the “Agreement”), between the CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, 
MINNESOTA, a municipal corporation and political subdivision organized under its home rule 
charter and the laws of the State of Minnesota (the “City”), the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic organized under the laws of the 
State of Minnesota (the “Authority”), BLOOMINGTON CENTRAL STATION, LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company (the “Master Developer”), and BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (the “Secondary Developer”). 

 
WITNESSETH: 

 
 WHEREAS, the Authority was created pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 458 and 
Laws of Minnesota 1980, Chapter 453, amended and recodified as Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
469.048 to 469.068 and 469.071 (the “Act”) and was authorized to transact business and exercise 
its powers by a resolution of the City Council of the City; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Authority has undertaken a program to promote economic development 
and job opportunities and to promote the development of land which is blighted or underutilized 
within the City, and in this connection created a development project known as the Industrial 
Development District No. 1 – South Loop District (the “Industrial Development District”) 
pursuant to the Act; and 
 
 WHEREAS, pursuant to the Act, the Authority is authorized to acquire real property, or 
interests therein, and to undertake certain activities to facilitate the redevelopment of real property 
by private enterprise; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the City, the Authority, and the Master Developer have entered into that 
certain Redevelopment Contract, dated February 22, 2005 (the “Redevelopment Contract”), which 
set forth the terms of redevelopment of certain property located within Tax Increment Financing 
District No. 1-I (Bloomington Central Station) (the “TIF District”) located within the Industrial 
Development District; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Master Developer owns certain property within the TIF District and 
legally described in EXHIBIT A attached hereto (the “Development Property”); and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Master Developer has designated the Secondary Developer as a 
Secondary Developer under the Redevelopment Contract and the City and the Authority have 
agreed to such designation and intends to convey the Development Property to the Secondary 
Developer; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer has determined to construct on the Development 
Property an approximately 615,000 square foot apartment building with approximately 404 rental 
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units, an approximately 14,500 square feet grocery store with liquor store component, a parking 
ramp with approximately 596 spaces, and certain public improvements; and  
 
 WHEREAS, in order to make the Minimum Improvements (as defined herein) 
economically feasible, the Authority will reimburse the Secondary Developer with Available Tax 
Increment (as defined herein) derived from the TIF District for a portion of the costs of the Land 
Acquisition (as defined herein), the Public Improvements (as defined herein), the Parking Ramp 
(as defined herein), and the Site Preparation Work (as defined herein), subject to the provisions of 
this Agreement; and 
 
 WHEREAS, in consideration of the assistance provided by the Authority and the City and 
described herein, the Secondary Developer will construct the Minimum Improvements and will 
reserve 9% of the housing units in the Minimum Improvements (comprising approximately 36 
housing units) as units affordable to families at or below 60% of the area median income for twenty 
(20) years following the date that the Secondary Developer receives a certificate of occupancy for 
the first phase of housing units within the Minimum Improvements; and  
 

WHEREAS, the Authority and the City believe that the development and redevelopment 
of the property within the TIF District pursuant to this Agreement, and fulfillment generally of this 
Agreement, are in the vital and best interests of the City and the health, safety, and welfare of its 
residents, and in accord with the public purposes and provisions of the applicable State and local 
laws and requirements under which the Industrial Development District has been undertaken and 
is being assisted; and 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual obligations of the 
parties hereto, each of them does hereby covenant and agree with the other as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE I 
 

Definitions 
 
 

Section 1.1.  Definitions.  In this Agreement, unless a different meaning clearly appears 
from the context: 

 
Act means Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.048 to 469.068 and 469.071, as amended. 
 
Agreement means this Secondary Development Agreement, as it may be amended from 

time to time. 
 
Authority means the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, or any successor or assign. 
 
Authority Representative means the Administrator of the Authority or another person 

designated in writing by the Authority Board to act as Authority Representative. 
 
Available Tax Increment means, on each Payment Date, (i) ninety percent (90%) of 

Development Property Tax Increment and (ii) the available TIF District Tax Increment, subject to 
the limitation set forth in Section 4.4(e) below.  Available Tax Increment will not include any Tax 
Increment if, as of any Payment Date, there is an uncured Event of Default under this Agreement; 
provided, however, that once an Event of Default is cured, any Available Tax Increment withheld 
shall be deemed Available Tax Increment for the next Payment Date. 

 
BCS TIF Account means the interest-bearing account established and maintained by the 

Authority pursuant to the Master Contract to hold the Available Tax Increment that is governed 
by the Master Contract.   

 
Benefit Date means the earlier of: (i) the date of issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for 

the Grocery Store Component, or (ii) the date the Secondary Developer (or a tenant) occupies the 
Grocery Store Component. 
 
 Business Subsidy Act means Minnesota Statutes, Sections 116J.993 to 116J.995, as 
amended. 
 

Certificate of Completion means the certification provided to the Secondary Developer 
pursuant to Section 5.4 hereof in substantially the form set forth in EXHIBIT D. 
 

City means the City of Bloomington, Minnesota. 
 
City Representative means the City Manager or person designated in writing by the City 

Manager to act as the City Representative. 
 
Completion Guaranty means a written guaranty by McGough Construction Co., LLC, a 

Minnesota limited liability company, of the completion of the Secondary Developer’s obligation 
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to construct the Minimum Improvements pursuant to this Agreement, in substantially the form set 
forth in EXHIBIT G hereto.  

 
Compliance Date means the date that is two (2) years following the Benefit Date. 
  
Construction Plans means the plans, specifications, drawings and related documents on the 

construction work to be performed by the Secondary Developer on the Development Property, 
including the Minimum Improvements, which (a) shall be as detailed as the plans, specifications, 
drawings and related documents which are submitted to the appropriate building officials of the 
City, and (b) shall include at least the following:  (1) site plan; (2) foundation plan; (3) floor plan 
for each floor; (4) cross-sections of each (length and width); (5) elevations (all sides, including a 
building materials schedule); (6) landscape and grading plan; and (7) such other plans or 
supplements to the foregoing plans as the City may reasonably request to allow it to ascertain the 
nature and quality of the proposed construction work. 

 
Counted Value means, for purposes of this Agreement, as of the date of the Certificate of 

Completion, the sum of (i) the total costs of the Minimum Improvements (or portion thereof) 
constructed by the Secondary Developer; (ii) the lesser of (a) the value certified by an MAI 
appraiser of the Development Property or, if no appraisal is provided to the Authority, the value 
of the Development Property approved by the Secondary Developer’s Lender providing financing 
for the construction of the Minimum Improvements, and (b) the actual price paid for the 
Development Property; and (iii) all funds of the Secondary Developer expended on soft costs for 
the Minimum Improvements, less the amount of financial assistance provided by the City and the 
Authority under this Agreement. 

 
County means Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenants means the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants 

between the Secondary Developer and the Authority, in the form attached hereto as EXHIBIT C. 
 
 Development Property means the property legally described in EXHIBIT A attached 
hereto. 
 
 Development Property Tax Increment means the Tax Increment that is attributable to the 
Development Property and paid to the Authority by the County in the six (6) months preceding the 
Payment Date. 
 
 Environmental Laws means all local, state or federal laws, rules, orders and regulations 
pertaining to environmental regulation, or the use, processing, storage, disposal, generation or 
transportation of Hazardous Substances, or any contamination, clean up or disclosure related 
thereto. Environmental Laws include, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, the Super Fund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, the Resource, Conservation and Recovery Act, the Hazardous and 
Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, the Toxic Substance Control Act, the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Federal Safe 
Drinking Water Act, the Federal Clean Air Act, the Federal Clean Water Act, The National 
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Environmental Protection Act, as any of the foregoing has heretofore been or is hereafter amended, 
and any regulations promulgated with respect to any of such statutes.   
 

Event of Default means an action listed in Article IX hereof. 
 
Final Development Plans means the final development plans approved by the City on May 

3, 2021. 
 
Grant Funds has the meaning provided to such term in Section 4.9 hereof.   
 
Grocery Store Component means the approximately 14,500 square foot grocery store with 

liquor store component to be constructed and owned by the Secondary Developer as a component 
of the Minimum Improvements.   

 
Grocery Store Subsidy has the meaning provided to such term in Section 4.8 hereof.   
 
Hazardous Substances means all hazardous or toxic substances, wastes, or materials, any 

pollutants or contaminants (including, without limitation, asbestos and materials which include 
hazardous constituents), or any other similar substances or materials which are included under or 
regulated by any Environmental Laws.   
 

Industrial Development District means Industrial Development District No. 1 – South Loop 
District. 

 
Industrial Development Plan means the Amended and Restated Development Plan for the 

Industrial Development District approved and adopted by the Authority and the City Council of 
the City. 

 
Land Acquisition means the amount paid by the Secondary Developer to purchase the 

Development Property from the Master Developer. 
 
Lender means the entity or entities providing construction and/or permanent financing to 

the Secondary Developer for the Land Acquisition and/or the Minimum Improvements. 
 

Master Contract means the Redevelopment Contract, dated February 22, 2005, between 
the City, the Authority, and the Master Developer, as amended and as it may be further amended. 

 
Master Developer means Bloomington Central Station, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 

company, or any successor or assign. 
 
Maturity Date means the date that the TIF Note is no longer outstanding. 
 
Minimum Improvements means the construction of an approximately 404-unit multifamily 

rental housing facility to be completed in phases, the Grocery Store Component, the Public 
Improvements, the Parking Ramp, and the Site Preparation Work on the Development Property 
consistent with the Final Development Plans. 
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Mortgage means any mortgage made by the Secondary Developer which is secured, in 

whole or in part, with the Development Property and any Minimum Improvements constructed on 
the Development Property, and any modification, supplement, extension, renewal or amendment 
thereof. 

 
Parking Ramp means a parking ramp to be constructed and owned by the Secondary 

Developer as a component of the Minimum Improvements with approximately 596 parking spaces. 
 
Payment Date means (i) the date on which the Secondary Developer receives the first 

payment of accrued interest on the TIF Note in accordance with Section 4.4(a) of this Agreement, 
and every three (3) months thereafter until a Payment Date occurs under subpart (ii) of this 
definition; and (ii) each February 1 and August 1 after the issuance of the Certificate of 
Completion.  
 

Public Improvements means the street (specifically, 80 ½ Street East and 31st Avenue 
South), driveway, utility, sidewalk, pedestrian corridor, stormwater, irrigation, lighting, and 
landscaping improvements necessary for the Minimum Improvements to be undertaken by the 
Secondary Developer in connection with the Minimum Improvements, all as reflected in the Final 
Development Plans.   

 
Qualified Public Redevelopment Costs means the costs incurred by the Secondary 

Developer that are eligible to be reimbursed with Available Tax Increment, including the Land 
Acquisition and the costs of the Public Improvements, Parking Ramp, and Site Preparation Work, 
as described more fully in EXHIBIT E. 

 
 Recapture Agreement means the Recapture Agreement between the Authority and the 
Secondary Developer of even date herewith, as such agreement may be amended from time to 
time. 
 

Secondary Developer means BCS4 Multifamily, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, together with its successors and assigns. 

 
 Site Preparation Work means the demolition of the existing surface parking lot and 
improvements, modification of existing utilities, and related site preparation activities to be 
undertaken by the Secondary Developer in connection with the Minimum Improvements. 

 
State means the State of Minnesota. 
 
Tax Increment means that portion of the real property taxes that is paid with respect to real 

property within the TIF District and that is remitted to the Authority as tax increment pursuant to the 
TIF Act, and that is not required by law, as of the date received by the Authority, to be paid to other 
taxing jurisdictions.  Tax Increment shall be calculated in accordance with Section 469.177, 
subdivision 3(a) of the TIF Act.   
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Tax Official means any County assessor, County auditor, County or State board of 
equalization, the commissioner of revenue of the State, or any State or federal district court, the 
tax court of the State, or the State Supreme Court. 

 
TIF Act means the Tax Increment Financing Act, Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 

through 469.1794, as amended. 
 
TIF District means Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-I (Bloomington Central 

Station). 
 
TIF District Tax Increment means the Tax Increment that is attributable to the real property 

within the TIF District, other than the Development Property, and paid to the Authority by the 
County, which has been deposited in the BCS TIF Account in accordance with the Master Contract 
and that has not been committed by the City, the Authority, or the Master Developer, whether 
pursuant to the Master Contract or pursuant to a separate secondary development agreement or 
other agreement, to reimburse the Master Developer and/or a secondary developer for costs 
incurred for a development project on real property in the TIF District other than the Development 
Property.  The amount of TIF District Tax Increment included in Available Tax Increment shall 
not exceed $1,100,000 annually. 
 

TIF Note means the Tax Increment Revenue Note, substantially in the form attached hereto 
as EXHIBIT B, to be delivered by the Authority to the Secondary Developer pursuant to 
Section 4.4 hereof. 

 
TIF Plan means the Amended and Restated Tax Increment Financing Plan for Tax 

Increment Financing District 1-I (Bloomington Central Station), as it may be amended in the 
future. 

 
Transient Lodging means the lease, license, or other agreement for the occupancy, 

possession, or tenancy of a dwelling unit, or portion thereof, where the actual term of occupancy, 
possession, or tenancy is less than thirty (30) consecutive calendar days, including, but not limited 
to, bed and breakfasts, resorts, vacation homes, crash pads, hostels, and the like, and any structures 
or facilities that are offered for rent under a vacation rental program such as Airbnb or VRBO.   

 
Unavoidable Delays means delays beyond the reasonable control of the party seeking to be 

excused as a result thereof, including delays which are the direct result of strikes, lockouts or other 
labor troubles, prolonged adverse weather or acts of God, fire or other casualty to the Minimum 
Improvements, epidemic or pandemic (and expressly including any delays resulting from the 
SARS-CoV-2 (Coronavirus) pandemic, litigation commenced by third parties which, by injunction 
or other similar judicial action, directly results in delays, acts of any federal, state or local 
governmental unit (other than the Authority and the City in properly exercising their rights under 
this Agreement) which directly result in delays, war, invasion, rebellion, revolution, insurrection, 
riots or civil war, or unavailability or shortage of supply of construction materials or construction 
labor, other than by reason of non-payment of costs of the same. 
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ARTICLE II 
 

Representations and Warranties 
 
 

Section 2.1.  Representations by the Authority.  The Authority makes the following 
representations as the basis for the undertaking on its part herein contained: 
 

(a) The Authority is a port authority organized and existing under the laws of the State.  
The Authority has the power to enter into this Agreement and carry out its obligations hereunder, 
and execution of this Agreement has been duly, properly and validly authorized by the Authority. 

 
(b) Pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, the Authority intends to reimburse the 

Secondary Developer with Available Tax Increment for costs of the Land Acquisition, the Public 
Improvements, the Parking Ramp, and the Site Preparation Work, all to make the construction of 
the Minimum Improvements on the Development Property economically feasible and promote 
future development in the South Loop District of the City.   
 

(c) The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and of any other 
documents or instruments required pursuant to this Agreement by the Authority, and consummation 
of the transactions contemplated therein and the fulfillment of the terms thereof, do not and will not 
conflict with or constitute a breach of or default under any existing (i) indenture, mortgage, deed of 
trust or other agreement or instrument to which the Authority is a party or by which the Authority or 
any of its property is or may be bound; or (ii) legislative act, constitution or other proceedings 
establishing or relating to the establishment of the Authority or its officers or its resolutions. 

 
(d) There is not pending, nor to the best of the Authority’s knowledge is there threatened, 

any suit, action or proceeding against the Authority before any court, arbitrator, administrative agency 
or other governmental authority that materially and adversely affects the validity of any of the 
transactions contemplated hereby, the ability of the Authority to perform its obligations hereunder, or 
the validity or enforcement of this Agreement. 

 
Section 2.2.  Representations by the City.  The City makes the following representations 

and warranties as the basis for its covenants herein: 
 

(a) The City is a home rule city duly organized and existing under its Charter and the 
laws of the State.  The City has the power to enter into this Agreement and carry out its obligations 
hereunder. 

 
(b) The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and of any other 

documents or instruments required pursuant to this Agreement by the City, and consummation of the 
transactions contemplated therein and the fulfillment of the terms thereof, do not and will not conflict 
with or constitute a breach of or default under any existing (i) indenture, mortgage, deed of trust or 
other agreement or instrument to which the City is a party or by which the City or any of its property 
is or may be bound; or (ii) legislative act, constitution or other proceedings establishing or relating to 
the establishment of the City or its officers or its resolutions. 
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(c) There is not pending, nor to the best of the City’s knowledge is there threatened, any 

suit, action or proceeding against the City before any court, arbitrator, administrative agency or other 
governmental authority that materially and adversely affects the validity of any of the transactions 
contemplated hereby, the ability of the City to perform its obligations hereunder, or the validity or 
enforcement of this Agreement. 

 
Section 2.3.  Representations and Warranties by the Master Developer.  The Master 

Developer represents and warrants that: 
 
(a) The Master Developer is a limited liability company duly organized and in good 

standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, is duly authorized to transact business within the 
State, and has the power to enter into this Agreement. 

 
(b) Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the 

transactions contemplated hereby, nor the fulfillment of or compliance with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement is prevented, limited by or conflicts with or results in a breach of, 
the terms, conditions or provisions of any corporate restriction or any evidences of indebtedness, 
agreement or instrument of whatever nature to which the Master Developer is now a party or by 
which it is bound, or constitutes a default under any of the foregoing. 

 
(c) Whenever any Event of Default occurs and if the City or the Authority shall employ 

attorneys or incur other expenses for the collection of payments due or to become due or for the 
enforcement of performance or observance of any obligation or agreement on the part of the Master 
Developer under this Agreement, and the City or the Authority prevails in such action, the Master 
Developer agrees that it shall, within 20 days of written demand by the City or the Authority, pay 
to the City or the Authority the reasonable attorneys’ fees and other expenses so incurred by the 
City and the Authority. 

 
Section 2.4.  Representations and Warranties by the Secondary Developer.  The Secondary 

Developer represents and warrants that: 
 
(a) The Secondary Developer is a limited liability company duly organized and in good 

standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, is duly authorized to transact business within the 
State, and has the power to enter into this Agreement. 

 
(b) The Secondary Developer will construct, operate, and maintain the Minimum 

Improvements in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Final Development Plans, the 
Industrial Development Plan and all local, state and federal laws and regulations (including, but 
not limited to, environmental, zoning, building code and public health laws and regulations). 

 
(c) The Secondary Developer has received no notice or communication from any local, 

state or federal official that the activities of the Secondary Developer, the City or the Authority on 
the Development Property may be or will be in violation of any environmental law or regulation 
(other than those notices or communications of which the Authority and City are aware).  The 
Secondary Developer is aware of no facts the existence of which would cause it to be in violation 
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of or give any person a valid claim under any local, state or federal environmental law, regulation 
or review procedure. 

 
(d) The Secondary Developer will construct the Minimum Improvements in 

accordance with all local, state or federal laws or regulations. 
 
(e) The Secondary Developer will obtain, in a timely manner, all required permits, 

licenses and approvals, and will meet, in a timely manner, all requirements of all applicable local, 
state and federal laws and regulations which must be obtained or met before the Minimum 
Improvements may be lawfully constructed.   

 
(f) Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the 

transactions contemplated hereby, nor the fulfillment of or compliance with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement is prevented, limited by or conflicts with or results in a breach of, 
the terms, conditions or provisions of any corporate restriction or any evidences of indebtedness, 
agreement or instrument of whatever nature to which the Secondary Developer is now a party or 
by which it is bound, or constitutes a default under any of the foregoing. 

 
(g) Whenever any Event of Default occurs and if the City or the Authority shall employ 

attorneys or incur other expenses for the collection of payments due or to become due or for the 
enforcement of performance or observance of any obligation or agreement on the part of the 
Secondary Developer under this Agreement, and the City or the Authority prevails in such action, 
the Secondary Developer agrees that it shall, within 10 days of written demand by the City or the 
Authority, pay to the City or the Authority the reasonable attorneys’ fees and other expenses so 
incurred by the City and the Authority. 

 
(h) The proposed development by the Secondary Developer hereunder would not occur 

but for the tax increment financing assistance being provided by the Authority hereunder. 
 
(i) The Secondary Developer shall promptly advise the City and the Authority in 

writing of all litigation or claims affecting any part of the Minimum Improvements and all written 
complaints and charges made by any governmental authority materially affecting the Minimum 
Improvements or materially affecting the Secondary Developer or its business which may delay 
or require changes in construction of the Minimum Improvements.  

 
(j) The Secondary Developer has provided a proforma to the Authority for the 

purposes of the Authority conducting a needs analysis with respect to tax increment assistance and 
the terms of the Recapture Agreement.  The Secondary Developer represents and warrants that the 
proforma provided to the Authority is the same proforma the Secondary Developer intends to 
provide to any lender or equity partner providing financing for the Minimum Improvements.  In 
the event the Secondary Developer modifies the proforma prior to providing a copy of the same to 
any lender or equity partner providing financing for the Minimum Improvements, the Secondary 
Developer will also provide a copy of such revised proforma to the Authority.  The Secondary 
Developer understands and acknowledges that, if any modified proforma prepared prior to the 
closing on the Secondary Developer’s financing for the construction of the Minimum 
Improvements substantially changes the Baseline IRR (as that term is defined in the Recapture 
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Agreement), the Authority and the Secondary Developer will work cooperatively to revise the 
Baseline Proforma and IRR and the Baseline IRR and Threshold IRR exhibits attached to the 
Recapture Agreement to reflect such change to the Baseline IRR. 

 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE III 
 

Master Developer Agreements 
 

 Section 3.1.  Designation of Secondary Developer.  Pursuant to Section 4.3 of the Master 
Contract, the Master Developer designates BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC as the Secondary 
Developer for the Development Property to undertake the construction and equipping of the 
Minimum Improvements.  Based on the Secondary Developer’s covenants and representations in 
this Agreement, the City and the Authority hereby consent to such designation. 
 
 Section 3.2.  Assignment of Rights Under Master Contract.  The Master Developer hereby 
assigns its rights under the Master Contract with respect to the Development Property to the 
Secondary Developer and the Secondary Developer hereby agrees to accept such rights as set forth 
herein.  As of the Effective Date, the Secondary Developer assumes and agrees to perform its 
obligations under this Agreement, which shall satisfy Master Developer’s obligations related to 
the Development Property under the following Sections of the Master Contract: 
 

Section 7.2 (Submission and Approval of Final Development Plans) 
 
Section 7.3(3) (Copy of Notice of Default from Lender to Authority and City) 
 
Section 7.5 (Commencement of Construction) 
 
Section 7.6 (Certificate of Completion) 
 
Section 7.7 (Documentation of Counted Value) 
 
Section 7.8 (Recording of Certification of Completion) 
 
Section 8.1 (Insurance) 
 
Section 8.2 (Eminent Domain) 
 

 Section 8.3 (Indemnification)  
 
From and after the Effective Date, Master Developer shall be released from all of its obligations 
under the foregoing sections of the Master Contract relating to the Development Property that will 
be satisfied as a result of Secondary Developer’s performance under this Agreement.  All parties 
to this Agreement acknowledge and agree that all of the Secondary Developer’s obligations with 
respect to the Development Property are described in this Agreement, and if there is a conflict 
between this Agreement and the Master Contract, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail. 
 

 
(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE IV 
 

Tax Increment Financing Assistance 
 
 
 Section 4.1.  Status of Development Property.  The Secondary Developer purchased the 
Development Property on December 23, 2021.  Neither the Authority nor the City has any 
obligation to acquire the Development Property. 
 
 Section 4.2.  Environmental Conditions.   
 
 (a) The Secondary Developer acknowledges that neither the Authority nor the City 
makes any representations or warranties as to the condition of the soils on the Development 
Property or the fitness of the Development Property for construction of the Minimum 
Improvements or any other purpose for which the Secondary Developer may make use of such 
property, and that the assistance provided to the Secondary Developer under this Agreement 
neither implies any responsibility by the Authority or the City for any contamination of the 
Development Property nor imposes any obligation on such parties to participate in any cleanup of 
the Development Property.  
 
 (b) Without limiting its obligations under Section 9.3 hereof, the Secondary Developer 
further agrees that it will indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Authority, the City, and their 
governing body members, officers, agents, servants, and employees, from any claims or actions 
arising out of the presence, if any, of Hazardous Substances existing on or in the Development 
Property, unless and to the extent that such Hazardous Substances are present as a result of the 
actions or omissions of the indemnitees.  Nothing in this Section will be construed to limit or affect 
any limitations on liability of the City or Authority under State or federal law, including without 
limitation Minnesota Statutes, Sections 466.04 and 604.02. 
 
 (c) The Secondary Developer’s obligations under this Section 4.2 will survive the 
termination of this Agreement.    
 
 Section 4.3.  Reimbursement of Certain Costs.  The Secondary Developer shall undertake 
the Land Acquisition, the construction of the Public Improvements, the construction of the Parking 
Ramp, and the completion of the Site Preparation Work, and may incur costs in connection 
therewith that may be reimbursed with Available Tax Increment (collectively, the “Qualified 
Public Redevelopment Costs”).  In order to make the Land Acquisition and the Minimum 
Improvements economically feasible, the Authority shall reimburse the Secondary Developer for 
the Qualified Public Redevelopment Costs, up to a maximum principal amount of $22,900,000.    

 
Section 4.4.  Issuance of the TIF Note and Principal Advances.   

 
 (a) Terms.  To reimburse the Secondary Developer for certain Qualified Public 
Redevelopment Costs relating to the Land Acquisition and the Minimum Improvements, the 
Authority shall issue and deliver the TIF Note in the principal amount of $22,900,000 in 
substantially the form set forth in EXHIBIT B.  The Authority and the Secondary Developer agree 
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that the TIF Note shall be issued in consideration of the Secondary Developer paying the Qualified 
Public Redevelopment Costs.  The Authority will deliver the TIF Note to the Secondary Developer 
within fifteen (15) days following the Secondary Developer’s satisfaction of the following conditions: 
(i) the Authority’s receipt of a fully executed Easement and Maintenance Agreement related to the 
streets, pedestrian corridors and sidewalks included within or immediately adjacent to the Minimum 
Improvements; (ii) the Authority’s receipt of evidence of equity and lender financing as required by 
Section 8.1 hereof; (iii) completion of the cost review required prior to construction of the Minimum 
Improvements pursuant to the Third Party Cost Review Agreement described in Section 5.3(b); and 
(iv) the Authority’s receipt of an investment letter in a form reasonably satisfactory to the Authority 
executed by the Secondary Developer and, as applicable, any assignee of the TIF Note.  The principal 
amount of the TIF Note when issued will be $8,844,000, which amount will reflect the Qualified 
Public Redevelopment Costs incurred by the Secondary Developer in connection with the Land 
Acquisition.  Interest on the TIF Note will begin to accrue on the date the Authority issues the TIF 
Note.  Following issuance of the TIF Note, once the Secondary Developer has incurred at least 
$3,000,000 of hard construction costs for in-place construction of the Minimum Improvements, the 
Secondary Developer will be entitled to receive payment from Available Tax Increment for the then-
accrued interest under the TIF Note.  To receive the first payment of accrued interest under the TIF 
Note, the Secondary Developer must submit a written request to the Authority for payment of such 
interest, which request must be accompanied by reasonable evidence to verify the Secondary 
Developer has incurred at least $3,000,000 of hard construction costs for in-place construction of the 
Minimum Improvements. Within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the Secondary Developer’s request 
for payment of accrued interest under the TIF Note, the Authority shall, if the Authority 
Representative has determined that the Secondary Developer has incurred at least $3,000,000 of hard 
construction costs for in-place construction of the Minimum Improvements, pay the accrued interest 
to the Secondary Developer from Available Tax Increment.  The date the Authority pays this first 
payment of accrued interest to the Secondary Developer will be the first Payment Date under the TIF 
Note.  Once this first payment of accrued interest is paid under the TIF Note, every three (3) months 
thereafter the Secondary Developer will be entitled to receive payment from Available Tax Increment 
for the then-accrued interest under the TIF Note.  The Secondary Developer will be entitled to receive 
these payments of accrued interest under the TIF Note until the first February 1 or August 1 after the 
Certificate of Completion is issued for the Minimum Improvements, at which time payments of 
principal and interest under the TIF Note from Available Tax Increment will commence and be made 
on each February 1 and August 1, as applicable, thereafter.  Notwithstanding the foregoing or anything 
in this Agreement to the contrary, the amount paid under the TIF Note from TIF District Tax 
Increment each calendar year will not exceed $1,100,000. 
 
 (b) Principal Advances.  At any time after the issuance of the TIF Note, the Secondary 
Developer may request the Authority enter an additional advance of principal under the TIF Note (a 
“Principal Advance”) on the ledger of such advances maintained by the registrar (the “Principal 
Advance Ledger”), by submitting to the Authority a certificate (the “Principal Advance Certificate”) 
signed by the Secondary Developer’s duly authorized representative, containing the following: (i) a 
statement that each cost identified in the Principal Advance Certificate is a Qualified Public 
Redevelopment Cost reimbursable with Available Tax Increment pursuant to Section 4.3 hereof and 
that no part of such cost has been included in any previous Principal Advance Certificate; (ii) evidence 
that each identified Qualified Public Redevelopment Cost has been paid or incurred by or on behalf 
of the Secondary Developer; and (iii) a statement that no uncured Event of Default by the Secondary 
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Developer has occurred and is continuing under this Agreement.  Additionally, at the same time the 
Secondary Developer submits a Principal Advance Certificate to the Authority, the Secondary 
Developer shall also submit to the Authority’s third-party cost consultant copies of any reports or 
similar documentation issued by any third-party inspecting architect in connection with the Secondary 
Developer’s construction of the Minimum Improvements that confirms the status of the construction 
of the portion of the Minimum Improvements for which the Secondary Developer seeks 
reimbursement in the Principal Advance Certificate.  The Secondary Developer may submit up to 
five (5) Principal Advance Certificates to the Authority; provided, however, the Secondary Developer 
may not submit a final Principal Advance Certificate that would cause the principal amount of the 
TIF Note to equal the maximum amount of such note until the Secondary Developer has received the 
Certificate of Completion for the Minimum Improvements.  After the submission and approval of the 
Principal Advance Certificate for the applicable portion of the Minimum Improvements for which 
reimbursement is sought under such Principal Advance Certificate, as applicable, an advance of 
principal shall be made under the TIF Note which shall increase the principal due under the TIF Note.  
Once the principal advance is made, interest shall begin to accrue on such principal as of the date of 
such advance.   
 
 Within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Principal Advance Certificate, the Authority shall, 
if the Authority Representative has determined that all the aforementioned requirements have been 
satisfied, so notify the Secondary Developer and direct the registrar to enter the amount requested in 
the Principal Advance Ledger, with such requested amount deemed advanced as of the date of the 
Authority’s receipt of the applicable Principal Advance Certificate, provided that the aggregate 
amount of sums entered on the Principal Advance Ledger shall not exceed $22,900,000.  The 
Authority may, if not satisfied that the conditions described herein have been met, return the Principal 
Advance Certificate within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Principal Advance Certificate with a 
statement of the reasons why the Principal Advance Certificate is not acceptable and requesting such 
further documentation or clarification as the Authority may reasonably require.  Failure by the 
Authority to notify the Secondary Developer of any objections within thirty (30) days after receipt of 
the Principal Advance Certificate will be deemed acceptance thereof. 
 
 The Administrator of the Authority shall have the authority to approve or provide objections 
to a request for a principal advance under the TIF Note. 
 
 (c) Qualifications.  The Secondary Developer understands and acknowledges that the 
Authority makes no representations or warranties regarding the amount of Available Tax Increment, 
or that revenues pledged to the TIF Note will be sufficient to pay the principal of the TIF Note.  Any 
estimates of Tax Increment prepared by the Authority or its municipal advisors in connection with 
the TIF District or this Agreement are for the benefit of the Authority, and are not intended as 
representations on which the Secondary Developer may rely.  If the Qualified Public Redevelopment 
Costs exceed the principal amount of the TIF Note, such excess costs are the sole responsibility of the 
Secondary Developer.   
 
 (d) Use of Available Tax Increment After TIF Note Paid in Full.  The Master Developer, 
the Secondary Developer, the City, and the Authority acknowledge and understand that the Available 
Tax Increment is partially derived from the Development Property, which is one parcel in the TIF 
District and that the TIF District consists of many parcels.  Upon full payment of the principal of and 
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interest on the TIF Note, the Authority will utilize the remaining Available Tax Increment, including 
the Development Property Available Tax Increment, for eligible costs within the TIF District. 
 
 (e) TIF District Tax Increment.  The Master Developer, the Secondary Developer, the 
City, and the Authority acknowledge and agree that they will use commercially reasonable efforts to 
not take any actions, including approving or entering into any secondary development agreement or 
otherwise agreeing to reimburse Master Developer or any secondary developer for costs incurred 
with a development project in the TIF District that would cause the amount of TIF District Tax 
Increment, as reasonably estimated by the Authority and the Master Developer, after paying amounts 
committed under this Agreement and any amounts committed under any other agreements, to be less 
than (i) $1,700,000 during any calendar year until December 31, 2028, and (ii) $1,300,000 during any 
calendar year from January 1, 2029, until the TIF Note has been paid in full.  The restriction set forth 
in this Section will no longer apply following the full repayment of the TIF Note.  The Master 
Developer, the Secondary Developer, the City, and the Authority acknowledge and agree that the 
purpose of maintaining this $1,700,000 balance or $1,300,000 balance, as applicable, of TIF District 
Tax Increment is to create a reserve within the BCS TIF Account in the event future Tax Increment 
deposited into the BCS TIF Account is less than amounts that the parties have projected will be 
deposited into such account and available as TIF District Tax Increment in future years.  
Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary and for the avoidance of doubt, in 
calculating the amount of TIF District Tax Increment that is included within Available Tax Increment 
during any calendar year, any shortfalls in the amount of Tax Increment paid by the Authority on 
commitments made prior to the Effective Date by the City, the Authority, or the Master Developer, 
whether pursuant to the Master Contract or pursuant to a separate secondary development 
agreement, to reimburse the Master Developer and/or a secondary developer for costs incurred for 
an existing development project in the TIF District, shall be eliminated prior to any TIF District Tax 
Increment being included as Available Tax Increment under this Agreement.  Notwithstanding 
anything herein to the contrary, the City and the Authority are not guaranteeing, and will have no 
obligation to guarantee, that the amount of Tax Increment received before the TIF Note has been paid 
in full will be sufficient so as to maintain the balance of TIF District Tax Increment referenced in this 
Section 4.4(e).       
 
 Section 4.5.  Minimum Improvements and Covenants of Secondary Developer.  In 
exchange for the financial assistance provided by the City and the Authority pursuant to this 
Agreement, the Secondary Developer has covenanted to perform the following: 
 

(a) Construct Minimum Improvements.  Subject to Unavoidable Delays, the Secondary 
Developer agrees to construct the Minimum Improvements on the Development Property pursuant 
to the terms of this Agreement. 

 
(b) Provide Affordable Housing.  Pursuant to the terms of the Declaration of Restrictive 

Covenants, the Secondary Developer agrees that nine percent (9%) of the rental housing units 
within the Minimum Improvements (comprising the following mix of bedroom types: fifteen (15) 
studio or alcove units, eleven (11) one-bedroom units, nine (9) one-bedroom plus den or two-
bedroom units, and one (1) three-bedroom unit) will be made affordable and available to 
households at or below 60% of the area median income for twenty (20) years following the date 
that the Secondary Developer receives a certificate of occupancy for the first phase of housing 
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units within the Minimum Improvements, all as more fully described in the Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants.  The form of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants is set forth in EXHIBIT 
C attached hereto. 

 
(c) Repay Portion of Subsidy if Minimum Improvements are More Profitable than 

Expected.  The Secondary Developer agrees to enter into the Recapture Agreement, which requires 
(a) repayment of up to 50% of $15,100,000 of the assistance provided by the Authority under the 
terms of this Agreement relating to the Minimum Improvements, under certain circumstances 
described therein relating to the profitability of the Minimum Improvements (excluding the 
Grocery Store Component), and (b) repayment of up to 50% of $7,800,000 of the assistance 
provided by the Authority under the terms of this Agreement relating to the Minimum 
Improvements under certain circumstances described therein relating to the profitability of the 
Grocery Store Component.  

 
(d) Transient Lodging Limitation.  The Secondary Developer acknowledges and agrees 

that, notwithstanding anything in City’s zoning code to the contrary, as such zoning code may be 
amended or otherwise modified from time to time, at all times prior to the Maturity Date: (i) the 
maximum number of apartment units on the Development Property that Secondary Developer, its 
successors, or assigns will lease or otherwise make available for Transient Lodging will be the 
lesser of (a) twenty percent (20)% of the total number of apartment units on the Development 
Property, and (b) the maximum number of apartment units on the Development Property, if any, 
that may be used for Transient Lodging under the City’s zoning code, as such zoning code may be 
amended or otherwise modified from time to time; and (ii) Secondary Developer, its successors, 
and assigns will include in each of its leases for any of the apartment units on the Development 
Property a restriction that prohibits any tenant from subleasing, licensing, or otherwise offering or 
using such apartment unit for Transient Lodging.  

 
(e) Completion Guaranty.  The Secondary Developer agrees to cause McGough 

Construction Co., LLC to deliver the Completion Guaranty.      
 
 Section 4.6.  Construction of Public Improvements.  The Public Improvements required to 
be constructed by the Secondary Developer are reflected in the Final Development Plans.  All 
Public Improvements shall comply with the City’s 2022 standard specifications for construction 
currently on file with the office of the City’s Engineer. 
 

Section 4.7.  No Business Subsidy.  The parties agree and understand that the Authority’s 
financial assistance in the amount of $22,900,000 to be provided to the Secondary Developer to 
facilitate the development of housing within the Industrial Development District and the portion of 
the Parking Ramp needed for the housing is not a “business subsidy” within the meaning of the 
Business Subsidy Act.  The Grocery Store Component will be paid for by equity provided by the 
Secondary Developer. 

 
Section 4.8. Five-Year Rule.  As of the date of this Agreement, the five-year rule for the 

TIF District was extended to April 20, 2026.  The Secondary Developer acknowledges and 
understands that it must comply with Minnesota Statutes, Section 469.1763, subdivision 3, as 
amended, on or prior to such date. 
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Section 4.9 Grant Funds.  The City, Authority, and/or Secondary Developer may apply for 

grant funds for purposes of financing the initial construction of some or all of the Public 
Improvements (collectively, the “Grant Funds”).  Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the 
contrary, if Grant Funds are paid to Secondary Developer to offset the costs of constructing the Public 
Improvements, the principal amount of the TIF Note will be reduced by the amount of such Grant 
Funds so paid to Secondary Developer.           
 

 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE V 
 

Construction and Maintenance of Minimum Improvements 
 
 

Section 5.1.  Construction of Minimum Improvements.  Subject to Unavoidable Delays, 
the Secondary Developer agrees that it will construct the Minimum Improvements on the 
Development Property substantially in accordance with the approved Final Development Plans.  
At all times prior to the Maturity Date, Secondary Developer will operate and maintain, preserve 
and keep the Minimum Improvements or cause such improvements to be maintained, preserved 
and kept with the appurtenances and every part and parcel thereof, in good repair and condition.  
The City and the Authority shall have no obligation to operate or maintain the Minimum 
Improvements.  

 
Section 5.2.  Construction Plans.  Before commencement of construction of the Minimum 

Improvements, the Secondary Developer shall submit the Construction Plans to the City’s Building 
and Inspection Division.  The Construction Plans shall provide for the construction of the 
Minimum Improvements and shall be in substantial conformity with the Industrial Development 
Plan, this Agreement, and all applicable State and local laws and regulations.   

 
Section 5.3.  Commencement and Completion of Construction.   
 
(a) Subject to Unavoidable Delays, the Secondary Developer shall commence the 

Minimum Improvements on or before December 31, 2022, and substantially complete the 
construction of the Minimum Improvements on or before December 31, 2024.  Construction is 
considered to be commenced upon the beginning of physical improvements beyond grading. 
 

(b) All work with respect to the Minimum Improvements to be constructed or provided 
by the Secondary Developer on the Development Property shall be in substantial conformity with 
the Final Development Plans.  The Secondary Developer agrees for itself, its successors and 
assigns, and every successor in interest to the Development Property, or any part thereof, that the 
Secondary Developer, and such successors and assigns, shall promptly begin and diligently 
prosecute to completion the development of the Development Property through the construction 
of the Minimum Improvements thereon, and that such construction shall in any event be, subject 
to Unavoidable Delays, commenced and completed within the period specified in subsection (a) 
above.  Pursuant to the Third Party Cost Review Agreement, the Secondary Developer shall 
cooperate with the Authority’s Third Party Cost Review Consultant to provide a full accounting 
of the costs of the Land Acquisition, the Public Improvements, the Parking Ramp, and the Site 
Preparation Work (i) prior to construction, and (ii) following completion of the Minimum 
Improvements. 

 
Section 5.4.  Certificate of Completion.   
 
(a) Promptly after substantial completion of the Minimum Improvements, the 

Authority will furnish the Secondary Developer with a Certificate of Completion in substantially 
the form attached as EXHIBIT D.  Substantial Completion will occur when a final (or temporary 
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with conditions reasonably acceptable to the Authority) Certificates of Occupancy are provided 
for all components of the Minimum Improvements; provided, however, that a Certificate of 
Completion for the Minimum Improvements may be issued prior to the completion of landscaping 
improvements.  Such certification by the Authority shall be a conclusive determination of 
satisfaction and termination of the agreements and covenants in the Agreement with respect to the 
obligations of the Secondary Developer, and its successors and assigns, to construct the Minimum 
Improvements and the date for the completion thereof.  Such certification and such determination 
shall not constitute evidence of compliance with or satisfaction of any obligation of the Secondary 
Developer to any Lender, or any insurer of a Mortgage, securing money loaned to finance the 
Minimum Improvements, or any part thereof. 
 
 (b) The Certificate of Completion provided for in this Section 5.4 hereof shall be in 
such form as will enable it to be recorded in the proper office for the recordation of deeds and other 
instruments pertaining to the Development Property.  If the Authority shall refuse or fail to provide 
any certification in accordance with the provisions of this Section 5.4, the Authority shall, within 
fifteen (15) days after written request by the Secondary Developer, provide the Secondary 
Developer with a written statement, indicating in adequate detail in what respects the Secondary 
Developer has failed to complete the Minimum Improvements in accordance with the provisions 
of the Agreement, or is otherwise in default, and what measures or acts it will be necessary, in the 
reasonable opinion of the Authority, for the Secondary Developer to take or perform in order to 
obtain such certification. 

 
Section 5.5.  Construction of Parking Ramp for Alternate Uses.  The plans for the Parking 

Ramp provide for approximately 596 parking spaces.  The Authority and the Secondary Developer 
anticipate, however, that the demand for parking spaces within the Parking Ramp could decline in the 
future due to autonomous vehicles and ride-share services, which reduction in demand could result in 
an opportunity to reuse some portion of the Parking Ramp for an alternate use.  The Secondary 
Developer agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to design and build the Parking Ramp so as 
to provide the possibility that a portion of such ramp could be repurposed for another use in the future.  
If the Secondary Developer determines, in its sole discretion, that the need for parking on the 
Development Property has decreased to such an extent that a permanent reduction of the number of 
parking spaces within the Parking Ramp is possible without compromising the value, marketability, 
or operation of the Minimum Improvements, the Authority agrees to cooperate with the Secondary 
Developer in repurposing a portion of the Parking Ramp and redeveloping such portion of the Parking 
Ramp for alternate uses, but the Authority has no financial obligation related to the repurposing or 
redevelopment.  EXHIBIT F attached hereto includes examples of how a portion of the Parking Ramp 
could be redeveloped for alternative uses.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Secondary Developer 
must comply with the local zoning codes and other applicable laws. 
 
 

 
(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE VI 
 

Insurance 
 
 
 Section 6.1.  Insurance.   
 
 (a) The Secondary Developer or its general contractor will provide and maintain at all 
times during the process of constructing the Minimum Improvements an All Risk Broad Form 
Basis Insurance Policy and, from time to time during that period, at the request of the Authority, 
furnish the Authority with proof of payment of premiums on policies covering the following: 
 
  (i) Builder’s risk insurance, written on the so-called “Builder’s Risk – 

Completed Value Basis,” in an amount equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the 
insurable value of the Minimum Improvements at the date of completion, and with 
coverage available in nonreporting form on the so-called “all risk” form of policy.  The 
interest of the Authority shall be protected in accordance with a clause in form and content 
satisfactory to the Authority; 

 
  (ii) Commercial general liability insurance (including operations, contingent 

liability, operations of subcontractors, completed operations and contractual liability 
insurance) together with a Protective Liability Policy with limits against bodily injury and 
property damage of not less than $2,000,000 for each occurrence (to accomplish the above-
required limits, an umbrella excess liability policy may be used).  The Authority shall be 
listed as an additional insured on the policy; and 

 
  (iii) Workers’ compensation insurance, with statutory coverage. 
 
 (b) Upon completion of construction of the Minimum Improvements and prior to the 
Maturity Date, the Secondary Developer shall maintain, or cause to be maintained, at its cost and 
expense, and from time to time at the request of the Authority shall furnish proof of the payment 
of premiums on, insurance as follows: 
 
  (i) Insurance against loss and/or damage to the Minimum Improvements under 

a policy or policies covering such risks as are ordinarily insured against by similar 
businesses. 

 
  (ii) Comprehensive general public liability insurance, including personal injury 

liability (with employee exclusion deleted), against liability for injuries to persons and/or 
property, in the minimum amount for each occurrence and for each year of $2,000,000, 
and shall be endorsed to show the City and the Authority as additional insureds. 

 
  (iii)  Such other insurance, including workers’ compensation insurance respecting 

all employees, if any, of the Secondary Developer, in such amount as is customarily carried 
by like organizations engaged in like activities of comparable size and liability exposure; 
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provided that the Secondary Developer may be self-insured with respect to all or any part 
of its liability for workers’ compensation. 

 
 (c) All insurance required in this Article VI shall be taken out and maintained in 
responsible insurance companies selected by the Secondary Developer which are authorized under 
the laws of the State to assume the risks covered thereby.  Upon request, the Secondary Developer 
will deposit annually with the Authority policies evidencing all such insurance, or a certificate or 
certificates or binders of the respective insurers stating that such insurance is in force and effect.  
Unless otherwise provided in this Article VI each policy shall contain a provision that the insurer 
shall not cancel nor modify it in such a way as to reduce the coverage provided below the amounts 
required herein without giving written notice to the Secondary Developer and the Authority at least 
thirty (30) days before the cancellation or modification becomes effective.  In lieu of separate 
policies, the Secondary Developer may maintain a single policy, blanket or umbrella policies, or a 
combination thereof, having the coverage required herein, in which event the Secondary Developer 
shall deposit with the Authority a certificate or certificates of the respective insurers as to the 
amount of coverage in force upon the Minimum Improvements. 
 
 (d) The Secondary Developer agrees to notify the Authority immediately in the case of 
damage exceeding $100,000 in amount to, or destruction of, the Minimum Improvements or any 
portion thereof resulting from fire or other casualty.  In such event the Secondary Developer will 
forthwith repair, reconstruct and restore the Minimum Improvements to substantially the same or 
an improved condition or value as it existed prior to the event causing such damage and, to the 
extent necessary to accomplish such repair, reconstruction and restoration, the Secondary 
Developer will apply the Net Proceeds of any insurance relating to such damage received by the 
Secondary Developer to the payment or reimbursement of the costs thereof. 
 
 The Secondary Developer shall complete the repair, reconstruction and restoration of the 
Minimum Improvements, whether or not the Net Proceeds of insurance received by the Secondary 
Developer for such purposes are sufficient to pay for the same.  Any Net Proceeds remaining after 
completion of such repairs, construction and restoration shall be the property of the Secondary 
Developer. 
 
 (e) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, in the event 
of damage to the Minimum Improvements in excess of $100,000, if Secondary Developer fails 
within 18 months from the date of damage to either (i) complete the repair, reconstruction or 
restoration of the Minimum Improvements, or (ii) deliver a guaranty of completion of construction 
and commence construction to replace the Minimum Improvements or to construct other 
improvements with substantially the same assessed value, the Authority may, at its option, suspend 
the payment under the TIF Note as described in Section 10.3(b) hereof.   
 
 (f) The Secondary Developer and the Authority agree that all of the insurance 
provisions set forth in this Article VI shall terminate upon the termination of this Agreement. 
 
 Section 6.2.  Subordination.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this 
Article VI, the rights of the Authority with respect to the receipt and application of any proceeds 
of insurance shall, in all respects, be subject and subordinate to the rights of any lender under a 
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Mortgage approved pursuant to Article VIII hereof.  Any subordination agreement requested to be 
executed by the City and the Authority shall be reviewed and approved by the City Council and 
the Board of the Authority; provided, however, if the form of a subordination agreement is 
materially the same as the form of subordination agreement attached as EXHIBIT H hereto, no 
further review or approvals by the City Council or the Board of the Authority shall be required.  
The determination of whether a subordination agreement is materially different than the form of 
subordination agreement set forth in EXHIBIT H shall be made solely by the Authority’s 
Administrator.      
 
 
 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE VII 
 

Tax Increment; Taxes 
 
 

Section 7.1.  Right to Collect Delinquent Taxes.  The Secondary Developer acknowledges 
that the Authority is providing substantial aid and assistance in furtherance of the redevelopment 
described in this Agreement through the reimbursement of the Qualified Public Redevelopment 
Costs paid by the Secondary Developer.  The Secondary Developer understands that the Available 
Tax Increment pledged to payment of the TIF Note is derived partially from real estate taxes on the 
Minimum Improvements and partially from real estate taxes from other properties within the TIF 
District, which taxes must be promptly and timely paid.  To that end, the Secondary Developer agrees 
for itself, its successors and assigns, that any failure to pay before delinquency all real estate taxes 
assessed against the Development Property and the Minimum Improvements and failure to cure any 
such default as permitted under Section 10.1 herein shall constitute an Event of Default under this 
Agreement. 
 

Section 7.2.  Reduction of Taxes.  The Secondary Developer agrees that, prior to completion 
of the Minimum Improvements, it will not cause a reduction in the real property taxes paid in respect 
of the Development Property through:  (A) willful destruction of the Development Property or any 
part thereof (except for demolition of the existing surface parking lot or other improvements on the 
Development Property necessary for the construction of the Minimum Improvements and demolition 
of all or a portion of the Parking Ramp pursuant to Section 5.4 hereof); or (B) willful refusal to 
reconstruct damaged or destroyed property.   

 
The Secondary Developer also agrees that it will not, prior to the Maturity Date: (i) seek 

exemption from property tax for the Development Property, or (ii) convey or transfer or allow 
conveyance or transfer of the Development Property to any entity that is exempt from payment of real 
property taxes under State law. 
 

The Secondary Developer may, at any time following the issuance of a Certificate of 
Completion for each component of the Minimum Improvements, seek through petition or other means 
to have the market value for the Development Property and the improvements thereon reduced for 
purposes of reducing the real property taxes for the Development Property and such improvements.  
The Secondary Developer acknowledges and understands that if it seeks a reduction of the market 
value of the Development Property, the amount of Available Tax Increment available to pay the 
principal of and interest on the TIF Note will likely decrease and may not be sufficient to pay all of 
the principal of and interest on the TIF Note.  Such activity must be preceded by written notice from 
the Secondary Developer to the Authority indicating its intention to do so.   

 
Upon receiving such notice, or otherwise learning of the Secondary Developer’s intentions, 

the Authority may reduce payments due under the TIF Note to an amount related to the requested 
reduced market value until the actual amount of the reduction in market value is determined, 
whereupon the Authority will make the suspended payments less any amount that the Authority is 
required to repay the County as a result of any retroactive reduction in market value of the 
Development Property and improvements thereon.  If the Secondary Developer fails to notify the 
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Authority of the tax petition, the Authority shall have the right to withhold all payments of principal 
and interest on the TIF Note until the Authority has withheld an amount related to the requested 
reduced market value.  Upon resolution of the Secondary Developer’s tax petition, any Available Tax 
Increment deferred and withheld under this Section shall be paid to Secondary Developer, without 
interest thereon, to the extent payable under the assessor’s final determination of market value. 
 

During the period that any payments of Available Tax Increment are subject to reduction in 
accordance with this Section 7.2, the Authority may make partial payments on the TIF Note from the 
amounts subject to suspension, if it determines, in its sole and absolute discretion, that the amount 
retained will be sufficient to cover any repayment which the County may require. 
 

The Authority’s suspension of payments on the TIF Note pursuant to this Section shall not be 
considered an Event of Default under Section 10.1 hereof. 
 

 
 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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ARTICLE VIII 
 

Financing 
 
 

Section 8.1.  Mortgage Financing.   
 
(a) Before commencement of construction of the Minimum Improvements, the 

Secondary Developer shall submit to the Authority evidence of one or more commitments for 
financing which, together with committed equity for such construction, is sufficient for payment 
of the Minimum Improvements. Such commitments may be submitted as short term financing, 
long term mortgage financing, mezzanine financing, a bridge loan with a long-term take-out 
financing commitment, or any combination of the foregoing.   

 
(b) If the Authority finds that the financing is sufficiently committed and adequate in 

amount to pay the costs specified in paragraph (a) then the Authority shall notify the Secondary 
Developer in writing of its approval.  Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld and either 
approval or rejection shall be given within ten (10) days from the date when the Authority is 
provided the evidence of financing.  A failure by the Authority to respond to such evidence of 
financing shall be deemed to constitute an approval hereunder.  If the Authority rejects the 
evidence of financing as inadequate, it shall do so in writing specifying the basis for the rejection.  
In any event the Secondary Developer shall submit adequate evidence of financing within 10 days 
after such rejection. 

 
 Section 8.2.  Authority’s Option to Cure Default on Mortgage.  In the event that any portion 
of the Secondary Developer’s funds are provided through mortgage financing, and there occurs a 
default under any Mortgage authorized pursuant to this Article VIII, the Secondary Developer 
shall cause the Authority to receive copies of any notice of default received by the Secondary 
Developer from any Lender.  Thereafter, the Authority shall have the right, but not the obligation, 
to cure any such default on behalf of the Secondary Developer within such cure periods as are 
available to the Secondary Developer under the Mortgage documents. 
 

Section 8.3.  Subordination.  If the Secondary Developer requires mortgage financing for the 
development of the Minimum Improvements, the City and Authority agree to subordinate their rights 
under this Agreement to the Lender or Lenders securing construction or permanent financing and the 
City and the Authority agree to consent to such subordination.  Any subordination agreements 
requested that is materially the same as the form of the subordination agreement attached as EXHIBIT 
H hereto may be reviewed and approved by the Administrator of the Authority; otherwise, any other 
form of subordination agreement shall be reviewed and approved by the City Council and the Board 
of the Authority as required under Section 6.2 above. The determination of whether a subordination 
agreement is materially different than the form of subordination agreement set forth in EXHIBIT 
H shall be made solely by the Authority’s Administrator. 
 
 Section 8.4.  Assignment to Lender.  If the Secondary Developer requires financing for the 
development of the Minimum Improvements, the City and Authority agree to consent to the 
Secondary Developer making a collateral assignment of this Agreement and/or the TIF Note to the 
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Lender or Lenders securing any such financing.  Any assignment agreements requested may be 
reviewed and approved by the Administrator of the Authority. 
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ARTICLE IX 

Prohibitions Against Assignment and Transfer; Indemnification 

 
 

Section 9.1.  Representation as to Development.  The Secondary Developer represents and 
agrees that its undertakings pursuant to this Agreement, are, and will be used, for the purpose of 
development of the Development Property and not for speculation in land holding. 

 
Section 9.2.  Prohibition Against Secondary Developer’s Transfer of Property and 

Assignment of Agreement.  The Secondary Developer represents and agrees that prior to issuance 
of the final Certificate of Completion for the Minimum Improvements:  

 
(a) Except only by way of security for, and only for, the purpose of obtaining financing 

necessary to enable the Secondary Developer or any successor in interest to the Development 
Property, or any part thereof, to perform its obligations with respect to making the Minimum 
Improvements under this Agreement, and any other purpose authorized by this Agreement, the 
Secondary Developer has not made or created and will not make or create or suffer to be made or 
created any total or partial sale, assignment, conveyance, or lease, or any trust or power, or transfer 
in any other mode or form of or with respect to the Agreement or the Development Property or 
any part thereof or any interest therein, or any contract or agreement to do any of the same (except 
a lease to a residential occupant or one or more leases for the Grocery Store Component), without 
the prior written approval of the City and the Authority unless the Secondary Developer remains 
liable and bound by this Agreement in which event the City and the Authority’s approval is not 
required.  Any such transfer shall be subject to the provisions of this Agreement.   

 
(b) In the event the Secondary Developer, upon transfer or assignment of the 

Development Property seeks to be released from its obligations under this Agreement prior to 
issuance of the final Certificate of Completion for the Minimum Improvements, the City and the 
Authority shall be entitled to require, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, as conditions 
to any such release that: 
 

(i) Any proposed transferee shall have the qualifications and financial 
responsibility, in the reasonable judgment of the City and the Authority, necessary and 
adequate to fulfill the obligations undertaken in this Agreement by the Secondary 
Developer. 
 

(ii) Any proposed transferee, by instrument in writing satisfactory to the City and 
the Authority and in form recordable among the land records, shall, for itself and its successors 
and assigns, and expressly for the benefit of the City and the Authority, have expressly 
assumed all of the obligations of the Secondary Developer under this Agreement and agreed 
to be subject to all the conditions and restrictions to which the Secondary Developer is subject; 
provided, however, that the fact that any transferee of, or any other successor in interest 
whatsoever to, the Development Property, or any part thereof, shall not, for whatever reason, 
have assumed such obligations or so agreed, and shall not (unless and only to the extent 
otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement or agreed to in writing by the City and the 
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Authority) deprive the City and the Authority of any rights or remedies or controls with 
respect to the Development Property or any part thereof or the construction of the Minimum 
Improvements; it being the intent of the parties as expressed in this Agreement that (to the 
fullest extent permitted at law and in equity and excepting only in the manner and to the extent 
specifically provided otherwise in this Agreement) no transfer of, or change with respect to, 
ownership in the Development Property or any part thereof, or any interest therein, however 
consummated or occurring, and whether voluntary or involuntary, shall operate, legally or 
practically, to deprive or limit the City or the Authority of or with respect to any rights or 
remedies on controls provided in or resulting from this Agreement with respect to the 
Minimum Improvements that the City or the Authority would have had, had there been no 
such transfer or change.  In the absence of specific written agreement by the City and the 
Authority to the contrary, no such transfer or approval by the City and the Authority thereof 
shall be deemed to relieve the Secondary Developer, or any other party bound in any way by 
this Agreement or otherwise with respect to the construction of the Minimum Improvements, 
from any of its obligations with respect thereto. 

 
(iii) Any and all instruments and other legal documents involved in effecting the 

transfer of any interest in this Agreement or the Development Property governed by this 
Article IX, shall be in a form reasonably satisfactory to the City and the Authority. 

 
In the event the foregoing conditions are satisfied then the Secondary Developer shall be 
released from its obligation under this Agreement.  

 
(c) After issuance of the final Certificate of Completion for the Minimum 

Improvements, the Secondary Developer may transfer or assign the Development Property or the 
Secondary Developer’s interest in this Agreement and/or the TIF Note, provided that Secondary 
Developer provides the City and the Authority (i) written notice of any such transfer or assignment, 
which will include the name and contract information for the assignee of the TIF Note, (ii) an 
assignment and assumption agreement executed by the Secondary Developer, the Master 
Developer, the Authority, and the City in materially the same form as the agreement set forth in 
Exhibit I, and (iii) an investment letter in a form substantially similar to the investment letter 
submitted by the Secondary Developer or a certificate of the transferor, in a form satisfactory to the 
Authority, that such transfer is exempt from registration and prospectus delivery requirements of 
federal and applicable state securities laws.  The determination of whether an assignment and 
assumption agreement is materially different than the form of such agreement set forth in 
EXHIBIT I shall be made solely by the Authority’s Administrator.  Any transferee or assignee 
shall be bound by all the Secondary Developer’s obligations hereunder.  The Secondary Developer 
shall submit to the City and the Authority written evidence of a transferee or assignee’s assumption 
of the Secondary Developer’s obligations under this Agreement.  If the Secondary Developer fails 
to provide such evidence of transfer and assumption, the Secondary Developer shall remain bound 
by all its obligations under this Agreement until delivery of such evidence of assumption. 

 
 Section 9.3.  Release and Indemnification Covenants.   
 

(a) The Secondary Developer releases from and covenants and agrees that the 
Authority, the City and their respective governing body members, officers, agents, servants and 
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employees thereof shall not be liable for and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Authority, 
the City and their respective governing body members, officers, agents, servants and employees 
thereof against any loss or damage to property or any injury to or death of any person occurring at 
or about or resulting from any defect in the Minimum Improvements.  

 
(b) Except for any willful misrepresentation or any willful or wanton misconduct of 

the following named parties, the Secondary Developer agrees to protect and defend the Authority, 
the City and their respective governing body members, officers, agents, and employees thereof, 
now or forever, and further agrees to hold the aforesaid harmless from any claim, demand, suit, 
action or other proceeding whatsoever by any person or entity whatsoever arising or purportedly 
arising from this Agreement, or the transactions contemplated hereby or the acquisition, 
construction, installation, ownership, maintenance and operation of the Minimum Improvements.  

 
(c) The Authority, the City and their respective governing body members, officers, 

agents, servants and employees thereof shall not be liable for any damage or injury to the persons 
or property of the Secondary Developer or its officers, agents, servants or employees or any other 
person who may be about the Development Property or Minimum Improvements due to any act of 
negligence of any person. 

 
(d) All covenants, stipulations, promises, agreements and obligations of the Authority and 

the City contained herein shall be deemed to be the covenants, stipulations, promises, agreements and 
obligations of the Authority and not of any governing body member, officer, agent, servant or 
employee of the Authority in the individual capacity thereof. 
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ARTICLE X 
 

Events of Default 
 
 

Section 10.1.  Events of Default Defined.  The following shall be “Events of Default” under 
this Agreement and the term “Event of Default” shall mean, whenever it is used in this Agreement, 
any one or more of the following events, after the non-defaulting party provides 30 days’ written 
notice to the defaulting party of the event, but only if the event has not been cured within said 30 
days or, if the event is by its nature incurable within 30 days, the defaulting party does not, within 
such 30-day period, provide assurances reasonably satisfactory to the party providing notice of 
default that the event will be cured and will be cured as soon as reasonably possible: 
 

(a) Failure by the Secondary Developer, the City or the Authority to observe or perform 
any covenant, condition, obligation, or agreement on its part to be observed or performed under 
this Agreement or the TIF Note; 
 

(b) The Secondary Developer:  
 

(i) files any petition in bankruptcy or for any reorganization, arrangement, 
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar relief under the United 
States Bankruptcy Act or under any similar federal or State law;  

 
(ii) makes an assignment for benefit of its creditors;  

 
(iii) admits in writing its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due;  

 
(iv) is adjudicated as bankrupt or insolvent; or 
 
(v) there is a default under the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants. 

 
Section 10.2.  Remedies on Default.  Whenever any Event of Default referred to in 

Section 10.1 hereof occurs and is continuing, the non-defaulting party may exercise its rights under 
this Section 10.2 after providing 30 days written notice to the defaulting party of the Event of 
Default, but only if the Event of Default has not been cured within said thirty days or, if the Event 
of Default is by its nature incurable within 30 days, the defaulting party does not provide 
assurances reasonably satisfactory to the non-defaulting party that the Event of Default will be 
cured and will be cured as soon as reasonably possible: 

 
(a) Suspend its performance under the Agreement until it receives assurances that the 

defaulting party will cure its default and continue its performance under the Agreement. 
 
(b) If the Event of Default occurs before commencement of construction of the 

Minimum Improvements, cancel and rescind or terminate the Agreement. 
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(c) Upon and during the continuance of an Event of Default by the Secondary 
Developer, the Authority may suspend payments under the TIF Note, subject to the provisions of 
Section 10.3 hereof.  

 
(d) Take whatever action, including legal, equitable or administrative action, which 

may appear necessary or desirable to collect any payments due under this Agreement, or to enforce 
performance and observance of any obligation, agreement, or covenant under this Agreement. 

 
Section 10.3.  Suspension of Available Tax Increment Payments.  After the Authority has 

issued a Certificate of Completion for the Minimum Improvements, the Authority may exercise 
its rights under Section 10.2(c) hereof only upon and during the continuance of the following 
Events of Default: 

 
(a) the Secondary Developer fails to pay real estate taxes or assessments on the 

Development Property or any part thereof when due, and such taxes or assessments shall not have 
been paid, or provision satisfactory to the Authority made for such payment, within 30 days after 
written demand by the Authority to do so; or 

 
(b) the Secondary Developer fails to comply with the Declaration of Restrictive 

Covenants, and fails to cure such failure within 30 days after written demand by the Authority to 
do so; or  

 
(c) the Secondary Developer fails to comply with Secondary Developer’s obligation to 

operate and maintain, preserve and keep the Minimum Improvements or cause such improvements 
to be maintained, preserved and kept with the appurtenances and every part and parcel thereof, in 
good repair and condition, pursuant to Sections 5.1 and 6.1(e) hereof following notice and an 
opportunity to cure as described in Section 10.1 above. 
 

Section 10.4.  No Remedy Exclusive.  No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to the 
Authority, the City or the Secondary Developer is intended to be exclusive of any other available 
remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition 
to every other remedy given under this Agreement now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or 
by statute.  No delay or omission to exercise any right or power accruing upon any default shall 
impair any such right or power or shall be construed to be a waiver thereof, but any such right and 
power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient.  In order to 
entitle the Authority to exercise any remedy reserved to it, it shall not be necessary to give notice, 
other than the notices already required in Sections 10.2 and 10.3 hereof. 

 
Section 10.5.  No Additional Waiver Implied by One Waiver.  In the event any agreement 

contained in this Agreement should be breached by either party and thereafter waived by the other 
party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to 
waive any other concurrent, previous or subsequent breach hereunder. 
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ARTICLE XI 
 

Additional Provisions 
 
 

Section 11.1.  Conflict of Interests; Authority and City Representatives Not Individually 
Liable.  The Authority, the City, the Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer, to the best 
of their respective knowledge, represent and agree that no member, official, or employee of the 
Authority or the City shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement, nor 
shall any such member, official, or employee participate in any decision relating to the Agreement 
which affects his or her personal interests or the interests of any corporation, partnership, or 
association in which he or she is, directly or indirectly, interested.  No member, official, or 
employee of the Authority or the City shall be personally liable to the Secondary Developer, or 
any successor in interest, in the event of any default or breach by the Authority, the City, or the 
County or for any amount which may become due to the Secondary Developer or successor or on 
any obligations under the terms of the Agreement. 

 
Section 11.2.  Equal Employment Opportunity.  The Secondary Developer, for itself and 

its successors and assigns, agrees that during the construction of the Minimum Improvements 
provided for in this Agreement it will comply with all applicable federal, state and local equal 
employment and non-discrimination laws and regulations. 

 
Section 11.3.  Restrictions on Use.  The Secondary Developer agrees that, prior to the 

Maturity Date, the Secondary Developer, and such successors and assigns, shall use the 
Development Property for the development of the Minimum Improvements in accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement, and shall not discriminate upon the basis of race, color, creed, sex or 
national origin in the sale, lease, or rental or in the use or occupancy of the Development Property 
or any improvements erected or to be erected thereon, or any part thereof. 

 
Section 11.4.  Provisions Not Merged With Deed.  None of the provisions of this 

Agreement are intended to or shall be merged by reason of any deed transferring any interest in 
the Development Property and any such deed shall not be deemed to affect or impair the provisions 
and covenants of this Agreement. 

 
Section 11.5.  Titles of Articles and Sections.  Any titles of the several parts, Articles, and 

Sections of the Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and shall be disregarded 
in construing or interpreting any of its provisions. 

 
Section 11.6.  Notices and Demands.  Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 

Agreement, a notice, demand, or other communication under this Agreement by either party to the 
other shall be sufficiently given or delivered if it is dispatched by registered or certified mail, 
postage prepaid, return receipt requested, or delivered personally; and 

 
(a) in the case of the Secondary Developer, is addressed to or delivered personally to 

the Secondary Developer at 2737 Fairview Avenue North, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55113, Attn:  
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Thomas J. McGough, Jr., with a copy to Brian S. McCool, Fredrikson & Byron P.A., 200 S. 6th 
Street, Suite 4000, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402; 

 
(b) in the case of the Master Developer, is addressed to or delivered personally to the 

Master Developer at 2737 Fairview Avenue North, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55113, Attn:  Thomas J. 
McGough, Jr., with a copy to Brian S. McCool, Fredrikson & Byron P.A., 200 S. 6th Street, Suite 
4000, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402; 

 
(c) in the case of the City, is addressed to or delivered personally to the City at 1800 

West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, Minnesota 55431-3027, Attn:  City Manager, with a copy 
to the City Attorney at 1800 West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, Minnesota 55431-3027; 
 

(d) in the case of the Authority, is addressed to or delivered personally to the Authority 
at 1800 West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, Minnesota 55431-3027, Attn:  Administrator, 
with a copy to the Authority General Counsel at 1800 West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, 
Minnesota 55431-3027; 

 
or at such other address with respect to either such party as that party may, from time to time, 
designate in writing and forward to the other as provided in this Section. 
 

Section 11.7.  Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in any number of 
counterparts, each of which shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

 
Section 11.8.  Recording.  The Authority may record this Agreement and any amendments 

thereto with the Hennepin County recorder.  The Secondary Developer shall pay all costs for 
recording. 
 
 Section 11.9.  Amendment.  This Agreement may be amended only by written agreement 
approved by the City, the Authority, the Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer. 
 
 Section 11.10.  Authority and City Approvals.  Unless otherwise specified, any approval 
required by the Authority under this Agreement may be given by the Authority Representative and 
any approval required by the City under this Agreement may be given by the City Representative. 
 
 Section 11.11.  Termination.  This Agreement terminates on the Maturity Date, except that 
termination of the Agreement does not terminate, limit or affect the rights of any party that arise 
before the Maturity Date. 
 
 Section 11.12.  Dates.  If the final day of a period or a date of performance under this 
Agreement falls on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, then the final day of any such period or any 
such date of performance will be deemed to fall on the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or 
legal holiday. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City, the Authority, the Master Developer, and the Secondary 
Developer have caused this Secondary Development Agreement to be duly executed in their 
respective name and behalf, all as of the date and year first written above. 
 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA 
 
 

By   
       Tim Busse 
Its  Mayor 

 
 
By   

James D. Verbrugge 
Its  City Manager 

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of __________, 
2022, by Tim Busse, the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, Minnesota, on behalf of the City.   
  

  
Notary Public 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2022, by James D. Verbrugge, the City Manager of the City of Bloomington, Minnesota, on behalf 
of the City.   
  

  
Notary Public 

 
 
Reviewed and approved by the City Attorney. 
 
  

Melissa Manderschied 
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Execution page of the Authority to the Secondary Development Agreement, dated as of the date 
and year first written above. 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 

 
 

By   
Robert Erickson 

Its  President 
 
 

By   
Schane Rudlang 

Its  Administrator 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ___________, 
2022, by Robert Erickson, the President of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority.   
  

  
Notary Public 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of _____________, 
2022, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority.   
  

  
Notary Public 

 
 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
 
  

Julie Eddington 
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Execution page of the Master Developer to the Secondary Development Agreement, dated as of 
the date and year first written above. 
 
 
 

BLOOMINGTON CENTRAL STATION, LLC 
 
 
By   
 
Its    

 
 
 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF __________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of _____________, 
2022, by _____________________, the _________________ of Bloomington Central Station, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Master Developer.   
 
 

 
 
  
Notary Public 
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Execution page of the Secondary Developer to the Secondary Development Agreement, dated as 
of the date and year first written above. 
 
 
 

BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 
 
 
By   
 
Its    

 
 
 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF __________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2022, by _____________________, the _________________ of BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Secondary Developer.   
 
 

 
 
  
Notary Public 

 
 
 
This document was drafted by: 
FREDRIKSON & BYRON, P.A. (BSM) 
200 South Sixth Street, Suite 4000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
Telephone:  612-492-7000 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
 
 

Lot 1, Block 1, Bloomington Central Station 7th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota 
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EXHIBIT B 
 

FORM OF TIF NOTE 
 
 

UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

HENNEPIN COUNTY 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 

 
 
No. R-1 $22,900,000 
 

TAX INCREMENT REVENUE NOTE 
SERIES 20__ 

 
 
Rate Dated 
 
5.25% ___________________, 20___ 
 
 The Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Authority”) hereby acknowledges itself 
to be indebted and, for value received, promises to pay to the order of BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, or registered assigns (the “Owner”), solely from the source, to 
the extent and in the manner hereinafter provided, the maximum principal sum of $22,900,000, as 
provided in the Agreement (hereinafter defined), or so much thereof as has been from time to time 
advanced as hereinafter provided (the “Principal Amount”), together with interest on the unpaid 
balance thereof accrued from the respective dates of entry of each Principal Advance on the Principal 
Advance Ledger attached hereto, at the interest rate specified above.  This Note is given in accordance 
with that certain Secondary Development Agreement, dated ___________, 2022 (the “Agreement”), 
between the Authority, the City of Bloomington (the “City”), Bloomington Central Station, LLC, as 
master developer, and the Owner.  Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have 
the meaning provided for such terms in the Agreement unless the context clearly requires otherwise.  
 
 1. Payments.  The Authority shall commence making payments of accrued interest on 
the Note from Available Tax Increment on the first Payment Date in accordance with Section 
4.4(a) of this Agreement, and payments of accrued interest from Available Tax Increment shall 
continue every three (3) months thereafter until the first February 1 or August 1 after the Certificate 
of Completion is issued for the Minimum Improvements, at which time payments of principal and 
interest under the Note from Available Tax Increment will commence and be made on each February 
1 and August 1, as applicable, thereafter.  Payments shall be applied first to accrued interest, and then 
to unpaid principal.     
 
 Payments are payable by mail to the address of the Owner or such other address as the Owner 
may designate or by wire transfer upon 30 days’ written notice to the Authority.  Payments on this 
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Note are payable in any coin or currency of the United States of America which, on the Payment Date, 
is legal tender for the payment of public and private debts. 
 
 2. Interest.  Interest at the rate stated herein shall accrue on the unpaid principal.  Interest 
shall begin to accrue on each Principal Advance (as hereinafter defined), including the first Principal 
Advance occurring at the time of issuance of the Note, as of the deemed date of such advance.  Interest 
shall be computed on the basis of a year of 360 days and charged for actual days principal is unpaid.  
Interest on this Note shall accrue but shall not compound into principal. 
 
 3. Principal Advances.  At any time after the issuance of the Note, the Owner may 
request the Authority enter an additional advance of principal under the TIF Note (a “Principal 
Advance”) on the ledger of such advances maintained by the registrar (the “Principal Advance 
Ledger”), by submitting to the Authority a certificate (the “Principal Advance Certificate”) signed by 
the Owner’s duly authorized representative, containing the following: (i) a statement that each cost 
identified in the Principal Advance Certificate is a Qualified Public Redevelopment Cost 
reimbursable pursuant to Section 4.3 of the Agreement and that no part of such cost has been included 
in any previous Principal Advance Certificate; (ii) evidence that each identified Qualified Public 
Redevelopment Cost has been paid or incurred by or on behalf of the Owner; and (iii) a statement that 
no uncured Event of Default by the Owner has occurred and is continuing under this Agreement.  
Additionally, at the same time the Owner submits a Principal Advance Certificate to the Authority, 
the Owner shall also submit to the Authority’s third-party cost consultant copies of any reports or 
similar documentation issued by any third-party inspecting architect in connection with the Owner’s 
construction of the Minimum Improvements that confirms the status of the construction of the portion 
of the Minimum Improvements for which the Owner seeks reimbursement in the Principal Advance 
Certificate.  The Owner may submit up to five (5) Principal Advance Certificates to the Authority; 
provided, however, the Owner may not submit a final Principal Advance Certificate that would cause 
the principal amount of the Note to equal the maximum amount of such note until the Owner has 
received the Certificate of Completion for the Minimum Improvements.  After the submission and 
approval of the Principal Advance Certificate for the applicable portion of the Minimum 
Improvements for which reimbursement is sought under such Principal Advance Certificate, as 
applicable, an advance of principal shall be made under the TIF Note which shall increase the 
principal due under the TIF Note.  Interest shall begin to accrue on each principal advance as of the 
deemed date of such advance. 
 
 Within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Principal Advance Certificate, the Authority shall, 
if the Authority Representative has determined that all the aforementioned requirements have been 
satisfied, so notify the Owner and direct the registrar to enter the amount requested in the Principal 
Advance Ledger, with such requested amount deemed advanced as of the date of the Authority’s 
receipt of the applicable Principal Advance Certificate, provided that the aggregate amount of sums 
entered on the Principal Advance Ledger shall not exceed $22,900,000.  The Authority may, if not 
satisfied that the conditions described herein have been met, return the Principal Advance Certificate 
within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Principal Advance Certificate with a statement of the 
reasons why the Principal Advance Certificate is not acceptable and requesting such further 
documentation or clarification as the Authority may reasonably require.  Failure by the Authority to 
notify the Owner of any objections within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Principal Advance 
Certificate will be deemed acceptance thereof. 
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 4. Available Tax Increment.  Payments on this Note are payable on each Payment Date 
solely from and in the amount of “Available Tax Increment,” which shall mean, on each Payment 
Date, the sum of (i) Development Property Tax Increment, and (ii) the available TIF District Tax 
Increment; provided, however, in no event shall the amount of TIF District Tax Increment included 
in Available Tax Increment used to make payments on this Note during any calendar year exceed 
$1,100,000.  For purposes of this Note, (a) the term “Development Property Available Tax 
Increment” shall mean ninety percent (90%) of the Tax Increment that is attributable to the 
Development Property and paid to the Authority by the County in the six (6) months preceding the 
Payment Date, and (b) the term TIF District Tax Increment shall mean the Tax Increment that is 
attributable to the real property within the TIF District, other than the Development Property, and 
paid to the Authority by the County, which has been deposited in the BCS TIF Account in 
accordance with the Master Contract and that has not been committed by the City, the Authority, 
or the Master Developer, whether pursuant to the Master Contract or pursuant to a separate 
secondary development agreement or other agreement, to reimburse the Master Developer and/or 
a secondary developer for costs incurred for a development project on real property in the TIF 
District other than the Development Property. 
 
 The Authority shall have no obligation to pay principal of and interest on this Note on each 
Payment Date from any source other than Available Tax Increment and the failure of the Authority 
to pay the entire amount of principal and interest on this Note on any Payment Date shall not constitute 
a default hereunder as long as the Authority pays principal hereon to the extent of Available Tax 
Increment, subject to the limitation set forth above.  The Authority shall have no obligation to pay the 
unpaid balance of principal or accrued interest that may remain after the final Payment on February 
1, 2040. 
 
 5. Default.  If on any Payment Date there has occurred and is continuing any Event of 
Default under the Agreement, the Authority may withhold from payments hereunder under all 
Available Tax Increment.  If the Event of Default is thereafter cured in accordance with the 
Agreement, the Available Tax Increment withheld under this Section shall be deferred and paid, 
without interest thereon, on the next Payment Date after the Event of Default is cured.  If the Event 
of Default is not timely cured, the Authority may terminate this Note by written notice to the Owner 
in accordance with the Agreement. 
 
 6. Optional Prepayment.  The principal sum and all accrued interest payable under this 
Note is prepayable in whole or in part at any time by the Authority without premium or penalty.  No 
partial prepayment shall affect the amount or timing of any other regular payment otherwise required 
to be made under this Note. 
 
 7. Nature of Obligation.  This Note is the sole note of an issue in the maximum principal 
amount of $22,900,000, issued to aid in financing certain Qualified Public Redevelopment Costs 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 458 and Laws of Minnesota 1980, 
Chapter 453, amended and recodified as Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.048 to 469.068 and 
469.071, as amended, and is issued pursuant to an authorizing resolution (the “Resolution”) duly 
adopted by the Authority on March 9, 2022, and pursuant to and in full conformity with the 
Constitution and laws of the State of Minnesota, including Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.174 
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through 469.1794, as amended.  This Note is a limited obligation of the Authority which is payable 
solely from Available Tax Increment pledged to the payment hereof under the Resolution.  This Note 
shall not be deemed to constitute a general obligation of the State of Minnesota or any political 
subdivision thereof, including, without limitation, the Authority.  Neither the State of Minnesota nor 
any political subdivision thereof shall be obligated to pay the principal of this Note or other costs 
incident hereto except out of Available Tax Increment, and neither the full faith and credit nor the 
taxing power of the State of Minnesota or any political subdivision thereof is pledged to the payment 
of the principal of this Note or other costs incident hereto. 
 
 8. Estimates of Available Tax Increment.  Any estimates of Tax Increment prepared by 
the Authority, the City or their respective municipal advisors in connection with the Available Tax 
Increment and the Agreement are for the benefit of the Authority and the City only, and are not 
intended as representations on which the Owner may rely.   
 
THE AUTHORITY AND THE CITY MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES 
THAT THE AVAILABLE TAX INCREMENT WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE 
PRINCIPAL OF THIS NOTE. 
 
 9. Registration and Transfer.  This Note is issuable only as a fully registered note without 
coupons.  As provided in the Resolution, and subject to certain limitations set forth therein, this Note 
is transferable upon the books of the Authority kept for that purpose at the principal office of the Chief 
Financial Officer of the City, by the Owner hereof in person or by such Owner’s attorney duly 
authorized in writing, upon surrender of this Note together with a written instrument of transfer 
satisfactory to the Authority, duly executed by the Owner.  Upon such transfer or exchange and the 
payment by the Owner of any tax, fee, or governmental charge required to be paid by the Authority 
with respect to such transfer or exchange, there will be issued in the name of the transferee a new 
Note of the same aggregate principal amount and maturing on the same dates. 
 
 This Note shall not be transferred to any person other than an affiliate, or other related entity, 
of the Owner, unless the Authority has been provided with (i) written notice of any such transfer or 
assignment, which will include the name and contract information for the assignee of the Note, 
and (ii) an investment letter in a form substantially similar to the investment letter submitted by the 
Owner or a certificate of the transferor, in a form satisfactory to the Authority, that such transfer is 
exempt from registration and prospectus delivery requirements of federal and applicable state 
securities laws. 
 
 IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED AND RECITED that all acts, conditions, and things required 
by the Constitution and laws of the State of Minnesota to be done, to exist, to happen, and to be 
performed in order to make this Note a valid and binding limited obligation of the Authority according 
to its terms, have been done, do exist, have happened, and have been performed in due form, time and 
manner as so required. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Board of Commissioners of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington have caused this Note to be executed with the manual signatures of its President and 
Administrator, all as of the Date of Original Issue specified above. 
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PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 

 
 
              
Administrator      President 
 

 
_____________________________________ 

 
REGISTRATION PROVISIONS 

 
 

 The ownership of the unpaid balance of the within Note is registered in the bond register of 
the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, in the name of the person last listed below. 
 
 
Date of Registration 

 
Registered Owner 

Signature of 
Chief Financial Officer 

   
 
 

BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 
Federal ID # ____________ 

 
 

 
_____________________________________ 

 
PRINCIPAL ADVANCE LEDGER 

 
Date of Principal Advance  Amount of Principal Advance 
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EXHIBIT C 
 

DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
 

 
 THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS is made this ______ day of 
________________, 2022 (the “Declaration”), by BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company (the “Secondary Developer”), for the benefit of the Port Authority of the 
City of Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota 
(the “Authority”). 
 

RECITALS 
 
 WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer has proposed to construct an approximately 402-
unit apartment complex (the “Project”) on certain property located at 3051 East 80 ½ Street in the 
City of Bloomington, Minnesota (the “City”) and legally described in EXHIBIT A attached hereto 
(the “Property”); and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Authority, the City, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company, as master developer, and the Secondary Developer entered into that 
certain Secondary Development Agreement of even date herewith (the “Development 
Agreement”) pursuant to which the Authority agreed to provide tax increment assistance to the 
Secondary Developer in the form of a tax increment note in the maximum principal amount of 
$22,900,000 (the “TIF Note”) in order to make the Project more economically feasible and to 
improve and promote the development of affordable housing in the City; and 
 
 WHEREAS, in consideration for the TIF Note, the Secondary Developer will agree to 
cause compliance with certain affordability covenants for the Project; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Secondary Developer intends, declares, and covenants that the restrictive 
covenants set forth herein will be and are covenants running with the Property for the term 
described herein and binding upon all subsequent owners of the Property for the term described 
herein, and are not merely personal covenants of the Secondary Developer; and 
 
 WHEREAS, capitalized terms in this Declaration have the meaning provided in the 
Development Agreement unless otherwise defined herein. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and covenants hereinafter set forth, 
and of other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
the Secondary Developer agrees as follows: 
 

1. Term of Restrictions. 
 

(a) Occupancy Restrictions.  The term of the Occupancy Restrictions set forth in 
Section 3 of this Declaration will commence when the Secondary Developer receives a certificate 
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of occupancy for the first phase of housing units within the Project.  The period from 
commencement to termination is the “Qualified Project Period.” 
 
 (b) Termination of Declaration.  This Declaration will terminate, and the Qualified 
Project Period will expire, on the date that is the twentieth (20th) annual anniversary of the 
commencement of the Occupancy Restrictions in accordance with Section 1(a) above. 
 
 (c) Removal from Real Estate Records.  Upon termination of this Declaration, the 
Authority will, upon request by the Secondary Developer or its successors or assigns, execute a 
satisfaction of this Declaration and provide such satisfaction to the Secondary Developer for 
recording in the real estate records of Hennepin County, Minnesota. 
 
 2. Project Restrictions. 
 

(a) the Secondary Developer represents, warrants, and covenants that: 
 

(i) All leases of units to Qualifying Tenants (as defined in Section 3(a)(i) 
hereof) will contain clauses, among others, wherein each individual lessee: 

 
(1) Certifies the accuracy of the statements made in its application and 

Eligibility Certification (as defined in Section 3(a)(ii) hereof); and 
 

(2) Agrees that the family income at the time the lease is executed will 
be deemed substantial and material obligation of the lessee’s tenancy; that the 
lessee will comply promptly with all requests for income and other information 
relevant to determining low or moderate income status from the Secondary 
Developer or the Authority, and that the lessee’s failure or refusal to comply with 
a request for information with respect thereto will be deemed a violation of a 
substantial obligation of the lessee’s tenancy. 

 
(ii) Upon reasonable prior notice, the Secondary Developer will permit any 

duly authorized representative of the Authority to inspect the books and records of the 
Secondary Developer pertaining to the income of Qualifying Tenants residing in the 
Project. 

 
 3. Occupancy Restrictions. 
 

(a) Tenant Income Provisions.  The Secondary Developer represents, warrants, and 
covenants that: 
 

(i) Qualifying Tenants.  From the commencement of the Qualified Project 
Period, at least 9% of the total rental units (36 units) on the Property (the “Restricted 
Housing Units”) will be occupied (or treated as occupied as provided herein) or held vacant 
and available for occupancy by Qualifying Tenants.  Qualifying Tenants means those 
persons and households who are determined at the time of initial occupancy after the date 
hereof by the Secondary Developer to have combined income that does not exceed 60% of 
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the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington metropolitan statistical area median income for the 
applicable calendar year adjusted for family size (found at www.huduser.gov, or if 
unavailable, another source of such information agreed to by the Authority and the 
Secondary Developer).  The determination of whether an individual or household is of low 
or moderate income will be made at the time a new tenant commences occupancy of a unit 
through a review of the self-reported income by the potential tenant on their rental 
application.  In order to avoid displacement, existing tenants as of the date of any future 
acquisition will be grandfathered in and will not be required to be income certified, even if 
the composition of the household changes. 

 
(ii) Certification of Tenant Eligibility.  As a condition to initial occupancy, each 

person who is intended to be a Qualifying Tenant will be required at the commencement 
of the initial lease of the Housing Unit to sign and deliver to the Secondary Developer a 
Certification of Tenant Eligibility substantially in the form attached as EXHIBIT B hereto, 
or in any other form as may be approved by the Authority (the “Eligibility Certification”), 
in which the prospective Qualifying Tenant certifies as to qualifying as low or moderate 
income.  In addition, the person will be required to provide whatever other information, 
documents, or certifications are deemed necessary by the Authority to substantiate the 
Eligibility Certification.  Eligibility Certifications will be maintained on file by the 
Secondary Developer with respect to each Qualifying Tenant who resides in a Project unit 
or resided therein during the immediately preceding calendar year. 
 

(iii) Lease.  The form of lease to be utilized by the Secondary Developer in 
renting any units in the Project to any person who is intended to be a Qualifying Tenant 
will provide for termination of the lease and consent by the person to eviction for failure 
to qualify as a Qualifying Tenant as a result of any material misrepresentation made by the 
person with respect to the Eligibility Certification. 

 
(iv) Rent Restrictions.  Rents, including utilities, fees, and charges, for all 

Restricted Housing Units shall not exceed 30 percent of 60 percent of the Minneapolis-St. 
Paul-Bloomington metropolitan statistical area median income for the applicable calendar 
year adjusted for household size (found at www.huduser.gov, or if unavailable, another 
source of such information agreed to by the Authority and the Secondary Developer).      

 
(v) Annual Report.  The Secondary Developer covenants and agrees that during 

the term of this Declaration, it will prepare and submit to the Authority on or before January 
31 of each year, a certificate substantially in the form of EXHIBIT C hereto, executed by 
the Secondary Developer, (a) identifying the tenancies and the dates of occupancy (or 
vacancy) for all Qualifying Tenants in the Project, including the percentage of the dwelling 
units of the Project which were occupied by Qualifying Tenants (or held vacant and 
available for occupancy by Qualifying Tenants) at all times during the year preceding the 
date of the certificate; (b) describing all transfers or other changes in ownership of the 
Project or any interest therein; and (c) stating, that to the best knowledge of the person 
executing the certificate after due inquiry, all the Restricted Housing Units were rented or 
available for rental on a continuous basis during the year to members of the general public 
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and that the Secondary Developer was not otherwise in default under this Declaration 
during the year.   

 
(vi) Notice of Non-Compliance.  The Secondary Developer will immediately 

notify the Authority if at any time during the term of this Declaration the number of 
dwelling units in the Project that are occupied or available for occupancy by Qualifying 
Tenants as required by the terms of this Declaration is less than 9% of the total rental units 
on the Property. 

 
(vii) Affordable Units.  The Restricted Housing Units provided by the Secondary 

Developer shall consist of the following mix of bedroom types: fifteen (15) studio or alcove 
units, eleven (11) one-bedroom units, nine (9) one-bedroom plus den or two-bedroom units, 
and one (1) three-bedroom unit. 

 
(viii) Location of Restricted Housing Units.  The Restricted Housing Units shall 

be distributed throughout the building(s) and shall not be concentrated in one area; 
provided, however, during the initial lease-up of the Project, the Secondary Developer will 
be entitled to locate a disproportionate number of the Restricted Housing Units in the first 
phase of the Project that is available for occupancy so long as the Secondary Developer 
subsequently distributes the Restricted Housing Units throughout the entire Project once 
the initial Restricted Housing Units are vacated and Restricted Housing Units are leased to 
new Qualifying Tenants.    

 
 4. Transfer Restrictions. The Secondary Developer covenants and agrees that the 
Secondary Developer will cause or require as a condition precedent to any conveyance, transfer, 
assignment, or any other disposition of the Project prior to the termination of the Rental 
Restrictions and Occupancy Restrictions provided herein (the “Transfer”) that the transferee of the 
Project pursuant to the Transfer assume in writing, in a form reasonably acceptable to the 
Authority, all duties and obligations of the Secondary Developer under this Declaration, including 
this Section 4, in the event of a subsequent Transfer by the transferee prior to expiration of the 
Rental Restrictions and Occupancy Restrictions provided herein (the “Assumption Agreement”).  
The Secondary Developer will deliver the Assumption Agreement to the Authority prior to the 
Transfer.   
 
 5. Enforcement. 
 

(a) The Secondary Developer will permit, during normal business hours and upon 
reasonable notice, any duly authorized representative of the Authority to inspect any books and 
records of the Secondary Developer regarding the Project with respect to the incomes of 
Qualifying Tenants. 
 

(b) The Secondary Developer will submit any other information, documents or 
certifications requested by the Authority which the Authority deems reasonably necessary to 
substantiate the Secondary Developer’s continuing compliance with the provisions specified in 
this Declaration. 
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(c) The Secondary Developer acknowledges that the primary purpose for requiring 
compliance by the Secondary Developer with the restrictions provided in this Declaration is to 
ensure compliance with the housing affordability covenants set forth in the Development 
Agreement, and by reason thereof, the Secondary Developer, in consideration for assistance 
provided by the Authority under the Development Agreement that makes possible the construction 
of the Project on the Property, hereby agrees and consents that the Authority will be entitled, for 
any breach of the provisions of this Declaration, and in addition to all other remedies provided by 
law or in equity, to enforce specific performance by the Secondary Developer of its obligations 
under this Declaration in a state court of competent jurisdiction.  The Secondary Developer hereby 
further specifically acknowledges that the Authority cannot be adequately compensated by 
monetary damages in the event of any default hereunder. 
 

(d) The Secondary Developer understands and acknowledges that, in addition to any 
remedy set forth herein for failure to comply with the restrictions set forth in this Declaration, the 
Authority may exercise any remedy available to it under the Development Agreement. 

 
(e) A third party with experience in reviewing the reports described in Section 3(a)(ii) 

and (v) and mutually agreeable to the Secondary Developer and the Authority shall be hired to 
review such reports annually and report to the Authority regarding the Secondary Developer’s 
compliance with this Declaration.  The cost of the third-party review shall be paid by the Authority. 
 
 6. Indemnification.  The Secondary Developer hereby indemnifies, and agrees to 
defend and hold harmless, the Authority from and against all liabilities, losses, damages, costs, 
expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses), causes of action, suits, allegations, 
claims, demands, and judgments of any nature arising from the consequences of a legal or 
administrative proceeding or action brought against them, or any of them, on account of any failure 
by the Secondary Developer to comply with the terms of this Declaration, or on account of any 
representation or warranty of the Secondary Developer contained herein being untrue. 
 
 7. Severability.  The invalidity of any clause, part or provision of this Declaration will 
not affect the validity of the remaining portions thereof. 
 
 8. Notices.  All notices to be given pursuant to this Declaration must be in writing and 
will be deemed given when mailed by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the 
parties hereto at the addresses set forth below, or to any other place as a party may from time to 
time designate in writing.  The Secondary Developer and the Authority may, by notice given 
hereunder, designate any further or different addresses to which subsequent notices, certificates, 
or other communications are sent.  The initial addresses for notices and other communications are 
as follows: 
 

(a) in the case of the City, is addressed to or delivered personally to the City at 1800 
West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, Minnesota 55431-3027, Attn: City Manager, with a copy 
to the City Attorney at 1800 West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, Minnesota 55431-3027; 
 

(b) in the case of the Authority, is addressed to or delivered personally to the Authority 
at 1800 West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, Minnesota 55431-3027, Attn:  Administrator, 
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with a copy to the Authority General Counsel at 1800 West Old Shakopee Road, Bloomington, 
Minnesota 55431-3027. 

 
 9. Governing Law.  This Declaration is governed by the laws of the State of Minnesota 
and, where applicable, the laws of the United States of America. 
 
 10. Attorneys’ Fees.  In case any action at law or in equity, including an action for 
declaratory relief, is brought against the Secondary Developer to enforce the provisions of this 
Declaration, the Secondary Developer agrees to pay the reasonable attorneys’ fees and other 
reasonable expenses paid or incurred by the Authority in connection with the action. 
 
 11. Declaration Binding.  This Declaration and the covenants contained herein will run 
with the real property comprising the Project and will bind the Secondary Developer and its 
successors and assigns and all subsequent owners of the Project or any interest therein, and the 
benefits will inure to the Authority and its successors and assigns for the term of this Declaration 
as provided in Section 1(b) hereof. 
 
 12. Notice of Sale.  In consideration for the TIF Note, the Secondary Developer agrees 
to provide the Authority with at least 90 days’ notice of any sale or proposed sale of the Project. 
 
 13. Nondiscrimination Covenant.  The Borrower will faithfully and efficiently 
administer, maintain and operate the Facilities free of discrimination based upon race, color, 
religion, creed, national origin, gender, housing assistance status, or sexual orientation.   
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Secondary Developer has caused this Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants to be signed by its respective duly authorized representatives, as of the day 
and year first written above. 
 
 

BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 
 
 
 
By    
Its     

 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    ) SS 
COUNTY OF __________ ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of 
________________, 2022, by _______________________________________, the 
________________________ of BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, on behalf of the Secondary Developer. 
 
 

  
Notary Public 

 
 
 
 
This instrument drafted by: 

 

Fredrikson & Byron, P.A. (BSM) 
200 South Sixth Street, Suite 4000 
Minneapolis, MN  55402 
612-492-7000 
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This Declaration is acknowledged and consented to by: 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
 
By    

Robert Erickson 
Its  President 
 
 
By    

Schane Rudlang 
Its  Administrator 

 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    ) ss 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of _____________, 
2022, by Robert Erickson, the President of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
 

  
Notary Public 
 
 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    ) ss 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of __________, 
2022, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
 

  
Notary Public 
 

 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
  

Julie Eddington 
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EXHIBIT A OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
 
 

Lot 1, Block 1, Bloomington Central Station 7th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota 
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EXHIBIT B OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
 

CERTIFICATION OF TENANT ELIGIBILITY 
 

(INCOME COMPUTATION AND CERTIFICATION) 
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EXHIBIT C OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
 

CERTIFICATE OF CONTINUING PROGRAM COMPLIANCE 
 
 

Certificate of 
Continuing Program Compliance 

 
 
Date: ___________________ 
 

The following information with respect to the Project located at 3051 East 80 ½ Street, 
Bloomington, Minnesota (the “Project”), is being provided by BCS4 Multifamily, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (the “Owner”), to the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington (the “Authority”), pursuant to that certain Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, 
dated ___________, 2022 (the “Declaration”), with respect to the Project: 
 

(A) The total number of residential units which are available for occupancy is 
40_.  The total number of these units occupied is _________________. 

 
(B) The following residential units (identified by unit number) are currently 

occupied by “Qualifying Tenants,” as the term is defined in the Declaration (for a total of 
____units): 

 
 Studio or Alcove Units: 

 
1 BR Units: 

 
 1BR + Den Units: 
 
 2 BR Units: 
 
 3 BR Units: 
 

(C) The following residential units (identified by unit number) are currently 
vacant and available for occupancy by “Qualifying Tenants,” as the term is defined in the 
Declaration (for a total of ____units).  The following also lists the date such units became 
vacant: 

 
 Studio or Alcove Units: 

 
1 BR Units: 

 
 1BR + Den Units: 
 
 2 BR Units: 
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 3 BR Units: 
 

(D) The following residential units which are included in (B) or (C) above, have 
been re-designated as units for Qualifying Tenants since _______________, 20___, the 
date on which the last “Certificate of Continuing Program Compliance” was filed with the 
Authority by the Owner: 

 
Unit 

Number 
Previous Designation 

of Unit (if any) 
Replacing 

Unit Number 
   
___________ _________________ _________________ 
___________ _________________ _________________ 

 
(E) The following residential units are considered to be occupied by Qualifying 

Tenants based on the information set forth below: 
 

  
Unit 

Number 

 
Name of Tenant 

Number of 
Persons 

Residing in 
the Unit 

 
Number of 
Bedrooms

 
Total Adjusted 
Gross Income 

 
Date of Initial 

Occupancy 

 
Rent 

 
1        
2        
3        
4        
5        
6        
7        
8        
9        
10        
11        
12        
13        
14        
15        
16        
17        
18        
19        
20        
21        
22        
23        
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24        
25        
26        
27        
28        
29        
30        
31        
32        
33        
34        
35        
36        

 
(F) The Owner has obtained a “Certification of Tenant Eligibility,” in the form 

provided as EXHIBIT B to the Declaration, from each Tenant named in (E) above, and 
each such Certificate is being maintained by the Owner in its records with respect to the 
Project.  Attached hereto is the most recent “Certification of Tenant Eligibility” for each 
Tenant named in (E) above who signed such a Certification since ______________, _____, 
the date on which the last “Certificate of Continuing Program Compliance” was filed with 
the Authority by the Owner. 

 
(G) In renting the residential units in the Project, the Owner has not given 

preference to any particular group or class of persons (except for persons who qualify as 
Qualifying Tenants); and none of the units listed in (E) above have been rented for 
occupancy entirely by students, no one of which is entitled to file a joint return for federal 
income tax purposes.  All of the residential units in the Project have been rented pursuant 
to a written lease.   

 
(H) The information provided in this “Certificate of Continuing Program 

Compliance” is accurate and complete, and no matters have come to the attention of the 
Owner which would indicate that any of the information provided herein, or in any 
“Certification of Tenant Eligibility” obtained from the Tenants named herein, is inaccurate 
or incomplete in any respect. 

 
(I) The Project is in continuing compliance with the Declaration. 

 
(J) The Owner certifies that as of the date hereof at least nine percent (9%) of 

the residential dwelling units in the Project (36 units) are occupied or held open for 
occupancy by Qualifying Tenants, as defined and provided in the Declaration.  To the best 
knowledge of the person executing the certificate after due inquiry, all the Restricted 
Housing Units as defined and provided in the Declaration, were rented or available for 
rental on a continuous basis during the year to members of the general public.   

 
(K) The rental levels for each Qualifying Tenant comply with the maximum 

permitted under the Declaration. 
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(L) The Owner certifies that, except as hereinafter stated, there has been no 

transfer or change in ownership of the Project or any interest therein since 
______________, _____, the date on which the last “Certificate of Continuing Program 
Compliance” was filed with the Authority by the Owner:  _______________ [Identify any 
transfer of ownership or any interest in the Project or state “NONE.”] 

 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto affixed my signature, on behalf of the Owner, 
on ____________________, 20___. 
 
 

BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 
 
 
 
By        
 
Its         
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EXHIBIT D 
 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 
(To be provided for each component of the Minimum Improvements) 

 
 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC (the “Secondary 
Developer”) has fully complied with its obligations under Articles IV and V of that document titled 
“Secondary Development Agreement,” dated ____________ __, 2022 (the “Agreement”), 
between the City of Bloomington, the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington (the “Authority”), 
Bloomington Central Station, LLC, as master developer, and the Secondary Developer, with 
respect to completion of the Minimum Improvements in accordance with Articles IV and V of the 
Agreement, and that the Secondary Developer is released and forever discharged from its 
obligations with respect to completion of the Minimum Improvements under Articles IV and V of 
the Agreement.   

 
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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Dated:  _______________, 20___. 
 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
 
By   

Schane Rudlang 
Its  Administrator 

 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    ) ss 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of __________, 
20__, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
 

  
Notary Public 
 

 
Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
  

Julie Eddington 
 
 
 
This document was drafted by: 
FREDRIKSON & BYRON, P.A. (BSM) 
200 South Sixth Street, Suite 4000 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
Telephone:  612-492-7000 
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EXHIBIT E 
 

ESTIMATED COSTS OF QUALIFIED PUBLIC REDEVELOPMENT COSTS 
 
 
 
 

LAND ACQUISITION  $ 8,844,000 
 
 
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS  $ 3,250,294 
 
 
SITE PREPARATION WORK $    250,000 
 
 
PARKING RAMP   $10,555,706 
 
 
*The costs listed above are estimates and may change. 
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EXHIBIT F 
 

PARKING RAMP ALTERNATIVE USES 
 
 

[INSERT] 
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EXHIBIT G 
 

FORM OF COMPLETION GUARANTY 
 
 

This COMPLETION GUARANTY (“Guaranty”) is executed effective as of 
_____________ ___, 2022, by MCGOUGH CONSTRUCTION CO., LLC, a Minnesota limited 
liability company (“Guarantor”), for the benefit of the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota 
(the “Authority”). 

RECITALS: 

 WHEREAS, the Authority, the City of Bloomington, Minnesota (the “City”), and 
Bloomington Central Station, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Master Developer”) 
have entered into that certain Redevelopment Contract, dated February 22, 2005 (as amended, the 
“Redevelopment Contract”), which set forth the terms of a multi-phase redevelopment of certain 
property located within Tax Increment Financing District No. 1-I (Bloomington Central Station) 
located within Industrial Development District No. 1 – South Loop District (the “Industrial 
Development District”); and  

 WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 4.3 of the Redevelopment Contract, the Master Developer 
has designated BCS4 Multifamily, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (“Secondary 
Developer”) as the “Secondary Developer” to undertake the construction of an approximately 404 
unit multifamily rental housing facility to be completed in phases, the Grocery Store Component 
(as defined in the Secondary Development Agreement), the Public Improvements (as defined in 
the Secondary Development Agreement), the Parking Ramp (as defined in the Secondary 
Development Agreement), and the Site Preparation Work (as defined in the Secondary 
Development Agreement) (collectively, the “Minimum Improvements”) on a certain parcel of 
real property located within the Industrial Development District; and  

 WHEREAS, on May 3, 2021, the City approved Final Development Plans (the “Final 
Plans”) submitted by the Secondary Developer for the construction of the Minimum 
Improvements; and 

WHEREAS, Guarantor has entered into a guaranteed maximum price construction contract 
with Secondary Developer (as amended or modified from time-to-time, the “Construction 
Contract”) under which Guarantor has agreed to serve as general contractor for the installation 
and construction of the Minimum Improvements; and 

WHEREAS, in connection with the construction of the Minimum Improvements, the 
Authority, the City, Secondary Developer, and Master Developer have entered into that certain 
Secondary Development Agreement (the “Secondary Development Agreement”) dated as of 
__________, 2022; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Secondary Development Agreement, the Authority has agreed 
to issue a Tax Increment Revenue Note (the “TIF Note”) in the maximum principal amount of 
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$22,900,000 in order to reimburse the Secondary Developer for certain Qualified Public 
Redevelopment Costs (as defined in the Secondary Development Agreement) (collectively, the 
“Public Assistance”); and 

WHEREAS, as a condition to the Authority’s and the City’s agreement to provide the 
Public Assistance under the Secondary Developer Agreement, the Authority is requiring that the 
Guarantor execute this Guaranty; and 

WHEREAS, because Guarantor will benefit from the Authority providing the Public 
Assistance, Guarantor is willing to execute this Guaranty. 

NOW, THEREFORE, as an inducement to the Authority to provide the Public Assistance 
to the Secondary Developer, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and legal 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Guarantor, intending to be legally bound hereby, 
represents and warrants to the Authority and the City and covenants and agrees with the Authority 
and the City as follows: 

AGREEMENT 

1. Guaranty of Completion.  Guarantor hereby guarantees to and for the benefit of 
the Authority that, provided and for so long as Secondary Developer performs in accordance with 
its obligations under the Construction Contract, including but not limited to Secondary 
Developer’s obligations to make payments to Guarantor for its performance under the 
Construction Contract, Guarantor will perform its obligations under the Construction Contract 
relating to the installation and construction (“Completion”) of the Minimum Improvements so 
that Completion is achieved by the date required under the Secondary Development Agreement, 
as such date may be extended from time-to-time pursuant to the terms of such contract (the 
“Completion Date”).  The Authority understands and acknowledges that this Guaranty does not 
guaranty payment obligations of the Secondary Developer under the Secondary Development 
Agreement and related documents, but instead is limited to a guaranty of completion of the 
Minimum Improvements as described herein. 

2. Remedies.  If the Guarantor fails to cure any default in its performance of the 
obligations guaranteed in Section 1 hereof (the “Guaranteed Obligations”) within thirty (30) days 
after receipt of written notice of default from the Authority, the Authority may, in addition to all 
other remedies available to the Authority under this Guaranty or the Secondary Development 
Agreement, bring any action at law or in equity or both to compel Guarantor to perform its 
obligations under this Guaranty, and may collect in any such action compensation for all out-of-
pocket losses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, sustained or incurred by the 
Authority as a direct consequence of the failure of Guarantor to perform such Guaranteed 
Obligations, together with interest thereon at the rate of interest at the rate of 4.0%; provided, 
however, in no event shall Guarantor be liable for any consequential, punitive, or exemplary 
damages under this Guaranty. 

3. Waivers.  Guarantor waives: (a) any defense based upon any legal disability or 
other defense of Secondary Developer; (b) any defense based upon any lack of capacity of 
Secondary Developer or any lack of authority of the officers, directors, partners, members, 
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managers, trustees, attorneys in fact or agents acting or purporting to act on behalf of Secondary 
Developer or any principal of Secondary Developer or any defect in the formation of Secondary 
Developer or any principal of Secondary Developer (and the Authority will have no obligation to 
inquire into any of the foregoing); (c) all rights and defenses arising out of an election of remedies 
by the Authority; (d) any defense based upon the Authority’s failure to disclose to Guarantor any 
information concerning Secondary Developer’s financial condition or any other circumstances 
bearing on Secondary Developer’s ability to construct the Minimum Improvements; (e) any 
defense based upon any statute or rule of law providing that the obligation of a surety must be 
neither larger in amount nor in any other respect more burdensome than that of a principal; (f) any 
and all claims for subrogation, reimbursement, indemnification or contribution against Secondary 
Developer; (g) acceptance of this Guaranty by the Authority; and (h) presentment, demand, protest 
and notice of any kind (except as otherwise required by this Guaranty).  Notwithstanding anything 
herein to the contrary, Guarantor expressly reserves and retains any and all defenses it may possess, 
whether now or in the future, arising from any failure by Secondary Developer’s contractor to 
perform its obligations under the Construction Contract.     

4. Additional and Independent Obligations. This Guaranty is independent of the 
obligations of the Secondary Developer under the Secondary Development Agreement.  Nothing 
contained in this Guaranty will prevent the Authority from exercising concurrently or successively 
any rights available to it under applicable law or under the Secondary Development Agreement, 
and that the exercise of any of such rights will not constitute a legal or equitable discharge of 
Guarantor.  Guarantor hereby authorizes and empowers the Authority to exercise, in its reasonable 
discretion, any rights and remedies, or any combination thereof, that may then be available, 
because it is the intent and purpose of Guarantor that the Guaranteed Obligations will be absolute, 
independent and unconditional under any and all circumstances.  The Authority may bring a 
separate action to enforce the provisions of this Guaranty against Guarantor without taking action 
against the Secondary Developer, or without joining the Secondary Developer as a party to such 
action. 

5. Representations and Warranties.  To induce the Authority and the City to provide 
the Public Assistance to Secondary Developer, Guarantor represents and warrants to the Authority 
as follows: 

5.1 Benefit.  Guarantor is affiliated with the Secondary Developer and has received, or 
will receive, direct or indirect benefit from the making of this Guaranty with respect to the 
Guaranteed Obligations. 

5.2 No Representation by the Authority.  Neither the Authority nor any other party has 
made any representation, warranty or statement to Guarantor in order to induce Guarantor to 
execute this Guaranty. 

5.3 Legality.  To the best of Guarantor’s knowledge, the execution, delivery and 
performance by Guarantor of this Guaranty and the consummation of the transactions 
contemplated hereunder do not, and will not, contravene or conflict with any law, statute or 
regulation whatsoever to which Guarantor is subject or constitute a default (or an event which with 
notice or lapse of time or both would constitute a default) under, or result in the breach of, any 
indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, charge, lien, or any contract, agreement or other instrument to 
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which Guarantor is a party or which may be applicable to Guarantor.  This Guaranty is a legal and 
binding obligation of Guarantor and is enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as limited 
by bankruptcy, insolvency or other laws of general application relating to the enforcement of 
creditors' rights. 

5.3 Survival.  All representations and warranties made by Guarantor herein shall 
survive the execution hereof and performance or satisfaction of the Guaranteed Obligations in full. 

6. Miscellaneous.   

6.1 Waiver.  No failure to exercise, and no delay in exercising, on the part of the 
Authority, any right hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial 
exercise thereof preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right.  
The rights of the Authority hereunder shall be in addition to all other rights provided by law.  No 
modification or waiver of any provision of this Guaranty, nor consent to departure therefrom, shall 
be effective unless in writing and no such consent or waiver shall extend beyond the particular 
case and purpose involved.  No notice or demand given in any case shall constitute a waiver of the 
right to take other action in the same, similar or other instances without such notice or demand. 

6.2 Notices.  All notices, demands, certificates, requests, or other communications 
required hereunder shall be sufficient only if given only in writing and shall be deemed given only 
when delivered personally or by next day delivery or five (5) days after mailing when mailed by 
registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 

Authority: Administrator 
  Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 

1800 West Old Shakopee Road 
Bloomington, Minnesota 55431 
 

Guarantor: McGough Construction Co. LLC 
2737 Fairview Avenue North  
St. Paul, Minnesota, 55113 
Attn: Thomas J. McGough, Jr. 

 
6.3 Governing Law.  THE CONTRACTUAL AND OTHER GENERAL 

AGREEMENTS EVIDENCED BY THIS GUARANTY WILL BE GENERALLY 
GOVERNED AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE 
STATE OF MINNESOTA.  ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING AGAINST GUARANTOR 
UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS GUARANTY MAY BE BROUGHT IN ANY 
STATE OR FEDERAL COURT IN HENNEPIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA.  GUARANTOR 
HEREBY IRREVOCABLY (A) SUBMITS TO THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF 
SUCH COURTS, AND (B) WAIVES ANY OBJECTION IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER 
HAVE AS TO THE VENUE OF ANY SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING BROUGHT IN 
SUCH COURT OR THAT SUCH COURT IS AN INCONVENIENT FORUM, AND (C) 
CONSENTS TO THE SERVICE OF PROCESS IN ANY MANNER AUTHORIZED BY 
MINNESOTA LAW.  ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING BY GUARANTOR AGAINST 
THE AUTHORITY SHALL BE BROUGHT ONLY IN A STATE OR FEDERAL COURT 
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LOCATED IN HENNEPIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA. THE AUTHORITY HEREBY 
IRREVOCABLY (A) SUBMITS TO THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF SUCH 
COURTS, AND (B) WAIVES ANY OBJECTION IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER HAVE 
AS TO THE VENUE OF ANY SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING BROUGHT IN SUCH 
COURT OR THAT SUCH COURT IS AN INCONVENIENT FORUM, AND (C) 
CONSENTS TO THE SERVICE OF PROCESS IN ANY MANNER AUTHORIZED BY 
MINNESOTA LAW. 

6.4 Invalid Provisions.  If any provision of this Guaranty is held to be illegal, invalid, 
or unenforceable under present or future laws effective during the term of this Guaranty, such 
provision shall be fully severable and this Guaranty shall be construed and enforced as if such 
illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision had never comprised a part of this Guaranty, and the 
remaining provisions of this Guaranty shall remain in full force and effect and shall not be affected 
by the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision or by its severance from this Guaranty, unless 
such continued effectiveness of this Guaranty, as modified, would be contrary to the basic 
understandings and intentions of the parties as expressed herein. 

6.5 Amendments.  This Guaranty may be amended only by an instrument in writing 
executed by the party or an authorized representative of the party against whom such amendment 
is sought to be enforced. 

6.6 Parties Bound; Assignment.  This Guaranty shall be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors, assigns and legal representatives; 
provided, however, that Guarantor may not, without the prior written consent of the Authority, 
assign any of its rights, powers, duties or obligations hereunder. 

6.7 Headings.  Section headings are for convenience of reference only and shall in no 
way affect the interpretation of this Guaranty. 

6.8 Recitals.  The recital and introductory paragraphs hereof are a part hereof, form a 
basis for this Guaranty and shall be considered prima facie evidence of the facts and documents 
referred to therein. 

6.9 Entirety.  THIS GUARANTY EMBODIES THE FINAL, ENTIRE 
AGREEMENT OF GUARANTOR AND THE AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT TO 
GUARANTOR'S GUARANTY OF THE GUARANTEED OBLIGATIONS AND 
SUPERSEDES ANY AND ALL PRIOR COMMITMENTS, AGREEMENTS, 
REPRESENTATIONS, AND UNDERSTANDINGS, WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL, 
RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER HEREOF.  THIS GUARANTY IS INTENDED 
BY GUARANTOR AND THE AUTHORITY AS A FINAL AND COMPLETE 
EXPRESSION OF THE TERMS OF THE GUARANTY, AND NO COURSE OF DEALING 
BETWEEN GUARANTOR AND THE AUTHORITY, NO COURSE OF 
PERFORMANCE, NO TRADE PRACTICES, AND NO EVIDENCE OF PRIOR, 
CONTEMPORANEOUS OR SUBSEQUENT ORAL AGREEMENTS OR DISCUSSIONS 
OR OTHER EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE USED TO 
CONTRADICT, VARY, SUPPLEMENT OR MODIFY ANY TERM OF THIS 
GUARANTY. 
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EXECUTED, effective as of the date first written above. 

 

 GUARANTOR: 
 
MCGOUGH CONSTRUCTION CO., LLC,
a Minnesota limited liability company 
 
 
By:      
 Name: Thomas J. McGough, Jr. 
 Title: President 

 

STATE OF MINNESOTA  ) 
  ) 
COUNTY OF   ) 

This instrument was ACKNOWLEDGED before me this ____ day of 
____________, 2022, by Thomas J. McGough, Jr., the President of McGough Construction Co., 
LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company, on behalf of said company. 

 
[S E A L]    
  Notary Public - State of   
My Commission Expires: 
    
  Printed Name of Notary Public 
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EXHIBIT H 
 

FORM OF SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT 
 

[INSERT] 
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EXHIBIT I 
 

FORM OF ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
 

THIS ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT, made as of ___________, 20___ 
(the “Assignment and Assumption Agreement”), is between BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (the “Assignor”), [ASSIGNEE], a 
______________________________ (the “Assignee”), the CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, 
MINNESOTA, a municipal corporation and political subdivision organized under its home rule 
charter and the laws of the State of Minnesota (the “City”), the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a public body corporate and politic organized under the laws of the 
State of Minnesota (the “Authority”), and BLOOMINGTON CENTRAL STATION, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (the “Master Developer”). 
 

RECITALS 
 

 WHEREAS, the City, the Authority, and the Master Developer entered into a 
Redevelopment Contract, dated February 22, 2005 (the “Redevelopment Contract”), which set 
forth the terms of redevelopment of certain property located within Tax Increment Financing 
District No. 1-I, known as Bloomington Central Station (the “TIF District”), within Industrial 
Development District No. 1 South Loop; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the City, the Authority, the Master Developer, and the Assignor entered into 
a Secondary Development Agreement, dated __________________, 2022 (the “Original 
Agreement”), pursuant to which the Master Developer acknowledged it had conveyed the property 
within the TIF District legally described in EXHIBIT A attached hereto (the “Development 
Property”) to the Assignor, and the Assignor, as the secondary developer named under the Original 
AGreement, agreed to construct on the Development Property an approximately 615,000 square 
foot apartment building with approximately 404 rental units, an approximately 14,500 square foot 
grocery store with liquor store component space, a parking ramp with approximately 596 spaces, 
and certain public improvements (collectively, the “Minimum Improvements”); and  
 
 WHEREAS, the Assignor intends to assign to the Assignee all of the Assignor’s interest in 
and its rights and obligations as the “Secondary Developer” under the Original Agreement from 
and after the date hereof, and the Assignee desires to assume the Assignor’s interest in and rights 
and obligations as the “Secondary Developer” under the Original Agreement from and after the 
date hereof, all as more particularly set forth in this Assignment and Assumption Agreement; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Assignor also intends to assign to the Assignee all of the Assignor’s 
interest in and its rights and obligations as the “Secondary Developer” under the Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants set forth in Exhibit C of the Original Agreement (the “Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants”) from and after the date hereof, and the Assignee desires to assume the 
Assignor’s interest in and rights and obligations as the “Secondary Developer” under the 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenants from and after the date hereof, all as more particularly set 
forth in this Assignment and Assumption Agreement; and 
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 NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 

 
1. Definitions.  All capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meanings given 

such terms in the Original Agreement.  
 
2. Assignment and Assumption of Original Agreement.  Section 9.2 of the Original 

Agreement allows the Assignor to assign its rights and duties under the Original Agreement to 
another entity if: (a) the proposed transfer will occur prior to issuance of the Certificate of 
Completion for the Minimum Improvements, the proposed transferee has the qualifications and 
financial responsibility, in the reasonable judgment of the City and the Authority, necessary and 
adequate to fulfill the obligations undertaken in the Original Agreement by the Assignor; and (b) in 
all events, any proposed transferee expressly assumes to be bound by all of the obligations of the 
Assignee under the Original Agreement.  The Assignor hereby assigns to the Assignee all of its 
interest in the Original Agreement and its rights and obligations under the Original Agreement. 
Additionally, the Assignor hereby assigns to the Assignee all of its interest in the Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants and its rights and obligations under the Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenants.  The Assignee hereby accepts such rights and assumes such obligations, subject to the 
terms of this Assignment and Assumption Agreement.  The City, the Authority, and the Master 
Developer acknowledge and consent to such assignment. 

 
3. Covenants of the Assignee.  The Assignee expressly assumes all of the obligations, 

rights, and interests of the Assignor as the “Secondary Developer” under the Original Agreement 
and the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, and the Assignee agrees to be subject to all the 
conditions and restrictions to which the Assignor is subject under the Original Agreement and the 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenants.   
 

4.  Release of Assignor.  This Assignment and Assumption Agreement shall be 
deemed to release and discharge the Assignor from any obligations of the “Secondary Developer” 
under the Original Agreement and the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, such obligations 
having been assumed by the Assignee. 

 
5. Notices.  For purposes of providing notice to the Secondary Developer under the 

Original Agreement and the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, the Assignee’s address is set 
forth below: 

 
[ASSIGNEE] 
 
 

[MAILING ADDRESS OF ASSIGNEE] 
 
 

 
6. Governing Law.  It is agreed that this Assignment and Assumption Agreement shall 

be governed by, construed, and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Minnesota. 
 
 7. Entirety of Agreement.  This Assignment and Assumption Agreement shall 
constitute the entire agreement between the parties and any prior understanding or representation 
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of any kind preceding the date of this Assignment and Assumption Agreement shall not be binding 
upon either party except to the extent incorporated in this Agreement. 
 
 8. Modification.  Any modification of this Assignment and Assumption Agreement 
or additional obligation assumed by either party in connection with this Assignment and 
Assumption Agreement shall be binding only if placed in writing and signed by each party or an 
authorized representative of each party. 
 
 9. Execution in Counterparts.  This Assignment and Assumption Agreement may be 
executed, acknowledged, and delivered in any number of counterparts and each of such 
counterparts shall constitute an original but all of which together shall constitute one agreement. 
 
 
 
 

(The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Assignor, the Assignee, the City, the Authority, and the 
Master Developer have caused this Assignment and Assumption Agreement to be executed as of 
the date and year first written above. 
 

 
ASSIGNOR: 
 
BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC 
 
 
By   
Its    

 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF _________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _________________, 20__, 
by ______________________________, the _____________________________ of BCS4 
Multifamily, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Assignor. 
  

 
 
  
Notary Public 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This instrument drafted by: 
 
[add drafter language] 
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Execution page of [ASSIGNEE], as an Assignee, to the Assignment and Assumption Agreement, 
dated as of the date and year first written above. 

 
 
ASSIGNEE: 
 
[ASSIGNEE] 

 
 
By   
Its    

 
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF _________ ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _________________, 20__, 
by ______________________________, the _____________________________ of 
[ASSIGNEE], a __________________________________, on behalf of the Assignee. 
  

 
 
  
Notary Public 
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Execution page of the City to the Assignment and Assumption Agreement, dated as of the date 
and year first written above. 

 
CITY: 
 
CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 
 
 
By   

  
Its  Mayor 
 
 
By   

  
Its  City Manager 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _________________, 20__, 
by __________________________, the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, a Minnesota 
municipal corporation, on behalf of the City. 
 

  
Notary Public 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _________________, 20__, 
by __________________________, the City Manager of the City of Bloomington, a Minnesota 
municipal corporation, on behalf of the City. 
 

  
Notary Public 

 
Reviewed and approved by the City Attorney. 
 
  

____________________ 
City Attorney 
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Execution page of the Authority to the Assignment and Assumption Agreement, dated as of the 
date and year first written above. 
 

PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON 

 
 

By   
  

Its  President 
 
 

By   
  

Its  Administrator 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _________________, 20__, 
by ________________________________ the President of the Port Authority of the City of 
Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
  

  
Notary Public 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    )  SS. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _________________, 20__, 
by _________________________________, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City 
of Bloomington, a public body corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Minnesota, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
  

  
Notary Public 
 

Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
 
 
  

____________________ 
Port General Counsel 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
 

 
Lot 1, Block 1, Bloomington Central Station 7th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota 
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RECAPTURE AGREEMENT 
 
THIS RECAPTURE AGREEMENT is made as of this _____ day of ___________, 2022 

(the “Agreement), between the PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, a 
public body politic and corporate organized under the laws of Minnesota (the “Authority”) and 
BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the “Secondary 
Developer”).  The Authority and the Secondary Developer may each be referred to herein as a 
“Party” and collectively as the “Parties.”  All capitalized terms used herein that are not defined 
in this Agreement shall have the meanings provided to such terms in the Secondary Development 
Agreement (as defined herein).    

 
WHEREAS the Secondary Developer intends to construct the Minimum Improvements on 

certain property located in the City and legally described in EXHIBIT A attached hereto (the 
“Development Property”).  The Minimum Improvements and the Development Property may be 
referred to herein as the “BCS4 Project;” and 

 
WHEREAS, in order to make the BCS4 Project economically feasible, the Authority, the 

City, Master Developer, and the Secondary Developer entered into a Secondary Development 
Agreement, dated ___________ __, 2022 (the “Secondary Development Agreement”); and 

 
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Secondary Development Agreement, the Authority has agreed 

to reimburse the Secondary Developer with Available Tax Increment for a portion of the costs of 
the Land Acquisition, Public Improvements, Parking Ramp, and Site Preparation Work, subject to 
the provisions of the Secondary Development Agreement; and 

 
WHEREAS, in consideration of the assistance provided by the Authority and described 

herein, the Secondary Developer has agreed to enter into this Agreement; and  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and of the mutual covenants and 

agreements hereinafter set forth herein, it is hereby agreed by and between the Parties hereto as 
follows: 

 
Section 1. Recapture Generally 
 

The financial assistance provided to the Secondary Developer by the Authority and the 
City pursuant to the Secondary Development Agreement is based on certain assumptions regarding 
likely costs and expenses associated with acquiring and constructing the BCS4 Project and relating 
to the operation of the Grocery Store Component.  The Authority and the Secondary Developer 
agree that those assumptions will be reviewed as described below and may result in the amount of 
tax increment assistance provided to the Secondary Developer under the Secondary Development 
Agreement being subject to recapture to the extent provided below.   
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Section 2. Definitions 
 

Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meaning given such terms in the 
Secondary Development Agreement.  For the purposes of this Agreement, the Parties agree that 
the following terms are defined as set out below: 

 
Actual IRR means, as of the date of measurement, Secondary Developer’s actual IRR for 

the BCS4 Project.   
 
Adjusted Net Operating Income or Adjusted NOI, means, as of the date of measurement, 

the Net Operating Income during the period for which Adjusted Net Operating Income is being 
measured less the sum of all payments Secondary Developer receives under the TIF Note during 
such period and the proceeds, if any, of a sale of the TIF Note. 

 
Affiliate means, as to any Person, any other Person which (a) directly or indirectly 

Controls, is Controlled by, or is under common Control with such Person, or (b) beneficially owns 
or holds 25% or more of any class of the voting or other equity interests of such Person. 

 
Apartment Excess Amount means (i) for purposes of an Apartment Recapture without Sale 

as described in Section 4 hereof, the amount, if any, by which the Imputed Net Sale Price exceeds 
the Threshold Net Sale Price; and (ii) for purposes of an Apartment Recapture upon Sale as 
described in Section 5 hereof, the amount, if any, by which the Net Sale Price received at the 
closing of such sale exceeds the Threshold Net Sale Price.   
 

Apartment Lookback Calculation Date means ninety (90) days after the last day of the 
Term of Available Apartment Recapture; provided, however, if the Parties are unable to agree 
upon the Market Capitalization Rate within thirty (30) days following the expiration of the Term 
of Available Apartment Recapture and the Parties instead use the Market Capitalization Rate 
Determination procedure to determine such rate, the Apartment Lookback Calculation Date shall 
be the date that is thirty (30) days following the date that the Market Capitalization Rate is finally 
determined using such procedure.  

 
Apartment Recapture means the payment to the Authority of a portion of the Apartment 

Excess Amount as set forth in Sections 4, 5, and 6 hereof.  
 

Baseline Terminal Capitalization Rate means 4.25%.   
 
Baseline IRR means Secondary Developer’s projected IRR during years four through 

twelve of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture based on projected Net Operating Income 
generated by the BCS4 Project for each year during such applicable period and projected costs 
identified as outflows, as such projected amounts are set forth in EXHIBIT B-1 attached hereto, 
the Baseline Terminal Capitalization Rate, and the NPV of the TIF Note.  The Baseline IRR for 
years four through twelve of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture is set forth in EXHIBIT 
B-2 attached hereto. 
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BCS4 Project means the Minimum Improvements and the Development Property 
collectively. 

 
Capitalization Rate means the rate of return (stated as a percentage rate) that the projected 

income generated by a real estate project will provide an investor that purchases such project at a 
specified price.  The Capitalization Rate is calculated by dividing a real estate project’s net 
operating income (calculated deducting any contributions to capital reserves) by the specified price 
identified for such project.  For illustration purposes only, if the net operating income (calculated 
deducting any contributions to capital reserves) for a real estate project was $1,000,000 and the 
specified price for such project was $20,000,000, the Capitalization Rate at that price would be 
5% [$1,000,000 / $20,000,000 = 5%]. 

 
Capital Expense Reserve means funds held in reserve by the owner of the BCS4 Project 

for maintenance, repair, and/or replacement of any component of the BCS4 Project, which 
reserved funds are in addition to actual costs incurred by such owner for maintenance, repairs, 
and/or replacement during any period of measurement that are deducted in calculating Net 
Operating Income for such period. 

 
Capital Lease means a lease in which lessor agrees to transfer the ownership rights in the 

BCS4 Project to the lessee at the termination of the lease period.  
 
Control means having the ability, directly or indirectly, through ownership of voting 

securities, trust agreements, or otherwise, to direct the management or policies of the Person.  
Controlled has a correlative meaning.    

 
Costs of Sale means (i) for purposes of Apartment Recapture without Sale as described in 

Section 4 hereof, one percent (1%) of the Imputed Sale Price, and (ii) for purposes of an Apartment 
Recapture upon Sale as described in Section 5 hereof, one percent (1%) of the Sale Price. 

 
Deemed Sale means the transfer, assignment, conveyance, or transfer in any other mode or 

form of more than fifty percent (50%) of the equity interests in the Secondary Developer; provided, 
however, any transfer of equity interests in the Secondary Developer amongst the members and/or 
their Affiliates will not constitute a Deemed Sale.  

 
Development Property means the real property described in EXHIBIT A attached hereto. 
 
GAAP means Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. 

 
Grocery Business Reserve (GBR) means the account established and maintained by the 

Authority to hold the portion of the Grocery Reserve Funds deposited into such account pursuant 
to Section 8 hereof. 

 
Grocery Business Reserve Cap means $675,000.00.   

 
Grocery EBITDA means, for any period of measurement, the Grocery Tenant’s EBITDA 

(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization expense), calculated in accordance 
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with GAAP; provided, however, in calculating Grocery EBITDA, Grocery Tenant will (i) except 
as provided in subpart (ii), only include direct store expenses incurred in the operation of the 
Grocery Store Component, and (ii) limit the overhead expense (and any similar indirect expense 
categories) allocated to the Grocery Store Component’s operations to two percent (2%) of Grocery 
Gross Sales.   

 
Grocery EBITDA Shortfall means, for any year during the Term of Available Grocery 

Recapture, the amount by which Grocery EBITDA for such year is less than two percent (2%) of 
Grocery Gross Sales for such year.  For illustration purposes only, if Grocery EBITDA for a year 
during the Term of Available Grocery Recapture was $100,000 and Grocery Gross Sales were 
$10,000,000 for such year, the Grocery EBITDA Shortfall for such year would be $100,000 
[($10,000,000 x 2%) - $100,000].     

 
Grocery Excess Amount means the total balance, if any, of the Grocery Recapture Reserve 

as of the Grocery Lookback Calculation Date.  
 
Grocery Gross Sales means the sales of Grocery Tenant, and of all licensees, 

concessionaires, and tenants of Grocery Tenant, from all business conducted upon or from the 
Grocery Store Component, whether such sales be evidenced by cash, check, barter, credit, charge 
account, exchange or otherwise, and shall include, but not be limited to, the amounts received from 
the sale of goods, wares and merchandise (including gift and merchandise certificates) and for 
services performed on or from the Grocery Store Component, including but not limited to all sales 
to employees of Grocery Tenant and all orders taken or received at the Grocery Store Component, 
whether such orders be filled from the Grocery Store Component or elsewhere pursuant to mail, 
telephone, computer, internet or other technology based systems whether existing now or 
developed in the future, or other similar orders received, made or filled at or from the Grocery 
Store Component, and whether such sales be made by means of services, merchandise or other 
vending devices in the Grocery Store Component.  Notwithstanding the foregoing or anything to 
the contrary, the term “Grocery Gross Sales” does not include: (a) the exchange of merchandise 
between stores of Grocery Tenant where such exchanges are made solely for the convenient 
operation of Grocery Tenant’s business and not for the purpose of consummating a sale which has 
theretofore been made at, in, on or from the Grocery Store Component and/or for the purpose of 
excluding a sale which otherwise would have been made at, in, on or from the Grocery Store 
Component; (b) returns to suppliers; (c) sales of fixtures or equipment in the conduct of Grocery 
Tenant’s business in the Grocery Store Component; (d) the bulk sale of Grocery Tenant’s 
inventory and supplies to a purchaser of Grocery Tenant’s business; or (f) tobacco or lottery sales, 
if any. The following shall be deducted from Grocery Gross Sales: (x) cash or credit refunds made 
upon transactions included within Grocery Gross Sales, not exceeding the selling price of 
merchandise returned by the purchaser and accepted by Grocery Tenant; and (y) the amount of 
any city, county, state or federal sales, luxury or excise tax on such sales which is both added to 
the selling price (or absorbed therein) and paid to the taxing authority by Grocery Tenant.  

 
Grocery Lease means the commercial lease to be executed by the Secondary Developer, as 

landlord, with the Grocery Tenant, as tenant, for the Grocery Store Component.   
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Grocery Lease Commencement Date means the date the Secondary Developer 
substantially completes the work required under the Grocery Lease and obtains a certificate of 
occupancy for the Grocery Store Component.   
 

Grocery Lookback Calculation Date means ninety (90) days after the last day of the Term 
of Available Grocery Recapture. 

 
Grocery Recapture means the payment to the Authority of a portion of the Grocery Excess 

Amount as set forth in Sections 11 and 12 hereof.  
 
Grocery Recapture Reserve means the account established and maintained by the Authority 

to hold the portion of the Grocery Reserve Funds deposited into such account pursuant to Section 
8 hereof.  

 
Grocery Reserve Funds shall have the meaning given such term in Section 8(a) hereof. 
 
Grocery Store Component means the approximately 14,500 square foot grocery store with 

liquor store component to be constructed and owned by the Secondary Developer as a component 
of the Minimum Improvements.   

 
Grocery Tenant means the Person, as well as its successors and assigns, that is identified 

as the tenant within, and that is obligated for the performance of the tenant’s obligations under, the 
Grocery Lease.    
 

Imputed Net Sale Price means the Imputed Sale Price less Costs of Sale. 
   
Imputed Sale Price means, in the event of no Sale, the Adjusted Net Operating Income for 

the final twelve (12) months of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture divided by the Market 
Capitalization Rate.  

 
IRR means the unlevered internal rate of return to Secondary Developer calculated 

annually based on the timing and amount of all cash inflows (including payments received under 
the TIF Note, payments from the Capital Expense Reserve, and the sale price, as applicable, or the 
NPV of TIF Note) and outflows related to the BCS4 Project.  More specifically, IRR shall mean a 
return of the aggregate investment of Secondary Developer in the Total Project Costs, plus a time-
weighted rate of return taking into account all distributions of cash to Secondary Developer 
actually made with respect to the BCS4 Project, calculated with respect to the unreturned balance 
from time to time of such investment. 
  

Market Capitalization Rate means the most probable Capitalization Rate that a buyer 
purchasing the BCS4 Project on the last day of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture would 
apply to determine the purchase price for the BCS4 Project assuming that the BCS4 Project has 
received reasonable exposure in the competitive sub-market in which the BCS4 Project is located 
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, with the buyer and seller each acting prudently, 
knowledgeably, at arms-length, and for self-interest, and assuming that neither is under any duress.   
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Market Capitalization Rate Determination means, unless agreed upon by the Parties within 
thirty (30) days following the expiration of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture, the 
Market Capitalization Rate shall be determined by appraisal, made by a board consisting of three 
appraisers selected as provided below who are experienced in the valuation of commercial 
properties similar to the BCS4 Project in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area, and each of 
whom shall be a member of the Appraisal Institute with the designation of “MAI.”  The Authority 
shall appoint the first appraiser and shall notify the Secondary Developer of such appointment.  
Within fifteen (15) business days following receipt by the Secondary Developer of such notice 
from the Authority, the Secondary Developer shall appoint the second appraiser and shall promptly 
notify the Authority of such appointment.  The first two appraisers shall appoint a third appraiser 
within fifteen (15) business days thereafter.  If the first two appraisers are unable to agree on a 
third appraiser within fifteen (15) business days after the Secondary Developer’s notice of the 
appointment of the second appraiser, or if either party refuses or neglects to appoint an appraiser 
as herein provided, then such appraiser whose appointment was not made as aforesaid shall be 
appointed within ten (10) business days by the President of the Appraisal Institute, or by such 
successor body hereafter constituted exercising similar functions.  The three appraisers, each 
acting independently, shall each determine the Market Capitalization Rate, and within sixty (60) 
days after the appointment of the third appraiser, shall each submit their determination of such 
Market Capitalization Rate to the Authority and the Secondary Developer.  If the determinations 
of at least two of the appraisers shall be identical in amount, said amount shall be deemed to be 
the Market Capitalization Rate.  If the determinations of all three appraisers shall be different in 
amount, the Market Capitalization Rate shall be determined as follows: 

 
(a) If neither the highest nor lowest Market Capitalization Rate differs from the middle 

appraised rate, by more than 10% of such middle appraised rate, or both the highest 
and lowest appraised rates differ from the middle appraised rate by more than 10% 
of such middle appraised rate, then the Market Capitalization Rate shall be deemed 
to be the average of the three appraised rates; and 

 
(b) If either, but not both, of the highest and lowest appraised Market Capitalization 

Rates differs from the middle appraised rate by more than 10% of such middle 
appraised rate, then the Market Capitalization Rate shall be deemed to be the 
average of the middle appraised rate and the appraised rate closest in amount to 
said middle value. 

 
The Market Capitalization Rate as determined in accordance with the provisions above shall be 
binding and conclusive upon the Parties hereto.  The Authority shall pay 50% and the Secondary 
Developer shall pay 50% of the appraisers’ fees incurred in connection with the appraisers’ work 
in determining the Market Capitalization Rate. 

 
Market Value means the most probable Sale Price, as of the date of the closing of the Sale, 

for which the BCS4 Project should sell after reasonable exposure in the competitive sub-market in 
which the BCS4 Project is located under all conditions requisite to fair sale, with the buyer and 
seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, at arms-length, and for self-interest, and assuming 
that neither is under any duress.   
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Market Value Determination means, unless agreed upon by the Parties within thirty (30) 
days after a Sale, the Market Value shall be determined by appraisal, made by a panel consisting 
of three appraisers selected as provided below who are experienced in the valuation of commercial 
properties similar to the BCS4 Project in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area, and each of 
whom shall be a member of the Appraisal Institute with the designation of “MAI.” The Authority 
shall appoint the first appraiser and shall notify the Secondary Developer of such appointment.  
Within fifteen (15) business days following receipt by the Secondary Developer of such notice 
from the Authority, the Secondary Developer shall appoint the second appraiser and shall promptly 
notify the Authority of such appointment.  The first two appraisers shall appoint a third appraiser 
within fifteen (15) business days thereafter.  If the first two appraisers are unable to agree on a 
third appraiser within fifteen (15) business days after the Secondary Developer’s notice of the 
appointment of the second appraiser, or if either party refuses or neglects to appoint an appraiser 
as herein provided, then such appraiser whose appointment was not made as aforesaid shall be 
appointed within ten (10) business days by the President of the Appraisal Institute, or by such 
successor body hereafter constituted exercising similar functions.  The three appraisers, each 
acting independently, shall each determine the Market Value of the BCS4 Project, and within sixty 
(60) days after the appointment of the third appraiser, shall each submit their determination of such 
Market Value to the Authority and the Secondary Developer.  If the determinations of at least two 
of the appraisers shall be identical in amount, said amount shall be deemed to be the Market Value.  
If the determinations of all three appraisers shall be different in amount, the Market Value shall be 
determined as follows: 

 
(a) If neither the highest nor lowest appraised value differs from the middle appraised 

value by more than 10% of such middle appraised value, or both the highest and 
lowest appraised values differ from the middle appraised value by more than 10% 
of such middle appraised value, then the Market Value shall be deemed to be the 
average of the three appraisals; and 

 
(b) If either, but not both, of the highest and lowest appraised values differs from the 

middle appraised value by more than 10% of such middle appraised value, then the 
Market Value shall be deemed to be the average of the middle appraised value and 
the appraised value closest in amount to said middle value. 

 
The Market Value as determined in accordance with the provisions above shall be binding and 
conclusive upon the Parties hereto.  The Authority shall pay 50% and the Secondary Developer 
shall pay 50% of the appraisers’ fees incurred in connection with the appraisers’ work in 
determining the Market Value. 

 
Net Operating Income or NOI means, as of the date of measurement, the difference 

between (x) the gross revenues (including, without limitation, rental income, and tenant 
reimbursements of items included in expenses) received by Secondary Developer from the 
ownership and operation of the BCS4 Project and payments received by Secondary Developer 
under the TIF Note during the period for which Net Operating Income is being measured, and (y) 
the sum of actual operating expenses incurred by the Secondary Developer in connection with its 
ownership and operation of the BCS4 Project (including real estate taxes, insurance premiums, 
management fees, maintenance, repair, and replacement expenses, tenant improvement costs, 
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commissions, and other costs incurred in re-tenanting the Grocery Store Component if the Grocery 
Tenant is replaced, and expenses for contributions to the Capital Expense Reserve) during the 
period for which Net Operating Income is being measured.  The projected Net Operating Income 
for years four through twelve of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture is set forth in 
EXHIBIT B-1 attached hereto. 

 
Net Present Value of TIF Note (NPV of TIF Note) means, as of the date of measurement, 

the present value (calculated using a discount rate of 5.25%) of the remaining payment stream the 
Authority reasonably projects will be received under the TIF Note. 

 
Net Sale Price means the Sale Price less Costs of Sale. 

 
Person means any natural person, corporation, limited liability company, trust, joint 

venture, association, company, partnership, or other entity. 
 

Sale means any sale (including a Deemed Sale), assignment, conveyance, or Capital Lease, 
or transfer in any other mode or form, of or with respect to the BCS4 Project (excluding the TIF 
Note and Capital Expense Reserve); provided, however, a transfer of the BCS4 Project by 
foreclosure or a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure will not be a Sale.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 
term Sale does not include: (i) a transfer of the ownership of the BCS4 Project if the transferee is 
an Affiliate, (ii) the transfer of membership interests in the Secondary Developer or its members 
to Affiliates, (iii) any lease of residential units or commercial space, including the Grocery Store 
Component, within the BCS4 Project (other than a Capital Lease), (iv) mortgages securing debt, 
or (v) other encumbrances, such as easements, against the BCS4 Project granted during the Term 
of Available Apartment Recapture so long as the net effect of such encumbrances is not to transfer 
ownership or control of the BCS4 Project to a party that is not an Affiliate.  Also, for avoidance of 
doubt, a Sale includes any lease-purchase agreement executed within the Term of Available 
Apartment Recapture with parties that are not Affiliates regardless of when or if the eventual sale 
is transacted. 

 
Sale Price means the gross price at which the BCS4 Project (excluding the TIF Note and 

Capital Expense Reserve) is sold; provided, that if (1) the Secondary Developer or any Affiliate 
thereof has an ownership interest in the purchaser of the BCS4 Project, and (2) the Authority 
notifies Secondary Developer in writing within fifteen (15) days of receiving notice from 
Secondary Developer under Section 3 hereof that it does not believe that the actual Sale Price of 
the BCS4 Project represents Market Value, then the Sale Price shall be deemed to be Market Value 
determined by the Market Value Determination procedure. 

 
Tenant Rent Reserve shall have the meaning given such term in Section 10(b) hereof.   
 
Term of Available Apartment Recapture means the period from the date of this Agreement 

until the twelfth (12th) anniversary thereof. 
 
Term of Available Grocery Recapture means the period from the Grocery Lease 

Commencement Date until the eighth (8th) anniversary thereof. 
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Threshold IRR means Baseline IRR multiplied by one hundred five percent (105%), as 
illustrated in EXHIBIT B-2 attached hereto.  
 

Threshold Net Sale Price means (i) for purposes of an Apartment Recapture without Sale 
as described in Section 4 hereof, the net amount that Secondary Developer would need to receive 
at a hypothetical closing of a Sale on the last day of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture 
(assuming a simultaneous sale of the TIF Note for a price equal to the NPV of TIF Note) to provide 
Secondary Developer an IRR as of such date equal to the Threshold IRR identified for year twelve 
in EXHIBIT B-2 attached hereto, and (ii) for purposes of Apartment Recapture upon Sale as 
described in Section 5 hereof, the net amount that Secondary Developer would need to receive at 
the closing of such Sale (assuming a simultaneous sale of the TIF Note for the price allocated to 
the TIF Note or, if the TIF Note is not sold, for a price equal to the NPV of TIF Note) to provide 
Secondary Developer an IRR as of the date of such Sale equal to the Threshold IRR identified in 
EXHIBIT B-2 attached hereto that is applicable during the year in which the Sale occurs.  In 
accordance with the foregoing definition, Threshold Net Sale Price shall be calculated as outlined 
in EXHIBIT C attached hereto.  

 
Total Estimated Project Costs means all the costs the Secondary Developer estimates it will 

incur in connection with the BCS4 Project, including costs of land, on-and-off-site improvements 
(or assessments paid in connection with such improvements), build-out of the Grocery Store 
Component, leasing commissions for the Grocery Store Component, capitalized interest on all 
such costs, amounts paid to fund necessary operating reserves, and operating deficits, and all other 
related soft costs incurred in connection with the BCS4 Project, all of which estimated costs are 
set forth in EXHIBIT B-1. 

 
Total Project Costs means all actual costs incurred by the Secondary Developer in 

connection with the BCS4 Project as of the date Total Project Costs are calculated, including costs 
of land, on-and-off-site improvements (or assessments paid in connection with such 
improvements), leasing commissions, capitalized interest on all such costs, amounts paid to fund 
necessary operating reserves, and operating deficits, and all other related soft costs incurred in 
connection with the BCS4 Project.   

 
Section 3. Notification in Event of Sale 
 

In the event of any Sale during the Term of Available Apartment Recapture, the Secondary 
Developer shall notify the Authority of the time and place of the closing of the Sale at least 30 
days before the Sale will occur.  In addition to the time and place of the Sale, the Authority shall 
be provided with the name of the purchaser and information regarding whether the purchase is by 
an Affiliate of Secondary Developer.  The Secondary Developer must deliver to the Authority 
background documentation related to the Sale which is in the Secondary Developer’s possession 
that the Authority may reasonably request to allow the Authority to determine the amount of 
Apartment Recapture, if any, owed by Secondary Developer as a result of such Sale.   
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Section 4. Apartment Recapture Without Sale 
 

(a) In the event a Sale does not occur during the Term of Available Apartment Recapture, 
upon the Apartment Lookback Calculation Date, the Authority shall calculate the Imputed Net Sale 
Price and the Threshold Net Sales Price from the data required under Section 8 herein for the Term 
of Available Apartment Recapture using the Market Capitalization Rate and Threshold IRR as 
outlined in EXHIBIT C-2.   

 
(b) If an Apartment Excess Amount exists as of the Apartment Lookback Calculation 

Date, the Secondary Developer shall pay to the Authority fifty percent (50%) of the Apartment 
Excess Amount as and for Apartment Recapture, subject to the terms of Section 6 hereof.   

 
(c) The amount of any Apartment Recapture due and owing under this Section 4 must 

be paid in five (5) equal annual installments, plus 5.25% simple interest accruing from and after 
the Apartment Lookback Calculation Date, with the first such installment due on the first (1st) 
anniversary of the Apartment Lookback Calculation Date.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
Secondary Developer may prepay all or any portion of the Apartment Recapture owing under this 
Section 4 at any time without penalty or premium.   
 
Section 5. Apartment Recapture Upon Sale 
 

(a) In case of a Sale prior to the expiration of the Term of Available Apartment 
Recapture, the Authority shall calculate the Actual IRR as of the date of the closing of such Sale 
based on the procedure outlined in EXHIBIT C-1.  If the Actual IRR is greater than the Threshold 
IRR, then the Authority will calculate the Threshold Net Sales Price and the Apartment Excess 
Amount, if any, as of the date of the closing of such Sale as outlined in EXHIBIT C-1. 

 
(b) If an Apartment Excess Amount exists, the Secondary Developer agrees to pay to 

the Authority fifty percent (50%) of any Apartment Excess Amount as and for Apartment 
Recapture, subject to and in accordance the terms of Section 6 hereof. 
 

(c) The amount of Apartment Recapture due and owing under this Section 5 must be 
paid within thirty (30) days following the closing of the Sale.   

 
Section 6. Maximum Amount of Apartment Recapture  
 

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, in no event shall the 
total Apartment Recapture paid to the Authority under this Agreement exceed the lesser of (i) fifty 
percent (50%) of the principal advances made under the TIF Note (which principal advances are 
expected to be $22,900,000), (ii) fifty percent (50%) of the amount of any principal on the TIF 
Note paid by the Authority prior to the termination of such TIF Note in the event that the Authority 
terminates such note in accordance with the terms of the Secondary Development Agreement, and 
(iii) $7,550,000.   

 
(b) Any amounts of Apartment Recapture paid to the Authority pursuant to this 

Agreement shall be deposited to the BCS TIF Account. 
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Section 7. Grocery Lease 
 

Prior to commencement of construction of the Minimum Improvements, the Secondary 
Developer and the Grocery Tenant will execute the Grocery Lease.  The Grocery Lease will 
include, among other things, the following terms: (1) the Grocery Lease shall have an initial term 
of at least fifteen (15) years; (2) the term of the Grocery Lease will commence on the Grocery 
Lease Commencement Date; (3) the Grocery Tenant will be obligated to continuously operate the 
Grocery Store Component, for the minimum hours set forth in the Grocery Lease, during the initial 
term of the Grocery Lease; (4) the Grocery Tenant will be obligated to track and record Grocery 
Gross Sales in a manner that will allow third-party verification of the amount of Grocery Gross 
Sales generated from operations at the Grocery Store Component during the initial term of the 
Grocery Lease; (5) the Grocery Tenant will be obligated to produce and provide to the Secondary 
Developer and the Authority a report of annual Gross Sales, as well as information reasonably 
necessary to verify the accuracy of such report, within sixty (60) days following the end of each 
year of the Term of Available Grocery Recapture; (6) the Grocery Tenant will be obligated to pay 
the Authority the Grocery Reserve Funds in accordance with Section 8 hereof; and (7) the Grocery 
Tenant will be entitled to borrow from the Grocery Recapture Reserve and Grocery Business 
Reserve, as applicable, in accordance with Section 9 hereof.  The Secondary Developer will 
provide the Authority with a fully executed copy of the Grocery Lease, as well as any future 
amendment of the Grocery Lease, within fifteen (15) days following the parties’ execution of the 
same.       

 
Section 8. Grocery Reserve Funds; Grocery Business Reserve; Grocery Recapture 

Reserve 
 

(a) Within ninety (90) days following the end of each year of the Term of Available 
Grocery Recapture, the Secondary Developer shall cause the Grocery Tenant to pay to the 
Authority the sum of (i) the amount, if any, by which Grocery EBITDA exceeds two percent (2%) 
of Grocery Gross Sales for the prior year, up to the amount of Grocery EBITDA that is equal to 
four percent (4%) of Grocery Gross Sales, and (ii) the amount, if any, by which Grocery EBITDA 
exceeds four percent (4%) of Grocery Gross Sales for the prior year; provided, however, if at any 
time the balance of the Grocery Business Reserve account equals (or will equal with the funds paid 
to the Authority pursuant to this Section 8(a)), the Grocery Business Reserve Cap (after repaying 
any borrowing from the Grocery Business Reserve due to a Grocery EBITDA Shortfall pursuant 
to Section 9 hereof), the amount included pursuant to the formula set forth in subpart (ii) of this 
sentence will thereafter be limited to seventy-five percent (75%) the amount, if any, by which 
Grocery EBITDA exceeds four percent (4%) of Grocery Gross Sales for the prior year.  The sum 
of the amounts referenced in the formula set forth in subsections (i) and (ii) of the preceding 
sentence will be referred to herein collectively as the “Grocery Reserve Funds.”  For illustration 
purposes only, if Grocery Gross Sales for a year during the Term of Available Grocery Recapture 
were $10,000,000, Grocery EBITDA was $1,000,000, and the balance of the Grocery Business 
Reserve account was $300,000 prior to the deposit of any Grocery Reserve Funds attributable to 
such year, the Grocery Tenant would be obligated to pay to the Authority Grocery Reserve Funds 
equaling $693,750 for such year pursuant to this Section, which would be composed of (i) 
$200,000, which is the amount by which Grocery EBITDA exceeded two percent (2%) of Grocery 
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Gross Sales, up to the amount of Grocery EBITDA that is equal to four percent (4%) of Grocery 
Gross Sales, plus (ii) $493,750, which is the sum of (a) $175,000, which is the amount needed to 
cause the balance of the Grocery Business Reserve account to equal the Grocery Business Reserve 
Cap ($675,000), and (b) $318,750, which is seventy-five percent (75%) of the remaining portion 
of the amount by which Grocery EBITDA exceeded four percent (4%) of Grocery Gross Sales 
after deducting the amount needed to cause the balance of the Grocery Business Reserve account 
to equal $675,000 (($600,000 - $175,000) x 75%).  For further illustration purposes only, if 
Grocery Gross Sales for a year during the Term of Available Grocery Recapture were $10,000,000, 
Grocery EBITDA was $1,000,000, and the balance of the Grocery Business Reserve account was 
$675,000 prior to the deposit of any Grocery Reserve Funds attributable to such year, the Grocery 
Tenant would be obligated to pay to the Authority Grocery Reserve Funds equaling $650,000 
pursuant to this Section, which would be composed of (i) $200,000, which is the amount by which 
Grocery EBITDA exceeded two percent (2%) of Grocery Gross Sales, up to the amount of Grocery 
EBITDA that is equal to four percent (4%) of Grocery Gross Sales, plus (ii) $450,000, which is 
seventy-five percent (75%) of the amount by which Grocery EBITDA exceeded four percent (4%) 
of Grocery Gross Sales.   

 
(b) Following receipt of each payment of Grocery Reserve Funds, the Authority shall 

deposit such funds into the Grocery Business Reserve until the balance of such account equals the 
Grocery Business Reserve Cap.  For avoidance of doubt, if the balance of the Grocery Business 
Reserve in one year equals the Grocery Business Reserve Cap, but the balance is subsequently 
reduced due to borrowing from the Grocery Business Reserve due to a Grocery EBITDA Shortfall 
pursuant to Section 9 hereof, the Authority shall deposit any future Grocery Reserve Funds the 
Authority receives into the Grocery Business Reserve until the balance of such account again 
equals the Grocery Business Reserve Cap.  For avoidance of doubt, the Authority will not replenish 
any funds that are borrowed from the Grocery Recapture Reserve due to a Grocery EBITDA 
Shortfall.      

   
(c) At any time when the balance of the Grocery Business Reserve equals the Grocery 

Business Reserve Cap, the Authority shall deposit any remaining Grocery Reserve Funds into the 
Grocery Recapture Reserve. 

 
(d)  EXHIBIT D attached hereto includes a flowchart that further illustrates the 

intended flow of Grocery Reserve Funds as contemplated in Sections 8(a) – (c) above and the 
manners in which the Grocery Reserve Funds may be used both during and following the 
expiration of the Term of Available Grocery Recapture as contemplated in Sections 9 and 10 
below.   
 
Section 9. Interim Use of Grocery Reserve Funds During the Term of Available Grocery 

Recapture 
 

(a) Within (90) days following the end of any year during the Term of Available 
Grocery Recapture in which there is a Grocery EBITDA Shortfall, the Grocery Tenant may notify 
the Secondary Developer and the Authority in writing that the Grocery Tenant intends to borrow 
from the Grocery Recapture Reserve and the Grocery Business Reserve, as applicable, an amount 
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equal to the lesser of (i) the total funds then on deposit in the Grocery Recapture Reserve and the 
Grocery Business Reserve, and (ii) the amount of the Grocery EBITDA Shortfall. 

   
(b) Within thirty (30) days following receipt of a notice from the Grocery Tenant 

pursuant to Section 9(a) above, the Authority shall, if the Authority Representative has determined 
that a Grocery EBITDA Shortfall exists, pay to the Grocery Tenant from the Grocery Recapture 
Reserve and the Grocery Business Reserve, as applicable, the amount the Grocery Tenant is 
entitled to borrow pursuant to Section 9(a) above.  The Authority may, if not satisfied that a Grocery 
EBITDA Shortfall exists (or, alternatively, if not satisfied with the amount of the Grocery EBITDA 
shortfall claimed by the Grocery Tenant), so notify the Grocery Tenant and the Secondary Developer 
within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Grocery Tenant’s request pursuant to Section 9(a) above 
with a statement of the reasons why the request has not been approved and requesting such further 
documentation or clarification as the Authority may reasonably require.  Failure by the Authority to 
notify the Grocery Tenant and the Secondary Developer of any objections within thirty (30) days after 
receipt of a request pursuant to Section 9(a) above will be deemed acceptance thereof. 

 
 (c) Any amount the Authority pays to the Grocery Tenant pursuant to Section 9(b) 
above will be withdrawn first from available funds within the Grocery Recapture Reserve, and 
then any remaining balance owing to the Grocery Tenant will be withdrawn from available funds 
within the Grocery Business Reserve.   

 
Section 10. Use of Grocery Business Reserve Following Expiration of the Term of 

Available Grocery Recapture 
 

(a) Within thirty (30) days following the Grocery Lookback Calculation Date, the 
Authority will pay to the Secondary Developer the lesser of (i) the balance, if any, of the Grocery 
Business Reserve as of the Grocery Lookback Calculation Date, and (ii) $400,000.  The Secondary 
Developer must use any funds paid to it by the Authority pursuant to this Section 10(a) within 
twenty-four (24) months of the Secondary Developer’s receipt of such funds to pay for out-of-
pocket costs the Secondary Developer incurs, either directly or through an allowance provided to 
the Grocery Tenant or, if applicable, replacement tenant, to make modifications, enhancements, or 
improvements to the Grocery Store Component. 

 
(b) If the balance of the Grocery Business Reserve as of the Grocery Lookback 

Calculation Date exceeds $400,000, the Authority shall, within thirty (30) days following the 
Grocery Lookback Calculation Date, pay any amount within the Grocery Business Reserve in 
excess of $400,000 to the Secondary Developer.  The Secondary Developer will use any funds 
paid to it by the Authority pursuant to this Section 10(b) to create a rent reserve (the “Tenant Rent 
Reserve”) that will be available to the Grocery Tenant to make scheduled rent payments owing 
under the Grocery Lease during any year of the initial term of the Grocery Lease following the 
expiration of the Term of Available Grocery Recapture if, for any immediately prior year, Grocery 
EBITDA is less than two percent (2%) of Grocery Gross Sales; provided, however, the maximum 
amount Grocery Tenant will be entitled to withdraw from the Tenant Rent Reserve during any year 
of the initial term of the Grocery Lease following the expiration of the Term of Available Grocery 
Recapture will be the amount by which Grocery EBITDA for the prior year was less than two 
percent (2%) of Grocery Gross Sales.  If, upon the expiration of the initial term of the Grocery 
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Lease, there exists any remaining balance of the funds the Authority paid to the Secondary 
Developer pursuant to this Section 10(b), the Secondary Developer must use any such funds within 
twelve (12) months of the expiration of the initial term of the Grocery Lease to pay for out-of-
pocket costs the Secondary Developer incurs, either directly or through an allowance provided to 
the Grocery Tenant or, if applicable, replacement tenant, to make modifications, enhancements, or 
improvements to the Grocery Store Component.   
 
Section 11. Grocery Recapture 
 

The Grocery Recapture shall be the Grocery Excess Amount existing as of the Grocery 
Lookback Calculation Date (after receipt of the Grocery Tenant’s payment of Grocery Reserve 
Funds for the final year of the Term of Available Grocery Recapture), which amount the Authority 
shall deposit in the BCS TIF Account, subject to and in accordance the terms of Section 12 hereof.  
EXHIBIT D includes two hypothetical examples that illustrate how Grocery Recapture would be 
calculated as of the Grocery Lookback Calculation Date under the hypothetical circumstances 
contemplated in each example.       

 
Section 12. Maximum Amount of Grocery Recapture 

 
(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, in no event shall the 

total Grocery Recapture deposited by the Authority in the BCS TIF Account pursuant to Section 
11 above exceed the lesser of (i) fifty percent (50%) of the principal advances made under the TIF 
Note (which principal advances are expected to be $22,900,000), (ii) fifty percent (50%) of the 
amount of any principal on the TIF Note paid by the Authority prior to the termination of such TIF 
Note in the event that the Authority terminates such note in accordance with the terms of the 
Secondary Development Agreement, and (iii) $3,900,000.  

 
(b) If the amount of Grocery Recapture exceeds the maximum amount identified in 

Section 12(a) above, the Authority shall pay any such excess amount to the Secondary Developer 
within thirty (30) days following the Grocery Lookback Calculation Date.    
 
Section 13. Use of Grocery Store Component 
 

The Secondary Developer covenants and agrees that, until the expiration of the Term of 
Available Grocery Recapture, the Grocery Store Component will be used and occupied only as a 
grocery store (with a liquor store component) and for ancillary and related uses.  Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, if at any time during the Term of Available Grocery Recapture the Grocery Tenant 
ceases operations and the Secondary Developer is unable, for a period of at least nine (9) months 
following Grocery Tenant’s cessation of operations, to locate a replacement tenant to operate a 
grocery store within the Grocery Store Component despite the Secondary Developer’s 
commercially reasonable efforts to find such a replacement tenant, the Secondary Developer will 
be entitled to request that the Authority approve the use and occupancy of all or a portion of the 
Grocery Store Component for a use other than a grocery store, which approval the Authority will 
not unreasonably withhold, condition, or delay.      

  
Section 14. Term 
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This Agreement shall terminate on the latest to occur of (a) Secondary Developer’s full 

payment of (i) any Apartment Recapture required either without a Sale as provided in Section 4 or 
payment of any Apartment Recapture required following a Sale as provided in Section 5 hereof, 
and (ii) any Grocery Recapture required as provided in Section 11 hereof; or (b) upon a 
determination that no Apartment Recapture is due as of the Apartment Lookback Calculation Date 
under Section 4 hereof or following a Sale under Section 5 hereof; or (c) a foreclosure or deed in 
lieu of foreclosure of a lien on the BCS4 Project that occurs after the fourth anniversary of this 
Agreement; or (d) the Secondary Developer’s satisfaction of its obligations with respect to any 
funds paid to it by the Authority from the Grocery Business Reserve pursuant to Section 10 hereof.  
At the request of the Secondary Developer, the Authority will provide to the Secondary Developer 
a recordable document evidencing the termination of this Agreement in accordance with this 
Section 14.   

  
Section 15. Reporting 
 
 (a) For purposes of providing the Authority information to monitor the BCS4 Project’s 
performance, for calculating the IRR, calculating any Apartment Excess Amount or Grocery 
Excess Amount as described herein, and otherwise monitoring the Secondary Developer’s 
performance of its obligations hereunder, the Secondary Developer shall provide to the Authority 
the following (collectively, the “Confidential Financial Information”): (i) such information as 
the Authority may reasonably request from time to time to determine Secondary Developer’s 
equity investment in and/or the Total Project Costs for the BCS4 Project; (ii) at least annually a 
report regarding the BCS4 Project’s Net Operating Income (including Capital Expense Reserve 
balance) in substantially the format of the lookback pro forma attached as EXHIBIT B hereto 
(except that, if definitions in this Agreement vary from GAAP, the provisions of this Agreement 
control); provided, however, in the event a Sale does not occur during the Term of Available 
Apartment Recapture, to the extent not furnished previously, Secondary Developer will provide 
the Authority a report regarding the BCS4 Project’s Net Operating Income and Capital Expense 
Reserves for the final twelve (12) months of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture within 
ninety (90) days following the expiration of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture; (iii) 
within ninety (90) days following the end of each year of the initial term of the Grocery Lease, a 
report stating Grocery EBITDA and Grocery Gross Sales for the prior year, as certified to the 
Authority by the Grocery Tenant pursuant to the terms of the Grocery Lease; (iv) within ninety 
(90) days following the date that is the twenty-four (24) month anniversary of the Authority’s 
payment of any funds to the Secondary Developer pursuant to Section 10(a) hereof, a report 
detailing the Secondary Developer’s use of any such funds, and (v) within ninety (90) days 
following the expiration of the initial term of the Grocery Lease, a report detailing the Secondary 
Developer’s use of any funds the Authority paid to the Secondary Developer pursuant to Section 
10(b) hereof.  No more than annually, the Authority may request a review and written report from 
a national accounting firm of independent certified public accountants regarding (i) Net Operating 
Income reported by Secondary Developer for the BCS4 Project, which report will be provided at 
the Secondary Developer’s expense (which expense may be included as part of annual operating 
expenses); provided, however, reports pursuant to this subpart (i) may only be required during the 
Term of Available Apartment Recapture; and (ii) Grocery EBITDA and/or Grocery Gross Sales, 
which report will be provided at the Grocery Tenant’s expense.  Secondary Developer agrees that 
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the disbursement of Total Actual Project Costs (including the timing of the disbursement of such 
costs) will be reported and documented in the same manner and format as is done in EXHIBIT B-
1 for Total Estimated Project Costs.   
 
 (b) In the event of a Sale during the Term of Available Apartment Recapture, upon 
request, the Secondary Developer agrees to provide to the Authority background documentation 
reasonably related to the sale transaction (collectively, the “Sale Information”), including, but not 
limited to, a copy of any purchase agreement or similar agreement and a copy of the settlement 
statement for such Sale. 
 
 (c) Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, the Parties 
acknowledge and agree that the Confidential Financial Information, the Sale Information, and the 
Grocery Lease that the Secondary Developer and Grocery Tenant will provide to the Authority 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement are Secondary Developer’s and Grocery Tenant’s 
confidential and proprietary business information, and, as a result, it is the Parties intent that, to 
the fullest extent permitted under applicable law, the Authority will maintain the confidentiality of 
this information.  The Authority agrees, to the fullest extent permitted under applicable law, to 
take any and all steps that are necessary to preserve the confidentiality of the Confidential Financial 
Information, the Sale Information, and the Grocery Lease, and to prevent or, if that is not possible, 
to limit, the public dissemination of such information.  The Parties acknowledge and agree that the 
financial information included in the exhibits to this Agreement is public information, and the 
Authority will have no obligation to maintain the confidentiality of the information contained in 
such exhibits. 
 
 (d) Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, the Secondary 
Developer acknowledges and understands that the Authority is a governmental body and is subject 
to the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 13 (the “Minnesota Data Practices Act”).  
Some of the data provided by Secondary Developer and Grocery Tenant may be required to be 
disclosed if requested pursuant to the Minnesota Data Practices Act.  The Authority’s retention of 
information or disclosure of information if required under the Minnesota Data Practices Act will 
not be considered a breach of this Agreement.   
 
Section 16. Amendment 
 

This Agreement may only be amended by written document executed by each Party hereto 
or their successors and assigns.  No term of this Agreement shall be waived or deemed waived 
unless done so in writing signed by the Party benefited by the term to be waived.  Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, the Parties acknowledge and agree that, if any modified proforma prepared prior to 
the closing on Secondary Developer’s financing for the construction of the BCS4 Project 
substantially changes the Baseline IRR, the Parties will work cooperatively to revise EXHIBITS 
B-1 and B-2 attached hereto to reflect such change to the Baseline IRR. 

 
Section 17. Notices 
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All notices and other communications under or relating to this Agreement shall be given 
in the manner and to the respective Parties at their respective addresses as set forth in the Secondary 
Development Agreement. 

 
Section 18. Assignment of BCS4 Project 
 

(a) If the BCS4 Project is sold, transferred or otherwise conveyed to another owner 
within the first three years of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture, then the obligations 
hereunder shall be assumed by the new owner. For the avoidance of doubt, no Apartment 
Recapture shall be required hereunder from the Secondary Developer upon any Sale occurring 
within the first three (3) years of the Term of Available Apartment Recapture, provided, however, 
the new owner shall be subject to Apartment Recapture hereunder. 

 
(b) If the BCS4 Project is sold, transferred or otherwise conveyed to another owner 

during the Term of Available Grocery Recapture, then the obligations hereunder shall be assumed 
by the new owner. For the avoidance of doubt, if the BCS4 Project is sold, the new owner shall be 
subject to Grocery Recapture hereunder, and such sale, transfer, or conveyance will not eliminate 
or modify the Grocery Tenant’s obligations relating to this Agreement that are incorporated into 
the Grocery Lease.   
 
Section 19. Miscellaneous 
 

(a) This Agreement does not represent an interest in the BCS4 Project, and the 
Authority and the Secondary Developer are not partners.  The rights of the Authority to payment 
hereunder is binding on the Secondary Developer and its successors.  The rights of the Authority 
to payment hereunder are and shall at all times remain subordinate to the rights, liens, assignments 
and security interests of any holder of indebtedness secured by the BCS4 Project, or any part 
thereof.  Upon request by the Secondary Developer, the Authority agrees to execute such 
subordination agreement(s) or other recordable documents reasonably requested by Secondary 
Developer and/or its lenders to confirm such subordination.  The execution of such a subordination 
agreement or similar document will not require further action by the City Council or the Board of the 
Authority, and may be reviewed and approved by the Administrator of the Authority. 
 

(b) The provisions of this Agreement are binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 
Parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 
 

(c) This Agreement shall be construed under and governed by the laws of the State of 
Minnesota. 
 

(d) This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, all of which taken together shall 
constitute one and the same instrument. 
 

(e) This Agreement may be recorded against the Development Property in the property 
records of Hennepin County. 
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S-1 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authority and the Secondary Developer have each caused 
these presents to be signed in its name on behalf by its authorized representatives, all as of the date 
and year first written above. 

 
 
PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF 
BLOOMINGTON  
 
 

DATED:  By:    
        Robert Erickson 
  Its:  President 
 
DATED:  By:    
        Schane Rudlang 
  Its: Administrator 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    ) ss 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of _____________, 
2022, by Robert Erickson, the President of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
 

  
Notary Public 
 
 

STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
    ) ss 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of __________, 
2022, by Schane Rudlang, the Administrator of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, on 
behalf of the Authority. 
 

  
Notary Public 
 
 

Reviewed and approved by Port General Counsel. 
  

Julie Eddington 
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S-2 
 

 
BCS4 MULTIFAMILY, LLC, 
a Delaware Limited Liability Company 

 
 
DATED:  _____________, 20__  By:    

Its:    
 
 
STATE OF MINNESOTA ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN ) 

 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of _________, 2022, 

by ________________________, the _________________________ of BCS4 Multifamily, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, on behalf of the Secondary Developer. 
 

  
Notary Public 
 

 
 
This document was drafted by: 
Fredrikson & Byron, P.A. (BSM) 
200 South Sixth Street, Suite 4000 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
612-492-7000 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Signature Page of Secondary Developer to Recapture Agreement) 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
 
 

Lot 1, Block 1, Bloomington Central Station 7th Addition, Hennepin County, Minnesota 
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City McGough
Controls Up to:

Baseline Terminal Capitalization Rate 4.25% Max Return Before Recapture  9.08% 0.00% 100.00%
Costs of Sale  1.00% Recapture Level 50.00%
Threshold IRR 9.08% City Maximum Recapture 7,550,000
NPV of TIF 11,043,451         

Thru April 23 May 23‐Apr 24 Apr‐25 Apr‐26 Apr‐27 Apr‐28 Apr‐29 Apr‐30 Apr‐31 Apr‐32 Apr‐33 Apr‐34
Year 1  Year 2 Year 3  Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

Effective Income (See TIF below) $0 $1,678,679 $6,670,097 $9,160,236 $9,429,443 $9,706,561 $9,991,823 $10,360,468 $10,812,743 $11,123,902 $11,444,205 $11,776,087

Total Operating Expense $0 $1,778,728 $2,894,580 $3,467,377 $3,595,685 $3,727,911 $3,826,847 $3,938,600 $4,055,238 $4,171,908 $4,292,006 $4,399,601

Net Operating Income $0 ($100,049) $3,775,517 $5,692,859 $5,833,758 $5,978,650 $6,164,976 $6,421,868 $6,757,505 $6,951,994 $7,152,199 $7,376,486

Unlevered IRR 
Outflows $68,833,896 $56,091,310 $78,222 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Inflows $0 ($100,049) $3,775,517 $5,692,859 $5,833,758 $5,978,650 $6,164,976 $6,421,868 $6,757,505 $6,951,994 $7,152,199 $7,376,486
Annual TIF Income $622,180 $614,704 $748,323 $1,866,755 $2,260,871 $2,290,339 $2,301,255 $2,312,170 $2,323,099 $2,334,035 $2,347,571 $2,363,705
Net Present Value of Remaining TIF Stream $11,043,451
Imputed Sale Price (excluding NPV of remaining TIF stream in row above) 176,811,765  
Net Cashflows ($68,211,716) ($55,576,655) $4,445,618 $7,559,614 $8,094,629 $8,268,989 $8,466,231 $8,734,038 $9,080,604 $9,286,029 $9,499,770 $197,595,407

IRR Unlevered  9.08%

Year of Sale 
Baseline 

IRR(Unlevered)
Threshold 
Premium

Threshold IRR 
Before 

Recapture 
4 13.01% 5% 13.66%
5 11.27% 5% 11.83%
6 10.43% 5% 10.95%
7 10.05% 5% 10.55%
8 9.92% 5% 10.41%
9 9.59% 5% 10.06%
10 9.34% 5% 9.80%
11 9.16% 5% 9.62%
12 9.08% 5% 9.53%

Exhibit B 1‐2: BCS 4 Recapture Agreement

Exhibit B‐1

Exhibit B‐2
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Exhibit C‐1: Recapture with Sale Calculation ‐ Procedure and Year 6 Example

Step #1: Calculate Actual IRR based on Net Sale Price, actual NOI, actual NPV of TIF Note, and actual Total Project Costs

Sale Price: 151,000,000$      

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Outflows (Const Costs) $68,833,896 $56,091,310 $78,222 $0 $0 $0
Inflows (NOI) $622,180 $514,655 $4,523,840 $7,559,614 $8,094,629 $8,268,989
NPV of TIF Note or Sale of TIF Note 19,640,805$       
Capital Expense Reserve 250,000$            
Net Sale Price 149,490,000$     
Net Cashflows ($68,211,716) ($55,576,655) $4,445,618 $7,559,614 $8,094,629 $177,649,794

Actual IRR:  11.35%
*Sale Price to include compensation to seller for any Capital Expense Reserve

Step #2: Compare Actual IRR to Threshold IRR

If Actual IRR > Threshold IRR, calculate Excess Amount in Steps #3 and #4

If Actual IRR < Threshold IRR, no Excess Amount

Step #3: Calculate Threshold Net Sale Price based on actual NOI, actual Total Project Costs, NPV of TIF Note and Threshold IRR

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Outflows (Const Costs) 68,833,896$         56,091,310$        78,222$               ‐$                        ‐$                        ‐$                     
Inflows (NOI) 622,180$               514,655$             4,523,840$          7,559,614$            8,094,629$          8,268,989$         
NPV of TIF Note or Sale of TIF Note ‐$                        ‐$                      ‐$                      ‐$                        ‐$                        19,640,805$       
Capital Expense Reserve 250,000$            
Threshold Net Sale Price * 142,350,000$     
Net Cashflows (68,211,716)$       (55,576,655)$      4,445,618$          7,559,614$            8,094,629$          170,509,794$     

* Iterate this Matrix while holding Threshold IRR constant in same as shown in Exhibit B Threshold IRR: 10.43%

Step #4: Calculate Excess Amount, and Recapture 

Net Sale Price 149,490,000$      
Threshold Net Sale Price (142,350,000)$    
Excess Amount 7,140,000$          
Recapture (50%) 3,570,000$          
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Exhibit C‐2: Recapture Without Sale Calculation ‐ Procedure and Example

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Step #1:  Calculate Threshold Net Sale Price based on actual NOI, actual Total Project Costs, NPV of TIF Note and Threshold IRR

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

Outflows (Const Costs) $68,833,896 $56,091,310 $78,222
Inflows (NOI) $622,180 $514,655 $4,523,840 $7,559,614 $8,094,629 $8,268,989 $8,466,231 $8,734,038 $9,080,604 $9,286,029 $9,499,770 $9,740,191
NPV of TIF Note $11,043,451
Capital Expense Reserve
Threshold Net Sales Price * 176,811,765$     
Net Cashflows (68,211,716)$     (55,576,655)$    4,445,618$      7,559,614$    8,094,629$    8,268,989$    8,466,231$    8,734,038$    9,080,604$    9,286,029$     9,499,770$              197,595,407$     

* Iterate the matrix to yield this value while keeping the Threshold IRR at the value shown in B‐2 (solve for this value) Threshold IRR **  9.08%
** When solving for Threshold Net Sale Price, this value needs to match the Year 12 Threshold IRR from Exhibit B‐2

Step #2: Determine Market Capitalization Rate

Agreement of Parties or Appraiser process determines prevailing Market Capitalization Rate Market Capitalization Rate 4.00%

Step #3: Calculate Imputed Net Sale Price using Market Capitalization Rate,Year 12 TIF Income, and Excess Amount, if any Year 12 TIF Income 2,405,000$          
Adjusted Net Operating Income 7,335,191$          

Imputed Net Sale Price (Not including NPV of TIF Note) 181,545,977$      
Threshold Net Sale Price (Not including NPV of TIF Note) (176,811,765)$    

Excess Amount 4,734,212$          
Recapture (50%) 2,367,106$          
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Non‐Shortfall Year during the Recapture Period (years 1 ‐8) Shortfall Year (< 2.0%) during the Recapture Period (years 1‐8)
3‐step process

EBITDA % EBITDA %
0.0% ‐XX%

Grocery Tenant Borrow from:
2.0% 1. City Recapture Reserve

1. Fund Grocery Business Reserve up to $675,000 2. Grocery Business Reserve
2. Payback GBR borrowing 2.0%
3. Recapture Reserve up to 50% of $7.8M Investment
4. Payback City Recapture Reserve borrowing Grocery Business Reserve after the Recapture Period (years 9 ‐15 of the lease)
5. Remainder to Grocery Tenant

4.0% Dollars $
‐$                      

1. Fund Grocery Business Reserve up to $675,000 Landlord to use GBR for:
2. 25% to Grocery tenant 1. Grocery Store Tenant Allowance for Refresh up to $400,000
3. 75% to Recapture Reserve up to 50% of $7.8M Investment 2. Rental Payment Reserve up to $275,000 if EBITDA falls below 2%

> 4.0% 675,000$             

Exhibit D‐1: Grocery Store Recapture Process
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City Council and Port Authority 
Meeting

March 9, 2022

1
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BCS Res 4 ‐ Agenda

1. BCS Background
2. Term Sheet Detail/Agreements Outline
3. Consider Action

2
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South Loop Plan Goals

• Build on the District’s unique mix of assets 
and mitigate its disadvantages

• Transform the District’s densities and 
character from suburban to urban 

• Accelerate the District’s development
• Establish the District as a branded place
emphasizing sustainability, quality, comfort, 
and safety 

• Create a sustainable district
3
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BCS Contract Master Contract

• 2005 BCS Contract – Relies on TIF revenue
• Simple public over private ratio calculation
• 10% overall public/private ratio 
• 12% for residential
Projects to Date:
• 2006 Reflections Condos 
• 2014 Hyatt – 303 rooms
• 2016 Health Partners HQ
• 2017 IndiGO – 395 units
• 2020 Fenley – 402 units

4
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BCS Master Plan

5

• 2.5M sf of office 
• 1M sf of residential 
(1,103 units) 

• 12,000 parking 
spaces
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BCS Site Plan

6

Reflections Condos
2006
263 Units

Hyatt
303 Rooms IndiGO

2017
395 Units

The Fenley
2020
402 Units
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BCS

• $415,000,000 completed to date
• $600,000,000 additional planned 
• Phases after 2026 are dependent on the “five‐
year rule” 
–Would need to be extended for projects that start 
after 2026.  

7
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BCS Residential

8
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Grocery

9
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BCS4 Apartment Renderings

10
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BCS4 Apartment Renderings

11
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BCS Residential 4 Overview

• 402 units
• Grocery 14,500 sf

– Grocery marketing efforts
• 9% affordable at 60% AMI

– 36 units
– OHO
– 15 being studio units, 12 1‐bedroom units, eight 2‐bedroom 
units and one 3‐bedroom unit

• $125M – Total Project Costs 
• $22.9M TIF (Present Value)

– Pay‐GO Note – Risk is on developer
– Generated by BCS4 and larger BCS Project

• Needs Analysis and Recapture
12
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Need Analysis

1. Affordable Units – Providing the affordable units in the project translates to about $7 
million in additional project costs, which is a more significant cost than simply paying 
the OHO Fee in Lieu (about $2,950,000).

2. Rent – Rent projections are slightly lower than some other projects in South Loop that 
may have a better view of the MN River Valley, and measurably below some of our 
neighboring cities.  Small changes in rent lead to large changes in project rates of 
return.

3. Construction Cost ‐ Construction materials and labor costs have risen dramatically 
during the pandemic, and especially since the May 4, 2021 term sheet approval. In 2021 
the construction industry experienced larger than normal cost increases for both 
materials and labor. The BCS4 project was also negatively impacted by these increases 
and the estimated construction costs increased about 10% from Q1 to Q4 2021. 

4. Acoustical Consideration ‐ BCS4 would be built closer to the centerline of the 17/35 
runway and requires a higher level of acoustical attenuation strategies than other 
residential projects to the East.

5. Public Infrastructure ‐ Public Infrastructure such as streets and utilities along 31st
Avenue are currently in the total project cost, and add approximately $3 million to the 
budget. For many of the other projects in South Loop, infrastructure is in place and 
does not add cost to the project.  

6. Grocery – Approximately $8 million of the project costs are related to the grocery store.  
If grocery does better than projected, money would be recaptured as detailed in the 
Recapture Agreement and returned to the BCS TIF district. 13
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Recapture

• Apartments 
–Waterfall, not simple NOI
– 105% after base proforma

• Grocery
– Based on EBITDA

14
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Flexible ‐ Parking Demand

15
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Flexible ‐ Parking Demand
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Flexible ‐ Parking Demand
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Public Investment Ratio

Public Private Public/Private 
Ratio

Reflections $12,326,991 $79,294,831 15.55%

Hyatt $1,954,419 $64,211,418 3.04%

IndiGO $12,574,596 $67,503,922 18.63%

HP HQ Tower 
Renovation

$0 $55,390,000 n/a

The Fenley $10,660,000 $88,735,900 12.02%

Total $37,520,106 $355,135,571 10.57%

BCS Residential #4 $22,900,000 $102,100,000 22%
18
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Schedule

• December 15, 2020 – Port Authority reviewed the 
project outline and directed staff to develop a term 
sheet for consideration by the City Council and Port 
Authority

• May 3, 2021 – City Council considered Entitlements
• May 4, 2021 ‐ Council and Port considered term sheet
• March 9, 2022 – Council and Port consider approval of 

development agreements
• Q2 2022 ‐ Start Construction 
• Q3 2023 ‐ First Phase Open for Occupancy

19
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Agreements Outline

I. Project Summary Overview
a. 402 unit multifamily project with 596 structured parking spaces

i. Affordable Units: 9% at 60% AMI (36 units)
ii. Grocery: 14,500 sf with liquor store

b. Project Ownership
i. A newly formed LLC will be created as the Owner (BCS4 Housing, 
LLC)
1.Debt to Equity ratio estimated: 55% Debt: 45% Equity
2.McGough will maintain 5‐10% ownership of the equity portion

c. Total Project Cost Estimate: $125M

20
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Agreements Outline

d. Total proposed public investment: $22.9M NPV (22% simple ratio)
i. PayGo Note – Risk of TIF stream is born by developer
ii. Public Investment Funding Sources

1. Tax Increment Financing (TIF Source #1) – Approximately 50% 
generated from BCS4 Building

2. Tax Increment Financing (TIF Source #2) – Approximately 50% Overall 
BCS TIF Account, generated from other BCS Projects 

iii. Public Investment Uses 
1. Land cost

a. Approximately $8.9M
2. Parking Ramp

a. Approximately $11M
3. Public improvement (Landscaping, Utilities, Sidewalks and Roadways)

a. Approximately $3M
i. 31st Avenue
ii. 80 ½ Street
iii.LRT Pedestrian Corridor

21
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Public Improvements

22
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Agreements Outline

II. Secondary Developer Agreement
a. Parties: City, Port, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, BCS4 Housing, LLC
b. Purpose: Outlines project specific responsibilities for the parties including the 

Port’s investment in the project
c. Key Points:

i. BCS4 Housing, LLC agrees to build apartment building, parking ramp and 
public improvements

ii. Port agrees to pay for land costs, public improvements and parking ramp 
with TIF generated by the BCS4 project and the BCS TIF District in the form 
of a TIF PayGo note

iii.Developer provides a Completion Guaranty for Project
iv.At the time of closing, all project funds are to be dedicated and obligated 
to build the Project as confirmed by a title company or disbursing agent or 
acceptable financial documents, ensuring the completion of the Project

v. Business subsidy – City/Port acknowledge that purpose of public 
investment in BCS4 is not job creation, but it is economic and community 
development, specifically a grocery store for the South Loop District 

23
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Agreements Outline

II. Secondary Developer Agreement (Cont.)

vi. Outlines City construction standards for developer building public 
improvements (adjacent street, sidewalk, streetscape, utilities, etc.)

vii. Addresses conversion of parking ramp to other use if parking demand 
decreases due to autonomous vehicles, transit, and ride sharing service

viii. Grocery Store Tenant will lease space from the BCS4 Housing, LLC
ix. Transient Lodging Limitation (AirBNB, VRBO, etc.) – If transient lodging is 
permitted by City Code, BCS4 Housing, LLC may use a maximum of 20% of 
the units for transient lodging or the number of units permitted by City 
Code, whichever is less

x. Lease provided by BCS4 Housing, LLC to individual tenants shall restrict 
tenants from offering units as transient lodging, which restriction will not 
apply to units offered as transient lodging by the BCS4 Housing, LLC as 
provided in the agreement (i.e., only Owner/Developer can do Transient 
Lodging since regulating individual tenants is resource intensive)

24
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Agreements Outline

III. TIF PayGo Note – Exhibit to Secondary Development Agreement 
a. Parties: Port and BCS4 Housing LLC 
b. Purpose: Establishes parameters for repayment of public costs paid by BCS4 

Housing, LLC 
c. Key Points:

i. Port issues TIF note to Developer upon closing financing 
ii. Developer needs to complete project, generate TIF and supply affordable 
units each year to receive TIF funds which are produced twice per year
i. BCS TIF District funds will be used to pay interest on the note during 
construction

iii.Interest rate to be 5.25%
iv.Maximum net present principal amount is $22.9 M
v. Risk of TIF stream is born by developer

25
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Agreements Outline
IV. Recapture Agreements

a. Parties: Port, BCS4 Housing, LLC 
b. Purpose: Outlines terms under which repayment of public investment needs to 

be repaid if project returns are above market returns
c. Key Points:

i. Two recapture provisions are needed for the different project components
1. Apartment Recapture ‐ Recapture of up to 50% of $15.1M

a. IRR basis (proforma waterfall similar to The Fenley), not simple 
NOI calculation

b.Recapture begins at 105% of base proforma  
c. Agreement triggers in the event of a sale of the property, or at 12 
years from the start of construction
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Grocery Recapture Table
Non Shortfall Year

EBITDA %
0.0%

Grocery Tenant
2.0%

1. Fund Grocery Business Reserve up to $675,000
2. Payback GBR borrowing
3. Recapture Reserve up to 50% of $7.8M Investment
4. Payback City Recapture Reserve borrowing
5. Remainder to Grocery Tenant

4.0%
1. Fund Grocery Business Reserve up to $675,000
2. 25% to Grocery tenant
3. 75% to Recapture Reserve up to 50% of $7.8M Investment

27

EBITDA ‐ earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization
GBR – Grocery Business Reserve
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Grocery Recapture Table
Shortfall Year

EBITDA %
0.0%

Borrow from City Recapture Reserve
Borrow from Grocery Business Reserve
If no reserves, Grocery only receives what is available, if 
anything

2.0%

28

EBITDA ‐ earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization
GBR – Grocery Business Reserve
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Agreements Outline
IV. Recapture Agreements (Continued)

V.Grocery Recapture 
a.Maximum Recapture is up to 50% of $7.8M (Maximum Grocery 
Recapture and maximum Recapture Reserve)

b. Lease between Developer and Grocery Tenant will be for a period 
of 15 years with an 8‐year recapture period

c. Grocery Recapture Formula
i. Grocery Tenant receives 100% of EBITDA up to 2%
ii. Funds in excess of 2% EBITDA go towards funding the Grocery 
Business Reserve (GBR) up to a max of $675,000

iii.Once maximum GBR has been funded and continues to stay at 
that level after any annual borrowings due to an annual 
shortfall, the delta between 2% EBITDA and 4% EBITDA is 
distributed 100% to a Port account set aside to hold annual 
distributions (Recapture Reserve)

29
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Agreements Outline

IV. Recapture Agreements (Continued)
c. Grocery Recapture Formula (Continued)

iv. Any funds annually in excess of 4% EBITDA will be split 75% 
to the Recapture Reserve and 25% to Grocery Tenant

v. Any annual shortfall below 2% EBITDA can be borrowed 1st
from Recapture Reserve (if any available) and 2nd from GBR

vi.Following a shortfall year, any dollars greater than 2% EBITDA 
must 1st go to replenish GBR and then Recapture Reserve

vii.If the grocery business also borrows from the Recapture 
Reserve to fund prior years shortfall, if in future years 
generates an EBITDA greater than 4% the grocery business will 
be allowed to receive its 25% split above 4% and will not be 
required to pay back borrowing from Recapture Reserve

30
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Agreements Outline

IV. Recapture Agreements (Continued)
c. Grocery Recapture Formula (Continued)

viii. If GBR balance exists at end of year 8 (the end of the 
recapture period), the GBR goes to Landlord for tenant 
allowance for a refresh and for a future rent reserve
1. The first $400,000 of the anticipated $675,000 GBR can 
be used for grocery store capital improvement/tenant 
allowance refresh

2.Any amounts above $400,000 in the GBR can be used for 
rental payment reserve that the grocery store can use for 
rent payment if EBITDA falls below 2%

31
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Agreements Outline

IV. Recapture Agreements (Continued)
d. If grocery store fails

i. Pay Go note will not be adjusted or terminated
ii. McGough can seek approval for a different tenant
iii.Similar term recapture agreement will be executed for 
the remaining years

32
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Agreements Outline
V. Opportunity Housing Plan 

a. Parties: Port and BCS4 Housing LLC 
b. Purpose: Outlines terms for provision of affordable units in the project
c. Key Points:

i. Declaration of Restrictive Covenants (Affordable Housing) – Exhibit to 
Secondary Development Agreement 

ii. Provides for 36 units of housing at 60% of AMI for 20 years
1. Includes rent plus utilities under the 60% AMI cap 

iii.Details unit types provided (number of bedrooms per unit) 
1. 15 studio or alcove units
2. 12 1‐bedroom units
3. Eight 1‐bedroom + den or 2‐bedroom unit, one 3‐bedroom unit

iv.Rents based on Minnesota Housing standards established each year
v. Third party reviewer to complete annual audit/reporting – BCS TIF admin to 
pay ~$5,000/yr

vi.Recourse for default ties to PayGo Note, and no annual TIF until cured
vii.Recordable against property 
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Agreements Outline

VI. Easement and Maintenance Agreement 
a. Note: To be completed separately, not part of action by Port and CC on 

March 9, 2022
b. Parties: City, Port, Bloomington Central Station, LLC, and MG 

Bloomington, LLC
c. Purpose: Outlines maintenance responsibilities for the public 

improvements adjacent to the buildings (e.g., sidewalks, streets, 
lighting, etc.)

d. Key Points:
I. Easements granted covering the public improvements
II. Developer agrees to maintain on‐site public improvements at their 

cost
III. To be completed before financial closing
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Agreements Outline

VII. Third Party Design Peer Review 
a. Parties: Port, SRF Consultants
b. Purpose: Review design of public improvements
c. Key Points:

I. SRF has completed the review and determined the designs/costs 
are adequate/reasonable for the public improvements

VIII. Third Party Cost Review 
a. Note: Executed separately by Administrator, not part of action by Port 

and CC on March 9, 2029
b. Parties: Port, SRF Consultants
c. Purpose: Review costs of public improvements
d. Key Points:

I. One review at beginning (due diligence) stage of project
II. Second review at completion of project
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Staff Recommendation

• Port Authority Motion made by 
____________, seconded by ______________ 
to adopt a Resolution approving the 
Secondary Development Agreement with the 
City of Bloomington, Bloomington Central 
Station, LLC and BCS4 Multifamily, LLC for the 
BCS4 project.
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Staff Recommendation

• City Council Motion made by ____________, 
seconded by ______________ to adopt a 
resolution approving the Secondary 
Development Agreement with the Port 
Authority, Bloomington Central Station, LLC 
and BCS4 Multifamily, LLC for the BCS4 
project.
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Board Agenda Item

 
Originator 
Port Authority

Item 
3.3 Wayfinding Agreement Amendment - PORT AUTHORITY ONLY
ACTION

Agenda Section 
NEW BUSINESS

Date 
March 9, 2022

Requested Action:

 
Motion made by __________, seconded by ___________ to approve amendments to the On-Site Wayfinding
Agreement between the City, Port Authority, and MOAC Mall Holdings LLC. 

 
Item presented by: City Attorney and Port Authority Counsel
 
Description:

 
In June 2018, the City and Port Authority entered into an agreement with MOAC Mall Holdings, LLC to use TIF
funds to finance improvements to on-site wayfinding at various parking facilities adjacent to and supporting the
Mall of America as otherwise set forth in the 2016 Master Redevelopment Contract between MOAC Land
Holdings, LLC, the City, and the Port Authority.  The parties now desire to formally amend the 2018 Wayfinding
Agreement to memorialize process updates since its original adoption; specifically, the notices section has been
updated and email addresses have been added, the term "Confidential Information" has been added to the
definitions, non-disclosure obligations have been clarified, and the purposes for which access to the wayfinding
data were broadened to add "development purposes."  The City Council considered the same amendment on
March 7, 2022.  
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Commission Agenda Item

 
Originator 
Port Authority

Item 
3.4 Acknowledge Determination Regarding Telephone or Interactive
Technology Meetings and Shift Back to In-Person Meetings - PORT
AUTHORITY ONLY ACTION

Agenda Section 
NEW BUSINESS

Date 
March 9, 2022

Requested Action:

 
Motion by ______, seconded by _________ to acknowledge the Port Authority President's determination
regarding conducting meetings by telephone or interactive technology and shifting back to in-person meetings as
of March 14, 2022.

Description:

 
The Port Authority President has determined to shift back to in-person meetings as of March 14, 2022.  This
determination was made after consulting with the Port Authority’s Administrator, chief legal counsel and the
City’s Public Health Administrator regarding the current status of COVID-19 health pandemic in Minnesota and
finding that it is increasingly feasible, practical, and prudent for Port Authority officials, Port Authority staff, and
the public to comply with public health guidance following a possible exposure, infection, or related matters and
concerns and they are more able to safely carry out official duties and requirements.

Attachments:

 
Declaration
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https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/1274278/BPA_Declaration_to_Discontinue_Remote_Meetings.docx.pdf


PORT AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON 

 

PORT AUTHORITY PRESIDENT’S DECLARATION REGARDING CONDUCTING 

MEETINGS BY TELEPHONE OR INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY 

 

As the President of the Port Authority of the City of Bloomington, Minnesota (the “Port 

Authority”), I find as follows: 

 

a. As of November 29, 2021, Minnesota remained in the top 15 states with the worst COVID-

19 infection rate over the past week (U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data).  

Minnesota had 426 new cases per 100,000 people over the previous seven days.  On 

November 29, 2021, the Minnesota Department of Health reported 44 new deaths, which 

raised the state’s pandemic death total to 9,382.  Minnesota reported 4,511 new confirmed 

cases of COVID-19, pushing the state’s pandemic total to 899,739. 

b. Minnesota Statutes, section 13D.021 authorizes governing bodies to meet by telephone or 

interactive technology if it is determined that meeting in person is not practical or prudent 

because of a health pandemic. 

c. I consulted with the Port Authority’s administrator, its chief legal counsel, and the City of 

Bloomington’s Public Health Administrator regarding the current status of COVID-19 in 

Minnesota and have found it is difficult or impossible for Port Authority officials, Port 

Authority staff, and the public to comply with public health guidance following a possible 

exposure, infection, or related matters and concerns while safely carrying out official duties 

and requirements. 

 

Based on the above findings, on November 29, 2021, I determined as follows: 

 

1. Due to the current global health COVID-19 pandemic and the conditions in Minnesota, 

complying with the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 13D, threatens the health, 

safety, and welfare of Port Authority officials, Port Authority staff, and the public. 

2. Due to the current global health COVID-19 pandemic and the conditions in Minnesota, it is 

not practical or prudent for the Port Authority to conduct in-person meetings. 

3. At least one member of the Port Authority or its Administrator will be present at the regular 

meeting location, unless unfeasible due to the global health COVID-19 pandemic.   

4. Members of the public may be present at the regular meeting location, unless unfeasible due 

to the global health COVID-19 pandemic.  

5. A member of the Port Authority that attends a meeting by telephone or interactive technology 

shall be considered “present” for purposes of City Code section 2.72(g). 

6. All meetings of the Port Authority shall comply with the requirements of Minnesota Statutes, 

section 13D.021 

7. Until further notice, all meetings of the Port Authority governed by Minnesota Statutes, 

Chapter 13D shall be conducted by telephone or interactive technology. 

 

In furtherance of that November 29, 2021 determination and specifically as to paragraph 3, 

designated staff members were identified. 
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Over the past few days, I consulted with the Port Authority’s Administrator, chief legal counsel 

and the City’s Public Health Administrator regarding the current status of COVID-19 health 

pandemic in Minnesota and have found it is increasingly feasible, practical, and prudent for Port 

Authority officials, Port Authority staff, and the public to comply with public health guidance 

following a possible exposure, infection, or related matters and concerns and they are more able 

to safely carry out official duties and requirements.  Consequently, on March __ 2022, I directed 

the chief legal counsel to notify the Port Authority’s board and commission liaisons and informed 

the Board of Commissioners that the Port Authority will be shifting back to in-person meetings as 

of March 14, 2022.  Thereafter, I also directed relevant Port Authority staff members to begin 

preparations for the two-week transition from conducting interactive technology meetings to in-

person meetings and those other meeting arrangements made permissible under Minnesota State 

Law.  The Public Health Administrator will continue to monitor the COVID-19 health pandemic 

in Minnesota and additional arrangements will be considered as is feasible, practical, and prudent. 

 

 

Dated:        _____________________ 

       Bob Erickson 

       President 

       Port Authority of the City of Bloomington 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
BL255-1 (JAE) 

783606v1 
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